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Introductio n n 

Agency,, Oralit y and Identit y Construction: 

Thiss thesis is concerned with questions of agency and orality in the construction of Shi'ite identity 
throughh history-telling of the Iraqi Shi'ite Arab refugee women and their families in their homeland of 
Iraq,, in a Saudi Arabian refugee camp, and in their resettlement in The Netherlands. Through analyzing 
thee narratives of these women, this study seeks to explore the challenges they have faced in each country. 
Thesee are challenges which seem likely to increase as the Sunni minority continues to dominate civil 
spacee in Iraq and control the majority Shi'ites, often isolating them from political participation. In Saudi 
Arabia,, the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees had to work hard to preserve their Shi'ite culture in yet another country 
withh a Sunni religious and political establishment particularly hostile to Shi'ism. In The Netherlands the 
womenn I interviewed are faced with an even more complex cultural challenge to their identity. In the West 
inn general, Muslims Islamic society is often viewed as a backward, inferior culture, particularly in relation 
too the position of women in Islam. 

Thiss thesis is concerned about the level of agency these women reflected in their narratives and also in the 
eventss of these narratives in order to preserve, present and confirm their Shi'ite identity. It is also 
concernedd with the genre of orality used by the women in their narrative tradition. And, finally, this thesis 
seekss to explore the various identities the Iraqi Shi'ite women assume and construct in their narratives as 
theyy negotiate a sense of self-individually and collectively, within threatening environments of their 
refugeee experience. 

Agency: : 

Theree are many levels of agency shown in the narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women. The first level of 
agencyy is the exercising of their subjectivity in choosing which stories to relate in the course of the 
interviews.. The second level of agency is their selection of the events to tell within each story. The women 
tendedd to stress events that concerned their own suffering and the suffering of their religious symbols. 
Theirr ordering of these events is the final level, in that it reflected the effect of this suffering on their lives. 
Thee language used in narrating the stories attests to the agency of the women. The poetry, the scriptures, 
andd religious allusions that the women utilize are all distinctly chosen by the tellers as they convey their 
lif ee histories. 

Inn addition to the various forms of expression described above, the content of the narratives also shows a 
strongg sense of agency. In essence, their life histories are war stories. The theme of these war stories is one 
off  bravery and action. While their husbands and brothers and sons fought, the women would regularly 
travell  long distances to the Iranian border to provide food, hide soldiers, and assure the safety of their 
lovedd ones. During the Uprising, as we will see, the women held a central role in all aspects of the 
insurgency.. Far from being meek reactors to the events at hand, these women played an active and 
courageouss role in each of the events they discuss in their narratives. Their commitment to testify, and the 
levelss of agency employed during their survival and escape from Iraq are also present as they define a new 
lif ee for themselves in Holland. This applies particularly to the Shi'ite traditional religious mourning 
ceremoniess they worked hard to re-establish. The agency the women expressed in their interviews is 
closelyy bound to their sense of their need to witness. The oral character, so called orality, is crucial in 
understandingg the narrative genre of the women's history-telling, especially in light of the high rates of 
illiteracyy and the emphasis on memorizing the history of their religious leaders. 
Thee interviewees utilize their own personal stories to tell the story of the community. Thus their oral life 
storiess have historical import but within the framework of subjective accounts. (Portelli, 1998: 24) 
Thee women often referred to themselves as "we" when describing personal accounts. Rather than the 
objectivee "This happened in Iraq...", or even the individual "I felt...."; their stories contain the notion of 
collectivity.. Their experiences are communal. The accuracy hes not in their objective veracity but rather 
inn their collective observations. This does not negate the uniqueness of each story. It is a genre of 
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narrativityy that comes from a heritage within which histories are recounted orally. They talked about their 
ownn part in the two Gulf wars and in the March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising. Their war tales explored the hidden 
andd the unknown story of Arab women in these times of wars. Their "history-telling" of war contradicts 
thee stereotype of the subordination of Arab women. Due to the fact that the women use the collective 
pronoun,, I have decided to entitle my thesis "History-telling of the Iraqi Shi'ite Arab: Refugee Women 
andd their Families in The Netherlands." It is important for me to include the family in this thesis, because, 
ass the women themselves have informed me continually, these are stories not just about them, but about 
theirr communities and their families. 

Identit yy Construction: 

Ann important element of the narratives I gathered concerns their underlying search for identity. The 
agencyy they utilized during the actual events of their stories as well the genre of orality were all central to 
thee construction of their identity as Iraqi, as Shi'ite, and as Arab. In each of the places they lived, the 
identityy of the women was questioned. This essay will seek to explore how they constructed and 
reconstructedd their identities according to changes in time, place and laws in each of the three countries in 
whichh they lived. What I meant by identity construction is the level of negotiations that these women went 
throughh during the context of the interview and in the narrated events to give new meanings, to draw 
boundaries,, or to confirm the old meanings of their Shi'ite identity. 

Liisaa H. Malkki, in her article " Speechless Emissaries Refugees, Humanitarianism, and Dehistoricization" 
(Malkki,, 1997: 222), discusses the widespread phenomenon of refugee displacement that is escalating in the 
world.. Along with this large-scale forced movement comes a large-scale humanitarian effort. Unfortunately, 
accordingg to Malkki, these humanitarian interventions are often based on narrow images of the exact peoples 
theyy want to help. Moreover, the media, following the lead of the world relief agencies, attempt to de-
politicizee and de-historicize the refugees to facilitate resettlement (Malkki, 1997: 223) Her article points to 
howw refugees cease being real individuals and are reduced to nameless, speechless victims or worse, 
statistics.. Though her article focuses on the Hutu refugees of Rwanda and Burundi, her argument pertains to 
thee situation I have studied with the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees. 

Strippedd of the politics and cultural history that led to their exile, the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees had to fight to 
maintainn their identity throughout the refugee process. They are a community of resistance, suffering, and 
remembrance,, strongly rooted in their own religious and cultural traditions. Removing the history and 
politicss misrepresents the experience of refugees and, moreover detracts from the agency of exiled peoples 
whoo have risked their lives in a political statement as is the case with the Iraqi Shi'ite and the Uprising 
againstt Saddam Hussein. Each refugee population, I would argue, should be approached differently by the 
internationall  aid organizations, according to the particular history and needs of each refugee situation. The 
"specificc lived circumstances of their exile" will shape the way the exiled communities reconstruct their 
identityy as they seekk to re-establish themselves. (Malkki, 1997: 226) 

Marginalization : : 

Att the heart of the majority of the stories gathered for this study is the issue of marginalization. From Iraq 
too Saudi Arabia to Holland, the Iraqi Shi'ite women have encountered numerous types and levels of 
marginalization,, most obviously in the form of displacement. Yet the women have also lost property, 
freedom,, and basic rights. The loss of their identity runs deeply throughout all of their narratives. 

Theree are different layers of marginalization. On one level, the Shiites are socially marginalized because 
off  their distinct religious identity that is reflected through dress, region, and rich religious rituals. Yet on 
anotherr level, their very distinctness as a religious group facilitates their political marginalization. Thus, 
thee state justified massive deportations, imprisonment executions, and torture all to further separate the 
Shi'ite.. However they were viewed as different from the Iraqi Sunnis not just in religion but in culture. 
Therefore,, one cannot attribute their marginal status to one specific political, religious or economic cause. 
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Marginalizationn of and discrimination against ShFites in Iraq takes place not only on the level of concrete 
actss of aggression but also on an ideological level in an attempt to destroy the Shi'ite community, 
shatteringg their sense of distinct identity. Employing and often compelling individual Shi'ites to engage in 
espionage,, the government infiltrated schools, companies, neighborhoods, and families with state spies so 
ass to control every aspect of the Shi'ite community. In addition, the Ba'ath party frequently sought out 
andd tortured any religious leader conducting the collective Shi'ite rituals. In these ways and in numerous 
others,, the government attempted to eradicate the religion both internally and externally. 

Physicall  and Symbolic displacement: 

Marginalizationn of the Shi'ite continues within host societies. The physical displacement of being a 
refugeee led to a symbolic displacement as well. Psychological trauma caused by being physically uprooted 
iss common among most refugees or exiled peoples. The lack of stability and the lack of a sense of 
belongingg result in a communal feeling of isolation. The Iraqi Shi'ite women combat this isolation 
throughh the active re-constructing of their Shi'ite-ness and their Arab Iraqi-ness. 

"Nationalistt dreams notwithunderstanding, the citizen loyalty to the state cannot thus rely on their 
membershipp in a community of memory; indeed, such membership often poses a challenge to state unity. 
Att the same time, without some form of a common historical narrative, the state cannot achieve legitimacy 
ass a political entity. Added to that is the challenge of accommodation to historical shifts in the country's 
borderss and thus also power and population."(Irwin-Zarecka, 1994: 61) 

Veilss and Betrayal: 
LookingLooking at the Narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite Women Refugees 

Foremost,, the main concerns of this dissertation are uncovering the untold stories of the two Gulfs wars, 
unveilingg the March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising, and exploring the levels of betrayals the Iraqi Shi'ite 
communityy encountered from their own government, the Arab nations, the Iranians, and the international 
community,, specifically the Americans. 

Chapterr One will explore the methodology I have chosen to use in the process of this project. This 
includess my methods for choosing the interviewees, how I conducted the interviews, and changes in the 
proceduress I used. I have consciously deviated from standard Oral History interviewing methods for 
specificc reasons. This chapter discusses in detail my reasoning for these decisions and my realizations in 
lightt of utilizing these necessary alterations. This chapter also seeks to reflect the conscious subjectivity of 
thesee women's stories and how this represents the level of agency used during the interviews, in selecting 
theirr personal narrative for the interview and in the selection of the wider traditional narratives during 

religiouss ceremonies. 

Chapterr Two will present the narratives of the women in Iraq as the oppressive Ba'ath regime came to 
powerr and they began to endure prejudice and persecution under Saddam Hussein. It will explore the 
methodss used by the state in controlling and subjugating the Shi'ite community as well as the women in 
particular.. The peripheral position of the Shi'ites in relation to their own nation result in their problematic 
claimss to a national identity as Iraqi and to a broader Arab nationalist identity. The ruling party of Iraq 
continuess to use propaganda stating that the Shi'ite of the south are not Iraqi, and not even Arab. The 
Shi'itee were deeply betrayed by their government, having been excluded from national identity not only 
forr being Shi'ite but also for not being Ba'athist 

Chapterr Three will explore the levels of betrayal that Iraqi Shi'ites faced in Iraq, leading up to the March 
19911 Uprising. By looking at the effect of the two Gulf wars (Iraq-Iran war 1980-1988 and the Invasion of 
Kuwaitt in 1990-1991) on the interviewees, this chapter will investigate the meanings given to these 
historicall  events on a personal and a communal level. This chapter seeks to unveil the Uprising and the 
rolee of Shi'ite and women within the insurgency. It is now all but forgotten by both Arab and Western 
publicc opinion and thus has been continually veiled in misinterpretation. 
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Chapterr  Four  will examine the memories of the Iraqi female refugees concerning their  exile out of Iraq 
andd their  temporary refuge in the Saudi Arabian Rafha Camp. By studying the narratives themselves, it 
exploress the failur e of the Uprising, the choice of exile, and the significance of these events in their  lives 
andd narratives. The decision to leave their  homeland called into question the core of their  identity, 
ethnically,, socially, sexually, and religiously. Their  stories recount numerous levels of betrayal, from their 
government,, from the international community, from the Arab world, from the host nation, from the 
refugeee organizations, even from the males of their  community and family. This chapter  looks at the 
experiencee of being a woman refugee, and how the reconstruction of "home"  within their  sense of identity 
beginss to take shape. 

Chapterr  Five will focus on the lives of the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees once they have been resettled and 
accommodatedd in The Netherlands. Lif e in this new homeland represents a huge social, legal, and 
psychologicall  shift for  the Iraqi women. The Iraqi Shi'ite women face numerous challenges as permanent 
outsiders.. According to the women's narratives, both young and old, the prospects of assimilation, 
althoughh they promise security and social acceptance, are fraught with threats to the tradition s of Iraq and 
Shi"ism.. This chapter  will explore the discontinuity inherent in such a profound shift of place, but also the 
continuityy constructed by the refugees themselves within such a shift. 

Chapterr  Six is devoted to uncovering the connection between the lif e histories of Iraqi Shi'ite women in 
thee Netherlands and the nature of Shi'ite religious symbolism. This chapter  presents the traditional Shi'ite 
storiess that serve as bases for  the personal and communal stories of these Shi'ite women. By looking at the 
historiess of the members of ahl al-bait (Holy Family of the Prophet), and understanding their  relation to 
thee Shi'ite rituals of remembrance, I hope to provide the context within which the women frame their  own 
lif ee stories. 

Thee last chapter  of the thesis, Chapter  Seven, will look at the healing properties of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
women'ss narrative traditio n and its deep impact upon their  lives and the narratives themselves. It will 
analyzee the therapeutic aspects of the ritual s of remembrance, their  explicit and implici t meanings, genres, 
structurall  layers, content, and narrative qualities of the stories and their  telling. What does it mean to 
remember?? What are the origins and repercussions of memory, personal and collective? How does the 
processs of remembrance and history-telling serve to re-construct the identity of these women? How does 
thiss process serve to heal them? This chapter  will end the thesis by analyzing the narratives of the Iraqi 
Shi'it ee women within the very act and meaning of their  presentation. Workin g within the theoretical 
frameworkframework  of orality and history-telling, this chapter  will also look at the role narration has played in the 
articulationn of these women's stories and in their  own articulation of themselves. 
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Chapterr  One 

Researchh Methodology 

Methodology: : 

Theree are many reasons for choosing the use of the life history approach to collect material and 
informationn about the life experiences of Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women now resettled in The Netherlands. 
First,, the life history approach gives the Iraqi Shi'ite women a voice and a platform from which to tell 
theirr own stories. In recounting their own life histories, they present historical events within actual lived 
experience.. This gives a wider audience of readers a specific, authentic insight from a "native point of 
view",, i.e. from the Iraqi Shi'ite women's history, culture and contemporary traumatic experiences. 
Second,, it reflects the historic, cultural identities and changes that occurred in their lives during Saddam 
Hussein'ss regime, the Gulf wars, flight, life in the refugee camp and life in The Netherlands and how the 
womenn have reacted and adjusted to those changes. Third, the life history approach1 is the only means of 
uncoveringg material as sensitive as mat of this particular culture, the Shi'ite, which is only available from 
thee personal narratives of these women. Fourth, the life history approach is the best approach for 
presentingg the inner dimensions of women as a social group through studying their individual experiences 
ass a part of a larger society in their homeland and exile. 

Thesee reasons defined what kind of a life history I would collect: "complete life history"2 because it 
includess from early childhood until the moment of the interview. This kind of interview provides us with a 
clearr picture of the interviewees' life history experiences as "women"  as "Shi'ites"  and as "refugees". As 
womenn and as Shi'ites, this approach allows us to listen to the Shi'ite women's stories and discover what it 
meantt to be a "woman"an d a ''Shi'ite "  under Saddam's government. How did these women live through 
andd survive two wars that occurred in less than ten years? What were their roles during those conflicts? 
Howw did they maintain their identities and survive the persecution they faced under Saddam as Shi'ite? As 
'*refugees""  the complete life histories of these women provides us with a comprehensive view of the life 
historyy of a "refugee woman", including her life experience in her homeland, in the refugee camp, and in 
thee country of resettiement 

Selectingg interviewees: 

Whenn I started looking for interviewees, I found no difficulty in making contact with the 50 Shi'ite women 
andd their families in The Netherlands I have chosen to interview for this research project. I had the 
addressess and telephone numbers of five women whom I had originally met in Rafha Refugee Camp in 
Saudii  Arabia. When I arrived in The Netherlands, I got in touch with them, and through them I was 
introducedd to others. Through these women's networks I was introduced to more than twenty women in 
differentt town and villages in The Netherlands. 

II  was able to meet ten more women interviewees in two different occasions. First, I met six women in a 
religiouss ceremony that was held in Zwolle on May 5, 1998 in the house of one of the interviewees who 
happenedd to be a mullaya (a woman leader of Shi'ite religious ceremonies for remembrance and mourning 
thee family members of the Prophet Mohammed). Then, I met four more interviewees when I was invited 
too an azuumat nisa (an all-female gathering) in one of the key informant's house. Thus the Shi'ite women's 

11 I used the term "lif e history"  approach instead of "lif e story"  because as Daniel Bertaux said "lif e history"  includes "lif e story"  and as 
Langness definied it as lif e story supplemented with other  biographical information drawn from conversation with other  people. The lif e 
historiess I collected included the accounts of women's lives as delivered orally by the women themselves and the biographical and other 
informationn drawn from my observations and conversations between the women and myself during the interview and the use of written 
materials.. (Daniel Bertaux, 1981:7; Langness, 1965:4-5) 

22 This term "a complete lif e history"  is First used in the fifties by W.I. Thomas and F. Znaniecki, 1966. Also see Donald and Lora Miller , 
1993;;  Mosa, 1993; Leydesdorff, 1994; Roberts, 1995; Chamberlain, 1997; Kaplan, 1998 
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network,, not only brought me into contact with individual interviewees, but also generously aided my 
introductionn into the Shi'ite community. 

Thee rest of the fifteen interviewees came from a wide variety of other  sources. First, the local refugee 
councilss in different villages and towns in The Netherlands provided me with names of refugees, who, 
whenn I contacted them, introduced me to still others. Second, I contacted The Kwi Foundation3 in London 
inn May 1997 and visited them in August 1997 in order  to obtain their  support The head of the Foundation 
providedd me with the names and addresses of additional Shi'ite refugee women in The Netherlands whom 
II  would later  interview. 

Thee selection procedure for  these 50 interviewees was based on three conditions: the subject should be 
articulate;;  she should have lived in the Netherlands for  at least five years; and the age of the selected 
subjectt  should be at least twenty years of age. Being articulate was particularl y important since it would 
facilitatee the flow of the interviews. I sought persons who were talkative and enjoyed telling stories about 
theirr  lives. As for  the condition of living in The Netherlands for  five years, that time frame provided the 
intervieweess with enough experience to make informed comparisons between their  life style in the home 
countryy and in the resettlement country. 

Thee age-span of the interviewees ranges from 20 to 77 years old, thus they were born between 1929 and 
1979.. They were between 11 and 68 when they left Iraq in 1991. This age grouping allows a wide range 
off  histories, memories and experiences to be explored. In addition, in most societies in general and in Iraq 
inn particular , a person's age helps to determine her/his status and influence and therefore her/his 
perceptionn of her  /his society, past and present The age differences also allow comparisons between the 
differin gg perceptions of older  and younger  generations. It also allows us to examine how the age factor  has 
affectedd people's ability to adapt and adjust with the changes that have happened in their  lives since they 
leftt  Iraq. Along these lines, the age differences also allow comparisons between the differin g age groups 
inn their  approach and reaction to traumatic events. 

Thee representative-ness of the group I have selected and interviewed does not lie in the actual numbers of 
interviewees.. Clearly only fift y lives cannot define the entirety of the refugee experience. However, the 
samplee presented in this study does in fact shed considerable light on what it means to be an Iraqi Shi'ite 
femalee refugee. The thoroughness of these women's stories as they shared them with me and the diversity 
withinn the sample fifty  interviewees allows for  an effective representation of the refugee experience of the 
Iraq ii  Shi'ite women. To ensure diversity and thus a wide representative-ness within this study, I have 
dividedd the interviewees into three groups. 

Thee first  group consists of four  elderly women whose age falls between 65 and 77. Their  life story 
experiencess provide important information about the social, economic, political and religious life in south 
Iraqq before the Ba'ath regime took power  in 1968. It also provides important points of comparison 
betweenn women's lives before and after  the Ba'ath and what changes happened in their  lives since 1968. 
Moreover,, their  lif e stories are also reflections of family lif e in Iraq which, as we shall explore later, is 
centrall  to the concerns of all of the interviewees. 

Thee second group consists of 30 women whose ages fall between 32 and 65. Their  life experiences also 
reflectt  the changes that have occurred in their  lives since the Ba'ath regime took power. In addition, their 
lif ee stories are reflections of women's experiences as the head of a family under  the Ba'ath regime. All of 
thesee women were married in Iraq, but ten are now widows who lost their  husbands either  during the first 
Gulff  war, the Iraq-Ira n war  of 1980-1988, or  the second Gulf War  of 1990- 1991 that began with the Iraqi 
invasionn of Kuwait These women experienced the trauma of losing their  spouses while still under  the 
considerablee pressure of heading and protecting the household. Their  stories tell of the hardship of 

33 al-Khwi Foundation is the biggest center  for  the Shi'ite Islam in the West. It was established in London in the 1980s by the son of Imam 
Abuu al-Qassim al-Khwi the Imam of the Shi'ite in the whole world. The Foundation is considered the center  for  information about the 
Shi'ite.. I contacted Seyyid Yousif al-Khoi for  support and to take his permision to use their  library . The Foundation has also a 
comprehensivee librar y that contains many sources on Shi'iism and schools that provide formal educational teaching from primary til l high 
school.. The Foundation is also a center  for  helding throughout the year  celebrations of Shi'ite events and ceremonies. 
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defendingg themselves, their children, and their way of life in Iraq, in Saudi Arabia, and in The Netherlands 
withoutt their husbands. 

Thee third group includes 16 women whose ages fall between 20 and 30. Their life stories reflect the 
experiencee of being schoolgirls during the Ba'ath regime and the particular trauma of growing up under 
totalitariann rule and warfare. Ten women of these interviewees were married after fleeing Iraq; their ages 
att the time of thee interview were between 23 and 30. Five were married in Saudi Arabia and the other five 
weree married in The Netherlands. The remaining six interviewees in this group are young, unmarried 
womenn whose ages fall between 20 and 25 years old. 

Thee Women's Profil e 

Regionss of origin: Al l of the women whom I interviewed for this study were born, and had lived all their 
lives,, in the south of Iraq in the area adjacent to the Arab Marshes. They came from various towns and 
villages,, such as ad Dawaniyah, Suq ash Shuyukh, as Samawa, al-Kufa, al-Nasiriya, which are all located 
nextt to the Euphrates River. Some of them came from cities, towns, and villages located closer to Tigris 
Riverr such as Qalat Salm, al- Kut and al-Amara. Other women came from cities along the borders of Iran, 
Kuwaitt and Saudi Arabia such as al-Basra and Shatt al Arab. And a few of the women came from an-
Najaff  and Karbala, cities in Southern Iraq that house the most important Shi'ite Shrines of the world. The 
inhabitantss of the southern region of Iraq are mainly Shi'ite, and as Nakash and Batatu among other 
scholarss have observed, for most of these townships, the Shi'ites religion is the dominant social-cultural 
motiff  in their lives. (Nakash, Yizhal, 1994) 

Thiss area is considered the most undeveloped and least privileged area in Iraq mainly because the ruling 
Sunnii  governments in Baghdad have, throughout the history of modern Iraq, not been on good terms with 
thee Shi'ite that constitute this southern region. This has had a direct effect on the development of services 
andd infrastructure in the area, which in turn has effected development investment In addition, most of the 
Shi'itess have been excluded from government positions, working mainly as farmers, fishers, traders or in 
small,, private businesses. 

Education::  Twelve of the women I interviewed were illiterate and had never obtained formal education. 
Sevenn of these, however, were able to obtain the esteemed title of mullaya due for their natural ability in 
reciting,, composing, and memorizing poetry and in narrating historical events and life stories of the Shi'ite 
religiouss luminaries. Five women completed special home training and teaching to be a mullaya. Ten 
womenn had completed the level of primary school; two women had undergone two years of intermediate 
school;; one woman had fulfilled one year of intermediate school; and three women had finished 
intermediatee school. Building upon intermediate school, four women had completed one year of high 
school;; another four women finished two years of high school; and seven women had graduated from high 
school.. Four women had achieved three years of university, while three had graduated from university 
studies. . 

Class:: In addition to differences in education levels, I also tried to gather interviews from women of 
differentt socio-economic classes. Of the fifty interviewees I worked with, fifteen women come from 
workingg class backgrounds, twenty women are from the peasantry, and four are from the lower middle 
class.. Five women belonged to the upper middle class of Iraqi society. Six women are alawiyat, or 
memberss of the religious aristocracy. This means that they are direct descendants of Imam Ali , the son-in-
laww of the Prophet Mohammed; alawiyat defines a caste rather than a class since they can be either rich or 
poor. . 

Occupation::  Twelve of the women I interviewed are mullahyat, by profession. The majority of the rest, 
however,, were involved in either education or small, craft businesses. Six women had been teachers in 
intermediatee schools in Iraq (three of them worked as teachers in Saudi Arabia as well). Seven women had 
beenn teachers in primarily schools in Iraq. Exactly half of the women I interviewed had worked in small 
businessess in Iraq; eight others had sewing machines at home and worked as tailors for women. Five had 
bakeryy businesses; seven operated food-stands; and five produced handicrafts. Five women worked as 
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door-to-doorr peddlers selling women's clothes. Thirty women out of the fifty  used to be the head of their 
householdss in Iraq in the absence of their husbands. 

Marita ll  status: Ten of the women are widows. Twenty women are married. Eight women are separated 
fromm their husbands in Holland. Six are divorced and six are single. 

Children::  Out of the 50 subjects, 39 have children. 

Thee settings of the interviews: 

Thee time of the interview was decided at the convenience of the interviewees. I contacted each woman 
eitherr by telephone or through a third party and asked her to set a time for the interview according to her 
ownn schedules. Almost all the interviews were conducted during the day. Since 47 out of 50 of the 
subjectss stay at home during the day I was able to take their accounts at any time between 10 am and 
5:000 p.m.. Many times the interview exceeded these hours and I would stay overnight at their request 
insteadd of returning to my own accommodations late at night. Three of the women attended classes during 
thee day, in which case I interviewed them at night during the week, so that they could keep their weekends 
free.. In these cases, I also had to stay overnight. 

Al ll  interviews were conduced in Arabic in the private homes of the interviewees. The interviewees lived 
inn ten different cities and towns in The Netherlands. The houses of the interviewees were dispersed across 
differentt neighborhoods even within the same town or city; thus their neighbors were all Dutch. None of 
thee women I interviewed had an Iraqi neighbor. It was easy for me to recognize the houses of the refugee 
womenn because the curtains were always drawn, unlike their Dutch neighbors, whose houses had 
numerouss large, un-curtained windows. In Dutch culture, the interior of the house is not nearly as private 
ass it is in Iraqi culture. We will explore this marked cultural difference and its origins and repercussions 
laterr in the study. For the time being, it is important to note that the houses of the Iraqi Shi'ite women 
differedd obviously from those of their Dutch neighbors in this regard. The physical structure of the Iraqis' 
housess matched the neighboring Dutch residences, but the interiors were vastly different All of the houses 
off  the women I interviewed looked similar to each other from the inside: in short, they looked distinctly 
Iraqi.. The difference between the interiors of the interviewee houses and the interiors of typical Dutch 
dwellingss strongly reflected contemporary Iraqi Shi'ite cultural values. 

Eachh house had a small place in the entrance of the house next to the door for removing and placing one's 
shoes.. As in traditional Muslim households, out of respect for the interior space, people walk bare-footed 
inn the house or wear special slippers that are never worn outside. In the salon where people receive their 
guestss the organization of space and the objects displayed were nearly identical in every Iraqi Shi'ite home 
II  visited. The most outstanding object that attracted my attention when I entered each of the interviewees' 
housess was the ubiquitous wall-size poster decorated with green palm trees. It was always hung on the 
centrall  wall in the salon. On the opposite central wall were drawings or paintings of the Shi'ite Holy 
Family,, mainly of al-Husayn, the Prophet's martyred grandson who typifies more than any other Shi'ite 
luminary,, the Shi'ite as victim of betrayal and injustice. Later in their narratives, the interviewees gave 
manyy meanings for having the palm tree posters, and such pictures displayed on the walls. 

Onn the third wall of the salon would be found pictures of the family's relatives in Iraq. On the fourth wall 
invariablyy would be found a large clock and a bouquet of various colorful flowers. Almost every house 
hadd a large glass aquarium of goldfish. In the corners would be a pot containing a real palm tree and many 
differentt kinds of flowers and plants. In this room the floor would be covered with a single Iranian or 
Turkishh carpet Large, comfortable sofas and armed chairs were also to be found in every salon. The 
televisionn had a central position in this room and was always on. With the aid of Arabic satellite channels, 
thee television would always be tuned only to Arabic programs. The above descriptions are the general 
characteristicss of each house. There are, however, also some specific characteristics to particular houses 
thatt will be described below when necessary. 
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Thee formal setting of the interview is the salon. In the family interview, the interviewees would sit on the 
carpett around a pot of tea and I would sit among them. Although most of the individual interviews took 
placee in the salon (sitting on the carpet face-to-face), some were conducted in the kitchen while the 
intervieweee was cooking or cutting vegetables. I did not restrict the, women to any particular place and let 
themm feel free to choose the place they felt was most convenient My main concern was that the women 
weree comfortable when they presented their narratives to me. 

Interviewingg these women in their homes was a crucial aspect to the process of collecting their stories. It 
gavee me a chance to feel connected to their daily lives, and it provided a sense of context for me as they 
piecedd together their life histories and present situations. Invited into their homes, I was able to see how 
theyy lived, how they interacted with each other, how they were struggling to deal with the past Over each 
meall  and pot of tea, I became closer to the subjects, learning how they were trying to organize their lives 
inn the resettlement country and how they organized their lives in terms of gender, family, and community 
relations. . 

Thee Effect of the Interviewees' Cultur e as Shi'ites and their  Position as Refugees on the Methods 
usedd for  Conducting Interviews 

(1)) The Shi'ite culture: The social, religious and cultural context in which the interview takes place has a 
directt effect on the methods I chose for conducting Oral History interviews. The narrative of an Iraqi 
Shi'itee refugee's life history invariably follows along the lines of a ritualistic formula derived from Shi'ite 
religiouss culture. The religious culture of the Shi'ites depends mainly on commemoration and the Rituals 
off  Remembrance4 of the life stories of the Holy Family5. We shall be discussing these Rituals and the holy 
storiess they pertain to in greater detail throughout the dissertation. As a general overview, the Holy Family 
includess sixteen members of the family of me Prophet Mohammed began after the Prophet with his son-
in-laww Imam Ali and his daughter Fatima Zahra, and is particularly focused upon the Prophet's grandson 
alHusayn. . 

Thesee commemorations and rituals are communal celebrations held at different times throughout the year. 
Theyy are mainly held on the birthday or day of death of a member of the Holy Family, thus there are forty-
eightt specific Shi'ite occasions to celebrate annually. The biggest and most important ritual in the Shi'ite 
traditionn is the Rituals of Remembrance of Al-Husayn which take place on Ashura (the 10th day) of the 
monthh of Muharram in the Islamic calendar. It is formally celebrated for forty days and nights. This is the 
bestt time of the year to conduct interviews because the Shi'ites are highly motivated during this time to 
talkk about their history, their experiences, and their own life stories which they perceive metaphysically as 
logicall  extensions of the life stories of the Holy Family. 

Inn these rituals, the oral history of the Shi'ite community is recounted from the time of the death of the 
Prophett Mohammed up to the history of the Shi'ite community of modern-day Iraq. The telling of such a 
historyy requires a kind of specialized performance that takes place in a communal setting. A certain level 
off  knowledge and training is required for the telling of such a history. In this ceremony a hierarchical 
systemm is followed in which only qualified individuals, the presiding muttaya, the storyteller, and the 
poetryy reciters participate in presenting the story. Despite the fact that most of the audience has long-since 
memorizedd the story and the poetry, this hierarchy attests to the complexity of such a performance. 

'Commemorationn and the ritual s of remembrance are important events in Shi'ite faith where the Shi'ite gather  to remember the members 
off  the Prophet Mohammed family as a sign of showing faith and respect. (Shems al-Din, Mahdi, 1989; al- Mugram Abdelraziq, 1992; 
Schubell  Vernon, 1993; FaDlallah Muhammad, 1997; Gennep, 1997) 

55 To know more about the Holy Family of the Prophet Mohammed, the family tree and about their  lif e stories for  example you can see 
Madani.. S. M., 1980; al-Quzwini, 1995; Pinauls David, 1998 
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Thee narration of these life stories follows special procedures for commencing and concluding. The 
languagee used in describing the events in these life stories must contain a particular rhythmic and a poetic 
quality.66 Interviewing people from such a rich and ritualistic oral culture required special methods for 
collectingg their life stories. Before I could even begin to comprehend their own histories, I had to 
familiarizee myself the Shi'ite history, developing a relatively deep understanding of the religious culture 
thatt they draw upon in their self-expression. Although this Shi'ite legacy is rarely explicit in personal 
terms,, it defined the framework of the women's narratives and was thus crucial to any interpretation or 
analysiss of the content of their life stories. 

(2)) The refugees position and culture: When interviewing a refugee population, one must first take into 
accountt the following basic factors of their situation. Most of the refugees flee their countries because of a 
well-foundedd fear of persecution and human rights violations. Past experiences of torture and human 
rightsrights abuses prevent them from telling their stories. The refugees come from non-democratic countries 
andd the idea of expressing themselves or speaking up about their lives and past experiences on record is 
nott natural to them7. Most of them are not familiar with the interview process and have never been 
interviewedd by a social researcher or an oral historian before. Thus, anyone who asks them questions 
aboutt their lives might be seen as a government agent. Thompson acknowledges in his book Voices of the 
PastPast that minorities who have experienced persecution, fear the interviewer's tape recorder; and that any 
informationn on tape may end up in the hands of the police or other authorities and be used against them. 
(Thompson,, 1990: 243-245) 

Inn authoritarian countries in general, and certainly in Iraqi political culture, nearly every citizen is in a 
sensee part of "a persecuted minority." Any stranger asking personal questions might reasonably be seen as 
aa government agent Due to the high level of betrayal they have faced, Iraqis are understandably 
suspiciouss and fearful of authorities and the mukhabarat, or secret police. (al-Khayat, 1992:16) Indeed, 
thee incompatibility of Oral History interviews (or for that matter, any other social science interviews) with 
non-democraticc societies is epitomized by the use of the tape recorder. Some families I interviewed could 
nott overcome their fear of the tape recorder. One woman told me frankly that "this tape recorder reminds 
mee of the time I was tortured in Iraq". Many families were afraid that information might be published 
whichh would lead to problems for themselves or for their relatives. I constantly assured them that they 
wouldd be given pseudonyms and that all identifying features would be omitted. After this assurance most 
off  them willingl y agreed to be interviewed. During the interviews, I varied my approach to suit each 
family,, working constantly to ensure the women of their safety during this project. It was of utmost 
importancee for the interviewees to feel relaxed and comfortable throughout the process, for the sake of the 
interviewss but also to aid then in overcoming their own inhibitions. 

Ass Bennett observed in her  book Arms to Fight Arms to Protect Women Speak out about Conflict, 
interviewss are easier in some cultures than others. (Bennett, 1995:76) I would suggest that "interview 
culture""  is in itself a significant differential in our understanding of democratic and non-democratic 
countries.. In democratic countries, particularly in the West, the interview is all-pervasive. It is ubiquitous 
nott only in its academic form, which in the social sciences constitute a veritable industry, but also within 
inn the vast network of consumer research, census and other population studies, and constant public polls 
byy political parties. Moreover, the interview now has begun to dominate the less formal and increasingly 
no-limitss realm of the popular talk shows of radio and TV. As Briggs observes "interviewing has become 
aa powerful force in modern society". (Briggs, 1986: 31) In many non-democratic countries, Iraq in 
particular,, people are not familiar with social statistical data gathering, interviews, and questionnaires, and 
thuss they have no appreciation of the value of sociological research. (al-Khayat, 1992: 12) Based on 
Thompson'ss original insight cited above and similar subsequent observations, I began to question the 
applicabilityy of the Oral History methodology in non-democratic and non-Western cultures. 

'TTiee Shi'ite are aware of the effect of language, the rhythmic and poetic quality in narrating lif e stories. (Tawalba, 1988; a-Hilli, 1995; al-
Mugramm Abdelraziq, 1992; FaDlallah Muhammad, 1997; al-Azza al-Husayni in aN-nuur Magazine issues from 70 to 84; al-Wa'li, 1961 
andd 1968; al-Wardi, 1965,1994, and 1979) 

77 To know more about how refugees fear interviewing with a tape recorder, see the work of Krulfeld, 1994. About Methods in Refugee 
Researchh and the work of Omidian, 1994 about recording Afghan Refugees' Stories. Both of them spoke about the difficulties they faced 
whenn tried to use the rape reorder during interviews. 
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Thiss incompatibility between the methodology and the interviewees can create problems for people who, 
ass interviewees, are forced to express themselves in an unfamiliar speech setting. In particular, the 
intervieww form has a tendency to put unnatural pressure on people to find ready answers, to be concise, 
andd summarize a variety of complex experiences and intricate knowledge in a short space of time. The 
Shi'itee refugees are particularly nervous about the use of the tape recorder when they talk about their 
activitiess and histories in Iraq against their oppressive government, and about where and how they evaded 
punishmentt by the regime for practicing their Shi'ite religious tradition. Understandably, such issues still 
appearedd risky for some the interviewees, particularly in the initial stages of our conversations. Questions 
alongg the lines of how they escaped the country and how had they participated in the Uprising were often 
receivedd with hesitation. One woman told me: "I can tell you my life experience in Holland, for here we 
aree free to talk and not be punished. But my life story in Iraq? I am afraid to talk about it " 

Somee interviewees needed proof of the value of having their reminiscences recorded. Until I was able to 
convincee them of the merit of my own study, some women would protest my inquiries, fearing that their 
accountt might endanger the lives of their siblings in Iraq if their names were mentioned. As one woman 
expressedd it: 'The Iraqi regime is capable of killing anybody who dares to talk about the government's 
misconductt even if this person is on the moon." It is important to note that even admitting one is a Shi'ite 
inn Iraq is a disability, and fleeing the country is a crime. So clearly, describing their role in the Shi'ite 
Uprisingg necessitated their overcoming of this fear. It was for these reasons that some of the women were 
apprehensivee about being tape-recorded. Due to this apprehension, I decided to deviate from the 
traditionall  Oral History methodology and develop an interview technique that would assure the 
intervieweess their comfort and security while servicing the purpose of the research. I concluded, that what 
wass needed then for this research were interview techniques in which the interviewees trusted the research 
methodss and their personal relationship with the interviewer. 

Thus,, the interview technique used in this research is based upon the nature and background of the 
narratorss being investigated. The narrators of this study are after all Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women forced to 
leavee their countries because of long-term persecution or war. They seek comfort and protection in the 
closenesss of family ties and this is particularly true in the absence of justice, human rights institutions or 
anyy other forms of protection in their first years of exile in Saudi Arabia. Their need for family solidarity 
wass reinforced by the position of their Shi'ite community in Iraq as a persecuted minority and by their 
experiencess as refugees and now, in exile. 

Methodss of Collection and Interview Techniques: 

Choosingg methodology: For this study, I needed a methodology that would not just narrate facts and 
events,, but one that would allow the interviewee to place the facts and events of her own life within a 
narration.. This narrative would be rooted in her own voice and based upon her understanding of her own 
experiencee as inseparable from that of her family and the society in which she lives. As I shall discuss 
later,, the women I interviewed often utilized the plural first person in relating personal events. This sense 
off  collectivity included her family, her community, and her culture in every aspect of her life. Thus, the 
personall  narrative was composed of experiences embedded within a framework of cultural, religious, and 
sociall  contexts. 

Thee methodology I found myself seeking had to take into consideration the fact that the construction of 
narratives,, the history-telling patterns, the ways of using language would all be vastly different in a 
relativelyy traditional non-Western culture. Thus modern, Western standards of performance and history 
wouldd not be sufficient in the effective comprehension of the Iraqi Shi'ite narratives. More specifically, 
thee very means of relating would differ greatly from modern western cultural understanding. From the 
wayss of interacting during the interviews, to the natural context for interviewing, to the delivering of 
testimonies,, each element of the narrative presentations needed standards foreign8 to most of the Western 

Theree is Hole literatur e about the methodolgy of interviewing in non-Western culture. However, few sociologists and oral historians 
havee noticed the importance of finding new ways of interviewing in non-Western culture such as Briggs, Charles L, 1986; Kopij n Yvette 
J.. in Chamberlain and Thompson (eds), 1998: 142-162; Slim and Thompson , 1993 
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literaturee of the discipline. These cultural differences motivated me to employ an alternative Oral History 
methodologyy to the one usually employed by Western scholars. The methodology I created and adopted in 
thiss project was developed through four phases. 

Phasee One: After I selected the narrators in June 1997 and before starting the interview, I explained 
clearlyy to the interviewees my intentions and my project, including what my goals were for the research 
andd what I intended to do with the material. During the first visit, my hosts greeted me with great 
hospitality,, asking me a series of direct, personal questions. In the West, such questions would be 
construedd as rather personal. I expected this, however, because that is the norm in Arab culture. Upon 
invitingg a guest to their home, a host usually asks their guests personal questions at the first meeting as a 
formm of welcoming and acceptance. These questions were usually about family affairs. They asked 
whetherr I was married; how long had I been married; who my husband was; where was he from and what 
didd he do. Did I have children or brothers and sisters? These sorts of questions begin immediately after the 
greetingss in the first ten minutes of the visit while the hosts are serving tea, coffee, dates, and homemade 
Iraqii  cookies and sweets. Since it is the norm in this kind of hospitality ceremony for people to talk about 
familyy affairs, I, in turn, also asked numerous questions concerning their family members, their children, 
familyy events and accomplishments. In this kind of setting I sought out an "individual interview", 
interviewingg five women individually out of the total of fifty.  On some occasions I was able to interview 
thee women alone in a room with a closed door. On other occasions it was clear that this would be 
impossible,, and so, I interviewed the woman, while the rest of the family sat in the same room and 
listened. . 
Thuss began phase two of my interviews. 

Phasee two: I sensed from the experiences of interviewing these women alone and of interviewing them 
withh their families that the women were more comfortable and spoke in a more open manner in the latter 
situation.. When accompanied by her family, the interviewee was always considerably more at ease than 
whenn she was alone with my tape recorder and me. At times when we were alone, the woman I was 
interviewingg would invariably suggest I also interview her family. When I pressed the women to focus on 
themselvess they always responded: "We are one family. My family's story is my story." After a while, 
duringg phase two, the interviewee would invite other members of the family to participate in the 
interview. . 

Att this point in the project, I recalled Hugo Slim and Paul Thompson's descriptions of equivalent 
circumstancess in other non-Western social settings and the need to "be sensitive to customary modes of 
speechh and communication and aüow people to speak on their own terms". (Slim and Thompson, 1993: 
51)) I decided to depart from the standard canon of individual interviews and to conduct two different 
typess of interviews for this research. The first would be the family interview where I would bring the 
entiree family together to familiarize them with the nature of the interview. This would give them a chance 
too support each other in talking about unhappy events and disturbing experiences, which often included 
manyy traumatic details they had never thought to discuss with each other before. 

Phasee three: In the family interview, I brought the entire family into the process in order to gain their 
cooperationn and enthusiasm. Since this session set the tone for future meetings, family support and 
reassurancee became essential. I continued to interview one person at a time, but in a family group setting, 
II  would pose questions from person to person, giving each inquiry approximately equal time. This mode 
off  interviewing resulted in the most free flowing, richly detailed, and expressive conversation and 
narrative.. Many levels of interaction emerged and thus one story would include various narratives; in 
short,, this setting allowed for a meta-communicative interview. I was convinced by my own observations 
andd their comments that they preferred to be interviewed together in order to give each other support, 
assurancee and security when discussing life history experiences that were invariably experienced as 
memberss of a family. 

II  feel mat the closeness of the families complemented the productivity of the interviews conducted in this 
setting.. Although only one person spoke at a time during these interviews, they all demonstratively shared 
inn the very emotional and painful moments that arose. Interviewing them together not only encouraged 
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whoeverr was talking at the time, but also served to remind the interviewee of details or events relevant to 
thee emerging "collective narrative". 

Thee family interview setting was also used to examine women* s representations of self and family as 
presentedd within the experience of being exiled. The family interview, born of necessity, provided the 
additionall  opportunity to explore the collective identity of the women in order to identify their shared 
experiencess within the family as mothers, daughters, sisters and wives. These women, within this setting 
thatt could be characterized as instantaneous familial networking, communicated their life stories and 
expressedd the sense of self. The sense of "self', however, was inherently based on the "collective". It was 
cruciall  for them as individuals to communicate and share this sense of self in the presence of and for the 
benefitt of the others. 

Thee family interviews served as "preliminary interviews" as I mentioned earlier to reduce the women's 
anxiety,, to give them an orientation about the research, and to prepare them for the individual interview. 
Whenn I came back again to the women to ask them to be interviewed by themselves, the women now 
readilyy accepted and were ready to talk for a long time, revealing much information that otherwise that 
mightt not have come to light. So the methodology of the family sessions was very helpful in giving 
womenn confidence to speak. It also gave me, as the researcher, an idea about how the families experienced 
difficultiess and hardship together. In addition, the family session helped the researcher to understand each 
woman'ss position within her family and her society. 

Forr most of the Iraqi Shi'ite women, recounting their life story is a positive, albeit emotional experience. 
Inn a project such as this, I found it important to remember that a life history interview can often have a 
profoundd effect on the interviewee, who perhaps has never mentioned these accounts before, due to their 
traumaticc experiences9. An interviewee may never have shared these details or even attempted to recall 
theirr whole life in the course of few hours. Family support made all of this revealing possible, and helped 
thesee women renew their sense of perspective and security. 

Phasee four: Phase four consisted of the individual interview or the life story interview. In the first 
meetingg with the individual interviewee after the family interview, which served as a "preliminary 
interview",, I intended to relax the interviewee with the most basic biographical information questions. I 
begann the session by asking the woman her full name, place and date birth, information about her parents, 
andd her social and occupational background, all of which can be covered in a matter of minutes. Then, I 
wouldd focus on her life in The Netherlands. I would ask her how long she had lived in the house where we 
weree doing the interview. When had she come to Holland and why? What were her first impressions of 
Holland?? The answers to these questions always result in amusing stories. I start with these questions 
becausee the interviewee's experience in The Netherlands is far less painful than their traumatic 
experiencess of war and flight in her past life in Iraq. I always avoid going directly to the traumatic 
experiences. . 

Thiss technique of not going directly to the traumatic experiences was developed after I had conducted the 
firstfirst "individual interview" of this project, in which I immediately asked the interviewee about her life 
experiencess in Iraq. The interviewee started to talk, but then broke down into tears; only after a long and 
difficultt comforting was she able to reassume the story. Eventually I ended the session and returned for a 
followw up interview to complete her life story few weeks later. After this experience, in order to make the 
intervieweee feel relaxed at the beginning of the interview and to save time and energy, no questions about 
pastt experiences in Iraq are initially asked. Only after the interviewee is at ease and speaking freely would 
II  then ask general questions relating to life in Iraq or experiences during the Gulf War but even then, I do 
nott begin to bring up directly personal issues. After general questions concerning the Iraqi government, I 
alsoo asked what the Shi'ite Uprising of 1991 meant to them and how it felt to be a refugee. At this point, 
thee women usually voluntarily begin to discuss their own reactions to their experiences as refugees. 

99 See BenEzer, G., 1987; Linda M. Williams, Victori a L. Banyard, (eds), 1999 wrote about trauma and memory. Charles B. Strozier  and 
Michaell  Flynn Lanham, Md. (eds), 1996 wrote about trauma and the self. Dena Rosenbloom, Mary Beth Williams, with Barbara E. 
Watkinss (ed), 1999 talked about life after  trauma. 
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II  have chosen the unstructured narrative type of interviews described by Paul Thompson (1990) and Derek 
Reimerr (1997). In this unstructured narrative I allow the interviewees to talk about those things which 
interestt them, usually episodes of their own lives or events and people they know. I do not ask the 
intervieweess to speak in a chronological order. They are free and encouraged to follow thoughts as they 
occurr to them. Although the unstructured narrative interview produces a large amount of information and 
givess the interviewees no restriction to their thoughts, not all interviewees will take to this form of 
interview.. Only a fine speaker or natural raconteur will provide a fascinating narrative. This is why in this 
kindd of the interview we have to choose interviewees who are articulate and enjoy telling stories about 
theirr lives. In this type of interview questioning is often minimal. However sometimes it is necessary to 
gentlyy direct the speaker back to a subject from time to time or ask more detailed questions. 

Intervieweess are free to tell stories that they consider important without any interruption on the part of the 
researcher.. On the other hand, if I felt I did not understand what the interviewee meant by a certain phrase, 
orr if I felt there was a gap in the story, I would take notes to ask the interviewee, at the end of the 
interview,, for clarification. Before I turned the tape recorder off, I would ask if the interviewee had 
anythingg to add to her account, giving them a few moments to reflect and answer. I told her at this point 
thatt I would listen to the tape, and if I needed more information I would call her for another appointment. 
Byy doing this I left the door open for further contacts and interviews. 

Controversiall  subjects: 

Potentiallyy sensitive topics such as rape, religion and the exercise of power should be explored with 
caution.. A related problem occurs when the interviewee freely provides highly sensitive or even 
potentiallyy slanderous information or asks that the recorder be turned off while a confidence is shared 
betweenn the interviewee and myself. In this case, I would turn the tape recorder off, but I would 
emphasizee to the informant the value of such information in giving a clearer picture of her life story to her 
ownn community and to the whole world. Sometimes the woman appreciated this and changed her attitude 
towardss the tape recorder, becoming less inhibited by it and seeing it as a tool for the expression of a 
sociallyy valuable personal history. 

Onee critical subject, rape, was and is considered taboo in conservative Iraqi society. Yet, some of the 
womenn had been raped10, either when detained by Saddam's security apparatus, or when the Shi'ite 
uprisingg against Saddam Hussein was crushed, or later during the flight from Iraq. This question had to be 
introducedd gradually and treated very carefully in order to be acceptable and respectful. To deal with this 
topicc I had to deviate from my own newly found technique of the family interview, and I would ask a 
womann for a private appointment When I returned later to meet privately, I already had her confidence 
throughh our interaction in the family setting. Most of the women who have been raped tell their stories as 
iff  it happened to somebody else. It is easier for them to tell their own story by disguising it as the story of 
someonee else. They are not "talking" about themselves or acknowledging what is a source of great shame. 
However,, I realized from the way in which they told the story, the speed and rhythm of their speech, as 
welll  as the tone of their voice, that they were talking about themselves. I listened silently without 
confrontation. . 

Talkingg about Shi'ite religious practices11 is another sensitive area. The Shi'ite women I have interviewed 
usuallyy define their problems with the Sunni government in Baghdad as political problems. However 
whenn they tell their stories it becomes evident that most of them were persecuted because of their Shi'ite 

100 Rape in Islamic culture is considered an act against the whole family and trib e not only against the individual woman. See Fawzi, 2000; 
Muhammad,, 1999; Sa'ddan, 2000 

111 Shi'ite religious practices such as the commemoration ceremonies and ruital s of remeberance of the members of the Prophet 
Mohammedd is seen as act against the Islamic teachings. Often the Shi'ite have been accused by the Sunni as people who worship 
creaturess of God instead of devoting themselves totally to God. This is why the Sunni governments forbid and banned the Shi'ite religious 
ritualsrituals  and practicies. The Shi'ite usually practice their  ritual s secretly at their  homes, however, they take the risk and perform the annual 
100 days celebration of the death of the grand son of the Prophet Mohammed al-Husayn. See Mahfouz, 1950; Abdelraziq, 1963; al-
Quzwini,, 1986; Tawalba, 1988; Motahri , 1990; al-Khwi, Yusif, 1994; FaDlallah, 1994 and al-Haydry, 1999 
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religiouss practices. I interviewed a woman for  four  hours and she never  mentioned that she is mullaya. 
Whenn I returned to complete her  interview, she subtly referred to her  position as the mullaya. This, of 
course,, changed completely the flow of the subsequent questioning and the resulting interview lasted for 
sixx hours, the longest interview I have ever  conducted. I understood her  position completely. She needed 
moree time to build trust in someone who is not a Shi'ite in order  to divulge precious information about a 
sacredd and important issue for  her. In these two sensitive areas, interviewees needed adequate time to 
buildd confidence in me as the researcher. This compelled me to return many times to follow up on the first 
individuall  interview where often I felt there was much more that had not been said. 

Inn addition to the family interviews and the individual interviews I have collected information and more 
storiess for  this project by observation and participation in two different types of occasions that bring 
Shi'itee women together. The first is attending the ceremonies of the Rituals of Remembrance of the Holy 
Family,, al majalis al Husaynia or  majalis al- qiraya.12 (see chapter  six) 
II  have attended four  such ceremonies held in The Netherlands. Two were held in the houses of the 
intervieweess and attended only by women. The other  two were held in public in a "rented hall" . Both 
womenn and men attended these public ceremonies, but the hall was divided in such a way that the women 
hadd a separate place from the men. During these ceremonies the mullaya allowed me to record the whole 
performance.. The presence of the tape recorder  in these occasions was a very important and helpful step in 
myy research. The women perceived the mullaya 's permission as legitimizing my use of the tape recorder 
inn my interviews with them. From that time forward, women were less suspicious about the use of the tape 
recorderr  in general. 
Thee second type of occasion, where I have collected and made participator y observations, is known as 
"Azuumat"Azuumat Nisa'\ which means "women's gathering"13 in Iraqi Arabic. 
Onn these occasions only women were invited by the hostess to join in a meal which could be lunch or 
dinner.. After  the meal, women would talk only about the happy occasions in their  lives. If any of the 
womenn talked about a sad story, she would be urged, good-naturedly to change the subject. This mode is 
inn sharp contrast to the Rituals of Remembrance where only the misery, suffering and martyrdom of the 
Shi'itee Holy Family, and thus of the women themselves, would be recalled. Although in Azuumat Nisa 
gatheringss I did not conduct interviews, the stories and observations I heard were used in this research. 
Thesee anecdotes and recollections added a pleasant and joyous accompaniment to the sad and often 
horrifi cc stories collected during the interviews. They provided balance to the research that otherwise 
wouldd have reflected only one aspect of their  persona and thus their  histories. These gatherings were 
conductedd in the absence of all men. In fact, in the two occasions I attended, the husbands were travelling 
outt  of country. In such circumstances, the women guests can easily and comfortably stay overnight, and 
thee conversations can freely move from subject to subject, from discussing the sexual joys of marital life 
too impromptu singing and dancing. 

Inn addition, the interview context itself has provided me with information stemming from my own 
impressionss during the interviews, as well as the feelings and reactions expressed by the interviewees. 
Eventss that happened during the interview, such as the arrival of guests, affect the tone, the flow, and the 
naturee of the women's narratives. This, in fact, happened frequently. Some interviewees received 
telephonee calls, during the interview, asking about how the interview went. I would take note of the 
interviewee'ss comments at that moment, since such information often added a level of richness to the 
research,, as did the conversations I partook of during a meal or  tea time that coincided with the interview. 
Inn this way, information gathered from the interview material, whether  obtained directly or  indirectly, 
wouldd be transformed into the "text"  of the resulting analysis. Thus, information that arose from the 
"context""  of the interview, rather  than the interview itself, was incorporated in this research. 

122 See Tawalba, 1988; al-Hilli , 1995; al-Mugram, 1963; Abdelraziq, 1992; FaDlallah Muhammad, 1997; al-Azza al-Husayni in aN-nuur 
Magazinee issues from 70 to 84; al-Wa'li , 1961 and 1968; al-Wardi, 1965,1994, and 1979 

133 Women in the Arab world they have their  own space separated from male space for  gathering, meeting, and parties. Even their  houses 
theyy have their  own space which is called the Harem place or  women section in which only women are allowed to enter. See Tazi, 1980; 
Malek,, 1986; Peirce, 1993; Abu Lugud, 1985 and 1993; al-Sayyid, 1995 
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Thee sensitive position of the interviewees as Shi'ites and as refugees, their concern to be anonymous, and 
theirr trust in me which I must honor, have made my task very difficult in choosing how to present this 
material.. To secure their anonymity, I have chosen not to mention their real names. Their life stories are 
presentedd by themes in a group form of stories rather than in complete individual stories. 

Thee structure of the family and individual interviews: 

Almostt all of the narratives I listened to have the same structure, which is based upon ten major themes. 
(1)) Firstly, the foundation of the narrative structure is the history of the persecution of the Holy Family of 
thee Prophet Mohammed; the Iraqi Shi'ite see their persecution as but a continuation of the persecution of 
thesee earliest Shi'ite luminaries. (2) Secondly, the women discuss their life in Iraq and (3) the Iraq-Iran 
Warr and it's effect on the Shi'ite community. (4) Then, they talk about enrollment in the Iraqi army, which 
iss followed by (5) issue surrounding the invasion of Kuwait and the subsequent Gulf War. (6) This leads 
too their stories of the March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising, (7) their flight into exile, (8) life in Rafha Refugee 
Campp in Saudi Arabia, and (9) their relationship with and the effect of the United Nations High 
Commissionerr for Refugees (UNHCR) on their lives in Saudi Arabia. (10) Finally the women also talk 
aboutt their life as exiled refugees in The Netherlands. The chronological order of these topics is different 
inn each interview, because they were free to choose how to construct their life stories. The different 
perceptionss and responses provided a certain personality to each interview and made each story a unique 
history. . 

Althoughh the narrative structure of the individual interviews was similar to the structure of the family 
interviews,, this did not negate the individual uniqueness of each personal account. Despite the fact they 
stilll  contained the collectivity discussed earlier and still fit  into the larger social picture, the chronological 
patternn of the individual interviews were each markedly distinct. Numerous factors such as the memories 
off  suffering, persecution, imprisonment and torture, the execution of a family member, and the public and 
privatee roles played by the Shi'ite women in protecting their families all contributed to the extremely 
privatee and personal structure of each interview. Each woman's account contained its own way of relating 
lif ee history stories with history of the Iraqi state and the history of the Holy Family, making each story 
unique,, individual and personal. 

Thee Length of the Interviews: 

Eachh interview format resulted in different lengths of interviews. Family interviews lasted between two to 
threee hours. Individual interviews lasted between eight to nine hours divided in two or three visits. One 
intervieww lasted for ten hours and was conducted in two visits; both sections of this interview included tea 
andd meal ceremonies that extended the length of the session. 

Thee interviewer/ interviewee relationship: 

II  have known the subjects of this study for over six years .1 first met them in Saudi Arabia when I worked 
forr the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee (UNHCR) in Rafha Refugee Camp where the 
Iraqii  Shi'ite were hosted During my stay in Saudi Arabia from 1991-1994,1 developed a relationship of 
trustt and respect with all the refugees in the camp in general and the Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women in 
particular.. These women used to communicate some of their problems to me. Since then I have developed 
aa great interest in their life histories. I started to listen very carefully to them in the counseling session 
and/orr in the (UNHCR) interview. 

Inn 1993 Western delegations from six countries (The United States of America, Australia, The 
Netherlands,, Finland, Sweden, Norway) started to come to Saudi Arabia to select the refugees for 
resettlementt in their countries14 An interesting problem accompanied the presence of these delegations in 
thee camp—that is, the "definition of the family". For the Western delegations the family meant "the 
parentss and their children", in other words the "nuclear family unit". For the refugees, however, the 
"family""  meant the nuclear family, the married sons and daughters, their children if any, and the relatives 

144 United Nations High Commission for Refugees, Saudi Arabia Office, Annual Reports of 1993-1999. 
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whoo had lost their immediate families during the war and the Uprising and were living with them in one 
housee in the Camp. In other words, their notion of family was a traditional extended family. 

Ourr role as UNHCR staff at the Rafha Camp was to explain to the refugees that if they would like to be 
resettledd in the West they would have to accept the Western definition of the family and agree to separate 
fromm their extended families. They were told that if they did not want to separate, they would have to stay 
inn the detention refugee camp in the Saudi desert for the rest of their lives or even risk their lives and 
returnn to Iraq. Since the second and third options were very difficult choices, the refugees were forced to 
acceptt the family separation—but in their own way. For instance, many marriages and divorces took place 
too keep at least some of the family members together since they could not manage to have them all in one 
particularr host country. 

Beingg familiar with the refugees' stories in Saudi Arabia and sharing with them the experience of living in 
thee Rafha Refugee Camp allowed the women to trust me as a familiar, secure confidante. Throughout our 
numerouss conversations, so often the women and I have talked about stories and events that happened in 
thee Camp during the time I was there. These shared stories strengthened the relationship between the 
intervieweess and myself and helped in building and increasing the level of trust needed for conducting this 
research. . 

Thee development of my relationship with the Shi'ite Refugee Women: 

Att that time many sociological and psychological problems had occurred in the refugee camp especially 
amongg the women since they were the most affected by the marriages, divorces and family separations. 
Manyy women came to the UNHCR staff seeking help and advice. At that time I became very interested in 
theirr attachment to their extended families and their struggle to keep their family members together. I used 
thee anthropological method of "participant observation" to learn more about the women's ways of 
protectingg their families. 

Myy relationship with the refugee women had developed into a very close one at this stage. I subsequently 
keptt in touch with many of those who went to the six western countries and especially with those who had 
beenn resettled in The Netherlands. We kept in touch through letters they sent to me in Saudi Arabia 
immediatelyy after their resettlement, and often they continued writing to me when I moved to Cairo. In 
theirr letters they told me a great deal about their experiences in The Netherlands. Most of the letters 
describedd how they missed their families and how life is very different in The Netherlands from their life 
inn Iraq and in the refugee camp in Saudi Arabia. This is the main reason I became involved in this 
particularr research project: I wanted to study their life stories in order to understand how the kinship 
networkk functions in the Shi'ite communities. I became very interested in such questions as: What role did 
thee women play in this network? How did these networks work in their life in Iraq, before during and after 
thee Uprising? What does it mean for them to be refugees? For me, these questions are essential in 
understandingg their refugee experiences as well as the experience of being a refugee in general. 

Insiderr  and outsider  issue: 

Afterr six years of deepening my familiarity with the Shi'ite traditions (particularly with regards to the all-
absorbingg Shi'ite love and devotion to the family of the Prophet), I found that the psycho-theological 
divide,, at times profound, between Shi'ism and Sunnism15 did not create the sort of cross-cultural lack of 
understandingg that one might expect My sympathy for the Shi'ite is probably due to my own communal 
identity;; my family legacy is at the center of the Ansar- Mahdiya tradition in Sudan, a tradition that 
identifiess far more intensely with the fate of the Holy Family than is typical of Sunni Islam. The Sunni 
Islamm of Sudan includes the expectation of a Great Deliverer, The Mahdi, who will briefly re-establish a 

155 The theological division between the Sunni and Shi'ite started after  the death of the Prophet Mohammed and it became a politcal as 
welll  as theological division after  the death of the grand son of the Prophet Muhammad, al-Husayn. Look at the writing s of the early 
Islamicc historians from the second to the nineth cencury of Islamic clender  such as Ibn al-Zwdi, 1939; Ibn Khlkan, 1948; Ibn Qutaiba, 
1949;;  al-Tabari, 1962; Ibn al-Asiir , 1965. In modern time, there is a lot of literatur e about the conflict beween the Sunni and Shi'ite. 
(Amin,, 1945; Amin, 1946; al-Amin, 1953; al-Shibi, 1966; Subhi, 1969; al-Sadr, 1973; Farhad, 1996) 
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justt  order  towards the end of time. This parallels the Shi'ite expectations of the Hidden Imam who will 
vindicatee the martyrdom of al-Husayn and the martyrdom of his faithful partisans (literally , the Shi'ite). 
So,, in short, I feel as if I  am Sunni but with the heart of a Shi'ite. This sense of identity is reflected in my 
responsee to their  stories in which they use quotations and sayings of the members of the Prophet's Family 
ass responses or  "answers"  to personal questions. This factor  of my own personal identity sharply reduced 
thee dangers of what Briggs called "communicative blunders". This particular  religious connection made 
themm perceive me as an acceptable "outsider" , a "Sunni who loves the Holy Family"  even though I was 
nott  a veritable "insider" , or  "Shi'it e lover  of the Holy Family." 

Throughoutt  my relationship with these women, they have always known me as a woman who has never 
lostt  contact with her  rural origins and relations. Thus I could relate easily with the Shi'ite women who 
weree predominantly from a rural background. Despite this, however, and despite my dress, which is close 
too the Iraqi Shi'ite women's dress, I still feel I am an "outsider"  to their  situation. The Shi'ite refugees 
alwayss perceived me as a former  UNHCR staff who has a great sympathy for  the Shi'ites. This image of a 
Unitedd Nations employee, as a trusted, helpful worker  for  humanitarian causes who could be relied on to 
maintainn confidentiality, helped me considerably in gaining trust of the interviewees. 

Ass a researcher, the interviewees viewed me as someone who has the empathy and who will make their 
voicess heard. Nevertheless, both as a humanitarian and as a researcher, I was seen as an "outsider"  from 
whomm they could benefit For  this reason, when I first  met with the interviewees in The Netherlands, I 
explainedd clearly the aims of the interviews and the uses of the material produced by these interviews. I 
explainedd that there would be no personal benefit for  providing information except the moral benefit that 
hopefullyy come from the published material of this research. These differences in perception, class, race 
andd religion played an interesting role in the interaction during the interview and in the research 
"outcome""  after  the interview. 

II  myself have experienced the feeling of living outside my own country for  eleven years now. I personally 
knoww what it means to be away from my homeland and from my family members. Some of them have 
sincee returned to live in the Sudan while others have moved to the United States. I have recently 
experiencedd the death my beloved mother  (May God have mercy upon her), and I know now what it 
meanss to lose a mother. That has made me even closer  to the Iraqi women's feelings of grief and sorrow. 
Throughoutt  the process, I was very sensitive to their  culture; I used to wear  black during al-majalis al-
HusayniaHusaynia and wear  celebratory fancy dresses for  the women's gatherings and for  the occasions of 
celebratingg the birthdays of the Imamates. 

Att  the career  level I was perceived in a different context. The young women see me as a successful 
examplee of a Muslim woman who has worked for  the United Nation, is now working on her  Ph.D., and 
whoo travels easily without interference from her  family or  husband. This reassured them that they 
themselvess could achieve these things in The Netherlands too. The old women view me as a married 
womann who should stay home with her  husband and be a good mother. Many of them have warned me 
repeatedlyy that my husband will take a second wife if I  stay away from him for  too long a time. But the 
youngerr  married women admire the freedom I have within my marriage and many times declared that I 
wass fortunate to have a good husband who allows me to study and travel back and forth between Egypt 
andd The Netherlands. 

Althoughh I was perceived to be an "outsider" , nevertheless, I was highly respected by the informants. This 
wass expressed in many ways by the subjects, such as their  insistence that I stay the night in their  house if 
thee interview ended late at night. They also insisted on picking me up directly at the train station and 
takingg me back to the station by car. One family gave me a ride from Zwolle to Amsterdam. In this way 
theyy wanted to demonstrate that I was under  their  protection and in their  companionship. This is the way 
theyy offer  kindness and kinship to their  relatives and their  intimate Shi'ite friends. The feeling of being 
acceptedd and respected made me especially careful in my conduct throughout the project. The notion of 
appropriatenesss permeated my research, but also my own behavior. For  instance, I did not want to offend 
theirr  sensibility that it was neither  safe nor  appropriate for  myself as a woman not to travel alone at night 
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Interactionn during interviews: 

Duringg the specific interviews that I conducted for this research, the interviewees dominated the dialogue. 
However,, my role was not passive, and I encouraged responses with verbal and non-verbal cues. On the 
otherr hand, after the interview ended and the tape recorder was switched off, the ensuing dialogue was by 
noo means one-sided. I often felt as if they wanted to know something about me, and since they had 
diligentlyy responded to my inquiries, I, too, should answer their questions. The Iraqi families asked me 
manyy questions about my work and especially my personal life along the lines of whether I was married, 
whatt my husband did, where he was, and whether we had children. Many asked personal favors and 
wantedd my address in Amsterdam and in Cairo. Answering these questions has built mutual trust and 
strengthenedd our relationships. In general, they were hospitable, offering me tea, coffee, and a generous 
Iraqii  meal at the end of the interview. 

Usuallyy we had social conversations during and after the meal or tea. During these conversations, the main 
questionn posed to me was always: Why did I leave my husband in Cairo and come to work here in The 
Netherlands?? Some of them expressed their great sympathy for him because he was left alone. Some 
womenn were concerned that I did not have children and they gave me a prayer to read every morning for 
children.. One woman told me that she liked me and thus would keep me in her prayers that I might have a 
childd someday. After three years of my involvement with this community one woman said to me: "I heard 
youu love Imam al-Husayn. I will give you some thing very special and valuable to me." She gave me a 
piecee of green cloth that was part of the cover of the tomb of al-Imam al-Husayn, brought to her from Iraq. 
Withh this cherished item, she told me that the blessing of this piece of cloth would help me to have a child. 
Too be given that piece of cloth was an act of great consideration and a form of declaration that I have been 
fullyy accepted and trusted by this community. 

Inn this family setting the subjects not only took turns being interviewed, but, in a sense, took turns with 
mee in being the interviewer. So the collective response as mutual support gave the subjects the 
opportunityy to serve not only as interviewees but also as interviewer. Meanwhile, I served as a mediator 
andd sometimes as an observer, in addition to my role as researcher. I share Paul Thompson's concern with 
context,, when he declares in Voices of the Past that: "What is necessary is a full description of the context 
inn which the testimony was taken." During the family interviews the subjects shared very emotional and 
painfull  moments together. They showed inestimable appreciation toward each other during the process, 
andd they often found it too difficult to talk about these issues by themselves. The feeling of intimacy and 
connectionn among their families brought out a secure openness during the project that facilitated the 
conversationss during the interviews. 

II  shared with the group-as a listener and interviewer-their feelings of pain and grief. This kind of sharing 
hadd a very strong effect on me during and after the individual interviews. Sometimes I wept with them. 
Whenn the interviewee broke down, "overwhelmed' by the stories of intense emotion, it would often take a 
longg time to comfort the interviewees before we could resume the interview. In many cases I would think 
aboutt their stories long after the interview was over, still under the influence, as it were, of the sadness of 
theirr accounts. 

Davidd W. Jones, in his article "Distressing Histories and Unhappy Interviewing", discusses the debate 
raisedd around interviewing people about painful or disturbing histories. I share his concerns on this 
subjectt As an Oral Historian, one constantly seeks the narratives of import and significance. (Jones, 1998: 
49)) Often, these accounts include histories of an emotionally vulnerable nature. This vulnerability pertains 
too the interviewer as well. Jones suggests a dialogue among researchers and clinicians concerning the 
distresss that might occur during an interview, whether in the context of psychology or Oral History. 
Throughoutt this project I became increasingly aware of the power of such narratives, on both the teller 
andd the listener. Since, as a researcher, I was most often the listener, and thus, I too became aware of the 
emotionall  sadness that could occur during and after the interviewing process. There are many levels to 
thiss debate and the consequences -both therapeutic and risky-in conducting interviews on traumatic 
subjects.. It is important, above all, to be aware of the emotional vulnerability of the histories themselves 
andd the events of their narration. 
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Women'ss subjectivity: 

II  was often struck with the particularly female standpoint of the women's stories and their tellings. 
Often,, I would lead into a conversation mat gave these women agency to speak as they chose, deciding for 
themselvess what to discuss, where to start, and how to proceed. These women were allowed to control the 
tellingg of their experiences including where to stop or where to shift narratives. The way I had carried out 
thesee interviews made these women active narrators of their own accounts. As the subjects of their own 
stories,, they were aware of the subjectivity of their accounts, and utilized this subjectivity as a means of 
expression.. They expressed their own experiences in their own styles along with their interpretations. 

Expectations: : 

Somee of refugees still see me as a UNHCR staff member who could help them in bringing their relatives 
fromm Rafha Refugee Camp or from Iraq to Holland. One woman lost her interest in the interview when 
shee discovered that I no longer worked for UNHCR. Another woman wanted me to talk to the Dutch 
refugeee council in her village about her problems. I myself experienced some disappointed expectations. I 
expectedd that the "Jabbar" family that I had known very well since the time Ï was in Saudi Arabia and 
withh whom I had exchanged letters and phone calls in Cairo and Amsterdam, would provide me with a 
fulll  testimony when I finally interviewed them. Later, when I listened to the tape back home in Cairo, I 
foundd most of the critical information in their accounts was missing. In the middle of almost any given 
story,, the "Jabbar" interviewees would interrupt their own accounts with such phrases as "...and you 
knoww what happened..." assuming that I "knew" or remembered and thus did not need the story again. I 
hadd to maintain a distance and draw a clear line between my relationship as a person and as a researcher. 
Itt took a while to demarcate this distinction, but eventually, it worked. On my next trip to Holland I 
visitedd the Jabbar family three times for follow-up interviews, and I was able to get the whole story. 

Translation: : 

Followingg the interviews, I transcribe the tapes in Arabic and then translate them into English. I found that 
transcriptionn is a tedious and time-consuming process and fraught with problems. The Arabic language 
thatt the Shi'ites use is rich with subtly worded poetry and proverbs which can not easily be translated 
givenn the complexity of both. Some of these proverbs, in fact, are used exclusively by the Shi'ites, and 
onlyy members of this community can fully understand their meaning and implications. The outsider either 
misunderstandss the meaning or is confused about the esoteric phrasing. 

Narrativess analysis: 

Oncee the narratives have been researched, gathered, and translated, the next stage of the study is their 
analysis.. What do these narratives and their compilation in this study mean? What is their significance? 
Howw do they represent the experience of being a refugee? Catherine Kohier Riessman, in her essay 
"Narrativee Analysis" discusses the instance in which the investigator directly analyzes the transcript of a 
narrative,, and how such moments of critical analysis often occur in epiphanies. I too found this to be the 
casee as I worked to comprehend the larger picture of this study. Amidst piles and piles of tape-recorded 
transcripts,, articles, notes, and supporting documents, the process of shaping the scattered narratives into a 
wholee can be a challenge. Riessman describes the procedure as creating a "metastory about what 
happened""  (Riessman: 1993, 13) by presenting each interview alongside interpretations about what it 
signifies.. This is a difficult operation that necessitates focused attention on each narrative. To do justice to 
eachh participant's life history, the analysis of the entire process must include an in-depth understanding of 
eachh component, i.e. each particular story. Riessman also speaks of a "betrayal" that must occur in this 
endeavorr in that each story must undergo some form of cutting and pasting in order to fit into the whole of 
thee paper. (Riessman: 1993, 14) 

1616 For hither discussion on treating interviewees as subjects and the development of a complex narrative see Susan E. Chase's and Colleen 
S.. Bell's article "Interpreting the Complexity of Women's Subjectivity" 
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Overall,, the analysis of the narratives involved analysis of the context of the narrative gatherings as well. 
Thee interview process was so much a part of my own understanding of the content of the interviews, that 
myy analysis of the narratives must also, in part, include an analysis of the settings and interactions that 
gavee rise to them. Chase and Bell in their article "Interpreting Women's Subjectivity", conclude with a 
pointt that relates to my own experience in narrative analysis. They propose that by examining the 
intervieww interaction, the researcher may realize how her own backgrounds and interests affect the 
interviewee'ss narration. (McMahan, Lacey Rogers, 1994; Chase, Bell, 1994: 80) I have found their point 
too relate to my own experience in analyzing the information of this study. Rather than ignoring this 
phenomenonn that one's own agenda affects the result of the interview, or attempting to change this, it is 
importantt to understand the effects of the interviewing process on the interview material and include such 
analysiss within the larger analysis of the research. This complexity should not be "ironed out" with a false 
attemptt at objectivity. Instead, the subjectivity should be appreciated as complex and necessary. 

Narrativ ee Interpretation : 

Ass I have mentioned, the narratives I gathered for this study are filled with poetry, scripture, and sayings. 
Theree were implicit and explicit layers throughout all of the stories. Due to the subjective complexity of 
thesee narratives, the issue of standard interpretation is problematized. The entire thesis seeks to present the 
narrativess of the Iraqi Shi'ite women within the context of their own tellings. A simple, straightforward 
interpretationn is not possible. Each story is thus an event in and of itself, and thus, its interpretation may 
changee depending upon the hearer, or in this case, the reader. Since these stories on events, then the 
orderingg of these events, their chronology, signifies the importance of the events in their lives. I have done 
myy best to convey the agency these women have utilized as they tell their histories, as well as the oral 
frameworkk from which they have come. In this way, I have interpreted their narratives according to my 
ownn experience in gathering them. It is important to state, as I describe my methodology, however, that 
thiss is by no means a definitive interpretation. 

Conclusion: : 

Theree are a growing number of Oral Historians who are looking for new ways of interviewing, accessing, 
analyzingg and then interpreting material about women's lives. (Chanfrault-Duchet, 1991; Kathryn 
Andersonn and Danna C. Jack, 1991; Chris Mann, 1997). Paul Thompson and Hugo Slim (1998) are 
amongg the few Oral Historians who have questioned the compatibility of Oral History methodology for 
interviewingg subjects from non-western culture. See also Sandra Hale, 1995; Yvette J. Koprjn, 1998; 
Belindaa Bozzoli, 1998. At the same time, Oral Historians have devoted littl e attention to finding 
alternativee methodologies for interviewing women from non-western culture. 

Thee research of this project sought the life stories of female Iraqi Shi'ite interviewees. That is to say, it 
soughtt to uncover how they organized and justified their life experiences within an oppressive state in 
theirr homeland of Iraq and in the social settings of exile. This research will give women a chance to talk 
aboutt their role in certain historic events and to describe, interpret, and evaluate their own experiences 
withinn the political systems and more importantly, within the dynamics of the family. Certainly, these 
womenn have been marginalized by the power of others. However, they disclosed experiences and told 
storiess of successful struggle and courageous decisions they made for the survival and protection of their 
families.. Being in a position of littl e power within the state and society, the interview ultimately enhanced 
theirr feelings of self-worth when they were finally given the opportunity to express themselves and to 
explainn what had happened to them and their community, and what they had done to survive. Through 
theirr accounts, these women revealed undiscovered roles for Shi'ite and Muslim women to play in such 
situations. . 
Realizingg the possibilities of the Oral History interview in a non- western and non-democratic society or 
inn a refugee context requires a shift in methodology. The researcher must shift from information 
gathering,, where the focus is on the right questions, to interaction, where the focus is on the process and 
onn the dynamic unfolding of the subject's viewpoint As Anderson and Jack (1991) and Mann (1997) have 
observed,, and as my own research experience has in part demonstrated, realization of the context within 
whichh life stories are collected may reshape the understanding of the different presentations of self. Such a 
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methodologyy may reveal different, even contradictory life experiences and may affect the choice of the 
evaluativee terms used to make sense of these experiences, even acting as a catalyst that initiates the 
reassessmentt  of a lived life. 
Thee necessity of having two different settings of interviews to gather  the women's stories made the 
productionn of these interviews more involved, more complex, but also significantly richer. In this project 
thee two interview contexts (familial and individuals) were particularl y fruitfu l because of the 
complementaryy structure of the interviews, on the one hand with the family as a group, and on the other 
handd with the women as individuals. As the content of the ensuing research concludes, these two settings 
reinforcedd each other. 
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Chapterr  Two 

Lif ee in Iraq: 
Thee River  of Blood and Tears 

Introduction : : 

BetweenBetween me and my government is a river that runs with the blood of my three sons, my husband and the 
honorablehonorable girl who was raped Between me and my government is a sea of orphans' tears. Between me 
andand my government are oceans of suffering; the pain of mothers and widows. Between me and my 
governmentgovernment are waterfalls of revenge; the retaliation by women that will  sweep away anything stands in 
theirtheir way. 

OmOm Thiwani 66 years old 

Inn this chapter, I am interested in establishing the background and setting of the life stories of the Shi'ite 
womenn in Iraq, before their flight to Saudi Arabia. I intend to focus on the texture of their daily life as it is 
relatedd and was affected by the political and social climate since Ba'ath regime took power in 1968. This 
wil ll  include a look into the formation of the stories and their subjectivity in Iraq under the Ba'ath regime. 
However,, the main focus has been on the individual strategies the narrators devised to survive under this 
regime. . 

Too analyze these relationships I will work on the cultural construction of the meaning of family relations, 
communityy relations, citizenship, religious freedom and war in their life stories. Through these I will 
exploree how the narrators positioned themselves as social actors with multiple axes of domination such as, 
ethnicity,, class, social status, gender, and occupation in the historical and cultural context of the 
totalitariann Ba'ath regime. 

Thiss chapter will explore the hardships of daily life17 that the Shi'ite women underwent as the Ba'ath 
regimee came to power and remained in power in Iraq. Journalism and human rights reviews have 
concentratedd on the brutality of the Ba'ath totalitarian state with respect to Kurdish and Sunni men and 
womenn in Iraq. But it was the Shi'ite in the south, who endured the worst of the Ba'ath oppression as we 
shalll  explore later. This chapter will also focus on the particular oppression of the Shi'ite women in the 
southh of Iraq. In the years prior to their refugee exile, the Shi'ite women and their families suffered 
persecution,, random executions of family members, speech control, state bombings on their religious 
shrines,, oppressive laws, deprivation, financial ruin, and government violence. 

Thee Ba'ath Regime: Fascism Paves the Way for  Totalitarianism: 

Thee Ba'athist Party has a complex history of power and power seeking. The party began in 1963 with a 
simplee party goal of arriving at a new Iraqi society with revamped Arab individual in regard to values, 
conceptss and conduct These distant ideals are the foundation for the party's deep-seated conception of 
itselff  as a means for something more uplifting than a mere tool of authority "for itself or in itself'. Party 
objectivess are different than those of the state. The Ba'ath vision as al-Khalil stated is closer in spirit to 
thee Nazi notion of political authority being a tool for the emergence of the pure racial nation, with the 
provisoo that the Ba'athi nation is based on religion not race. Faith in the "eternal message" of pan-
Arabismm which paves the way for faith in the party means the actualizing of the uncorrupted Arab nation. 
(al-Khalil,, 1990: 142) 

Thee Ba'ath Party arrived at this fascist state with the rise in power of Saddam Hussein. The Ba'ath Party 
itselff  gained control of Iraq in 1968. Meanwhile Saddam Hussein was hiring Lebanese journalists and 

177 Similar study was done by Kaplan, 1998 to explore the hardships of daily life that the Jewish women underwent when the Nazi came to 
powerr in Germany. 
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writerss to extol him as a heroic aviator of Iraqi nationalism. (Hazelton, 1994: 12) He utilized the Ba'ath 
partyy as his means to achieving power in Iraqi politics. In 1979, President Ahmad Hasan Al-Bakr was 
removedd from his leadership by the ambitious Saddam, who had built his support with such audacious 
sloganss as "The Man", "The Necessity", and "Miraculous". (Hazelton, 1994: 13) The nation was under 
thee rule of a party that was ruled absolutely, and thus the nation itself was suddenly under the absolute 
rulee of a dictator. 

Saddam'ss Ba'ath regime's policy: Join the Party or  Pay the Consequences: 

Thee Ba'ath practiced different forms of brutal, exterminating policies against all people of the Iraqi 
societyy who did not join or who did not support the Ba'ath Party. The state instituted its reign of terror 
throughh a complex establishment of agencies, decrees, and police forces. The network included: a General 
Intelligencee Apparatus, which concerned any issue of foreign or domestic opposition; a Military 
Intelligence,, which watched for any opposition within the armed forces; a General Security Directorate, 
whichh guarded the state against any political 'criminals'; and the Bureau of National Security, a 
surveillancee branch that enforced Saddam's will within the agencies themselves. 

Womenn Resist Saddam: 

Withinn this imposing establishment of surveillance upon surveillance, it is no wonder that the regime's 
absolutee control affected every aspect of the lives of the Iraqi civilians. One could not live without being 
involvedd in the system of government intelligence, either as a participant or as an object of scrutiny. The 
centrall  policy of the Ba'ath regime, as with most totalitarian states is one of support or punishment. Either 
aa citizen supports the party or the party punishes the offender. Even neutrality is seen as opposition. 
Thee state's control affected every sector of society. I would like to focus, in this chapter, upon the effect it 
hadd upon the women in particular. Although they were not conscripted to fight in the army for the party, 
thee women of Iraq were just as ravaged by the Ba'ath regime as their male counterparts. 

"Iman",, one of the middle-aged informants, was married to a university professor while she herself was 
studyingg at Najaf University. Her happy family life ended abruptly when her husband was arrested in 
19833 for participating in an opposition group. He was imprisoned for six months and then executed. 

Sincee that time my life turned to hell. I was fired from the university. Two days 
afterr my husband's death I was ordered to leave university housing with my 
daughterss and our few belongings. My father gave me the house he had built for 
myy brother, next to his and I found work as a teacher to support my family. I was 
orderedd to report every month to the security center in Basra about my life, my 
activities,, whom I met, who supported me. This went on for two years until my 
brotherr was executed in 1985 for the same reason they killed my husband. So 
theyy fired me from my job. I organized evening classes in my home for girls in 
thee neighborhood but this wasn't appreciated by the secret police unit in our area 
soo I had to stop the classes or risk being accused of undertaking anti-government 
activities. . 

Iman'ss story is a nightmare of grief, isolation, and terror. She, like many other women in her position, 
triedd again and again too maintain some sense of a normal life and productivity. But the horrors of the state 
sponsoredd executions and espionage raged on. 

Considerr the instructive case of Soheir, another middle-aged informant, moved to al-Najaf where her 
husbandd was based, from al Basra. He worked in a bank, they had two sons and two daughters and they 
livedd in a nice house. They stayed out of politics so life for them was "normal." Then one day in 1985 her 
husbandd came home from work looking disturbed: He was asked to join the Ba'ath forces: 

Hee told me that he had been asked by some Ba'athists to join the party. He said 
hee did not show any interest and was afraid that might cause him problems I was 
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frightened.frightened. I suggested that we move to Basra. He refused and told me they could 
reachh him anywhere. Ten days later he was fired from his job. It was then that we 
decidedd to move immediately to Al- Basra. We left our house exactly as it was, 
leavingg all our belongings in the house because we did not want to raise 
suspicion.. I took my gold and some food for the journey. But before we could get 
intoo the car, we saw two men from the secret police coming towards the house. 
Myy husband told me to get inside with the children. We stood by the door and we 
saww the police beating my husband. We ran to him but the police pushed me 
away.. The children were screaming. I hugged my children. My eyes were full of 
tears.. I wanted to go back to the house but the police took the keys and prevented 
uss from getting in. My husband told us to leave the town. He waved his hand to 
uss and said he would be back but never did. Nearly twenty years have passed 
sincee that incident I waited for him in al-Basra, for news from him, but nothing 
came.. He disappeared. We looked and asked in every prison, security center and 
hospitall  in Iraq. Til l now we do not know if he is still alive or dead. Since that 
timee I had to learn to work inside and outside the house to raise my children. 

Thee regime took revenge on the women in order to punish or find their male relatives. The widows of the 
executedd continued to be under surveillance by the police. Everyone was under the eye of the secret 
police.. Even neighbors could betray neighbors. There was no escaping the watch of the state, Solima, one 
off  the key informants said: 

Sincee the execution of my husband I was ordered to report to the police station 
andd submit a monthly report on who visited, helped or assisted me. They put my 
housee under surveillance and recorded the car numbers of my visitors. 

Shi'it ee Women and the State Policies: 
DecreesDecrees against women 

Thee moment Saddam came to power in 1979, his decrees against women began. The government issued 
countlesss orders, regulations, and punishments for women in a stringent effort to control the female 
populationn of Iraq. Within a few years, the Ministry of Defense decreed the arrest and imprisonment of 
anyy female relative of a deserter. Another council forbade an Iraqi woman to marry a non-Iraqi man, ever. 
Inn 1990, after the party had established its totalitarian rule, the decrees became even more violent. The 
regimee legitimized and enforced executing women for "honor crimes" meaning, any woman accused of 
forbiddenn sexual relations would be killed These practices of state-sponsored terrorist were instituted to 
dominatee the women of the country. (Hazelton, 1994: 63-64) 

Anotherr decree made against women concerned the Shi'ites in particular. One of the first decrees ordered 
menn and women to divorce if one had any Iranian roots. The allegedly "Iranian" spouse would be included 
inn mass deportations to Iran. During the waves of Shi'ite deportation to Iran, often a wife of a tabi'i,18 or 
Iraniann follower, would be ordered to stay in Iraq, while her sons and her husband would be deported to 
Iran.. If she was the tabi'ia, or follower, then she would be deported and her husband and children should 
stayy in Iraq. Some women were obliged to divorce their husbands who were deported to Iran. Najwa, one 
off  the middle-aged informants said: 

II  was obliged to declare my divorce from my husband because he was of Iranian 
originn but his ancestors have been in Iraq for the last millennium. However, I 
escapedd the attention of the government and I took my children and joined my 
husbandd in Iran. We stayed in Iran till  the Uprising and then we fled to Saudi 
Arabia. . 

188 Tabi' i in Arabic means follower. Any person in Iraq who is from Iranian origjon (even if he was born and lived all his life in Iraq) is 
calledd tabie to Iran and that means follower  and loyal to Iran. 
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Nahid,, one of the middle-aged informants, described her own experience in regards to the government's 
attitudee toward women: 

Duringg Saddam's time we (women) really suffered. We did every thing on our own 
exceptt fight in the war. Recruitment was only for those who were members of the 
Ba'athh party. They were recruited and trained in the popular defense forces. We the 
Shi'itee women resented the Ba'ath Party. As a result we would never be offered an 
officiall  job unless we received military training. Women were employed with the 
governmentt on condition that they accept membership in the party! I remember a 
ladyy from our area who was a teacher. She was asked to join the party and she 
refused.. She was transferred to another locality as a clerk in the department of 
agriculture:: a job that she knows nothing about! She was forced to accept because 
shee needed a job. People refrain from joining the party because part of that job is to 
spyy on your own family and relatives. People really hate the members of the party 
butt when they need their help they have to approach them with gifts and home 
visits.. The public practically fears them due to their injustice. 

Shukriahh another informant also shared stories of the coercive power of the Ba'ath party and the injustice 
thatt flourished during this time, particularly in relation to the sisters and daughters of those politically 
involved. . 

Soldierss were prohibited from marrying to the daughters of the executed. Beyond 
thee fact that most men in the south work as soldiers since it is the only job 
availablee for them. They were encouraged to get married to the relatives of those 
whoo are affiliates to the regime hence the allowances offered to them in the form 
off  jobs, houses etc. In this way the chances of the female relatives of the executed 
too find marriage were nullified. 

Fearr  of rape and protecting the family: 

Onee of the main concerns of each of the women I interviewed was that of official rape19. All of their 
narrativess attest to the fact that the Ba'ath state worked within a policy of rape as means of control. Rape, 
ass in many similar political situations, is used to terrorize and dominate imprisoned insurgents. It is also 
utilizedd to coerce women into the network of surveillance, and to destroy the honor of families, men, and 
women.. In 1977, alone, many young women from influential and wealthy Baghdad families were 
kidnapped,, held ransom and captive. (Hazelton, 1994: 66) The government's agencies utilized rape and 
kidnappingg as means of suppression. 

Thee women's narratives are filled with the overwhelming desire to protect their families from such 
atrocities.. Kawther one of the elderly told me the story of woman neighbor who fled the town in the 
middlee of the night with her children to protect her daughters from potential rape or imprisonment. 

II  know of one woman who was a neighbor of ours. Her son was abroad in the 
oppositionn for more than 15 years. The security people approached her and told 
herr that her son was active writing essays against the regime hence they told her 
thatt they would send her abroad to get him back with her and her daughters 
wouldd be kept until she returns with her son. She agreed. They left after telling 
herr that they would bring her the passport and tickets tomorrow morning. During 
thee night she fled with her daughters to the north. In the morning the police found 
nobodyy in their house. This woman told them that she agreed to the deal but if she 
saidd "no" then they would take her daughters and rape them and this alone would 
destroyy them in the society! 

199 About official rape in Iraq see Makkiah, 1994: 284-297 and about meaning and effect of rape in Arab and Muslim Societies see 
Muhammad,, 1999; Fawzi, 2000 
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Najwa,, one of thee middle-aged informants, told the story of her sister who was threatened with rape by the 
Ba'athh soldiers. 

Oncee the security people came into our home asking for my deserter brother. My 
youngerr sister (Naema) stood in front of them and asked them why they do that to 
thee people. One of the soldiers then told her that if she did not keep silent he would 
takee her as a girl and bring her back as woman who knows how to respect the 
soldiers!!  My sister was shocked and scared. She stood there until my mother came 
andd moved her. Since then when a soldier comes in she cries, is terribly frightened, 
andd runs to the garden as if pursued by someone. 

Spyy from within : 

Ass discussed earner, surveillance was a crucial factor in controlling the minds and lives of Iraqis. With 
theirr complex network of agencies, the government was able to coerce family member, neighbors, and 
friendsfriends to spy on each other. Many women in their accounts talked about how they lost trust in everybody 
inn the neighbourhood and they reduced their contact to their families and close relatives. This had a deep 
impactt upon the collective of the community, reducing it to doubt and fear. Salwa, one of the elderly 
informantss described to me another instance of this distrust in her own narrative: 

Thee Mukhabarat recruited my neighbor with whom I share secrets and an intimate 
relationship.. She used to enter my house at any time and I would do the same. We 
usedd to have no barriers between us. Then, she was hired to report on my father's 
activess with the opposition. She told the Mukhabrat everything she saw or heard in 
ourr house. As a result my father was arrested for three years during which he 
experiencedd all kinds of torture and humiliation. Maybe she had to work with the 
MukhabaratMukhabarat because she needed the money. Her husband died in the Iran-Iraq War 
andd she had to raise five children by herself. I do not know. I cannot trust anybody 
now.. Whenever I wanted to be friends with someone, I remember her and I stop 
socializing. . 

Thiss environment effected not just the collective psyche but of the individuals, as well. The deeply 
emotionall  isolation that resulted from the surveillance had a personal toll on everyone involved. Fatihia 
onee of the mid-aged informants also recounts the terrible anxiety one had to live in during this time. 

II  was once taken to the police station with my husband about my brother who 
desertedd the military service. I had not seen my brother at all so I was angry with 
thee security men but I could not talk because they threatened that the punishment 
forr those who cover the deserters was fifteen years imprisonment! I told them that 
II  would accept that much if they caught my brother in my house. I did not know 
wheree I got the courage to talk back to them. Because answering back could be 
consideredd an insult that might jeopardize my life. 

Nawal,, one of the informants, narrated a story of struggling and taking risk for the sake of herr family. 

II  was married when I was only thirteen years old. My husband was a soldier and 
duringg his service he was disabled by blindness. He did not even know the cause 
off  his blindness it might be traumatic or otherwise. He was given a pension salary 
off  56 Dinars, which were not sufficient, even to rent a house. This was salary for 
himself.. We were not included as if he did not have the right to get married 
becausee of disability during his military service! Our family suffered the most 
whenn my brother deserted the army. I shouldered the responsibility of my family. 
II  used to sew clothes since I had a sewing machine. Besides this, I would bring 
somee commodities and sell them to women in the vicinity. This continued for 
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years.. I risked a lot because I had to feed my children. My husband spent his life 
servingg the army but when he was disabled the army neglected him. 

Laterr she recounted that: 

Wee did not mix with people; we used to fear random friendships because they 
mightt report against me-especially that I had a deserter brother. 

Onee day, she told me in this account, when she was in her kitchen eating soup with her brother, the 
deserter,, a neighbor paid a visit. Less than five minutes later, a security man knocked on the door, barking 
forr the brother to submit himself. She and her sister quickly exited their brother through the back door, 
whilee their mother answered the door and explained no one had seen her son. Her story, like countless 
otherss of its kind, describes an environment of constant anxiety and distrust Even neighbors, who are 
consideredd invaluable and even sacred, according to Islamic tradition, became objects of distrust and 
potentiall  harm. 

Ruthlesss regime: 

Thee agencies described above also served to enforce acts of terror upon the public so as to keep tension 
andd submission present. Violence is a continuing theme in all of the women's accounts. There were 
countlesss stories throughout the women's narratives about the sheer ruthlessness of the Ba'ath regime. 
Nawja,, one of mid-aged informants once again gives a vivid recollection in describing the political 
landscapee of terror that was employed. 

Thenn I learned my brother was murdered by the intelligence in the street. They 
beatt him at 4 p.m. and was left there bleeding until 8 p.m. Then they took him to 
thee hospital and he was thrown on the floor. When die doctor arrived they told 
himm not to handle him and let him die. If you could consider yourself in my place 
wouldd you try to revenge for the death of your brother? My younger brother was 
caughtt and executed without trial. We did not know the cause of his execution. 
Wee could not even understand why an authority could execute a youngster of less 
thann 18 years old? Every one who asks would be shot dead. In fact I know of a 
childd of 15 years who was executed. He was born in 1974 and it was in 1990 
whenn they called him the conscription because of his length. They argued with 
himm that he was born in 1968! However they took him into the army and after 
onlyy 3 months he fled away. His mother took him back on the belief that it she 
didd not report it he would be executed. Two months later they came to his mother 
andd ordered her to receive the corpse of her son! They killed him. That time his 
elderr brothers were 16 and 18 years old and were not yet recruited in the army! 

Losss of Livelihood: 

Forr many women, the Ba'ath regime's harsh rule also meant loss of employment. In December 1979, for 
instance,, the Ministry of Education issued a decree that all female teachers were to be immediately fired. 
(Hazelton,, 1994: 63) Bahiga one of the mid-aged informants recounted a story about losing her 
occupationn in the midst of the hardship. Many women told stories of losing their jobs, and thus, their very 
livelihoods. . 

Myy sister was a teacher and was fired from her job after the execution of her 
husband.. I was myself a teacher. Then there was a decree that those who were 
executedd would have their brothers, sisters and relatives be sanctioned from 
employmentt in civil service and other job allied to the government. So my sister 
andd me lost our jobs and we lost the help we used to get from our relatives 
basicallyy because all of them were fired from their jobs. This all happened in 
spitee of the fact they were not invoiced in the activities of the opposition. My 
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sisterr had to work and support her children and mine. She used to move between 
citiess in search for a job. Meanwhile I stayed and took care of our nine children. 

Thee situation was constrained in Iraq especially for women. One woman I interviewed explained a 
commonn story of a woman who was forced into prostitution in order to feed her children20. Her husband 
hadd left for war years earlier and she had heard no word from him since. Although the shame of such a 
predicamentt was oveiwhelming for these women, the circumstances were dire to the point of desperation. 
Anotherr widow found herself too young to tolerate loneliness and with no money or family, she deviated 
intoo prostitution. Society disapproved forcefully of prostitution, of course. Women were cornered by a 
nightmarishh situation that had veered out of control. Without her husband, resources, or means of 
employment,, many women felt alone and desperate during this time. But a woman would never dare, 
accordingg to the narratives I gathered, approach the police station for help. No matter how bad her 
situation,, the authorities themselves were more dangerous. Many women recall stories of harassment, 
torture,, and rape by police and officials. 

Torturin gg Women: 

Thee Ba'ath regime claimed to the world that it upheld equality among men and women. What it did not 
declaree was that such equality pertained to torture. Women's rights were exercised in the domination and 
imprisonmentt of both men and women. The true horrors of a totalitarian state, according to anyone who 
hass endured such atrocities, are the elements of torture that accompany absolute rule21. To enforce 
submissionn to the government, authorities utilize tactics of physical and psychological terror upon men, 
women,, and children. These stories are particularly difficult for the women to recount, and thus for me to 
record.. But their inclusion in the description of life in Iraq is crucial, since they compromised an 
unforgettablee and undeniable part of this time and this place for women as well as for men. 

Ikhlas,, one of the elderly informants, told a traumatic story concerning the officials' violence toward 
women.. Hers is a mysterious, nightmarish image: 

Whenn I was taken by the security I was put in a neat wide cell with a bed. My 
fatherr was executed in 1979 since he was a vanguard from Najaf area. It was 
duringg the Sabotage of the regime against the clergymen. We served a big funeral 
too my father although it was prohibited to do so. I was the only daughter of my 
fatherr and my only brother was serving his conscription. The security men came 
too our house and took me in front of my mother and uncle threatening that they 
couldd do anything to me! I was scared, m the cell I sat at the bed side and no one 
visitedd me in the night. I could not sleep since there were very noisy birds at the 
roof.. They were observing me during the day! I was really afraid of those voices! 
Inn the second night a tall man with breasts22 came into my cell. He had a 
mustachee and hoarse voice and was carrying a youngster that was suckling from 
hiss breasts! He pretended to hit me, but every time he missed me! I was in panic. 
II  was not sure if he was a man or a woman. I was out there after three days and 
nobodyy interrogated me! My uncle did not believe my story that there was a man 
withh breasts! However I recall it as if it was last night despite of die fact that it 
wass twenty years ago. I see the scene in my dreams and imagine it during the 
day.. I go into panic and sweating with loss of the ability to think and talk! 

200 About women situation in war  see Cooke, 1988; Vickers, 1993; Bennet, 1995; Cooke, 1996 

211 For  women tortur e see (Makkiah, 1994:284-296; Hassun, 1988. For  women status in Iraq see al-Khalil , 1989: 88-109 

222 She couldn't explain how a man could have breasts but she was sure of what she saw. While talking about him she was gazing and lost 
inn her  thoughts. She had a frightened look in her  eyes which were full of tears. 
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Omm Ali one of the middle-age informants recalled teaching women about the Shi'ite culture and traditions 
inn the Bint El Huda Society . The security knew of her lessons and after interrogating her, kept her in a 
deathlyy cold cell for seven days. She still has nightmares about the dark, frozen air and the dripping of 
waterr in the cell. Many other women narrated and shared these experiences of torture and their painful 
endurance. . 

Shi'it ee Women on their  Own: Lif e without Husbands, Fathers and Sons: 

Duringg these years of Ba'athist rule, husbands, fathers, brothers, sons, cousins and nephews disappeared, 
eitherr in service in the Army, Army desertion, or death. Some of them were arrested, tortured, executed or 
givenn long prison sentences. Many fled such dangers and sought sanctuary in the inaccessible marshlands 
orr in exile in Iran. Wives, mothers, sisters, daughters, cousins and nieces were left to suffer and to manage 
onn their own. To face the difficulties, women's roles within the family and the community often changed. 
Inn the absence of male relatives, women became the bread-winners, protectors, and decision -makers for 
theirr families, as well as the channel through which the regime continued to repress and even sexually 
terrorizee the Shi'ite community. 
Manal,, one of the middle-aged informants in her narrative, recalled becoming the decision maker of the 
household.. Now in her forties, her father was a politician, a member of the Islamist party al-da'wa.. At first 
thee party was simply suppressed; later when repression and the influence of the successful Iranian 
Revolutionn radicalized the party, it turned to guerrilla warfare. Simple membership was made a capital 
crime.. But in the early years of the repression her father was imprisoned and tortured for being an 
oppositionn activist. The entire family left for Iran, walking a month from Al-Basra to the border. Manal 
gavee the one brother, who decided to stay, gold for him to sell as he hid in the marshes. 

Habibah,, one of the elderly and a key informants in this study became the family protector after her 
husbandd came under suspicion for building a mosque in their hometown of al-Badhaa. He was accused of 
supportingg the Islamist party al-da'wa. She recalled a crucial friendship she instigated and maintained 
withh Mona, the wife of the new director of an-Nasiriyah security center, who was her neighbor. Habiba, 
despitee having two maids of her own, used to clean Mona's house and developed a trust with her so that 
herr husband could protect Habiba's husband. Even after Habiba and her family moved, she maintained 
contactt with Mona in gratitude for protecting her husband. 

Women'ss Solidarity and Isolation: 

Thee women in Iraq, according to traditional culture share a deep level of connection among other women, 
inn their families and in their communities. With the Ba'ath regime, however, this trust and mutuality was 
threatened.. In some cases, the pressures of personal safety tore at this connection, but in other cases, the 
traditionall  solidarity survived and in fact thrived. 

Fawziahh one of the elderly informants remembered other forms of solidarity among the community. The 
widowss of the executed, especially, received help from many secret Shi'ite organizations and by El Howza 
Ell  llmeya. These organizations gave them small amounts of money as aid. In addition, women took small 
jobss like being cleaning ladies in a school to support their children. Uncles substituted for fathers, 
neighborss aided neighbors. Men and women helped each other survive each other's hardships. 

Whenn they murdered my brother they told us not to have the funeral! This was a 
generall  law. In fact I did not obey it! During the shelling we moved to another 
areaa named Amara. I crossed the bridge and went back home after the shelling 
wass over. When I arrived at my house women gathered there consoling me and 
cryingg as if my loss was their own loss! Some of them went into the kitchen 

233 bint al-Huda Society is a women organization which was established by bint al-Huda who is a well known Shi'ite woman activist, bint 
el-Hudaa comes from a political and religious Shi'ite family. She was executed with her bomer in 1977. See section Women's Movement 
inn the South of Iraq in this chapter p. 14 
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cooking,, cleaning and baking. They even prepared the tea. The youngsters 
workedd in the kitchen while the elders stayed with me for condolences. This used 
too be done for everyone. If a woman's husband was killed, they kept in close 
touch,, helping her for the announced 4 months and ten days of the mourning. She 
wouldd never be left alone. 

Familyy support: 

Thee family constitutes an almost sacred space in Middle Eastern societies in general. Not only have states 
privilegedd family above the individual in terms of laws and rights, but they have endeavored to represent 
thee family as something a priori, "prepolitical," a domain so beyond current time and conditions that it is 
bestt apprehended in the domain of the divine." (Joseph, 2000: 25) Although Joseph's point is that 
religiouss and state control over legalities of the family privilege men in general we also can see how an 
underminingg of the family unit is crucial in denying a person her place in political rights and citizenship. 

Thiss pertains to the Ba'ath regime in that, by destroying the legitimacy of the family, it took legitimacy 
awayy from the people themselves, who defined their own individuality through the family. Besides 
solidarityy among women, the traditional Iraqi culture centers upon the notion of the family. The nuclear as 
welll  as the extended family play a pivotal role in all aspects of life and culture in Iraq. To undermine the 
society,, the Ba'ath party strove to tear at the very fabric of the familial tradition of the Iraqi people. Al-
Kalill  argues that Saddam became the new father of the new nation family. 

Halima,, one of the mid-aged informants described her own loss of family support u under the Ba'ath 
regime.. She traveled on foot from al-Nasiriya to Baghdad during the wartime. It took her five days when 
shee heard that her nephew had been killed in Kuwait. In her narrative, she said simply "I wanted to 
supportt my sister." Sometimes, despite the dangers women were able to demonstrate solidarity or 
sympathyy with other women even if they were not relatives. "Souad" who came from Al Basra recalls 
hiringg a woman whose husband was killed in war, as a maid simply to help her financially and so that 
theirr children could find solace in home environment 

Usually,, however, solidarity came from the family itself. But even solidarity within the immediate family 
couldd be threatened when children were encouraged to inform on their parents to their teachers, who in 
turnn report to a party security officer. Faridah, one of the mid-aged informants, remembered when her ten 
andd twelve year old sons told her one day that they had to join the Ba'ath Vanguards Movement at school 
becausee their teacher had asked them to. She and her husband were against the idea but could not prevent 
themm from joining the movement for fear of being labeled anti-Ba'ath. One day her sons told her they had 
alll  been asked to report to their teachers about the activities of their parents and the visitors to their homes. 
Suddenlyy parents had their own children to fear. 

Fatima,, one of the key informants, whose brother deserted the Army and she was singled out as a target 
forr harassment, none of her girl friends would have anything to do with her. She spoke of the isolation she 
feltt for three long years, as all of her friends avoided her for their own safety. This was a pattern of 
isolationn based on fear that was repeated over and over by many of the Shi'he women upon resettling in 
Thee Netherlands. Sir ham's case is particularly instructive, courageous, and clever. 

Ourr neighbor Najat, whose husband was a doctor, was arrested. I went to visit 
andd support her. The next day I was asked to visit the security center in al-
Amara.. I was waiting for ten hours before anyone talked to me. The place was 
packedd with so many people. While I was waiting I wondering what had all those 
peoplee who were here done and then I asked myself what did I do that upset the 
government?? Then I was called in. The security officer asked me why did I visit 
NajaLL I told him she was my neighbor and she had a problem and I wanted to be 
withh her. He said, if those neighbors were against the government, it was a crime 

24Thee concept of family support is well rooted in Islamic and Arab culture. The family supports means that members of the family are 
obligatedd to help each other  whenever  is needed. The help include sharing every thing with the needy family member. 
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too associate with them. I felt very threatened. He said that if I were to be seen 
theree again I would be in trouble. I was so frightened to hear that Najat was left 
alone.. Everybody in the neighborhood heard what happened to me when I visited 
her.. I was so sad to leave her alone. So I decided to build a doorr in the wall that 
separatedd our houses. So we used to see each other all the time without using the 
outsidee door. 

Thee isolation that the regime imposed upon neighbors and friends under suspicion made immediate family 
tiess more important than ever. Khadija, one of the mid-aged informants said that when she went to ask 
aboutt her son at the borders (he was serving in the Army) her mind was preoccupied thinking about her 
daughterr whom she had left in the care of her sister. 

Thee Ba'ath Regime Policies and Children Stories: 

Onee of the main reason life under the Ba'ath regime was so painful and worrisome for the women I 
interviewedd was because of the pain and worry it caused their children. Even more than their own 
experiences,, these women showed concern for the experiences of their sons at war and their daughters at 
risk.risk. In addition to the anxieties of the mothers, I encountered many interviewees who had themselves 
beenn children under the Ba'ath regime in this time period. For the young women I interviewed who had 
grownn up during the pre-Uprising Iraq, their memories of their homeland are tainted with remembrances 
off  fear, grief, and confusion. All they knew of their birthplaces was the terror they recalled and the stories 
off  their parents. 
Onee of the young informants "Magda" was born in Basra but left Iraq in 1991. When she was nine years 
old,, her father was executed. She described her life as one of extreme grief. 

Wee are four sisters; my elder sister "Ligaa" her name means meeting or get 
together.. My father was released from prison one day before she was born and 
namedd her Ligaa because he had thought that we would never be meeting as a 
familyy again. I was named after a nice lady who helped my mother a lot when my 
fatherr lost his job. My sister is "Muntah" and her real name is "Nihaya" which 
meansmeans the end. She was born while my father was in prison under sentence of 
death;; he thought that was his end. He asked my mother to name her Nihaya. My 
youngestt sister, was born after the execution of my father, she is called Rehil 
whichh means departure or parting. My mother named her thus because the last 
timee my father was taken by the Mukhabarat he told her that 'This time is the 
Rehil... .There is no way I am going to make it...I am gone forever. 

Herr father was executed shortly thereafter. Before this, the al-Mukhabrat al-Amn would imprison him 
frequently,, but she says that life was absolutely different after his death. 

Hee was so kind hearted and devoted his life to us. We lost him for nothing. They 
broughtt the corpse to our house and we saw him. We were informed not to 
receivee any condolences but we did the rite secretly. We recited the "Holy 
Qur'an""  to his soul but it was all done privately. When we went to school we 
usedd to suffer harassment, especially from the Ba'athists' children, simply 
becausee our father had been executed. They used to tell us that our father was not 
aa good man because he was against the regime. On the other hand our teachers 
weree kind to us because our mother was also a teacher and a colleague of theirs at 
thee school. She was subsequently fired from her job. We were very good at 
schooll  unlike the children of the Ba'athists who did badly throughout the year 
butt in spite of that still received good grades in the final examinations simply 
becausee of their fathers status. They were promoted to higher education at ease, 
butt for us we had to work very hard. When it came to university then the real 
difficultiess appear. We could not be enrolled for the study of medicine and 
engineeringg for example because of the execution of our father. Those places 
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weree preserved for the sons and daughters of the Ba'athists. There was a real 
policyy of discrimination which was undertaken on a political basis (Ba'athists 
versuss others) and not on a religious one (Sunni or Shiites) since some Shi'ites 
weree members of the Ba'ath party. I do not recall any good memories from my 
childhoodd nor songs. I remember only the sad events. 

Manyy relatives of executed "enemies" of the state faced a great deal of harassment, prejudice, and even 
torture,, themselves. Each story is painful, but particularly those told by women who were children during 
thesee events. Their childhood memories weigh heavily with these horrors. 

Women'ss Movement in the South of Iraq : 

Thee vanguard of the women's movement in the south Iraq was the martyring of Bint-al-Huda23, the sister 
off  the late Imam al Sadar. She was executed in 1977 not because of her brother, but due her own 
involvementt in the opposition. She was looked up to as an inspirational fighter against the state's 
injustices.. In addition, her strong Shi'ism was a source of hope and solidarity among the Shi'ite women of 
southernn Iraq. 

Womenn often felt they had no choice but to become involved in the fight. They lost not only their 
families,, their freedom, and their jobs, but also such rights as maternity healthcare, the right to mourn 
one'ss husband, and the right to congregate together. They often were forced into extremely difficult 
situations.. Many made courageous decisions in the name of their families and their futures. Travelling 
alone,, securing aid, escaping government persecution all required bravery and ingenuity. 

Onee woman describes leaving for Jordan to give money to her deserted husband, since he could not 
guaranteee her safety while in Iraq. Since it was strictly forbidden for a woman to travel alone, she faced 
enormouss obstacles in moving herself and her two infant daughters across the border. Under constant 
surveillancee due to the fleeing of her husband, she had no one to turn to for any source of aid. At the 
airport,, the security would not accept her passport, her reasons for leaving, her papers, or the fact she had 
noo male accompaniment. Finally, with her two children crying, she broke down and when the man asked 
herr what was wrong, she told him the entire story. He sympathized with her, helped her sign the papers 
andd obtain a seat on the plane. When she finally arrived in Jordan, her father phoned her and told her, 
thoughh she had only been planning to stay for twenty days, that she should not return to Iraq at all. She 
recountedd that when she said no, he responded with a coded answer of "Huda is in the hospital", meaning 
shee would be imprisoned if she returned. The code comes from the execution of Bint al-Huda and the 
subsequentt danger for women in Iraq. Hearing this message, this woman remained in Jordan with her 
husbandd and thus through her own perseverance, resourcefulness, and courage, was able to save her two 
daughterss from the terrors of the Ba'ath regime. 

Manyy Shi'ite women recounted codes they used to undermine Ba'ath surveillance and advance their own 
cause,, either for personal safety or actual government protest Such telephoned code included messages 
suchh as: "sick" meaning executed; "hospital" meaning prison; "somebody is in the garden" meaning 
someonee has fled abroad; and "someone is at work" meaning someone is in hiding. 

Oftenn bint al-Huda played a large role in the codes as well as in the resistance. Even after her execution, 
whichh some believed to be a cover-up for her hiding, she remained an important icon in the women's 
opposition.. Since her assassination, as many women prefer to call it, the women's movement against the 
regimee followed in her footsteps. 

Duringg Saddam's reign, women have hardly been able to find the autonomy to care for their own families. 
Thiss continues even today. In the women's narratives, however, they recount that despite the obstacles of 
thee state, the Iraqi Shi'ite women did succeed in taking care of their families and preserving the traditions 
off  Shi'ites. Their real role was to shelter their families, care for their husbands and observe the heritage. 

Seee Stapleton, 1993 for  more information about the exclusion of the Shi'ite oppositions. 
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Wee forgot what joy was: the long-term effects of living in terror : 

Inn her book Between Dignity and Despair, Marion A. Kaplan discusses the day to day life of the Jewish 
communitiess in Germany as the Nazis rose to power, began their fascist control, and eventually moved on 
too what is now known as the holocaust itself. Her study is relevant to the situation of the Iraqi Shi'ites 
underr Ba'athist Iraq. Like the Jews attempting to evade the concentration camp fate in Nazi Germany, the 
Iraqii  Shi'ites lived life in constant fear of deportation, imprisonment, or execution. Kaplan speaks of the 
despairr that overcame the Jews, leading even to huge numbers of suicide. Helplessness and entrapment 
characterizedd many people's lives. (Kaplan, 1998:179) 

Althoughh suicide was not an issue for the Iraqi Shi'ites, despair was prevalent. Many of the stories I heard 
containedd huge emotions of sadness and grief during this time. In addition to the fear of the regime, these 
womenn were also undergoing the losses of warfare. 

Nawal,, one of the middle-aged informants, shared her own memories of pain and despair: 

Wee forgot what joy was! I did not know what laughter was! The most joyful 
momentss were when soldiers came back home from the field! To return alive was 
ourr miracle! However the pain was crusting when they were due to return to war! 
Wee the Shi'ites of South had the real suffering, during both wars, our sons were 
killed.. Why us? Our men are always in the front Unes to face death. The bulk of 
thee infantry army was Shi'ite. Why the Shiites alone? 

Herr pain is compounded by the sheer injustice of the persecution of her people. Khuluud, one of the mid-
agedd informants, as well told a story of the utter despondency that comes from living as a victim to such 
injusticee and death. 

Whenn my father died in war as a martyr we mourned a lot for him. The pain of 
hiss death was endless, but we had to bear it for the sake of the young ones! 
Mourningg defined our lives as women of the South! 

Samah,, one of the elderly informants, also shared a story of loss. For her, death was not the culprit but the 
inevitablee psychological hardship of returning from war. Her husband lost his peace of mind for good 
afterr serving in the war. The brunt of his lashing out fell upon her. 

Whenn my husband returned from the front he was like a complete stranger, 
caringg not at all about what was going around him. Even his children were 
strangerss to him! He was nervous and quarreled for trivial reasons and sometimes 
forr none at all! This added a new burden to me since I was expected to be more 
sensitivee and observant towards him and offer him extra care. I was supposed 
evenn to buffer the relation between him and his children when his nervous 
momentss were due! 

Thee strain of such tension takes it toll upon the lives of those living in this setting. Despair reached 
staggeringg heights during this time period for the women. For the men, however, aggression often was the 
reactionn to the injustices and hardships. Sometimes, however, women too became aggressive under such 
circumstances.. Nuur al-Huda, one of the mid-aged informants admitted to shouting at her children when 
shee was under extreme pressure, and even beating them in moments of pain and anguish. Unfortunately 
suchh situations occurred regularly during this time period as the Shi'ite women worked to cope with the 
mountingg tensions. 

Seekingg joys in the face of terrors: 

Despitee all the hardships suffered in Iraq, the women did in fact find moments of relief. Many in their 
narrativess recounted their homeland, especially the physical land itself in poetry. Amidst lives of coercion 
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andd fear, the Shi'ite were able to find occasional joys. Their loyalty to Iraq in and of itself provided them a 
sourcee of happiness. Remembering their country long before Saddam, their connection to the land remains 
intactt in the collective memory. Rohiah, one of the elderly informants expressed this connection: 

Lookingg at the South I see a woman in a black abaya (the black dress). I smell the 
marshes,, I feel the purity of the people, and I taste the sweetness of the 
sugarcane,, the smoky flavor of blackened fish. I gaze at the night embroidered 
withh millions of stars. I warm my heart and my body in the gathering of families. 

Thee landscape and culture of southern Iraq is an ancient setting filled with glorious legends and memories 
forr the people who originate there. Using this theme as a background for renewed spirit, many women 
strovee to keep their sense of belonging intact They worked within their ability in trying to create happy 
momentss for themselves and their families. As Zaynab, one of the elderly informants, said: 

Wee were trying to find some joyful moments. We made use of any occasion. If a 
warriorr was back from front we made parties and if somebody died we serve the 
funerall  and mourn. Stories about that heroic death would be told for long to 
solacee ourselves. People were more sentimental! 

Thesee stories of joy amidst war express a heroism that colors the entire body of narratives I collected. 
Refusingg to succumb to the despair that lurked in a totalitarian state, these women worked hard to keep 
theirr own cultures and family lives afloat and even joyous. 

Shi'iteShi'ite Women Experience Imprisonment: 

Nevertheless,, the hardships only worsened. The Shi'ite women, due to the government distrust of their 
religionn as well as their gender, were often imprisoned. Without notice, justification, or chance of bail, 
manyy were incarceratedd indefinitely. The security centers were houses of torture, abuse, interrogation, and 
evenn execution. 

Fadwa,, one of middle-aged informants described the inside of the security center Mudiriyat al-amn al-
ammaamma as hellish. One could be brought in suddenly without any warning. Ultimately, women experienced 
panicc if they were taken to a prison. Hathahen shared her experience by explaining how the authorities 
wouldd torture her by forcing her to stand until her legs and body was numb. Iman who had many scars on 
herr body said that when she was imprisoned, the officers would beat her savagely on any point of her 
bodyy until it bled. Then they would begin to hit on the wounds. Eventually, she concluded death would be 
preferablee to the pain. 

Thoraya,, one of the middle-aged and educated informants, explained the psychological abuse that 
occurredd in prisons toward women. She experienced torrents of insults and curses against her and her 
family.. Maha, one of the middle-aged informants, mentioned the sexual abuse that happened in the 
prisons.. When she was jailed, the officers disrobed her and threatened to rape her. Suad, one of the 
middle-agedd informants, talked about the deep psychological impact of torture that developed among the 
prisoners.. Waiting in the cells, any would spend the days and nights fearing and imagining the worst 
horrors. . 

Oftenn the horrors came true. Intsar, one of the middle-aged informants, told of the indescribable horror of 
witnessingg her five-year-old son executed by the police as they attempted to find her husband who had 
fled.. Salwa, one of the middle-aged informants, also shared stories of family members being killed before 
thee eyes of people she knew. She described the ultimate torture of watching a child or parent or spouse 
beingg beaten or killed. 

Najawa,, one of the middle-aged informants, who was imprisoned for five months with a group of 
kidnappedd school girls shared her experiences and fears at that time: 
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Wee were afraid to fall asleep because that would encourage our nightmares in 
whichh we recall what was done to us. Thus we preferred to stay awake. We were 
dreamingg of fleeing away, of freedom and we also dream of safety and peace! 
Sleepp uncovers the facts! While awake, we could lie to ourselves or try to forget, 
butt never during sleep! 

Thee Shi'ite live two lives: 

Howw does a community endure such atrocities? How can individuals survive the trauma of torture, not to 
mentionn the grief of war coupled with the constant fear of persecution? How is it possible that the Iraqi 
Shi'itee kept their culture intact throughout this regime's savage subjugation? 

Owingg to their deep sense of history, community, and religion, the Shi'ites managed to maintain a double 
life266 during the deportations, imprisonment and executions. Though their Shi'ite identity was a constant 
sourcee of focus by the state, as Karima, one of the elderly and key informants said, the Shi'ites managed 
too keep their own culture and heritage, which they circulated amongst themselves in secrecy and kept 
hiddenn from foreign eyes. It was a great risk, but the religion lived on in private, "under the cover of the 
ashes." " 

Karimaa speaks of the city of Najaf as a prime example. A religious center for Shi'ites, it is of course under 
thee strictest surveillance by the regime. The three main avenues: Sadiq Avenue, Zayn al-Abidin Avenue 
andd the Grand Sauk (grand market) area down town were always crowded with people, she described. 
Theyy all looked tense as if keeping some huge secret, often becoming nervous and argumentative for 
triviall  reasons. The youth were depressed because police cars were in the streets observing them. People 
walkedd around silent, she explained. And yet, it was a completely different story inside the houses. In 
private,, suddenly people were having hot political discussions criticizing the government and formulating 
jokess about the Ba'ath. However, any moment, the police could arrest and execute them. This resulted in a 
greatt amount of secrecy even in homes: nobody could speak openly outdoors, since nobody could 
guaranteee that the audience did not include the police. 

Shee also described the level of code that arose with this secrecy. As Karima stated: 

Wee the Shi'ites were aware of the intended falsification of history thus we kept 
ourr heritage using the oral tradition, telling stories, songs, novels, poetry and 
dictums.. They all implied the fact but never directly. To express an idea that a 
spyy was among the group you would speak about the 'hot weather' and all those 
inn attendance would understand. To speak about Saddam Hussein we would tell 
storiess about the dark era of "Oomayyia", we thus expressed our feelings 
regardingg the inhumane humiliation, suppression, aggression and injustice. No 
onee would ever gain security unless he joined the Ba'ath party and hence would 
bee employed as a spy. If a Shi'ite happened to join that party then he would be 
offeredd allowances to encourage the joining of others, tempting them to do 
likewise. . 

Thee attitude of people changed considerably due to the continuous presence of the security forces and the 
policiess implemented by the regime against the people. People became distrustful and suspicious and 
resortedd to cheating and deception in order to save themselves. 

Manyy women described the paradox of a situation where those against the regime must perpetuate it in 
orderr to escape its dangers. People had to become spies or be spied on themselves. Those Ba'athist who 
destroyedd much of the Shi'ite community were actually Shi'ites themselves who did not believe in the 
Ba'athh ideas, but found themselves obliged to join in order to survive. Poor people would often join the 
partyy in search of bread. Nadiah one of the mid-aged informants recalled: 

26Thee Shi'ites ability to maintain a double life is one of the Shi'ite traditional way of survival and it is called Taqia. Tagiah in the Shi'ite 
religionn means a person who is allowed to hide his faith if he faced with danger. See Nur al-Din, 1988 
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II  remember a cleaner in our area that joined the party. He was from a small tribe 
namedd El Saadoon! He was living amongst the Shi'ites and the security police 
benefitedd from this close proximity residence to make him spy on this neighbors, 
thee Shi'ites. He was promoted and now he is the security general in the area. He 
iss the one responsible for the party in the region, having been upgraded from a 
cleaner!!  Whenever one joined the party he would be promoted from a member to 
aa supporter and finally to a member of a division command. To reach this last 
levell  one had to execute with one's own hands. This last test was for civilians 
sincee the military could easily execute! It was done to make these people lose 
connectionn to human life or any relation with any person at all in their 
community. . 

Thee Regime Takes Root: Saddam Succeeds in his War on the Shi'ites in Iraq : 

Manyy executions were undertaken during the Iraqi-Iranian war since the Shi'ites were convicted of loyalty 
too Iran over Iraq. So every Shi'ite who deserted the service, objected to the war, or tried to avoid 
recruitmentt was executed. Besides the civil service employees, students and farmer were often removed 
fromfrom their homes, dressed in Khaki, and sent to the front to die because they were Shi'ites. Many 
propagandisticc sayings and poetry was made by the state describing the Shi'ites as disloyal betrayers of 
theirr country while we were in fact the fuel for that war. This tactic occurred during both the Iranian war 
andd in the invasion of Kuwait 

Zobida,, one of the middle- aged and educated informants considered the Iraqi state during this time as one 
off  the worst in history. 

Noo government has given as hard a time to people as that of Saddam! I was born 
duringg this Saddam era but our elders were telling us that even the times of Abdel 
Karimm Kasim were very good in comparison to now! Every house suffered from 
thiss government whether ordinary citizens or activists. Even the children of the 
executedd were suffering. They would never be enrolled in higher education. Al 
Basraa is a seaport in the south. It was nice, rich and lovely in the vicinity of both 
Irann and Kuwait Now it has contaminated water, no electricity, no commodities 
andd nothing beautiful in it any more. It is now facing political sanctions. No 
telephonee Unes. This is the situation in al-Amara as well as al-Kut and 
everywheree in the South. Saddam destroyed al Basra because all the oppositions 
hadd emerged from there. People of al Basra were very powerful in spirit and they 
fearedd nobody! Now the situation has changed. Hunger, humiliation and poverty 
havee punished the people in al Basra. 

Iraqq was dominated by immorality since the executions would usually leave the women alone and 
bankruptt with children to support. Since no job or social security was given to them, prostitution became 
thee only exit. Women were recruited in the National Defense but were not taken to the war 
field.(Hazelton,field.(Hazelton, 1994: 60-69) 
Theyy were forced to buy water in bottles for V* a Dinar since the river water was contaminated. In 
addition,, they were faced with poverty and hunger. Many people found themselves obliged to join the 
Ba'athh to feed themselves. As more people joined in search for food, the budget for the party expanded 
andd thus Saddam began a policy of occasionally executing Ba'athists to spare funds in the budget. The 
majorityy of those executed were Shi'ites who were looked upon as disloyal. 50% of the town of Basra in 
southernn Iraq was a shantytown and yet it gave the most lives in both the Iranian and Kuwaiti wars, due to 
itss Shi'ism. To support their families while men were conscripted, the Shi'ite women were often forced 
intoo prostitution or even the Ba'ath party itself. 
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Saniah,, one of the mid-aged informants as well considered the Ba'ath regime as one of the worst in 
history.. Widowed and then forced into a new, grotesque marriage by state security, she recounts a life that 
wass beyond normal the conception of suppression. 

Youu could not utter a word. You could be imprisoned for life or executed. Do 
youu really believe those professions of loyalty towards the regime, those popular 
demonstrationss of support for Saddam Hussein, are genuine? They are born out 
off  fear. Fear was the keystone of our life. All of this is possible because a 
"suspect""  or an "enemy" or a "traitor" no longer has to do anything in the way of 
thee conventional acts of suspects, traitors or enemies. In a manner reminiscent of 
Stalinn even more than Hitler, Saddam Hussein has redefined political crime and 
treason. . 

Samirr al-Khalil in his account of Saddam entitled Republic of Fear, writes that the Ba'ath regime chooses 
itss enemies. The choice of who is a threat to order defines the victims of its political oppression. Anyone 
whoo might deviate from the party Unes is considered an enemy of the state and dealt with accordingly. (al-
Khalil,, 1990: 20) 

Thee issue then is not the suspicious act, the hostile act or the treasonable act but the suspicious intention, 
thee hostile intention, and die treasonable intention. It is this point that shows how the Ba'athist 
(Saddamist)) party invokes a sacrilegious partaking. By declaring itself knowledgeable of all intentions 
behindd every act, it positions itself as omniscient, as the decider of people's fates. It holds itself as God. In 
traditionall  Islamic juridical-political thought, however, only God can determine intention. The traditional 
Muslimm jurist or ruler would therefore only judge on the basis of actions. 

Itt is the party's security networks which enable the party to penetrate and control the state, the army, the 
officiall  women's organizations, the lives of the citizens, and thus the entire nation itself. All of this is in 
orderr to advance, protect, and ensure their own power. (al-Khalil, 1990:16) Then not only is police work 
thee only legitimate form of politics in a Ba'athist state, but, as al-Khalil observes, it is the security officers 
whoo are the representatives of the infallible divinity of the Party. It is they who will determine, on behalf 
off  and for the sake of the God-Party, whose intentions are suspicious, hostile and treasonable. 

AA crucial aspect of the women's narratives with regard to the overwhelming atrocities of the Ba'ath 
totalitariann regime, is the extent to which the women were quite aware of what was occurring. Throughout 
alll  of their stories, they refer to the situation with a high level of political awareness and a high level of 
consciousnesss as to the context and effects of their situation, as women and as Shi'ites. Their questions 
weree poignant and intelligent, informed and direct as to their own severe subjugation under Saddam. 

Suha,, one of the mid-aged informants, in example of such astuteness, narrated the following: 

Whyy did the government subordinate us? It was because we were Shi'ite! I am a 
Shi'ite,, but not my choice nor of my free will . I was Shi'ite because I opened my 
eyess to find my family as such! Of course if my family were Christian I would 
havee been Christian as well. According to the Saying (Hadith) of Prophet 
Mohamed,, the child is born empty of a specific religion, but naturally knows 
God.. Then his parents baptize him or make him a Jew! I was from a big religious 
familyy from "Najaf'. My sister and I attended good schooling up to the secondary 
level.. It was an excellent education at that time in 1959. The polices at that time 
reallyy did not humiliate us, the Shi'ites. Everything was fine at that time. The 
Ba'athh revolution of 1963 began as a leftist revolution, but then turned away 
fromfrom the communist! At that time thee majority of the educated Iraqis were leftist. 
II  recall many times and during Moharram (the month of religious rituals) the 
marchh to al-Husayn in Karbala was turned on to a demonstration against the 
governmentt It was a religious occasion but due to feelings of the public it turned 
too a political demonstration against the government! 
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Reflectionss on women's narratives about their  life Iraq : 

Despitee all the hardships suffered in Iraq, the women clearly retained their love for the land and for the 
people.. They translated this love into poetry. 

Thee concept of fear is central in their narratives, Nahid, one the middle-aged informants said: 

Duringg the Uprising of March 1991, in Basra people forced to leave came out of 
theirr homes and we did not know them. They looked strange... I didn't know that 
fearr could change people's faces to that degree. They ran from their houses 
togetherr like a flood of water running down a mountain carrying nothing except 
theirr tentative patience. When water usually runs down the wadis (vales) nature 
givess it a way. When the wind comes we know where it comes from and where it 
goes.. We know the ways of nature but these people did not have a way. We did 
nott know where this flood would end up. When we reached the American camp 
inn Safwan, in the desert, we stayed for a while, and then my son pulled on my 
abayaa (black gown) and asked 'what are we doing in this empty place? When are 
wee going home? 

Throughh these narratives we can understand how the personal experiences of these women reflect and 
constitutee a collective historical consciousness of the life under the Ba'ath regime for the Shi'ite 
community.. (Connerton, 1989; Middleton and Edwards, 1990) 
Thesee narratives demonstrate how the women acquired new agency and strategies for dealing with the 
governmentt and their families. For example, from these stories we have understood that women because 
off  the war increased their responsibilities in and outside the home. A woman could do things that 
normallyy she could not do, such as visiting male relatives alone. She also suffered from the results of male 
activity.. For example, she was often the one punished if the male relative deserted from the army. Also if 
aa man in the family was executed the government often interrogated her, leading to torture, imprisonment 
orr even rape. 

Thee Iraqi Shi'ite woman's lif e was put under surveillance and menaced by the authorities. Normally a 
woman'ss actions have repercussions for the males of the family; this is why, according to legal language, 
theyy take the woman under their "guidance" or "protection". In this circumstance the men's actions had 
repercussionss on the women as the women were held partially responsible for the actions of men. 

Itt can be interpreted that holding women responsible for a man's activity gives her a certain importance 
thatt she did not have before. Women are usually passive in the society according to the government 
language;; they are objects of laws not agents in and of themselves. Suddenly, however, in an attempt to 
punishh them, they were given agency and political significance, where before they were considered 
politicallyy null. Therefore, paradoxically, the aim of the government in threatening and therefore dis-
empoweringg the Shi'ite women, in retrospect, had an opposite effect Women became more empowered as 
theirr political awareness and participation increased. 
Womenn became prepared for all of the responsibilities of war, male and female. In their narrative they 
mentionedd that at the beginning of the war they were psychologically disturbed by the activities and 
dangerss of war. But by the time they fought in the Uprising, they had became more stoic in the face of 
hardship;; they were stronger and understood death as martyrdom, and torture and killing as inevitable. 
Theirr coping and survival skills strengthened. 

Thee happiest moments, in the collective memory of the women, always centered upon the safe return of 
theirr men, and the saddest moments were when the men did not return. When the men did come home, the 
womenn knew how to talk to the warriors. Instead of mourning in a depressive or frightened way, they 
weree able to uplift and support the men by discussing the bravery, for example, of the lost or wounded 
ratherr than the obvious tragedy of the war. Their ability to change their discourse reflects a larger change 
inn feminist consciousness and absorption to a certain extent of male values and actions in the society. For 
example,, when the time would come for the men to leave instead of typically weeping and expressing 
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grief,, the women would instead pray aloud for  victory. This in turn would give strength to the men who 
didd not have the burden of bearing the grief of wives, sisters or  mothers. 

Mostt  ShTite soldiers were musha, that is, infantr y soldiers on foot, the first to be killed. The government 
putt  the Shi'ites on the frontlines to rid  the country of them, but the women transformed this attempt at 
destructionn to a psychological victory for  the Shi'ite, who understood the deaths in terms of fame and 
martyrdom.. The women say that they were now able to fight as their  ancestors (Bedouin), as men, without 
fear. . 

Inn order  to live in the almost total absence of men in their  lives, the women adapted in many ways. First, 
theyy learned how to protect their  children and immediate family. Many women I interviewed would 
recountt  the victories and bravery of their  men to the children so that the youth would not be discouraged 
orr  misled by the propaganda of the government. The relationship between families also became very 
strongg as women closely supported each other  and did not mix with non-relatives. Women would comfort 
eachh other  verbally and depend on each other  economically. 

Thee fear  of spies also made the women very close-mouthed around strangers and even acquaintances. 
Theyy began to understand the critical importance of discretion, a trait normally attributed only to men in 
thiss society. Hence, the woman became valuable as a messenger, carrying secrets from house to house, 
givingg news of fugitives and political activities. Women became, in essence, a kind of underground sector 
off  society. Yet, simultaneously, they were more public than ever. If a man needed to be hidden the 
women277 would dress him in an abaya and risk their  lives to move him where needed. Although the 
governmentt  would prevent people from visiting political prisoners, a woman in an abaya is 
indistinguishablee from another  (even a man). Ironically , the method that society chose to erase women 
fromfrom  the political and social space, in their  attempt to deny her  agency, turned into a valuable tool for  an 
undergroundd movement. 

Inn general women learned through the war. They acquired an awareness of law and punishment. They 
understoodd the comings and goings of the men in the community and in the political sphere. Their  realm 
off  influence and understanding expanded dramatically. Whereas formerly, woman constituted only the 
domesticc realm, suddenly she was an active participant in the social, political, economic and militar y 
spheres.. Therefore her  power  of decision making also grew. She often decided the direction and course of 
actionn for  the family; she planned the family budget and organized money; she consulted with other  forces 
inn the opposition and resistance, whereas before, she had relied exclusively on men to undertake these 
duties. . 

Althoughh in their  narratives of daily life, we hear  of great sufferings, we can also understand the positive 
results.. While before, the main activities of women were social visiting friends and relatives, war  required 
themm to exceed their  own self-expectations and take an active role in the protection and nurturin g of their 
familyy in all aspects. 
Relationss between men and women, particularl y husband and wife of course became very difficul t Men 
returnin gg from war, especially forced conscription, were despondent from the harsh treatment in the 
military ,, and thus were often depressed, moody and violent at home. The women responded to this with 
stoic,, admirable understanding because of the new awareness gained through their  own suffering. They 
weree able to bear  the strange behavior  of their  husbands, fathers and brothers with strength of character 
thatt  resulted from their  own survival and healing processes. 

Womenn narrated their  stories in the present tense, relating the war  on a personal level. When asked to "tel l 
aboutt  their  lives"  they would begin with an event in the war. It seemed that the war  had become the 
nucleuss of their  lives. The war  changed them to such an extent that their  consciousness began with it and 

"Whil ee the Shi'ite women fought in hiding, the Algerian women fought openly during the Algerian war  of independence. For  more 
informationn about Arab women and war  see Cooke, 1988. She wrote about women's writer s on the Lebanese civil war. Also see her  book 
womenn and the war  story which focuses on die stories of Algerian war  for  independence, the six-day war, the Intifada, the Iraq-Ira n war, 
andd the Gulf War  stories. (Cooke, 1996) 
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theyy had started to interpret their  lives through it. In their  narratives they repeated certain events many 
times,, the death of a child in the arms of the mother, for  example. The women's expression of social 
"self ,, their  habitual responses, discourse and interpretations of self and society naturally changed, 
constitutingg a severe break in their  personal biography. After  an experience such as war, women who had 
beenn raised to be passive had their  personalities shaken to the roots. The family, hence the community, 
changedd by this shift in women's consciousness. 

Inn addition, the women's ability to describe events such as violence and death, often in great detail, 
reflectedd an intensified sensitivity to the world around them. Thoughts and actions previously determined 
byy traditio n and strict habits loosened and continue to do so even until now. We see the poetic discourse 
thatt  is native to Bedouin culture emerging continually in the narratives of the women. It seems as if the 
terribl ee nature of the events required them to speak in poetry in order  to express its horror  adequately. For 
example,, one woman noted that: 

Evenn the palm trees were grieving, they are not dancing with the wind as they 
usedd to. They reached to the sky in stillness as if in defiance saying 'no'. 

Wee can understand the women's stories of war  reinterpretin g the collective history of Iraq and of the land 
itselff  for  the Shi'ite community. In the women's memories Iraq changed from a homeland to a place 
wheree even the earth and sky were not stable, but threatened with continual movement. One said that the 
skyy used to bring a lovely breeze and rain but now brings sorrow. Another  said that when they sit under 
thee desert sky, where previously they could read stories of love and creation from the moon, stars and 
clouds,, now they see disaster  and destruction. The land that used to be praised by their  ancestors for 
givingg life they now interpret as a danger  to their  own lives. Although this land became a source of danger 
forr  them, their  collective memory dictated that they protect it, as it forms a a large part of Bedouin identity. 
Andd to desert the land is considered one of the greatest shames for  a Bedouin. 

Thuss we see that a new element of narrative, that of desertion, has been added now to the collective oral 
historyy of these people. The narratives show us that there has been a break in the collective consciousness 
off  the Shi'ite as people who love and protect their  land at all costs. This can only be traumatic, especially 
forr  the women, for  they are the ones who eventually made the decision to flee. Women therefore shoulder 
thee burden of responsibility as those who changed the tradition , thus weakening the community's self-
esteem,, and leaving the women themselves with a legacy of guilt. One woman, summarizing the strength 
andd independence of the Shi'ite women, said: 
Leavee everything, even your  emotions, even the land. Treat your  heart as if it were a stone. This is the 
onlyy way to survive and protect the family. We need nobody and trust no one! 

Conclusion: : 

Forr  most Shi'ite men the Saddam Hussein Ba'athist dictatorship has meant violent exclusion from 
politicall  power, conscription into two disastrous wars, and a severe economic decline, in which career  and 
financiall  prospects were lost forever. These losses also deeply affected the women of Iraq. These policies 
havee wreaked severe havoc on the family life due to repression, forced deportation, ongoing warfare and 
economicc impoverishmenL Shi'ite women have arguably been at the center  of the process of social 
traumatizingg which has taken place. The revolutionary, radical Ba'ath party has torn the inherited 
traditiona ll  social fabric to shreds during their  reign. 

Duringg the Iraq-Ira n war, the invasion of Kuwait and during the long absences off  the Shi'ite men serving 
inn army and at the fronts, Shi'ite women shouldered the "men's work"  in addition to their  own difficul t 
duties.. Protecting their  families from imprisonment, torture, and persecution, the women were 
instrumentall  in maintaining secret communications, hiding male relatives in the marshes, and travelling 
betweenn cities to deliver  messages. Risking atrocities themselves if they fell into the hands of the police, 
thesee women were at the forefront of the struggle to survive. Many told stories of hiding ammunition 
underr  their  clothes to aid the uprisers, carrying food and medicine to the battie lines for  relatives, 
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maintainingg a home-life and household for  children and for  husbands who were fortunate enough to 
escapee or  return. 

Inn addition to the demands of decades of warfare, the women also faced the plight of a persecuting 
government.. Without the support of their  husbands, fathers, sons, brothers, or  any male relative, the 
womenn had to cope with trauma, protect their  children, and attempt to keep a degree of stability. From 
theirr  accounts these women did all that they could in order  to create a sense of "home"  and "a safe haven" 
forr  their  families. 

Onn top of these huge responsibilities, many women endangered themselves in the aiding of the opposition. 
Ass we shall discuss in the next chapter, this entailed huge, perilous risks. Many who participated in the 
Uprisingg were to be executed. But, as we shall explore in Chapter  Five, at least 35.000 Shi'ites, among 
whomm were many women, managed to flee across the lines of the Allied forces that were briefly 
occupyingg parts of southern Iraq in the last days of the Gulf War. Those who have spoken here are now 
amongg the resettled Iraqi Shi'ites in The Netherlands. But, even after  resettlement, the memories of their 
homelandd Iraq continue to be the foundation of all of their  narratives, both individual and collective. 

Whil ee discrimination against the Shi'ites became apparent shortly after  the Ba'athists regained power  in 
1968,, the repression of the Shi'ites as such, can be said to have begun with the emergence of organized 
Shi'it ee opposition to the regime in the late sixties. In the late 1970s, the severity of the repression 
intensifiedd as the growing Shi'ite opposition movement and anyone suspected of sympathizing with it, 
weree increasingly targeted as "enemies"  of the regime. The situation deteriorated, especially after  the 
adventt  to power  of the revolutionary Islamic government in Iran and the use of sporadic and ineffectual 
violencee by the Islamist party al-da'wa. 

Thee routine use of collective and retroactive punishment was and is a core strategy in the regime's politics 
off  terror . 

Thee Ba'ath plan from the beginning was to create a great army in the Arab region. That's why they 
recruitedd the population in the army. Every person is expected to be conscripted for  18 years, hence he 
mightt  have fought the Iranian war  and invaded Kuwait , all this in less than two years. The Iraqi woman 
wouldd have the appearance of a 40 year  old when she is only 25! The men were out in war  and might 
neverr  be back. Massive conscription occurred in the south with tours of duty of up to eight years during 
thee Iraq-Ira n War, coupled with deportation of fathers, brothers, and husbands; the disappearance of 
deserters.. The wide-scale arrests and executions of the Shi'ite Islamist opposition left a high percentage of 
womenn alone to support their  families and raise their  children, but also to take on the role of protector- to 
savee from arrest or  secure release from prison of their  men folk. And finally  they would endure their  own 
victimizationn by a party that considered "bad intentions"  towards it and its revolution as a crime that was 
punishable,, in the case of women by rape, as well as by death. The Uprising was a moment of great hope. 
Thiss hope was partial retributio n against the official torturers, murderers and rapists of the regime, and 
literall  liberation for  those women in prison and awaiting execution. 

Forr  most Shi'ite men the Saddam Hussein Ba'athist dictatorship has meant violent exclusion from 
politicall  power, conscription into two disastrous wars, and economic decline, in which career, and 
financialfinancial  prospects were lost forever. However, for  the Shi'ite women the effect of these policies have 
beenn damage in family lif e resulting from repression, forced deportation, wars and economic 
impoverishmentt  Shi'ite women have arguably been at the center  of the process of social traumatization 
whichh has taken place. The revolutionary, radical Ba'ath party has torn the inherted traditional social 
fabric. . 

Duringg the Iraq-Ira n war, the invasion of Kuwait and during the long absence of the Shi'ite men serving in 
thee army and the fronts, Shi'ite women did "men's work" . They protected their  families, imprisoned, 
tortured,, walked at night into the marches to hide male relatives, traveled between cities and villages to 
deliverr  secret messages. They took these risks to help others get out of the country, carried and transferred 
weaponss under  their  clothes to the revolutionaries, carried food and visited male relatives at the Fronts. In 
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additionn to that, the years of war  have left Shi'ite women to cope with damaged husbands, sons and 
fathers,, or  surviving without male relatives. From their  accounts these women did all that to create sense 
off  "home"  and "a safe heaven"  for  her  family. 
Manyy who participated in the Uprising were executed but at least 35.000 Shi'ites, among whom were 
manyy women managed to flee across the lines of the Allied forces that were briefly occupying parts of 
southernn Iraq in the last days of the Gulf War. Those who have spoken here are now among the resettled 
Iraqii  Shi'ites in The Netherlands and this is their  story. 
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Chapterr  three 

Unveilingg the Untold Tales of the Gulf Wars 
Andd the Crushing of March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising: 

History-tellin gg of the Iraq i Shi'it e Arab Women in The Netherlands 

Captivee captive 
whenwhen are you coming home 
WhyWhy the Dove of love is captive 
DoveDove of love 
YourYour place is empty 
InIn your nest three little birds and a mother 
TheyThey afraid of the alien buzzard who is flying around 
CaptiveCaptive captive 
CaptiveCaptive Captive. 
(Safaa(Safaa one of the young informants) 

Thee Cause of the Flight: 
TheThe Failed March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising and Subsequent Refugee Exile 

Inn the last chapter, we talked about the effect of the Ba'ath policies on Shi'ite women.(al-Khalil Samir, 
1990;; Qmer, 1994; Makltiah, 1994) In this chapter, I will discuss the effect of the Ba'ath foreign policies 
onn the Shi'ite community. The external wars against Iran during the 1980s and then against Kuwaiti in the 
formm of an invasion, and then with the United States in the early 1990s, all translated into respective 
internall  wars against the Shi'ite community itself. The Iraqi government enforced totalitarian policies and 
practicess against the Shi'ites in accordance to each outside conflict. This accumulated internal brutality 
ledd to anger and unrest among the Shi'ites and other repressed communities in Iraq, which in turn, led to 
thee Uprising of March 1991. 

Itt is important to preface this chapter by explaining that many of the analytical points herein were made by 
thee women I interviewed. Fully aware of the politics and policies that affected their lives, it was the 
womenn themselves who called my attention to the fact that every external Iraqi foreign policy of war was 
paralleledd by an internal act of warfare against the Iraqi Shi'ite community. When the Iranian Revolution 
tookk place in 1979, a mass deportation of Shi'ites to Iran happened, in a government attempt to rid the 
countryy of Shi'ism. (Stapleton, 1993) 

Too understand what brought some 35.000 Iraqi Arab Shi'ites to Rafha Camp, one must first look at the 
causee of this Iraqi exile, the failed Uprising. The Iraqi Shi'ites were the main component of the southern 
Iraqq popular uprising against the Saddam dictatorship and his Ba'ath regime. The March 1991 Shi'ite 
Uprising,, in contrast to the Kurdish Uprising, was by and large cut off from coverage by the Western 
press,, due to the inaccessibility of Iraq during the actual revolt The Western journalists had had access to 
Kurdistann through Turkey, whereas to get to the Shi'ite Uprising28, they faced the nearly impossible task 
off  passing the frontline of either the Republican Guard, Saddam's armed forces surrounding the 
insurgents,, or the Iranian army along the Iranian border. These two obstacles proved insurmountable by 

288 According to Faleh 'Abd al-Jabbar in his analysis "Why the Intifada Failed"," In March 1991, following Iraq's defeat in the Gulf War, 
thee Kurds of northern Iraq and Arabs of the south rose up against the Ba'ath regime. For two brief weeks, the uprisings were 
phenomenallyy successful. Government administration in the towns was overthrown and local army garrisons were left in disarray. Yet by 
thee end of die month the rebellions had been crushed and the rebels scattered, fleeing across the nearest borders into Turkey or into Iraq's 
southernn marshes. Many of those who could not flee were killed in summary mass executions". (Hazelton, 1994:97) 
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anyy potential journalists. The result of this omission from international news has unjustly negated much of 
thee Uprising itself, much to the frustration of those who fought in it and survived its defeat 

Thatt Uprising, which is now all but forgotten by both Arab and Western public opinion, has been veiled in 
misinterpretation.. This chapter will explore the levels of betrayal that Iraqi Shi'ites endured before, 
during,, and after the failed Uprising. At the same time, this chapter will also explore the meaning and the 
effectt of the two Gulf wars (Iraq-Iran war 1980-1988 and the Invasion of Kuwait in 1990-1991) on the 
personall  level. This chapter will investigate the implications of these ordeals. More specifically, how were 
thesee events perceived as traumatic on the personal level? How have the women interviewed in this study 
perceivedd the two Gulf wars in their collective memory and personal memory within the context of the 
Uprisingg in particular? 

Thee Iraqi Shi'ite Community and the Ba'ath Regime ideology: 
Inn an attempt to understand the clash between the Iraqi Shi'ite community and the Ba'ath regime 
ideology,, we must first address the issues of Iraqi nationalism and Arab identity, which are paradoxically 
att the center of both sides. The Shi'ite of Iraq have a deep connection to both their country and to their 
Arab-ness.. The Ba'ath regime, however, contests both of these connections in their attack on the Shi'ites, 
claimingg that the Shi'ite are not fully Arab, but rather Persian, and thus not truly Iraqi. This argument is a 
politicallyy crafted strategy to rouse Pan-Arab sentiment in their favor against Shi'ites everywhere— 
includingg in their own country. As Samir al-Khalil summarizes the term in his book Republic of Fear, 
"Pan-Arabismm takes itself very seriously." Later in his study, he describes the Arab as one whose faith lies 
inn his identity as a member of the Arab nation. (al-Khalil: 1989, 155, 196). It is a measure of identity that 
reachess such an extreme as to define the world simplistically into a racialized us, the Arabs, and them, the 
anti-Arabs.. This extreme, though not prevalent everywhere in the Middle East is seen most clearly and 
mostt extremely within the Ba'ath party of Iraq. In their rise to power, the Ba'ath utilized the notion of 
'puree Arab-ness' to rally a patriotism around a 'purely Arab' nation—Iraq. 

Rendd Rahim Francke, in an article "The Opposition", defines Pan-Arabism as "a cultural concept but also 
aa political imperative". He states that Pan-Arabism has existed since nationhood began in the Middle East, 
inn the 1920s, and that its goal is the unity of all Arab states into one eventual nation. (Francke, 1994: 161) 
Isamm al-Khafaji also discusses the issue of Pan-Arabism in describing the Ba'ath ideology, particularly in 
regardss to the Shi'ites. The party, in economic and political straits with the rest of the world, needed the 
supportt of the Middle East Under the rallying cry of Pan-Arabist nationalism, Saddam could gain needed 
backingg by other Arab countries. (al-Khafaji, 1994: 37) Kamil Abdullah, another political writer, 
describess how a dictatorship arises with a national consensus. He argues that if the government is ruled by 
aa dictator such as Saddam, national unity comes only through totalitarian oppression. (Abdullah, 1994: 58) 
Thesee articulations of Pan-Arabism help explain how the Shi'ite, though patriotic toward Iraq, are 
neverthelesss punished by their government for their un-Arabness and national disloyalty. The patriotism 
off  the Pan-Arab rhetoric is a state enforced, politically motivated nationalism that does not represent the 
reall  feeling of connection people have for their country, but rather seeks to force the Iraqi citizens into a 
loyaltyy towards the Ba'ath themselves. 

Too ensure nationalist conformity within the country, the Ba'ath party staged a coercive campaign to 
eradicatee distinction between the Ba'ath follower and the normal citizen. Such slogans as "The good 
citizenn is a good Ba'athist!" and "Every citizen is a Ba'athist even if he is not affiliated!" served these 
purposes.. Zuhair al-Jaza'iri, in an article of the Ba'ath practices describes these tactics. The party's 
primaryy goal was conformity of every individual within the country to a pro-nationalist follower of the 
Ba'athh Party. (Jaza'iri, 1994: 44) Affiliation to the Ba'ath Party was the only method to being a good 
citizen.. One's patriotic duty was to support Saddam. The alternative was to be an enemy of the state, the 
country,, and Arabism. 

Thee Ba'ath Policies against the Shi'ite: Singled by their  names: 

Thee Shi'ite, however, found that they did not fit this image. Their version of Iraqi culture and history 
involvedd their own religion, Shi'ism. Since the Ba'ath party did not recognize this religion as Arab or 
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Iraqi ,, the Shi'ites did not support them. As such, they were persecuted as enemies of the state, thus re-
enforcingg their  own misgiving toward the state. The cycle of distrust grew into one of outright 
antagonism.. Fardous, one of the middle-aged informants, who comes from an educated Shi'ite family, and 
iss now in her  mid-fifties, recalls the discrirnination her  son and others from the south encountered when 
theyy went for  job interviews or  sought placement in the militar y academy: 

Lik ee many other  candidates from the south, their  accent disqualified them. Also many of the Shi'ite men 
andd women were disqualified because they were called Jafar, Abdel Hussein, Ali , Alawi or  any other 
Shi'itee name. They would find it very difficul t to gain admission in the militar y college. If he did get into 
thee military , it would be in the lower  cadres where he would always be on the front-line.  This feeling of 
beingg discriminated against has created a great rift  between the Shi'ites and the Sunni government 
Sometimess we were refused those basic rights because of our  names: Abdel Husayn, Ja'fer, Hayder, Ali 
etc.. To them this implied that we were Shi'ites, and thus suspicious! Our  rights to education and 
employmentt  were also difficul t to obtain since Shi'ites have been deprived of their  rights ever  since the 
Ba'athh took over  the state. 

Inn her  story Jamila, one of the educated informants, now in her  sixties, explained the relationship between 
thee Shi'ite community and the Ba'ath. 

Inn the early seventies the Ba'ath party plan was to win over  the youth after 
securingg control of the armed forces and ti e media. Saddam's slogan was "I f we 
winn over  the youth, we win the future."  That's why the Ba'ath targeted the youth 
organizationss and student institutions and prevented any other  political activists 
fromfrom  approaching them. At the time the only real challenge came from the forces 
off  the religious Shi'ite youth. I remember that my brother  J'afer  used to go to the 
mosquess every day to hear  a discourse different from the Ba'ath discourse. It was 
aa nationalist discourse. We were nationalists. But by then, according to the 
Ba'athists,, to be a nationalist meant to be a Ba'athist. The Ba'ath discourse did 
nott  and still does not represent us, the Shi'ites of Iraq. Saddam said at a large 
meetingg of the official Union of Iraqi Youth, that to win over/secure the youth it 
wass necessary to achieve other  objectives, namely to eradicate the roots of other 
politicall  movements. That is why the Ba'ath party dissolved the Communist 
youthh and the Shi'ite religious/political organizations. My bother  Ali was a 
Shi'it ee Communist He was executed. During 1980, Saddam developed the 
expressionn of "fait h in the line of the Ba'ath and the revolution" . So we the 
Shi'ite,, felt that from then on we were being deprived of our  status as citizens. 
Wee were not Iraqi citizens because we were and are not Ba'athist Also in 1980 
enormouss pictures of the leader  were distributed for  display in public places and 
privatee homes. We had to look at our  killer  with respect and we had to show our 
lovee as well. The first  thing the Shi'ites did during the Uprising was to tear  down 
thosee pictures. 

Anotherr  form of discrimination that was used against the Shi'ites was the prevalence of intolerable living 
conditions.. Maha, one of the elderly informants, described the humiliation and hardship of growing up in 
state-inducedd slums due to their  religion. 

Wee had grown up in that environment and since our  early childhood we were told 
off  the suffering of al Husayn and that has affected our  personalities. Whenever 
wee moved towards the North we observed the differences in the conditions of 
living.. There in the South we had no potable water  or  electricity, and the public 
utilitie ss were all leftover  from the mediaeval ages. The laws enforced migration 
intoo the cities. Withi n Baghdad, "Thawra "  city was later  named "Saddam City" 
andd there were more than 2 million Shi'ites brought in to live there. Now in 
Baghdadd the Shi'ites are more than 80% of the population. My father  had two 
wivess and was fond of the study of history. My mother  was also fond of the study 
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off  history. My mother was a poet. We were reared in an environment of poetry 
andd music. Our house was near "Anwar" and we visited "Ahwar" by boat! We 
weree so bonded to our home due to the war. However due to the lack of services 
wee moved from Suwk ash Shiukh to Najaf in 1977. 

Thee Shi'ite experienced countless forms of prejudice and repression by the state during the Ba'ath regime. 
Thee women's narratives are filled with instances of mscrimination, yet simultaneously, there are 
numerouss stories of a strong sense of solidarity and survival among the Shi'ites. 

Threatenedd in their  religion: 
PreventionPrevention of the Shi'ite religious rituals: Tales of the women's bravery 

Thee Ba'ath party was targeting the Shi'ite community specifically due to their Shi'ite religion, which they 
viewedd as a threat to the strength of their own power29. Meanwhile, the Shi'ite intensified their own 
identityy in the face of oppression, through their religion. As their religious rituals were targeted by the 
state,, the Shi'ite found other means to establish their identity and maintain their religion. 

Moree specifically, the government worked to prevent the Shi'ite religious rituals of commeration and 
rememberancee of the members of the Holy Family of the Prophet Mohammed, which is the most central 
aspectt of the Shi'ite religion. The practice of the prevention started after the first massacre of the Shi'ites 
byy the Ba'ath regime in 1963-64, where the Shi'ite were considered the "enemies of the Revolution" and 
alll  of their political activities were banned. Their religious rites were limited only to those held in private 
homess and with permission from mudiriyat al-amn al Al-amma (General Security Directorate.) 

Whilee discrimination against the Shi'ites became apparent shortly after the Ba'athists regained power in 
1968,, the repression of the Shi'ites as such, can be said to have begun with the emergence of organized 
Shi'itee opposition to the regime in the late 1960s. In the late 1970s, the severity of the repression 
intensifiedd as the growing Shi'ite opposition movement was increasingly targeted as an "enemy" of the 
regime.. This was especially the case after the advent to power of the revolutionary Islamic government in 
Irann and the use of sporadic and ineffectual violence by the Islamist party al-da'wa. 

Anyonee with actual or alleged Iranian descent, even if they were, as was the case for most, Iraqi citizens 
whoo had lived in Iraq for several generations, were deported to Iran. In addition, any Shi'ite Muslim 
fundamentalistt or Islamist was arrested, tortured, or executed Clearly, the result of such drastic measures 
alienatedd the Shi'ite. Thus, the Shi'ite community has experienced citizenship much differently than the 
Ba'athh Iraqi, because they have maintained a markedly different political ideology not because they are a 
memberr of a different ethnic or religious group. 

Thee first deportation was followed by propaganda30 to discredit the image of the specifically Shi'ite 
religiouss rites such as the majlis al-Husaynia as "backward culture." As a result these rites were 
completelyy banned in 1977. The general feelings of the Sunni regime in Baghdad, which equated the Iraqi 
Shi'itess with Iranians, coupled with the regime's suspicion that the Iraqi Shi'ites massively resented the 
warr against Iran further intensified repression. This, in turn, made the practice of the Shi'ite religious rites 
groundss for execution or long term imprisonment. 

Thee abandonment of the Shi'ite religious rites and the destruction of the Shi'ite religious culture had a 
deeperr meaning and effect on the consciousness of the Shi'ite refugee women. In their accounts, these 
womenn profoundly resent the denial by the Sunni Ba'athist government of the Shi'ite right to practice their 
religiouss rites. For them these rites are an essential aspect of Shi'ite women's culture, providing an 

299 For more information on how the Ba'ath Party was targeting the Shi'ite community see Stapleton, 1993; al-Bayati, 1994; al-
Shahristani,, 1994 

300 In 1988, the ministry of culture and mass communication produced series of publication called "fi al-Thaqafa wa al-hareb" "culture of 
war""  which targeted the image of the Shi'ite community in south of Iraq. These publications aimed at showing the Shi'ite as loyal to Iran. 
Therefore,, they were the enemy of the Saddam's regime and enemy of the state. 
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occasionn for  women's solidarity in the most organic rather  than abstract or  ideological sense of 
"solidarity" .. Shilte public funeral services were also restricted and even prohibited at times, particularl y 
inn the cases of soldiers dying in combat or  in state executions. 

"Azizah""  one of the elderly informants and a mullaya, a religious authority who conducts majlis al-
Husaynia,Husaynia, risked persecution if not arrest for  her  activities. This is her  story: 

Onn the 5th of Moharram in 1977 the police came to my house. They searched the 
housee and found my collection of poems and stories about Al-Hussein. They also 
foundd other  Shi'ite women's collections of poems and stories that were kept by 
mee from generations and generations of my grandmothers and other  women's 
mullayamullaya in the family. I lost all of them and with them I lost my identity, my 
culture,, my work and a complete collection of the history of Shi'ite women. 

Kawther,, one the middle-aged informants and was a mullaya, an attractive woman with a strong 
personality.. She suffered an even more violent reaction from the authorities because of conducting of the 
sacredd rites. 

II  was taken by the security because I had organized and led recitations in my 
housee in celebration of the birthday of Sayedna El Husein. It was officially 
prohibited.. We were preparing food for  the festival when one of our  neighbors, a 
woman,, visited us. She asked whether  we would be celebrating the event and we 
invitedd her  to join us. She did not return, but later  on during the recitations, we 
weree taken unaware by the police who entered our  house. They took me to their 
stationn and I told them that it was an ordinary reading attended by a few women 
onlyy and that the regime had not been mentioned. I was told even that was strictly 
prohibited.. I maybe couldn't tolerate that and began to shout at them, insulting 
them,, and accusing them of being unjust and violating the peace of the people. 
Threee gigantic men started beating me to the point of unconsciousness! They hit 
mee on every part of my body, later  dragging me to a very small cell where I was 
too be detained. When I came to I felt a cold liquid around my genitalia, to my 
astonishmentt  it was blood. I looked in between my thighs to see what had 
happenedd and the pain there was unbearable. I was left sitting there and could not 
evenn extend my legs due to pain and to the tiny area of the cell. They began to 
givee me coffee and tea every half an hour  and they commanded me to drink . I 
couldd not sleep or  eat and was terrifie d because in spite of the agony eventually I 
wouldd have to urinate. After  three days they let me go unaccompanied on my feet 
too my house. I was in dirt y clothes and they intended that all the people would 
takee notice of me and hence receive the message and would know as well what 
happenedd to me. I was a mullaya, [a religious scholar  and leader] and that scene 
wouldd degrade my image. I stayed at home for  three consecutive years not 
participatin gg in any recitations, even the rememberance of al-Husayn. In 1981 
myself,, my husband, my two sons and my daughter  moved from Basra to the El 
Amaraa area where we stayed until the time of the Uprising when we went into 
exilee in Saudi Arabia and then onto Holland. 

Inn the face of such horrors, the Iraqi Shi'ite women have prevailed by continuing their  religious tradition s 
inn spite of the brutal persecution they have faced by the Iraqi government Resistance is a key element of 
alll  of the life-stories I have collected in this study. Fatima, one of the key informants, tells a moving 
narrativ ee of resisting the Ba'ath control. 

Wee had a butcher  who was accustomed to slaughtering an ox in Muharram 
[Muslimm holy month] each year. The police took him in detention for  ten days 
withoutt  the knowledge of his family. This was done to him because they forbade 
himm from slaughtering in Muharram! Next year  he slaughtered two oxen! It was 
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ordinaryy to do something special in Muharram even for a young, recently married 
woman.. I remember when I got married I prepared much food and distributed it 
too the poor without getting fearful of the government orders. I did it without 
thinkingg of any bad consequences! We do it in worship for the month. The 
religiouss ceremonies of commemoration of the Prophet's Family are a holy duty 
thatt we fulfil l in their honor during Muharram, as well as other occasions like the 
memoriess of their birthdays & deaths. We learned this naturally from our 
observationn in our families! Wearing black dress had its own meaning for 
Shi'ites,, but this was forbidden. And a man would be permitted to wear black 
onlyy if he had his brother assigned as a martyr! Inspired by this prohibition, 
peoplee insist on wearing black especially during the month of Muharraml The 
securityy considered every man dressed in black as either a member of Dawaa 
Partyy or as a fanatic Shi'ite. People now almost all dress in black, neglecting the 
orderss to do otherwise. 

Thee Shi'ite community resistance to the Ba'ath policies was consistent and brave. Many of the narratives, 
includingg Fatima's above, describe how the community courageously overrode state prohibitions to 
continuee their religion and their identity in opposition to the state. Undaunted by the thoroughness of the 
totalitariann control, they maintained their rituals and their community. 

Thee State's War against the Shi'ites: 

Manyy women in their narratives expressed frustration at the fact that every external conflict of the Iraqi 
governmentt was paralleled by an internal attack against the Iraqi Shi'ite. Most notably, the aggressive 
foreignn relations with Iran leading up to and during the (1980-1988) Iran-Iraq War were waged internally 
ass well, with the Shi'ite as the victims. Before looking into the women's own comments and stories 
regardingg this trend, it is important to review the political history between Iran and Iraq. 

Inn the long history of relations31 between Iran and Iraq, social, political, and religious tensions have 
frequentlyy manifested themselves in territorial disagreements. During the eras of Islamic empires, Western 
imperialism,, and modern nationalism numerous territorial treaties have been concluded. 
Personss alleged to be of Iranian descent, even if they were Iraqi citizens who had lived in Iraq for several 
generations,, as was the case for most were deported in mass, and Shi'ite Muslim fundamentalists or 
Islamistss were arrested, tortured, and executed. (Stapleton, 1993: 25) The Shi'ite community has 
experiencedd a different type of citizenship than the Ba'ath Iraqi because they have a different political 
ideology,, not because they are a member of a specific ethnic or religious group. 

Women'ss Tales of Deportation: Physical and Symbolic Displacement 

Deportationn was a primary form of the Ba'ath oppression against the Shi'ite. Although this matter is an 
internall  issue between the Shi'ite community in the south of Iraq and their government, it can be 
understoodd within the framework of the relationship between Iran and Iraq, as discussed above. 

311 When Iraq became nominally independent under  Britai n in 1921, relations with Iran deteriorated. Iran wanted a new border  drawn 
alongg the thalweg (line following the midpoint of the main navigational channel of a river) of the Shatt al-Arab; Iraq refused. After  the 
Iraqii  government fell in 1936, the new government of Hekmat Suleiman agreed to the adjustment along the thalweg in the Shatt al-Arab in 
thee Frontier  Treaty of July 4,1937 between the kingdom of Iraq and the empire of Iran. Following the 1958 nationalist revolution in Iraq, 
thee issue of the frontier  re-emerged and remained a sore point in Iraqi and Iranian relations. Iran abrogated the 1937 treaty in 1969. Both 
Irann and Iraq encouraged their  respective Kurdish populations into Separatist activity against each other. Iran occupied the Persian Gulf 
islandss of Abu Musa, Greater  Tunb, and Lesser  Tunb. Iraq severed diplomatic relations with Iran. From 1971 to 1974 there were border 
confrontationss between the two countries. Iraq took the dispute to the Untied Nations. A border  settlement was reached with the signing 
off  the Algiers Agreement of March 6,1975. Withi n four  years the border  settlement was again disturbed in the aftermath of the Iranian 
revolutionn of 1979. (Gardner  1988: vii-viii ) 
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Inn the late 1970's, Iraq had an opportunity to become a leading Arab power, especially after Sadat's visit 
too Jerusalem and Egypt's decline as a nation with major power in the Arab world. After the outbreak of 
thee Islamic revolution in Iran, there were fears in the Gulf of the spread of radical Islam, combined by a 
fearr of possible Iranian aspirations of dominating the Gulf region. (Ibrahim, 1992: 9) 

Alsoo in the late 1970s, the Ba'athist regime started to blunt any Shi'ite opposition to its usurpation of 
power.. Therefore the regime initiated the policy of periodically deporting Iraqi Shi'ites to Iran on the 
groundss of "Iranian origins". This meant that if a Shi'ite or his/her spouse had any Iranian ancestry, the 
entiree family was deported directly to Iran. Despite Iraqi birth, Iraqi citizenship, Arabic language, and a 
deepp collective sense of Iraqi-Arab identity, the Shi'ites were considered foreign by the Iraqi government. 

Thesee deportations were in direct opposition to an abiding sense of Arab identity within the Shi'ite 
community.. Karima, one of the key informants, spoke strongly of this issue. 

II  grew up in the area of "Suwk ash-Shiukh" near Nasiriya City. It was a rich area 
culturally.. It was inhabited by urban dwellers mixed with Bedouins who had 
settledd in the area at the beginning of the 20th century. Every group had its own 
habitss and cultural heritage and of those mixed and intermingled, some of the 
ritesrites were highly Islamic while others were not! A Bedouin could steal to get 
somethingg home to show hospitality to his guest. Another could murder his 
femalee relative if she committed adultery while he himself could fornicate! These 
contradictoryy ideas showed the prevailing double standards. I was born in 1959 
intoo the Hamdani tribe and was reared in these circumstances. Our tribe had its 
imprintss in history and the Hamadani State which was ruled by Safe al-dawla al-
Hamdanii  and Abu Faras al Hamdani the poet was also from our area. When their 
Hamadanii  state collapsed the rest dispersed all through Iraq and my descendants 
settledd in the "Anwar" area. My father used to recall this emigration and was 
proudd of the presence in that area. The people in Ahwar were known to be from 
thee Maaden tribe and they were highly informed about their historical heritage. 
Mi'dann was the name for both the tribe and the area. They live on fishing and 
birdd hunting. They cultivate rice, but never other crops. Those who grow 
vegetabless were referred to as "Hasawiya" meaning being less than a peasant! 
Theyy all follow the dominating secular state saying that according to the Sunni an 
Oathh would be given to the ruler for loyalty. We expressed our grievances in 
poetry.. Our poetry was disseminated by oral telling especially the native type in 
whichh our accent was clear. We tended to choose the words that expressed our 
painss like "Ah" etc. Even the vanguards of our society were fond of that poetry. 
Wee repeated the verb "Jaa" to express our sadness. 

Herr story reflects the consciousness and subjectivity of the Shi'ite community and their use of their Arabic 
languagee to confirm their Arab identity. This is the only choice they have. The Shi'ites are highly aware of 
theirr history, of their ancestry, of their cultural legacy and of their own subjugation in the present state of 
affairs. . 

Thee first  wave of deportation to Iran: 

Inn the early 1970s the Ba'athist regime, claiming the excuse of Iran's overtaking of the Arab islands of Abu 
Musaa and the two Tunbs in the Straits of Hormuz, attempted to blunt any early Shi'ite opposition to its power. 
Onee hundred thousand Shi'ite were deprived of their possessions and forcefully expelled from Iraq to Iran. 
Thee wave of mass deportations began when Imam Sadar, one of the Shi'ite opposition and religious leader, 
wass executed. Opposition sources say that up to three hundred fifty  thousand Shi'ites, with only the clothes 
theyy were wearing, were dumped onto the Iranian border on the pretext of having "Iranian origins." The 
deportationss were justified by the state on the grounds that those deported were a "fift h Column". The bulk of 
thee second wave of deportations occurred before war began with Iran, but they raised little opposition among 
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writers,, who did not even question the Iraqi regime's claim that those expelled were "Iranian" , and, moreover, 
theyy gave the lowest estimate (thirt y thousand) as the number  deported. (Helms, 1984; Stapleton, 1993) 

Tensionn remained between Iran and Iraq throughout the 1970's. This corresponded to tension within Iraq 
againstt  the Shi'ites. For  the Shi'ite any tension on the border  represented tension in the Shi'ite community 
andd thus in the women's own homes. 
Soheir,, one of the elderly informants, came from a prominent and once influential family. The 
deportationss severed her  family, took their  land, and destroyed her  father. 

Whenn the government declared in 1970 that people of Iranian origin should go 
backk to Iran, my father's name was on the list of deportees. And that was despite 
thee fact that my great grandfather  was born in Al-Basra. My father, my mother, 
myy two sisters and my youngest brother  were all deported even though their  birt h 
certificates,, their  passports and all their  other  legal papers stated they were Iraqi . 
II  wasn't deported with them; probably because I was not with them in the same 
house.. I was living with my husband in a small village far  away from them, near 
Shattt  al-Arab. My father  was a banker. He had land and he was rich. When the 
governmentt  deported my family they took the house and the farm On their  way 
too Iran my father  died of a heart attack. He had been angry. He felt he had lost 
everything::  his country, his health, his home and his wealth and on top of that his 
identityy and his nationality. 

Herr  father  and his grandfather  and his great grandfather  had all been born in Iraq, but his great-great 
grandfatherr  was Iranian: he had moved in the eighteen century to al-Najaf, one of the great centers of 
Shi'it ee learning and he taught at al-Najaf University for  years. He (the great-great grandfather) was 
marriedd to an Iraqi woman and lived with her  all his lif e in al-Najaf and never  went back to Iran and so did 
theirr  children. Clearly such injustice wreaked havoc upon the Shi'ite community. 

Thiss tension between the Shi'ite of Iraq and their  Ba'ath regime mounted in 1974 during the Year  of the 
Poisonedd Crop, Sanat al-Hinta. Habiba, one of the elderly and key informants recalled this year  in her  story: 

Inn Sanat al-Hinta [year  of the poisoned crop] thousands and thousands of Shi'ite lost their  lives from eating 
thee poisoned crop. The Ba'athist did it. They did not want us in Iraq. They want all the Shi'ite of Iraq dead. 
Why?? [long silence] Sanat al-Hinta We starved We did not have enough food to eat All of the farmers' 
savingss of food had gone. If you ate one meal a day you were a king. None of the neighbor  countries helped 
us.. [sarcastic laugh] None of them were Arab or  Ijam32. The Ba'athist wanted to kil l us and the world was 
watching. . 

Inn the same year  1974, the year  of poisoned crop, the Shi'ites turn their  religious parade from Najaf to Karbala 
too a political demonstration expressing their  anger  and opinion of the Ba'ath regime's act which they viewed 
ass a deliberate attempt to poison them. That demonstration took place on Ashura day, which is the tenth and 
thee last day of celebrating the rituals of remembering al-Husayn, and it is the same day al-Husayn was 
martyred.. During this demonstration, the police ravaged anyone remotely involved. Thousands of Shi'ite are 
believedd to be killed and thousands were imprisoned and injured in the crushing of the demonstration. The 
governmentt  retaliated with such harshness to strike at the particular  Shi'ite-ness of the protest Its strong 
religiouss character  and cultural solidarity were a powerful message, to the country and to potentially to the 
world,, of Shi'ite identity in the face of Ba'ath power. Thus the Ba'ath were adamant about stopping this 
protestt  as quickly, as publicly, and as harshly as possible. 

!Non-Arabicc speaker and this term is used especially for the Iranians. 
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Thee Second Wave of Deportation: 

Inn 1979, Sadar, the leader of al-da'wa al-Islamyia was publicly infusing political appeal with Shi'ite 
references.. He worked, for the first time ever in Iraq, in calling for religious leadership to guide the 
politicall  destiny of the country. The government responded to this political move by deporting thousands 
off  wealthy Shi'ites to Iran because they were in a position to fund the opposition to the regime. In 
addition,, the Iraqi government forced many Iraqis of Iranian to go to Iran after 1979. In 1979, Iran, of 
course,, was in the midst of a major revolution, bringing Khumaini to power with a new government of 
Islamicc rule. Meanwhile, the Iraqi representatives stated that even the Shi'ite Iraqis of Iranian origin who 
weree living in Iraq and had escaped deportation, were il l treated and denied government positions. Under 
increasingg restrictions and oppression, on the right of Iraqis of Iranian origin, who were expelled to Iran 
afterr 1979, to return to Iraq. The second wave deportations in 1979 were carried out in an even more 
brutall  manner than the first According too Soad one of the mid-aged informants: 

Wee were forbidden to take anything but the clothes we were wearing. We were 
forcedd to walk long distances in mountainous terrain with no water or food. We 
weree literally dumped on the Iranian border The Iranians were not very 
welcomingg either, [long silence] We suffered a lot 

Thee relatives of those deported as the women mentioned in their account were frequently arrested and held 
forr investigation, which meant torture. The deportations helped induce a state of fear throughout the entire 
Shi'itee community, except for those few who were members of the Ba'ath party and serving in the party's 
securityy forces. 

Thiss second wave of deportation was a big operation that targeted many people who were labeled tabi'ya 
(followers)) by the regime, due to their alleged following of Iran. The regime persecuted them and 
confiscatedd their often-extensive properties. They were deported to Iran; stripped of their citizenship and 
theirr assets were sold off in auctions. Souad's narrative expresses the anger many Shi'ites felt at this cruel 
injustice.. During the deportation to Iran many Iraqis did not survive. Souad said that she thought the 
deportationn was a political act against the Kurd and the Shi'ite. In Iran the status was no better, she recalls: 

Thee Iranians they hate the Iraqi. We are Iraqis... [silence] .. .Iraqis in Iran but not 
inn our own country. For the Iraqi Shi'ite the situation in Iran was no better. We 
havee no legal status, no papers, no citizenship and no trust. 

1980::  The beginning of Iran-Ira q War: 

Inn May 1980, Iraqq invaded Iran, thus beginning the Iran-Iraq War. That month, both Sadar al Hakim and 
hiss sister Bint al-Huda were executed. Karima, one of the elderly and key informants described below the 
isolated,, trapped position of the Shi'ite community in the aftermath of these two horrific events. 

Betrayedd by both sides, the Shi'ite deportees did not feel a sense of belonging to either the Iranian or to 
thee Iraqi governments. This schism even began to divide their marriages. The women mentioned in their 
narrativess that in 1981 the Iraqi government issued a degree that men of Iranian origin should divorce 
theirr Iraqi wives. Using financial grants as motivation, the government rewarded the separation of what 
theyy viewed as "mixed" marriages. Many women confessed that the incentives were tempting: 4,000 
dinarss for a soldier and 2,500 for a civilian. Often, this was more than the husband's annual salary. 

al-- DaVa al-eslamiya is the first Shi'ite of Iraq political movement. It was born form a background of Shi'ite disaffection from their 
religiouss institutions. Saddam Hussein choose a stick-and-carrot policy. He had five members of the al-da'wa executed in 1974, and 
anotherr  eight in 1977. He ruthlessly put down demonstrations in the wretched Shi'ite quarter  of Baghdad, al-Thowra, and had no 
hesitationn in sending in tanks to attack the procession celebrating the 40*  day after  Ashura at Najaf in 1977. al-Da'wa al-Islamiya (Islamic 
Call)) was founded and reputed to have the blessing of Ayatollah Muhsin Al-Hakim , who was regarded by Iraqi s as the senior  marja al-
taqlidd of the Shi'ite world. The Daw'ah'ss intitia l support came mainly from younger  and lower-ranking ulama. It was also reputed to have 
beenn financially backed by the Shah of Iran according to Batatu and others. 
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Althoughh the majority of the men and women, despite their financial need, did not divorce, some 
marriagess did end at this time. 

Forr these women deportation and encouraged divorces meant forcible family separation. The Saddam 
regimee was targeting the Shi'ite community and the Shi'ite tribal and familial unity. The brunt of the Iran-
Iraqii  war and its aftermath fell upon the Shi'ite of southern Iraq, whose lives, families, and identities had 
beenn torn. In the years 1980-1982, following the execution of 'Trint al-Huda" and her brother "Al - Sadr", 
thee state of aggression was raised against the Shi'ites. Shi'ites were arrested for trivial reasons and were 
executedd simply for their being Shi'ites. Many were lost this way. 

II  was dismissed from the boarding house when I was only 15 years old because I 
pouredd water on a colleague girl of mine. I was returned to the hostels only after 
muchh mediation. That was meant to make us feel that we were under continuous 
surveillance.. The state suspended those who regularly carried out their religious 
duties.. University students had been executed simply because they had said their 
prayerss in the nature in the mosque! Others were detained in places not known to 
theirr families for lengthy periods. These intimidator measures were practiced 
exclusivelyy on the Shi'ites whilst the Sunni were free to do whatever they wished 
inn terms of prayers and self-expression. Often the Shi'ites that were released 
fromfrom detention were disabled. 

Thesee prejudices paved the way for even more deportations in a wide-scale attempt by the Ba'ath to rid 
thee country of Shi'ism and Shi'ites. Iran, however, soon returned two hundred thousand of the deported 
Iraqiss back to Iraq. According to these figures, the numbers of relatives of those deported that were 
imprisonedd by the regime was most likely huge. The regime also began attacking Shi'ite religious sites. In 
Marchh 1980, laws were passed that ceased the traditional independence of the Shi'ite corporate revenues, 
whichh controlled the collection, allocation and distribution of income and supervised the upkeep of all Shi'ite 
holyy shrines. In January 1980, ann order was issued exempting members of the religious classes from military 
service.. The goal of this was to prevent them from having any power in the army, so that they would only 
constitutee the lower ranks, which were already dominated by the Shi'ite. By the beginning of the Iran-Iraq 
war,, the seeds of the internal Shi'ite opposition had been planted. (Batatu, 1989: 589) 

Shi'it ee Women's Tales of Iran-Ira q War: 

Besidee the direct effect of the relations between Iran and Iraq on the deportation of the Shi'ite Iraq to Iran, 
otherr forms of the Ba'athist policies were inflicted upon the Shi'ites. Such policies included forced 
conscriptionn into the army, placement at the frontline, and punishment against the army deserters and their 
families.. Often, the families of the soldiers were punished more harshly than were the soldiers themselves. 
Nevertheless,, the sense of familial solidarity ran high among the Shi'ites during the Iran-Iraq War. 

Sincee a man's time in the army could last anywhere between five to eight years, the general feeling among 
thee southern Iraqi Shi'ites was to get the man married at an early age for three reasons. First, he would 
havee had the chance to have a wife and family, in case he did not survive the war. Second, if he died, his 
childrenn would make sure that the family lived on. Third, if he survived, he would have a reason to return 
homee and not to flee. Consequently, the women also married very young and then spent most of their lives 
waitingg for their husbands to return, while raising the children and frequently becoming the bread-
winners. . 

Conscriptionn and subsequent desertion made many Iraqi women, and particularly mothers, intensely 
protectivee of what remained of their families. During the Iran-Iraq war, widespread desertions occurred 
onlyy at times when the government lost control. During these short and rare periods, many of these 
deserterss fled to the Shi'ite marshlands in the southeast of Iraq. (Stapleton, 1994: 22) Increasingly, unrest 
begann to develop in the army. Even among those who did not desert, troops were hungry, angry, and 
restlesss to escape the confines of a war they did not want to fight. 
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"Hosniah""  one of the mid-aged informants was devastated when her  son deserted the army in 1989 and 
simplyy disappeared. Some were caught at checkpoints, shot on the spot and buried on the spot. Other 
deserterss reached the marshes where they joined resistance groups and subsequently many died 
unrecordedd deaths. 

Nott  knowing what has happened to one's own son is a terribl y difficul t situation. 
II  have become a mental wreck, I don't know whether  he is alive or  dead, in the 
armyy or  in prison, in Iraq, Iran or  a thir d country. My mind doesn't dwell on my 
presentt  surroundings [in the Netherlands.] I am lost in my thoughts, my fears and 
worriess about my son. If only I knew what happened to him. The disappearance 
off  my elder  son made me extremely protective towards my second son. I was 
determinedd not to lose him too. One night, before the Uprising, I decided to take 
himm to the Marshes, Al-Ahwar, where some of my relatives lived. We traveled on 
foott  for  two days and three days through farmland. It was enough for  me to know 
thatt  my youngest son was alive and safe. I used to visit him from time to time. 
Thesee were difficul t journeys both physically and mentally but the journey was 
worthh the effort. 

"Fatima" ,, in her  early forties now, was also a war  widow but she coped with her  circumstances with what 
shee acknowledged as a "hardness of heart"  With the approach of the allied armies she abandoned not only 
herr  homeland but also her  responsibilities and without (she claims) any remorse. 

Theree was no room for  feelings and emotions. I had to leave behind all 
sentimentality.. I no longer  had a heart; there was a piece of stone in its place. 
Thatt  was the only path to survival, to face and overcome the dangers surrounding 
me.. I left my two sons with their  grandmother  and fled for  Saudi Arabia. 

Forr  some of the southern Iraqi Shi'ite women, the war  was more than conscription of husband and/or 
brotherr  and/or  son sent off to fight in a distant war. Al-Basra and its suburbs and neighboring towns were 
underr  Iranian siege for  much of the war. "Saleha", one of the middle-aged informants, who lived in al-
Basraa at the time, realized the gravity of the situation and was careful and alert. She accepted the grimness 
off  her  reality, but refused to dwell on the dark side. She became tougher, but she also struggled to bring a 
rayy of sunshine and happiness into her  lif e and those around her 

II  found myself facing the war  and all its horribl e ramifications. Dead bodies 
comingg from the front and women mourning no longer  had the same effect as 
before.. The sound of gunfire didn't frighten me any more. I had changed. I was 
noo longer  that woman who was affected by these scenes. I no longer  dwelt on sad 
thoughts.. I had additional responsibilities raising my children by myself. The war 
hadd qualified me for  my new role: I could now create a meal in the most difficul t 
circumstances.. With the war  we lost everything beautiful in our  lives. Smiles 
vanishedd from people's faces. If the war  was going to continue I couldn't stop it 
butt  I could do one thing, protect, and serve my family. 

Saleha'ss attitude of perseverance is nothing short of heroic when one considers the obstacles she, her 
family,, and her  community were facing. Such heroism took place in the home and in honor  of the 
community,, according to the women's narratives. The battlegrounds, on the other  hand, had nothing to do 
withh heroism, since the war  itself was not their  war, thus they felt no connection to its fight 

Desertionn intensified the hardship of conscription upon wives, sisters or  daughters. If any of her  male-
relativee deserted she was automatically brought in for  interrogation and easily became the target for 
officiall  revenge. If one of her  male relatives was executed because of desertion (or  for  a political offense), 
orr  in certain cases even if he had died in combat she was forbidden to mourn for  him. And in the 
communityy in which she lived she became an outcast This alienation was used as a means of subjugating 
thee Shi'ite through fear. The concept of fear  is central to all of the narratives regarding this period. 
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Thee women's role in the Iraq-Ira n War: 

Ass the Iran-Iraq War continued, the role of political propaganda on the part of the Iraqi government 
increasedd dramatically. As Iran became more deeply entrenched as the nation's enemy, so too did the 
Shi'itee community become more deeply entrenched in the propaganda as the nation's potential enemy. 
Nevertheless,, the Shi'ite of Iraq played a huge role in the war, particularly the Iraqi Shi'ite women. 

Duringg the Iraq-Iran war 1980-88, the Shi'ite women were the only household heads, market traders, 
teachers,, and role models for the children34. With no men in sight, the mothers took the burden of both 
malee and female responsibilities. In addition to the already heavy workload of these responsibilities, these 
womenn devoted themselves to easing the pain of their ravaged families. They reassured their children and 
relativess and supported them in these difficult times. They provided their husbands and their male 
relativess with a sense of home and peace when they came back from war. Especially during the seven-
day-a-monthh leaves each soldier was granted during the war, these women would be busy ensuring their 
comfortt and rest 

Mostt of the men spent their vacations resting at the house, visiting the relatives of their soldier colleagues 
too tell them their news, or sitting with friends in the café telling stories about what was happening at the 
Front.. Meanwhile, the women continued to be responsible for practically every aspect of domestic and 
communityy life when their male relatives were home. The women willingl y and happily took on these 
responsibilitiess as their duties during war. This deep sense of care and self-sacrifice was a common and 
collectivee attitude reflected in their stories. Above all, the women derived joy from bringing comfort and 
happiness,, whenever possible, to their families. These women also were happy that their male relatives 
returnedd alive from the war. Their return was a source of joy that encouraged them to celebrate their return 
too the utmost. 

Thee women's burden, however, increased when her husband did not come home. For "Ihsan", one of the 
mid-agedd informants, the news of death at the front, after years of waiting, can came almost as a relief, 
andd faith can provide consolation. Her husband served at the front for five years during the Iraq-Iran War. 

Duringg those years, I was thinking all the time about him. But when my 
husband'ss body was brought home, it was like a release to know that he was 
dead.. Death is inevitable and I can deal with it. Because he died fighting he is a 
martyrr and is alive in Heaven. 

Forr some women like "Salwa" one of the middle age informants the eventual return of a conscripted 
husbandd meant new problems for the family: 

Whenn my husband left the for the Iran-Iraq war, he left me with my nine year old 
son.. My husband stayed in Iran from 1980-1990 for ten years. The war ended in 
19888 but he had been taken prisoner and the Iranians kept him for two more 
years.. During these ten years, I lived with my son, who was nineteen when his 
fatherr returned. I worked with my son to support us. I used to cook and my son 
usee to sell the food at night after school. By doing that my son acted like the man 
off  the family. When my husband came back, he found us changed. We were not 
thee same people we had been when he left ten years ago. Many problems 
occurredd between father and son. My son did not accept any orders from his 
father.. He felt he was a man and not a child any more. Both of us felt that we had 
changedd but my husband was the only one who had not. There was no peace in 
thee family and even now, after we fled and have come to Holland, there is no 
peacee in the family. 

Safaa,, one of the young informants, was a child of eight years old during the period of the Iraq-Iran War 
(1980-1988)) She remembered who her mother used to play and sing for her and sisters and brothers. As 

Forr  more information about the position of Iraqi women during Iraq-Ira n War see Omar, 1994 
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Safaaa remembered that her  elder  women relatives created during the war  a distinctly melancholy genre of 
songs.. Safaa still remembers the song her  mother  used to sing for  her  every night when her  father  was a 
captivee in Iran. 

Myy mother  used to hug the three of us in her  double bed and sing this song: 

Captivee captive 
whenn are you coming home 
Whyy the Dove of love is captive 
Dovee of love 
Yourr  place is empty 
Inn your  nest three littl e birds and a mother 
Theyy afraid of the alien buzzard who is flying around 
Captivee captive when are you coming home. 
Captivee Captive. 

Despitee the thril l and scare invoked by the war  these women found a chance to reassure and amuse their 
children.. The children themselves developped a means of survival that was highly precocious. They 
ingeniouslyy transformed devastation into moments of connection. This transformation is a psychological 
methodd of perseverance and survival. Safaa described how, in the absence of good, she and other  youth 
wouldd seek joy in the worst of situations. Safaa also mentioned in her  account how sad she was when she 
witnessedd the adult responsibilities the youth had assumed since their  childhood. 

II  was eight years old when my friend Najat who was two years older  than me, 
startedd to work. Najat had many brothers and younger  sisters. Her  mother  was 
veryy poor  and her  father  was fighting in the Front After  school hours Najat used 
too collect trash and garbage from houses so as to gain some extra money to help 
herr  family. Ultimately her  father  was shot She had to quit school forever  to work 
ass a garbage collector  to support her  family. 

Womenn played a large role in the Iran-Ira q War even though they were not on the frontline. Maintainin g 
thee home, the businesses, the family, and the community, the women shouldered male and female 
responsabilitiess as well as substantial grief and hardship. Nevertheless, they continued to encourage their 
husbands,, children and each other  throughout the War in the face of sorrow and persecution. 

Afterr  the Iran-Ira q war  ended in 1988, the naive nationalism from Saddam's wartime propaganda was less 
effective.. Social and economic problems had grown severe by this time. Rather  than alleviate the hardship 
off  the Iraqi citizens, Saddam invaded Kuwait and conceded the Shatt al-'Arab waterway to Iran in a 
politicall  maneuvering. (Jabbar, 1994: 100) The people of Iraq felt betrayed and angry. Most of the women 
II  interviewed mentioned in their  narratives that eight years of their  lives had been devastated for  nothing. 
Theree became a marked split in nationalism during this time: the forced patriotism of Saddam's regime 
andd thee genuine patrioti c concern of the people that their  nation was in danger. 

Ass Maha, one of the middle-age informants, explained sorrowfully: 

Wee suffered a lot during the years of the Iran-Ira q war. Our  male relatives lost 
theirr  lives, thousands of women became widows and thousands of children 
becamee orphans for  nothing. Now the two governments are on good terms and 
wee suffered for  nothing. 

Thiss was the predominant feeling of those people who, from the beginning, had not wanted war, but had 
beenn forced by their  government to enter  the war. During the Iran-Ira q war, Iraqi s enlisted in the Iraqi 
militar yy service, the reluctant soldiers feared accusations of desertion or  disloyalty to their  country. They 
foughtt  unwillingl y in a war  against their  neighbors to escape the punishment of their  own government 
whosee brutalit y was explained in Chapter  Two, Lif e in Iraq. 
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Thee women spent these years suffering the brutal consequences of the war: dealing with death, war 
handicapss and the burden of supporting the family in difficult economic and social conditions. In addition, 
women,, for the rest of their lives, had to confront the trauma, depression, and aggression of their 
husbands,, the veterans, who suffered emotionally and psychologically from the effects of the war35. In 
addition,, some of these women mentioned that they still have husbands and sons imprisoned in Iran. For 
everyonee involved, the trauma of Iraq-Iran War was still an open wound when the second Gulf War 
arrived.. The Shi'ite community had experienced this trauma not just as individuals but as a community. In 
aa direct attack on their identity as Shi'ite, persecution and humiliation characterized this period as much as 
thee usual hardships of warfare. The Iraqi government had waged two wars, a declared war against Iran, 
andd undeclared one against the Iraqi Shi'ite. 

Shi'it ee Women's Attitud e towards the Two Gulf Wars: 

Inn the case of the second Gulf war, as Saddam planned the invasion of Kuwait, there arose a new 
patriotism,, a popular nationalism that ran counter to the Ba'ath regime's forced nationalism. When 
Saddamm invaded Kuwait, many Iraqis were horrified, dreading yet another war. This was particularly true 
off  the Shi'ites in the south of Iraq, who would constitute the core of the ground soldiers in the offensive. 
Manyy women in their accounts mentioned that their male relatives had just come home after a family 
separationn of eight long war years, during which both men and women had suffered. The men wasted their 
youthh at the front lines carrying their guns in one hand and their souls in another. 

Whenn the second Gulf War did come in 1990, the majority of the people accepted it only on the grounds 
thatt it might overturn the Ba'ath regime and topple Saddam Hussain. Nevertheless, they freely admitted to 
anyy international journalist their aversion to another war. Despite rampant promises made by the state that 
suchh a war would spur the economy, the Iraqi people were disgusted with the prospect of more destruction 
andd more of the Ba'ath regime. 

Saddamm labored to appeal to the Shi'ite population for support of the second Gulf War. Using Arab tribal 
symbolss and Shi'ite references, he attempted to instill patriotism. Throughout southern Iraq posters were 
hungg of Saddam as a traditional Shaykh . The Iraqi scud missiles launched at Saudi Arabia and Israel 
weree given the names 'Abbas and Husayn, two of the most beloved religious symbols in Shi'ism who 
weree buried in Karbala in south of Iraq. 

Thee Iraqi women suffered even more during the Invasion of Kuwait in 1990 than they had during the Iran-
Iraqii  War. Financially, agriculturally, psychologically, the country was severely drained by nearly a 
decadee of warfare. Before 1990 the national average salary was small but sufficient Women told me that 
noo one was starving in Iraq and everyone could still afford to feed and dress their children. The electricity 
andd water were affordable. After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, however, the prices rose drastically3. 
Tomatoo paste at 1/4 Dinar was suddenly sold for 3 Dinars. (The Dinar was then equal to 3 dollars.) At the 
startt of the war, rice was sold for 60 fils, but during the war, it increased to 150 fills. Flour was hard to 
find,, and even harder to afford. Many women lived in extremely difficult conditions, yet, still had to 
managee to feed their families. I heard many successful stories of how the women were able to manage the 
sparsee official rations of ten kilos of flour and ten kilos of rice a month in order to feed their families. 

Saddam'ss regime considered the first and second Gulf wars national wars, fought in the name of Iraqi 
nationalism,, with any victory being a victory for the Iraqi citizens. Yet, the women's narratives tell a 
muchh different story. The women I interviewed have a great deal of disgust for both the first Gulf War of 
Iran-Iraqii  War and the second Gulf War resulting from the invasion of Kuwait. The former, they consider 
aa war waged completely for naught Eight long years of futile violence over a tiny island, that in 1991, 

Forr more information on war trauma see Bracken and Petty, 1998; Leydesdorff, 1999 

366 Saddam would appear in traditional cloth with a (coftya) turban on his head. For more information on how Saddam Husayn tried to win 
diee Shi'ite support see the book of Bengio, 1992 on Saddam Speaks on me Gulf Crisis: A Collection of Documentation. 

377 For more information about the economic hardship during die war see Alnasrawi, 1994 
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wass handed back over  to Iran. Samira, one of the elderly informants, summed up many of the women's 
frustration . . 

Wee look at the Iraq-Ira n war  with bitterness. Now the governments are on good 
termss but we really suffered. The Shi'ites in the south were the ones who really 
paidd for  that war  since most of them were infantr y soldiers. All houses in Iraq 
suffered,, all the families. There wasn't a single house that did not face a 
catastrophe.. Imagine that while a man was sitting amongst his family in his 
house,, drinkin g tea, and suddenly, out of the blue, he could be shattered and 
killedd by an artiller y shelling. And when one is in need of medicines, it is 
impossiblee to find anything! The real pain was caused by the fact that the 
country,, or  rather  Saddam, had initiated two major  wars in less than ten years 
withh neighboring countries in which many Iraqi s had close blood relations. When 
thee soldiers came back from the war, those who were lucky to return, many were 
disabled.. Everyone suffered: the sons, daughters, all were at a loss. The only 
winnerr  from the war  was Saddam himself. What is the value of one's life if you 
aree deprived of every thing? Diseases were attacking people and the hospitals are 
empty,, without medicines or  medical care. So many areas were left without water 
orr  electricity. People were left to emptiness! 

Understandably,, when the government began the campaign for  yet another  war, the people of Iraq were 
staunchlyy opposed. Many of the Shi'ites in particular , whose community had just been ravaged during the 
Iran-Ira qq War, could not even conceive of another  armed conflict. Nevertheless, Saddam did not relent 
Lesss than two years after  the end of the Iran-Iraq i War, the second Gulf War  had begun: Iraqi forces 
movedd into Kuwait. Habiba's, one of the elderly and key informants, narrative reveals a series of vivid, 
arduouss memories as Iraq entered yet another  war. She describes in detail how the hardships led to 
resentmentt  and finally to insurgence. 

Thee Kuwait i War  started on Jan. 17, 1991 and was ended on Feb. 28 when President Bush declared the 
cease-fire.. The American soldiers were in the suburbs of Naseria in the South. We were under  extreme 
constraints::  prices went up, commodities were in nadir, mortars were shelling and our  houses were 
shaking!!  Our  hearts reached our  throats! Cars were expensive and hirin g a taxi was an impossible task 
sincee the taxi drivers would inflate their  fees when somebody was planning to get away! The air  was 
pollutedd with the smokes from the burning wells and fuel. During this time the Iraqi army withdrew from 
Kuwaitt  and it was the ignition point for  the Uprising. Our  youth were killed by the war. I did not feel that 
theyy had been devoted to their  country, thus their  death as martyrs was actually a fallacy. We felt that the 
intentionn of the regime was to eliminate us! We were left with no choice but death, either  in the fields of 
battlee or  in the hands of the security. So half of the people were dead and the other  half was in exile! 

Ass Habiba eloquently explained, the Shi'ite felt used by their  nation. The Shi'ites had wanted neither  war, 
yett  were forced to die in both. Since most of the armed forces were comprised of southern Iraqi Shi'ites, 
theyy were the first to die at the front  line. Their  lives were expendable for  some political agenda that 
wouldd never  benefit them anyway. 

Whenn the second Gulf War  started, we in the south were not ready for  it because 
thee period of peace was so short between the two wars. We did not have the 
chancee to breathe the fragrance of freedom after  the first war. We were not able 
too enjoy a respite, or  even sleep enough. How were we supposed to deal with the 
painn and anxiety of the first  war  while preparing for  yet another? We did not 
havee enough time to walk in the streets of our  villages and towns or  to visit 
relativess and friends. We did not find time to laugh and play. We did not enjoy 
listeningg to the stories of our  sons who came back from Iran few months ago. We 
hadd forgotten how to enjoy a normal life. There was no time to recover  from 
carryingg guns, hugging death and watching our  friends die in front  of our  eyes. 
Shi'itee sons were and still are wood for  the war  of fire. During the war  we were 
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afraid.. We used to move from house to house. Our children forgot that they were 
children.. They forgot how to play, laugh and even smile. 

Thee impact of two consecutive wars had an accumulated effect upon the soldiers, but also upon the 
civilians.. The double trauma of these two conflicts irrevocably changed the Shi'ite community, scarring 
them,, and eventually scattering them in exile across the world. From the ground troops under fire, to the 
children'ss young nightmares, to the women in fear back home, the wars deeply impacted every sector of 
society. . 

Thee Kuwait i War: Defeat and Revolt 

Onn all accounts, the invasion of Kuwait was a massive military mistake on the part of Iraq. Saddam 
erroneouslyy overestimated his own forces' capability to withstand a month long air-strike by the 
Americans.. Also, he envisioned an oil blockade and subsequent schism in European allies. Instead, the 
world'ss powers remained behind the Bush administration. Instead of a ground conflict in the familiar 
desert,, the Iraqis were defeated in a rout of air missiles. And as the Iraqi army began its hasty retreat, civil 
commotionn and anti-state sentiments began to develop. 

Inn the bloody aftermath of the Gulf disaster, the Iraqi Shi'ites, who had suffered particularly from the 
onslaughts,, became fed up. Finally, the popular uprising opposition leaders had been demanding for years, 
wass underway. In the havoc of national defeat, citizens rose up against the tyrant at the helm. The 
retreatingg soldiers and officers served as the catalyst for the pent-up anger that had been building since the 
latee 80's. The popular revolt, amidst the turmoil of war and defeat, had begun. 

Thiss Uprising was against an oppressive regime that, until then, had frustrated any possibility of revolt 
withh its extensive use of state terror. It was only possible, in part, because of opportunity: the regime in 
Baghdadd was reeling from its defeat by American and Allied Arab forces in Kuwait. Many embittered 
Iraqii  Arab Shiite conscripts, who made up the bulk of the enlisted men in the ordinary Iraqi Army units, 
hadd retreated to Basra and other southern Iraqi cities adjacent to Kuwait. They were, a long with civilians, 
too be the cadre of a spontaneous and almost leaderless revolt. 

Thee other major factor that stimulated the Uprising was American encouragement and the implied promise 
off  American support. To go back in time a bit, it was on February 15*  that US President George Bush 
madee his first explicit call for the Iraqis to overthrow Saddam Hussein. At this point the war was still only 
ann air war but it was already turning Kuwait into a death house for the largely Iraqi Shi'ite conscripts 
manningg Iraqi Army positions in Kuwait. Bush suggested that if the Iraqi military and the Iraqi people 
wantedd to stop the war, they should take matters into their own hands and overthrow their leaders. Until 
thenn,, Bush told reporters, "there will be no cessation of hostilities, there will be no pause, there will be 
noo cease-fire.( (Nakash, 1994:274) 

Suddenlyy the power of the overwhelmingly totalitarian Ba'athist state appeared to be decreasing. President 
Bushh had told the Iraqi people there would be no end to the war unless they overthrew Saddam Hussein and 
promisedd there would be no cease-fire until such an insurgency happened. The implications seemed clear. 
Earlyy in March, unrest and uprisings spread from Basra to many other predominantly Shi'ite towns in the 
south,, reaching al-Najaf and Karbala by March 7, 1991. Civilians and Shi'ite Iraqi Army deserters had taken 
overr much of southern Iraq. But on March 4,1991, a week after President Bush declared his readiness to enter 
intoo a cease-fire agreement with Saddam Hussein's government (contradicting his promises in February 1991 
neverr to do so), the cease-fire went into effect Soon after, the Ba'athist government moved all of the loyal, 
predominanüyy Sunni elite units into southern Iraq to crush the Uprising. (Nakash, 1994) 

Hiss remarks were broadcast extensively throughout the region via the VOA, the BBC, Saudi Arabia Radio 
andd a special American armed forces propaganda radio unit beamed at the Iraqi conscripts in Kuwait. 
Manyy women mentioned that this theme was to be repeated continually in the days before and during the 
Intifada. . 
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Thee 1991 uprising in southern Shiite regions led to a new wave of suppression. Thousands of people 
suspectedd of taking part were arrested, some of whom were subsequently executed (Amnesty 
International,, 1994) Members of the Shi'ite clergy have also been targeted for arrest and several have 
"disappeared""  since 1991. (Amnesty International, 1994) 

Thee alienated southern Iraqi Shi'ite masses were opposed to the Iraqi invasion of Iran, which they perceived 
off  as an anti Shi'ite war against an Islamic Revolutionary leadership with which they sympathized to a great 
extentt But due to the coercive power of the Ba'athist their sons could either accept conscription into the Iraqi 
Armyy or desert and flee, as many did, into the southern Iraqi marshes which were then still beyond the police 
surveillancee of Baghdad In addition, the Shi'ite were also opposed to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait Surprising 
too many, there are tribal ties between the Kuwaitis and the southern Iraqi Shi'ite even though the Kuwaitis are 
Sunni.. Still, however, no protest could convene against the government's actions, due to the brutal totalitarian 
resourcess of the Ba' ath. 

Thee situation changed when US-led Allied forces massed in Saudi Arabia in the late summer and fall of 1990 
inn order to prepare for the counter-attack to liberate Kuwait from Iraqi occupation. Less than a month after the 
beginningg of the US-Iraq War over Kuwait, crowds in the p^orninantly Shi'ite town of ad- Diwaniya, 110 
miless south of Baghdad, attacked Ba'athist headquarters and killed ten party officials, five days later, U.S. 
Presidentt George Bush made his first explicit call for the Iraqi people to overthrow Saddam Hussein. On 
Februaryy 24th Allied troops moved across Iraqi Army lines along the Saudi-Kuwaiti border driving the Iraqi 
Armyy out of Kuwait and occupying a large but unpopulated area of southern Iraq. (Nakash, 1994: 276) 

Governmentall  Fight Against Shi'ites Heritage: 

Thee traditional Shi'ite religious or clerical leadership, in contrast to the largely lay Islamists, was quietist 
andd were left alone by the regime. On the contrary Saddam Hussein spent millions of dollars restoring 
Shi'itee monuments, visited the Shi'ite pilgrimage sites, and praised Imam Ali and his descendants the 
Imamss who are at the center of Shi'ite religious sensibility. But when the barely organized Army deserters 
andd civilians who staged the Uprising in 1991 turned to the traditional Shi'ite clerics for leadership, they 
tooo would experience the wrath of the regime. With massive arrests, torture and executions in the wave of 
terror,, tens of thousands of Iraqi Shi'ites would be sent across the American lines seeking refuge. 

Thee Shi'ite most affected by the wars were those of the south of Iraq because of their location next to the 
Kuwaitii  and Iranian borders. In addition, water and electricity were disconnected for years during the first 
warr and for months during the second Gulf War. Cities such as Basra were destroyed. For the women I 
interviewed,, this situation necessitated an even stronger Shi'ite unity in an opposition to a regime that was 
threateningg to destroy them. 

Takingg the Situation into Their  Own Hands: 
TheThe Shi'ite Women's Tales of the March 1991 Uprising 

Forr many of the Shi'ite women resettled later in The Netherlands the Uprising was a moment of great 
promisee but finally, of failure. The chaos that allowed the insurrection to take root also doomed it to 
defeatt The army had lost a third of its men, and the country's security forces disintegrated. In city after 
cityy across the nation, simultaneous, spontaneous demonstrations began. As each township declared 
surrenderr to the Americans, the masses would gather in the streets and march toward the Ba'ath 
headquarters,, meanwhile chanting and desecrating posters of Saddam. Although there was no definitive 
journalismm covering the events, informal reports recount that for a short dramatic period, the insurgents 
actuallyy gained control of many of the townships. 

Onn the 24*  of February, after Saddam Hussein ignored the American deadline to withdraw from Kuwait 
Alliedd troops launched a ground offensive. Within days, they had not only driven the Iraqi Army out of 
Kuwaitt but had occupied a large but unpopulated area of southern Iraq. When the Uprising began in 
Basraa on March 1st, it rapidly spread to a string of other predominantly Shi'ite towns in the south 
includingg Al-Najaf and Karbala. 
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Byy the beginning of March, unrest was spreading quickly, and the Iraqi government acknowledged it was 
facingg a domestic revolt. The opposition remained intact for  only a short period, fueled by the deep and 
unifyingg sentiment of the people themselves. Students, women, and children took to the streets According 
too their  stories it seems that the Intifad a had a certain pattern. Many of these women mentioned that the 
demonstrationss began in their  own hometowns of al-Najaf, al-Basra, al-Nasiria, Karbala, al-Amara, al-
Hilla ,, as well as other  cities, villages and towns in the south of Iraq. They arose as spontaneous acts of 
thousandss of unarmed civilians, youth, children, and old men and women started to shout anti-government 
slogans.. Then people descended on government buildings, police station and security offices. The 
governmentt  forces fought back, and there was killin g on both sides. Then the demonstrators took control. 
Manyy women mentioned that the demonstrators opened prisons and freed many people. Overcoming 
curfews,, army patrol, and tanks, masses demonstrated vigilantly against Saddam. Eventually, the 
demonstrationss became armed takeovers. In each township, insurgents began executing Ba'ath officials 
andd suspected state sympathizers. 

Att  that time the women mentioned that the Shi'ite insurgents were certain they would receive material 
supportt  if not open intervention on their  behalf by what appeared to be approaching Allied Forces. Instead 
off  being helped by the Americans and Allied Forces, however  Saddam threw his surviving elite (which 
meantt  professional, rather  than conscript and Sunni, rather  than Shi'ite) Army units into the counter-attack 
inn a bitter  fight to recover  the southern cities. They were backed by heavy artillery , which included the 
devastatingg rocket and machine gun fire of helicopter  missiles. 

Accordingg to those who fled, the Army unit forces descended upon the towns and destroyed homes and 
buildings.. They and their  families ran to take refuge at the Husayn and Abbas mosques, assuming that the 
governmentt  would never  strike these holy shrines. To their  astonishment the government troops began 
heavyy attacks on these tombs, considered sacred by Shi'ites pilgrim s all over  the world. Then people ran 
outsidee the holy shrines and the government troops opened fir e on the people. 

Byy now the Allied Forces were in complete control of Iraqi airspace. Yet, while Iraqi jet fighter planes 
wouldd have been shot down on sight, the helicopters were curiously allowed to fly, on the basis that they 
weree not part of an Iraqi war  mission, but concerned domestic law and order. Nevertheless, the Iraqi 
forcess had been swiftly vanquished, and the seeds of dissent had been sown39. 
Thesee small successes, however, were short lived. In a matter  of a few weeks, the opposition was divided 
andd crushed by the state. There are three main factors that led to the downfall of the Uprising. Foremost, 
thee headquarters position of the opposition was located in the south of Iraq, dangerously close to the 
stationss of the Republican Guard. Then, the separate factions of the rebellion did not have the 
communicationn or  the wherewithal to effectively coordinate forces and develop their  political objectives. 
Andd lastly, the Islamist insurgents rallied around a slogan that would eventually destroy them. Fighting in 
thee name of "Ja'fer i (Shi'ite) Rule!"  they alienated crucial potential Iraqi Sunni allies. Furthermore, the 
Islamistt  rebels focused their  efforts and agendas on the two holy Shi'ite cities of Najaf and Karbala, thus 
cementingg the Uprising as a specific to Islamist Shi'ites from Southern Iraq. This decision alienated the 
Uprisingg from the critical support of others in the opposition, including the Kurds, Arab nationalists, 
Communists,, any foreign Arab nation, or  any foreign nation in general. 

Inn Baghdad, however, the insurgence never  took root and thus never  took place. Without organizational 
infrastructur ee or  communication, those in the capital remained unconnected with the Uprisings around the 
country.. Still under  the control of the Ba'ath regime, what information they did receive presented the 
insurgencee as merely a Shi'ite flare-up. The Western forces did not show sustained interest in the Uprising 
duee to this misconception, as well. The Shi'ites were seen as a problematic splinter  of Iraqi opposition 
politics.. And the Arab nations, along with their  antagonism toward Shi'ism, feared insurgence in general, 
seeingg it as the precursor  to an anarchic revolution like that of Iran in 1979. Thus, the intifada, despite its 
initia ll  collective success, was doomed an all fronts. 

3''  For  more information about the Gulf War  and the role of the Allied Forces in Iraq see Roumi, 1991; Ibrahim , 1992; Gerbner, 1992; 
Schleifer,, 1992; Nicholson, 1993; Ismael T. and Ismael J., 1994 
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Althoughh the Shi'ite March 1991 Intifada failed it continues to have a deep meaning in the Shi'ite 
consciousness.. It represents a turning point in the lives of the women who were interviewed in this study 
ass well as to many other  subjugated Iraqi communities. For  Maha, one of the elderly informants, the 
Uprisingg represented a critical opportunity for  women to be seen as individuals and not as men's kin. lik e 
thee 1920 revolt in Iraq, the 1991 Uprising represented an important historical vie for  democracy. 

Whenn the March Uprising began, I participated in it, not for  my brother  or  for  my father, who had died of 
hiss grief, but for  myself. I demonstrated against everything unjust that had been done to me. I thought that 
thee Uprising would end all our  pain and problems. It would be the end of injustice and tyranny. But the 
Uprisingg failed. 

Thee Uprising brought to a climax the relationship between the Shi'ites of Iraq and the Iraqi government. It 
awakenedd people's awareness of their  oppression and their  unity as they sought justice against tyranny. 
Thee crushing of the Uprising also served as a pivotal moment, forcing many women into a new identity. It 
wass a baptism through fire. The government was targeting their  men, their  homes, their  holy Shrines and 
theirr  religion itself. In the face of such extreme repression, their  defiance had to be swift and bold. The 
situationn had grown so bleak so fast, that only a total upheaval could save them, and their  country, from 
tyranny. . 

Thee defeat of the Uprising was a huge blow for  the women involved. Many lost their  husbands, sons, and 
fathers.. Without any international or  national support, subjugated by the state, wanted by the government, 
trappedd and alone, the situation had worsened from bleak to deadly. And yet, the women found the means 
too survive the dangers and endure the overwhelming destruction. The mother  of a "shahid"  ("th e martyr" , 
whoo died fighting during the Uprising) would talk of her  son's valor  in protecting his comrades and his 
couragee in the face of death. In this image of heroism she would find the strength to bear  her  loss. Nawal, 
onee of the elderly informants, lost many members of her  family during the Uprising. Nevertheless, in 
honorr  of her  slain relatives, she remains positive. 

Theree is nothing more terribl e than losing your  loved ones, but we feel happy when we know they died for 
uss and for  the defense of their  home and their  beliefs. Those who died sacrificed themselves for  their 
families,, their  friends, and their  beliefs. They accepted death so that we may live. Their  death is a symbol 
off  victory for  us. 

Inn contrast with the women's attitudes towards the two Gulf wars, the women made peace with the loss of 
theirr  loved ones in the Uprising. Though they had technically lost the battle for  revolution, their  valiant 
fightfight  against the government was considered a victory against tyranny. For  many other  women the 
Intifad aa served literall y as a moment of personal and social liberation. 

Bothina,, one of the mid-aged informants, also talked about the state's ruthless punishment of the Uprising: 

Whenn the government started its raid against the uprisers its armies conquered 
throughh "Romaytha" . They detained many people and families and started 
shootingg people at random and pursuing them in the streets. I used to go out to 
collectt  information. My brother  participated in the uprising. My father  took the 
decisionn that we could no longer  stay there hence we fled. For  the members of 
thee party every one was expected to work with them and especially on 
informationn collection and reporting about the people. This is why we used to 
havee very limited social relations with others. 

Manyy of the interviewed Shi'ite women narrated that during the Uprising, they joined the Uprising 
becausee they felt a deep, urgent connection to the cause. The majorit y had never  participated in political 
activities.. But, this movement was different in that it was not born of ulterior , calculated agendas. It was 
insteadd a genuine, organic rallyin g of oppressed people. The Shi'ite were not fighting against their  nation, 
but,, rather, for their  nation against Saddam. The women all tell of their  experiences snouting deep from 
theirr  hearts against the regime, demanding a government that would recognize them as citizens deserving 
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equall  rights. The Uprising was not planned, but the genuineness of the insurgence unified the people into 
aa state of revolt. According to these narratives, the demand was not for  some Party's power, but in the 
namee of basic human and civil rights. 

Sometimess fearful things made us break into laughter. Once my mother  went to 
bringg water. While she was carrying the water  pot on her  head a bullet went 
throughh the pot and the water  poured to her  body and clothes. When she arrived 
homee we were laughing at her, but our  elders were weeping and it was not as 
amusingg for  them as it was for  us. We used to be puzzled by the reaction of our 
elderss in such events! 

Butt  their  story is not just a story of loss. It would be a misrepresentation to omit the distinct note of 
brightnesss within many of these narratives. Although these children had experienced many harrowing 
events,, they managed to find some moments of laughter  within these tragic times. As Nidhal, one of the 
youngg informants, said: 

Wee used to laugh with our  peers in serious moments! I remember a joyful time 
duringg the Uprising when we used to transfer  the weapons and ammunition with 
joyy from house to house we carried the guns as if we were carrying toys! We 
wouldd hide the guns under  our  clothes with no fear, just as mothers were carrying 
theirr  children. We used to laugh at men, using the tanks they had taken from the 
Ba'athistt  during the Uprising, to transport commodities, such as vegetables, meat 
andd fruits  to their  homes. It was funny. 

Badria,, one of the young informants, was nine years old when she left Iraq. She too recounts terrifyin g 
storiess of growing up in a war  zone. 

Whenn we were children in Iraq we saw many dead bodies. We saw many corpses 
scatteredd in the streets of our  village during the Uprising. Once I was playing 
withh my sister, building small houses of sands when I picked up a stone and to 
ourr  agony and horror  found it to be a human finger. It was too scary for  us to 
playy with sands again. 

Salmaa one of the young informants, she was eight years old in Iraq when she experienced a particularl y 
horrifi cc event. 

Duringg the Uprising we found the head of our  neighbor  next to the river  shore so 
wee ran to his relatives to tell them the discovery! We wanted to let them know he 
wass dead so they could stop searching for  him. We were aware that death is more 
calmingg than having missing relatives! We used to feel that too. As children we 
didd not fear  death. 

Itt  is impossible to imagine the sustained effect such violence has upon children. As these narratives 
reveal,, at a certain point, the human spirit begins to seek peace even within chaos. In deadly situations, the 
childrenn of Iraq adopted the objects of war  as substitute toys. Salma remembered the role she and her 
youngg friends played for  the soldiers. 

Duringg the time of Uprising the men used to ask me to take the weapons and hide them in our  house. We 
usedd to carry messages from my uncle to the fighters across the road, and when the army came we sent 
signalss to the patrols to hide. The soldiers did not take any notice of us because we were children and they 
thoughtt  that we were playing. We used to carry and hide heavy arms under  our  clothes (abaya); sometimes 
twoo or  three of us would carry one piece because it was so heavy. There was a girl of fifteen years old 
whoo carried the heavy arms all alone. We used to consider  all that as kind of play, but we developed a real 
hatredd for  Saddam and his soldiers. 
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Thesee women show extraordinary calm as they describe horrors they endured as children that would make 
mostt adults shudder. This is a critical instance of their admirable strength and perseverance. It is also an 
importantt illustration of the power of the act of narrating. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, the telling of 
thesee stories helps the process of coming to terms with their abhorrence. By joining together to create a 
spacee in which to share their stories, these women begin the process of healing. When I asked Fatima, one 
off  the key informants, about her role in the Uprising, she responded with a poem filled with powerful 
religiouss references: 

Youu were lonely, Muhsin40 

Butt Tawaa41 supported you 
Youu were betrayed by 
Menn of al-Kufa42 which is 
Scentedd and putrid by your blood. 

Ass we shall discuss later, the act of reciting poetry and referencing Shi'ite religion are both potent 
indicatorss of Shi'ite identity. Fatima, like the other women I interviewed, was quite aware of this 
phenomenon.. Symbolizing and maintaining their strong resistance to the attempted eradication of their 
religion,, these Shi'ite-inspired poems are a message of insurgence in and of themselves. 

Thee Image of the Shi'ite after  the Uprising: Silencing as Totalitaria n Terror : 

Al-thawrdAl-thawrd4343 published three editorials in April 1991 to "explain" the Intifada as an episode known 
officiallyy as "the page of treachery and betrayal". In a state-sponsored attempt to obliterate any historical 
recordd of the Uprising, the Ba'ath party's main newspaper, Al-thawra, reported that the Uprising was 
Iraniann aggression, and a leftover chapter of the Iran-Iraq War. Referring to the Shi'ite as the "enemy", it 
spokee of their "conspiracies" having failed. Why was conspiracy rooted in the south? In the words of A7-
ThawraThawra editorialist turned sociologist, probably Tariq Aziz, the "sect" of Shi'ism is based in Persian 
culturee and thus is anti-Arab. Returning to the deeply-rooted Pan-Arab rhetoric of the Ba'ath Party, the 
mediaa coverage after the Uprising focused on the Shi'ites as conspiratorial and dangerous to the country 
off  Iraq and of Arabism itself. The article continues by comparing such 'marsh people' to breeding buffalo 
whoo migrate to big cities like Baghdad make their living through begging, prostitution and robbery. The 
racializedd prejudice of the Ba'ath regime was the only media coverage of the Uprising. (Hazelton, 1994: 
29) ) 

Inn Ahmed Chalabi's article on totalitarianism and terror, he discusses the situation in Iraq by stating that 
anyonee with any sense of decency or justice was omitted from the government and strongly deterred from 
publicc life. This totalitarian control is aided by media portrayals. The Iraqi government depended on this 
descriptionn of the Uprising as a failure and a danger. With no legal restraint or alternative journalism, 
Saddamm had free reign in crushing the Uprising and maintaining his reign of continued terror upon the 
Shi'ites.. (Chalabi, 1994: 226) 

Thee routine use of collective and retroactive punishment was and is a core strategy in the regime's politics 
off  terror. Massive conscription in the south with tours of duty of up to eight years during the Iraq-Iran 
Warr were coupled with deportation of fathers, brothers, and husbands, and the disappearance of 
deserters44.. The wide-scale arrests and executions of the Shi'ite Islamist opposition left a high percentage 

400 Muhsin was al-Husayn cousin who was sent by al-Husayn in 661 to make sure that the Iraqi people would support al-Husayn if he 
reachedd Iraq. Muhsin reached Iraq but betrayed by the Iraqi men and the only person who offered him help was a woman named Tawaa. 

411 Tawaa the woman who saved Muhsin in 661. 

422 A city in Iraq where Imam Ali the father  of al-Husayn and the fourth Caliph of the Muslims had ruled was killed. 

433 A government daily newspaper. 

444 For  more information and statistic on disappearance seee the Middl e East Watch for  the year  1990 on Human Rights in Iraq. 
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off  women alone to support their families and raise their children. But these women also had to take on the 
rolee of protector- to save their families from arrest or secure release from prison of their men folk. 

Andd finally endure their own victimization by a party that considered "bad intentions" towards it and its 
revolutionn as a crime that was conceivably punishable, in the case of women by rape, as well as by death 
Thee Uprising was a moment of great hope. This hope was a partial retribution against the official torturers, 
murdererss and rapists of the regime, and literal liberation for those women in prison and awaiting 
execution. . 

Unveilingg the Uprising: 

Att this point the veils of misconception, both intentional and mistaken, began to be discarded. The first 
majorr misconception was decidedly calculated: the Uprising threatened the unity of Iraq. This could be 
arguedd in the case of the Kurds, who longed for independence. It was not the case of the Iraqi Arab 
Shi'itess who have never asked for more than their proportional share of political power in any independent 
Iraq.. Why would a people who were the majority, secede from a state in which they were the majority? 
Onn the contrary, while the Kurds are very conscious of their not being an Arab people, the Iraqi Arab 
Shiitess are profoundly Arab in language, culture and custom. As I have mentioned earlier, they were 
awaree and proud of the Shi'ite history as tribal Arab, not Persian. 
Overr and over again, leaders of the Uprising broadcast that the revolt was not directed against the Iraqi 
Statee but against Saddam and his personal regime. The conscripts who rose up against the regime in Basra 
hadd loyally served Iraq in the war against Iran, a war theoretically against their own co-religionists, 
withoutt any incidents of national rebellion. 

Thee second misunderstanding was that the militant Iraqi Shi'ite religious leadership instigated the 
Uprising.. Along these lines, radical Shi'ism was behind the rebellion with the goal of Iranian alliance. 
Thiss misunderstanding was based in part on an active Iranian propaganda campaign against Saddam 
Husseinn that played up news of the Uprising. It was reinforced by reports that thousands of Iraqi Shi'ites 
whoo had been deported to Iran, armed, trained and enrolled in the militant, Iranian-allied Badr Brigade 
weree sent across the border to join the Uprising. In fact only a few thousand crossed over and their 
operationss were to be largely confined by geography to the Iraqi marshes adjacent to Iranian territory. 
Thiss force had littl e or no impact on the Uprising. 

Onn the contrary there was no organized leadership when the Uprising broke out, nor was there any sign of 
aa prepared blueprint for the Uprising. Only after rebels in Najaf appeared to be consolidating their control 
off  the city did Abu al-Qassim Khwi, the grand mujtahid of Iraq at that time, declare his support for an 
establishmentt of a Supreme Committee to preserve Iraq's security and to stabilize public, religious and 
sociall  affairs. Nothing in either the communiqué or in al-Khwi's career as the grand mujtahid would 
indicatee any intention to establish a radical or militant Shi'ite Islamic state. (Stapleton, 1993; Nakash, 
1994) ) 

Byy late March, Iraqi armed forces loyal to Saddam had recaptured many of the cities and towns in the 
south.. Much of Karbala and Najaf, including the shrines, were devastated by tank and artillery fire. 
Hundreds,, possibly thousands of rebels or their nearest relatives were taken prisoner, tortured, and 
executed.. Meanwhile US officials were publicly ruling out action to aid the Iraqi rebels, citing President 
Bush'ss fear that Iraq might disintegrate. The U.S. adopted a "hands-ofT policy and reverted to its original 
professedd objective of only seeking the liberation of Kuwait. 

Thee veiling of the Uprising and the series of betrayals do reflect an American and allied preference, 
indicatedd in off-record briefings alluded to by Nakash and others and only openly acknowledged over the 
pastt year in the recollections of Bush and his top military. Whether due to official American misreading of 
thee region or the misinformation supplied by allied Arab countries, Bush and the Pentagon were 
convincedd that if the selective bombing of Baghdad did not topple Saddam, then the humiliation of defeat 
inn Kuwait would prompt the Sunni generals to overthrow him. When Bush called on the Iraqi Army and 
thee Iraqi people to rise up against Saddam Hussein the first part of that message was heartfelt 
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encouragementt to the Iraqi people, while the second part was most likely sound-bite slogans of 
"democracy""  in an attempt to instigate a palace coup. Such a coup was ludicrous to consider, however, 
givenn the way the Ba'ath Party which functions as a security apparatus animated by the Cult of Saddam, 
ratherr than as a party has absorbed the state and its army. 

Accordingg to many of the 35.000 Iraqi Shiite refugees who fled as the Uprising was being crushed, 
Americann broadcasts (it is not clear whether VOA or the Special US Armed Force Radio) promised refuge 
forr the rebels if they fled to the American lines in the southern Iraqi desert According to these accounts, 
thesee broadcasts promised that whoever fled would be given refuge in the United States within three 
months.. Saudi Radio reportedly backed these American promises up. The rebels who crossed over to the 
alliedd forces would be treated as guests in Saudi Arabia for no more than three months, after which they 
wouldd be taken as refugees to America. 

Thee refugees were received at the American Army checkpoints of Samawa and at the outskirts of 
Nasiriyyaa and Al Basra, all cities that had risen up against the regime and could have easily been relieved 
byy nearby American forces. But the civilians were quickly separated from Iraqi Army soldiers. The former 
weree classified by the Americans as "refugees", while the soldiers, many of whom had fought against the 
regimee in the Uprising, were classified rather amazingly as "prisoners of war", as if they were enemies 
andd not allies of the American forces. (Nakash, 1994: 273-281) 

Thee veiling of the Uprising was a tactical manoeuvering on the part of the Ba'ath regime. Through 
manipulatedd media coverage, the government was able to erase the effort of the Shi'ite people from 
nationall  and thus international awareness. Meanwhile, the state continued and even heightened its violent 
terrorizingg methods of eradicating the Shi'ite communities. The Uprising served only to fuel the 
government'ss aggression towards the Shi'ite. Their identity had been threatened and now their very lives 
weree endangered. Yet, it is also important to note, that despite the increased persecution that followed the 
Uprising,, the Shi'ite did not succumb to the Ba'ath regime's ideologies. Instead, they kept their religion as 
intactt as possible,, and thus their identity, and many decided to flee for refuge. 

Flightt  to the Americans Camps: 

Afterr the Uprising failed, the Shi'ite Iraqis were forced to seek refuge in the American refugee camps near 
thee Iraqi border with Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. They heard, via radio, that those who fled to these camps 
wouldd be granted refuge in Saudi Arabia as guests of the King. Soon after, the radio broadcasts promised, 
thee refugees would be resettled in another country, safe from the harm of war and poverty. Some of the 
womenn I interviewed also recounted this invitation in written format, dropped from airplanes in the weeks 
afterr the Uprising. 

Accordingg to Solima, one of the key informants, the women felt overjoyed with the possibility of security 
andd refuge. The men, however, wept with the shame of having to surrender to the American forces. 
Solimaa also described the masses of Iraqis who made their way across desert and marsh to the American 
camps,, streaming in from all directions from Samowa, al-Nasaria, al-Khut al-Sariah, and Jabal al-Salam in 
Basra,, making their way steadily to safety. At each town, the refugees had to pass through numerous 
Americann controlled checkpoints. Sumaia and her family arrived at the camp the night of March 17,1991. 
Inn the early morning, the camp officials divided the arriving refugees. Each man was asked if they were 
militaryy or civilian. The few men who had civilian status were allowed to stay with their family, but any 
mann who had ever fought in the Iraqi army, and this was by far the majority, was immediately separated 
fromm the families. This constituted the first major betrayal by the American forces. 
Thee second betrayal occurred as the men were taken to the POW camp at Arttawiya. Sumaia's narrative 
tellss the story of her brother, Saleh, who arrived at the refugee camp expecting protection, but instead, was 
treatedd like a prisoner of war. Forced onto army buses, removed indefinitely from their families, and strip-
searchedd collectively and publicly in front of female guards, Saleh and the other men received no 
explanationn for their maltreatment The American forces were highly insensitive and disrespectful to the 
culturall  and religious concerns of the Iraqi men. 
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Thee women, on the other hand, were spared the abuse their male counterparts endured during the six 
weeks-twoo months that they stayed in the American camps of Selman and Sawan. When the U.S. decided 
too evacuate from Iraqi soil, they moved the refugees to the Saudi Arabian camp, Rafha. 

Reflectionn on their  Stories: 

Thee analysis of these life stories suggests that there is direct relationship between the personal memory 
andd the collective memory of the Gulf wars. These wars must be understood within the more inclusive 
contextt of the meaning of war in general in a given society. Moreover, this study suggests that the stories 
thesee women tell may differ from historical accounts of the exact same events. But, the personal memory, 
althoughh it may differ from the collective memory in content, is crucial to the construction of the actual 
eventsevents of an historical occurrence. War in general and the Gulf Wars in particular, due to lack of 
journalisticc accounts, are difficult to historically piece together. The numerous layers of pain and trauma 
alongg with the numerous layers of political deception and propaganda along with the countless betrayals 
makee it extremely difficult to construct a history that actually does justice to the histories of those 
involved. . 
Thee women feel that their experiences of war have infiltrated into their lives to the extent of becoming 
normal.. During these long years leading up to and after the Uprising, the women did not question the 
centralityy of the war in their lives nor the fact that war was simply a part of daily life. Their narratives are 
ann essential element to any account of the Uprising and the social upheavals that led up to it. Within each 
narrativee one finds the voice of the individual and also the embedded "other voice" of personal, critical 
analysis.. This second voice may reside in the content or in how the content is presented. It tells the 
concurringg stories of social definitions and personal meanings given to the atrocities. In contrast to the 
collective,, public memory of the Iraq-Iran war as a meaningful war, the dominant voices in the life stories 
off  the Shi'ite women present the war as traumatic and purposeless. 

Conclusion: : 

Thee effect of the Ba'ath policies against the Shi'ite is two-fold. First, it was a destructive means of 
attackingg their religion, their communities, their identities, and their persons. On the other hand, it also 
resultedd in a sense of solidarity on these exact levels. The women were quite aware that every foreign 
policyy implemented by the state had a corresponding policy against the Shi'ite people. The Iran-Iraq War 
ledd to two mass deportations that forced thousands of Shi'ite across the border into an inhospitable Iran. 
Thiss was under the rhetoric that the Shi'ite were of Iranian origin due to their religion. Using Pan-Arab 
languagee and ideology, Saddam attempted to gain support from other Arab countries by targeting the 
Shi'ite. . 

Meanwhile,, the Shi'ite felt a strong sense of Arab-ness and patriotism toward their country that had 
nothingg to do with Saddam. This mutual dislike increased into an internal war against the Shi'ite with 
persecution,, torture, oppression, deportation, execution, and propaganda prejudice. The Kuwaiti invasion 
andd war against the U.S. further compounded this tension. The Shi'ites were conscripted to the frontline to 
diee quickly. The Shi'ite realized this and it fueled their anger towards the state. Dissent was growing. 

Duringg the Iran-Iraq war Sunni suspicion of possible Shi'ite sympathy and support for Iran led to the 
arrest,, expulsion and suppression of thousands of Shi'ite. Furthermore, the decade leading up to the March 
19911 Shi'ite Uprising was a period fraught with warfare and government coercion. The economic fallout 
afterr the Iran-Iraq War led to the ill-fated Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, which brought about the Gulf War. 
Thee double impact of the Iran-Iraq War and the Kuwaiti Gulf War tore the Shi'ite community on many 
levels.. It not only took many lives (due to the fact that the Shi'ite conscripts constituted most of the army 
frontline),frontline), but it also dismantled the very fabric of the Shi'ite community, alienating their religious 
identityy as Shi'ites from their identity as Arab-Iraqi. 

Thiss political, social, economic, and psychological crises paved the way for the intifada, which rose up 
againstt the state for two dashing weeks before being systematically crushed by the government In March 
1991,, the Shi'ite in the south of Iraq rose up against the government. Taking over buildings and killing 
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officers,, they retaliated against the accumulated subjugation. Withi n weeks, however, the Uprising was 
crushedd brutall y by Saddam's forces. The pro-Shi'it e slogans of the Uprising only fortifie d the regime's 
crackdown,, thus dooming the insurgence to a bloody defeat. The Shi'ites found themselves, at this point, 
alonee and trapped. The Gulf War  had brought international support to Saddam as he fought Western 
forces.. The Shi'ites felt deeply betrayed by the neglect they felt from their  fellow Muslims as well as the 
internationall  humanitarian groups in the face of such oppression. No community has pledged support of 
thee Iraqi Shi'ite-from western leftists to Palestinians. 
Inn the face of such overwhelming odds, a new patriotism arose. As described throughout this chapter, the 
Iraqii  Shi'ites were forced to develop their  own identity, independent of Saddam, yet deeply Iraqi , and 
independentt  of Iran, yet deeply Shi'ite. This nationalism, of course, ran counter  to the prevailing, forced 
nationalismm of the state-sponsored propaganda. Saddam's ideological agenda included a re-painting of the 
Iran-Iraq ii  War  into a battle of good vs. evil. Using Islamic jargon, he claimed to the 'Deputy of God' who 
hadd vanquished al-Khumaini . The Shi'ites were not the only Iraqi s fed up with such deception. But their 
story,, unlike the Kurds in the north, has gone undocumented by internal and external journalism. The Iraqi 
Shi'itess Uprising against Saddam's dictatorship is a crucial story of a real fight for  democracy and 
identity.. It grew from the hearts of the people and, even amidst its crushing, retained hope and unity. It is 
aa story that is crucial to those in the Shi'ite community itself, but it also important on an international 
level.. The women intervieuwed in this study perceived the war  as a break in their  collective and 
respectivee biographies. Each of their  stories delves into the iterrelation between collective memory and 
personall  Memory within the context of the Uprising in particular , and the Iraqi wars in general. 
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Chapterr  Four 

Refugee in a Desert: 
Shi'it ee Women in the Rafha Refugee Camp of Saudi Arabi a 

"The"The  fear of high fences and barbed wire surrounded me was great but the fear of the tyranny back home 
waswas greater." (Habiba, 45 years old) 

Thiss chapter examines the memories of the Iraqi female refugees concerning their exile out of Iraq and 
neww life in the Saudi Arabian Rafha Camp44. By studying the narratives themselves, it explores the impact 
off  the failure of the Intifada, the forced migration, and the experience of living in a refugee camp upon the 
women.. Their experiences, both collective and personal, while living in the liminality of the Camp have 
deeplyy affected the consciousness of the Shi'ite refugees. These experiences called into question the core 
off  their identity, ethnically, socially, sexually, and religiously. Their stories recount betrayal after betrayal, 
fromfrom their own government, from the international community, from the Arab world, from the host nation, 
andd from the refugee organizations. The women in their stories explained how they had to forge a new 
communityy in the Camp to protect themselves from the layers of betrayal they faced. Even as they began 
too bond with the other women refugees, they continued to question their own perceptions of themselves, 
theirr constructions of their past as well their definitions and understandings of what it means to be an Iraqi 
Shi'itee woman taking refuge. 

Studyingg the Stories Themselves: 

"Thee refugee experience" is a term that is gaining prevalence in the field of refugee studies. It is an 
importantt phrase, because it attests to the fact that the refugee process is a life encompassing experience. 
Itt also acknowledges that refugee issues are more than political; that they are inherently emotional, social, 
andd psychological. Moreover, the use of this term signifies the intrinsic subjectivity of the refugee 
historiess and emphasizes the centrality of the refugees themselves in any attempted analysis. (Ager, 1999: 
2)) The recounting of the histories belies as much information as the series of events in history, itself. The 
discoursee of Oral History is thus highly relevant to the discussion of refugee chronicles. Although the "the 
refugeee experience", as defined by Ager, easily lends itself to the Oral History discipline, littl e attention 
hass been given to refugees' own accounts in Oral History literature or in classical refugee studies. 
(BenEzer,, 1987) 

Thiss blindspot toward the objects if study reflects an important debate as to the definition and nature of 
beingg a refugee. The figure of the "refugee" is a distinct, problematic category in the parlance of 
internationall  refugee agencies and govememnts involved in the politics of refugees. She is usually viewed 
ass an object of political, socio-economic problem-solving. Stripped of any dangerous identity or past, the 
refugeee is a liminal pawn in a larger game of international strategizing. But the situation changes 
drasticallyy when one considers the refugees as subjects rather than objects of the refugee process. 

Thee "lived experience" of refugees is clearly of relevance to any accurate analysis of a refugee situation. 
Documentationn of the subjective experience of being uprooted from one's homeland is a crucial, yet often 
overlooked,, component of any serious refugee study. (Ager, 1994; Langer, 1997) Such an exploration 
wouldd provide a firsthand account of the short-term and long-term affects of such a trauma on individuals 
andd thus, on the refugee population as a whole. Oral historians are well aware of the informative value of 
subjectivee accounts. By obtaining moving insight into the lives of refugees, historians may better 

444 Rafha refugee camp is located in far  north of Saudi Arabia at the border  of Iraq and it is only 17 kilometers a way from Iraqi soil. This 
refugeee camp was located in the desert 25 kilometers from Rafha, the nearest Saudi town. Distant as it was, it was this town which gave 
itss name to die camp. I worked For  the United Nations High Commissioner  for  refugees in this Camp as a Resettlement Operation 
Coordinator.. I supervised the operation of interview procedures for  the creation of files for  the refugee population in the Camp from 
1992-1995. . 
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comprehendd the entirety of the process at hand Each history contains an actual series of events, but also 
thee personal construction of these events as well as their subsequent meanings. The content of the 
narrativess establishes the daily occurrences involved in the complex experience. Meanwhile the narrating 
voicee itself offers the outsider important information as to the nature of the refugee's experience. By 
contextualizingg historical happenings within a personal account, the refugee necessarily gives layers of 
significancee to each event. 

Suchh personal sources not only appropriately empower refugee voices within the discourse of refugee 
studies,, but frequently provide challenging and critical insight into the receipt of refugee assistance. 
(Ager,, 1999: 2-3) This thesis focuses on the analyses of the "lived experiences" of the refugees and gives 
predominatee attention to the emotional and spiritual reactions of the women in question. By concentrating 
onn these women's narratives, this study seeks to explore the interpretations these women give to the 
politcall  conflict, flight, and exile of the refugee process. As studied in the content and nature of their 
accounts,, the experiences of these women reflect how political, social, and cultural forces shape the daily 
realityy of being a refugee. 

Uprooted: : 

Thee refugee experience is a complex process of loss, betrayal, adaptability, and renegotiation. First and 
foremost,, it is fundamentally a story of loss. Most notably, one loses the physical structure of an 
establishedd homeland. Accompanying this deprivation are losses of familiar resources and of the security 
off  familiarity in general. Suddenly, one is without a place, and thus continually in a state of being "out of 
place".. This shift into displacement necessarily affects all aspects of one's life and psyche. The trauma 
deservess its analogy to an uprooted plant, forcibly pulled out of the ground that had heretofore nourished 
it. . 

Onee of the main problems in refugee camps is the great risk that people's lives will be deprived of routine. 
Alongg with the traumatic losses of social status, income, and land, the loss of routine hinders one's basic 
abilityy to construct an identity. The issue of identity is of particular importance during the refugee process 
inn that it is precisely what has been vilified and rejected by the original and new homeland. Marginalized 
ass permanent foreigners, many refugees begin to question their own identities. Issues that they had 
previouss never challenged, such as ethnic, religious, national, socio-economic or gender roles, suddenly 
becomee pivotal and problematic. Refugees are also in a position of extreme vulnerability, because they are 
excludedd from economic and social systems, and thus lack self-sufficiency and independence. This feeling 
off  powerlessness often takes the place of a strong, positive notion of identity. 

Thee process of adaption, however, brings many positive and constructive opportunities. The nature of 
adaptationn may vary, of course, depending upon whether the refugees are part of a refugee community or 
isolatedd as individuals. Another factor in building a new life is the social status of the refugee population 
inn the new society, and how they are regarded by outsiders. Another aspect of the shift is complexity of 
thee situation in the original homeland before the forced exile. Is there a history of diaspora from this 
region?? If so, does the new homeland acknowledge or accept this diaspora? Thus, issues of ethnic, 
religious,, and cultural identity are critical in the study of refugees, as well as the issues of identity 
formationn and reformation. 

Thee Women's Stories: 

Sincee most of the world's refugees are female, an essential, and long overlooked component of refugee 
studiess is the issue of gender. The experiences of exile and resettlement have a much different impact 
uponn women than upon their male counterparts. This is not to say that women are necessarily more 
vulnerablee than men during the process of becoming refugees. In fact, Schrijvers states that the one-
dimensionall  representation of women as especially vulnerable did not correspond with actual data and 
accounts.. In fact she describes: " their resiliance, their capacity to physical and mental survivial and their 
potentiall  to reconstruct their lives. And this often after having stayed for years in more than one camp." 
(Schrijvers,, 1999: 323) To understand better the effect of the refugee experience upon women, this 
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chapterr focuses on the narratives female refugees share among circles of other female refugees. The Iraqi 
womenn in Holland have created a space among themselves, safely female, within which to tell their own 
storiess of exile, transition, and life in and after the Saudi Arabian refugee camps. 

Thee Journey to Saudi Arabia: 

Thee women remember a great deal about their arduous interim in the Saudi Arabian refugee camps. The 
ordeal,, which lasted for many years, has deeply imprinted itself in their souls, and thus in their narratives. 
Thee collectivity of the experience allows for a relief in its recounting. As they tell their stories, they seem 
too exhale the burden of the painful and worrisome experiences. 

Ass the Shi'ite women mentioned in their accounts, the American Camps (Saffron and Salman) functioned 
fromfrom February 15th 1991 to the end of April 25*  1991. At that time the American and Allied Forces had to 
evacuatee Iraqi soil immediately. They decided to protect the refugees that had been living in the American 
campss by moving them to Saudi Arabia Overnight, the Americans began to load people into airplanes 
headingg for the camps of Saudi Arabia. From the Safwan Refugee Camp, they moved the refugees located 
inn Salman closer to the Saudi border via trucks and vans. While the Americans were transferring the 
refugees,, the Iranian government sent large buses to the American camps to bring some refugees to Iran. 

Itt was the refugee's choice whether to go to Iran or to Saudi Arabia. They were informed suddenly that 
theyy had one day to gather all their belongings, pick a refugee camp, and prepare to depart. As the 
refugeess would be moved on the morning of March 29*, the night of March 28*  1991 was an 
understandablyy tense and busy night. Amina, one of the middle-aged informants described how some 
refugeess could not sleep at all. Dashing about the camp, saying good-byes, packing, praying, and checking 
withh friends and families, she and others frantically tried to decide which destination to choose. For, 
Amina,, a widow and a mother of four daughters, the decision was especially distressing. Her husband had 
foughtt for six long years against Iran during the Iraqi-Iran War (1980-1988). In 1986, he died in a conflict 
andd was buried near the border. Although she would be able to be near his grave, the pain of living in the 
landd of his enemy would be too great After deliberating the matter with her friend Fatima, the two 
decidedd that they and their families would instead go to the Saudi Arabian camp: 

Thee night of March 28*  [1991] I went and signed in at night for moving to Saudi 
Arabia.. Our plane was the first of many planes to move people to Saudi Arabia. 
Becausee we were a family of only women, we were given priority. In the 
morningg of March 29*  an airplane landed for taking us to Saudi Arabia. As we 
weree heading towards the border, my heart felt like the fan of the airplane: 
movingg up in the air, shaking and spinning, making a terrible noise. I was so 
scared.. I did not know what our fate would be in Saudi Arabia. We were the first 
familyy to be moved to there. Then many other families joined us and in the end 
soo did some unmarried men. We landed in Saudi Arabia the Americans met us 
theree and took us in trucks for a long journey in the desert. People were silent. 
Wee drove maybe for half a day and nobody said a word. In the middle of the 
desert,, there was a camp of big tents and that was the destination. There were no 
signn of dwellings there. 

Manyy of the women had feared that they would be taken back to Iraq instead of Saudi Arabia. Isolated and 
il ll  informed, they had already grown wary of the many promises made by authorities. Their narratives are 
lacedd with accounts of betrayal after betrayal. From the violence of the Iraqi government itself to 
unfulfilledd promises of aid by the American forces, the women knew enough of the refugee process to 
remainn continually cautious. Long before they actually exiled from Iraq, these women were forced to stay 
enen gard. Even in Holland, they maintain a residual guardedness as they discuss foreign policies and 
refugeee politics. Eventually, they would lose most faith and trust in the governments and agencies 
involvedd in these processes. 
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Marwa,, described her feelings of trepidation and vulnerability as she and her children were herded onto 
foreignn planes: 

Ourr plane to Saudi Arabia was a helicopter and was guarded by another jet in the 
air.. When we fled over Riyadh people thought we would be taken to Baghdad 
thatt was our idea when we were over the desert as well. We did not trust the 
American.. We thought that they take us to Saddam. 

Aminaa had led a difficult life in Iraq raising her daughters alone. Providing their food, shelter, medicine, 
clothing,, and education, she also served as the children's sole parental role model and protector. In 
addition,, Amina meanwhile participated politically in the Iraqi Shi'ite Uprising against the government 
Ass described in the previous chapter, she and many other women were instrumental in the stalwart and 
dangerouss protestation of Saddam Husayn's dictatorship. Contrary to predominant images of Arab women 
ass passive and dependant, Amina and the other Iraqi women were courageous and assertive as they fought 
thee system while providing for their families. 

Thee decision to leave Iraq was a deliberate and difficult decision. Keeping her and her daughter's safety in 
mind,, Amina reasoned that the trauma of leaving indefinitely would be a lesser risk than the danger of 
stayingg put. When the Uprising failed, the situation in Iraq grew even grimmer. Charging headfirst into the 
unknownn risks of Saudi Arabia would at least protect her children from the atrocities of state-sponsored 
bombingss and an unrelenting embargo. 
Ass the new refugee life began, the worries didn't cease, but only changed shape. Amina continued to 
assertt herself forcefully as she negotiated a life for her and her family. Packing up the lives of her 
daughterss and herself, she wearily embarked upon an unknown fate in an unknown land. In her 
recollectionn she describes her experience of re-location in Saudi Arabia as a single mother accompanied 
byy four daughters: "We were so tired when we arrived that we slept til l the next day." Upon awaking, 
Aminaa found that no shelter other than a small tent existed for her or her children. Immediately they began 
too work and, in a few days, she and her daughters had built a latrine and a bathroom next to their tent 
Thenn they began the arduous work on constructing a home. She says simply: "We built our house 
ourselves;; we did not get any help." 

Arriva ll  to the Sand Camp: 
TheThe locationof the camp 

Onn or around March 29 American forces began to evacuate some 35.000 Iraqi Shi'ite refugees from the 
twoo American refugee camps (Slaman & Safwan) on Iraqi soil and move them some 17 kilometers into 
Saudii  Arabia to a hastily established tent-city refugee camp. This refugee camp was located in the desert 
255 kilometers from Rafha, the nearest Saudi town. Distant as it was, it was this town which gave its name 
too the camp and it was in Rafha. 

Al ll  the women were interviewed for this study felt deeply betrayed by that fact that they were moved to a 
locationn so dangerously close to the Iraqi border. This location was a constant source of fear and anxiety 
forr them. The camp was extremely isolated in the middle of the Saudi desert, and in fact, the only nearby 
establishmentt was exactly that which the refugees were fleeing: the Iraqi border itself. Still another 
obstaclee was the severe dry heat of the climate. Throughout the accounts, the women complained of the 
brutall  weather in that desert area of the Kingdom, with harsh summer temperatures of over 45 degrees 
Celsius.. In addition, this area is notorious for its sudden, destructive sandstorms. 

Inn the account of one of the informants of the middle-aged, Kaldah said when they arrived at the camp 
theyy were among the first families there. Alone in the expansive desert, their base was called simply "the 
sandd camp". She said even the Saudis feared the region, claiming that anyone who reached this desert 
wouldd never make it back alive. The area was so lonely and empty, that whenever and wherever they 
looked,, endless sand filled the horizon. 
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"Wee got out of the bus and we looked and we saw nothing but vast desert 
decoratedd by small hills of sand. The wind was blowing very strongly to the 
degreee we had to catch each other so that nobody would be carried away by the 
wind.. The sands hit the skin like bee stings; they filled our ears and eyes. The 
childrenn were asking why we were taken there and some of them were crying. 
Theree was no shelter or building to protect us from the sandy wind. I started a 
searchh for a tent to shelter my children. I bought a tent and erected it in the 
middlee of the vast emptiness." 

Thenn more refugees started to arrive. As stated before, the majority of the refugees were Muslim Shi'ites 
fromfrom southern Iraq. According to UNHCR records, there were also some ethnic minorities, such as Kurds 
(approximatelyy 200 persons) and a handful of Christian Assyrians, who came to join the camp. 

Movingg to Rafha Refugee Camp: 

Womenn spoke about the housing systems in Rafha Refugee Camp with great detail. Since they were never 
allowedd off the site of the camp, the structure of the shelters literally defined this extended period of 
transitionn for many of the women. In Iraqi culture, the domestic sphere is a particularly female space43. 
Thee home is the only socially accepted realm wherein the women have power and control. Traditionally, 
thee physical demarcation of the house was valued for its critical interiority, which was seen as distinctly 
feminine.. In contrast to the external realms of war and politics, childcare and homemaking where viewed 
ass equally important realms to be dominated by women. This cultural ideology continues to inform the 
genderr roles in modern-day Iraq. So, as refugees, the women at Rafha took it upon themselves to re-build 
aa new domestic realm for themselves. 

Forr many mothers, this endeavor meant building a home from scratch. Samia, one of the informants, 
describedd a bleak situation upon arriving in Saudi Arabia: a true desert without a drop of water or an inch 
off  plantlife. Each family, upon landing, was given simply a tent and a supply of food. The family was free 
too erect its tent anywhere. After surviving in the sand camp for an allotted period of time, the refugees 
weree transferred to a camp with actual housing for families. Finally, the displaced Iraqis were able to live 
inn solid, albeit humble, structures, Each house was composed of a small room or two, a bathroom, and a 
kitchen. . 

Nevertheless,, Fahima, another informants, described the immense relief of moving from tents to real 
houses:: "After few months of living in the sand camp we were finally moved. The Rafha Camp was just 
beginningg to be constructed, but it already looked like a small town, offering different services and 
activitiess such as hospitals, schools, shops, playgrounds, and sports fields." Slowly, the refugees began to 
establishh the basics for a "normal life". For some this meant simply adjusting to a new home and climate. 
Manyy refugees, however, became immediately active in re-establishing the interrupted education and 
professionss of their previous lives. They took full advantage of the camp resources to their studies and 
occupations.. Before long, the majority of the camp inhabitants had begun to exercise liberal professions, 
teachh in the school, practice medicine in hospitals, and acquire general trade-skills. 

Thee women recounted that the material provisions for basic human needs were, in quantity and quality, 
veryy satisfactory. Each family or group of 3-4 persons was provided with a house consisting of 2-3 rooms 
equippedd with amenities according to the seasonal needs of the refugees. The refugees are provided with a 
varietyy of food such as fresh fruits, meat, chicken, fresh vegetables, cheese, jam, milk powder, tea, coffee, 
fruitfruit  juices and cooking oil. All in all, the amount and quality of water and food were always above the 
standard. . 

Inn addition, the refugee detainees had ample access to adequate medical care. A hospital, equipped with 
modernn facilities, was available in the camp, and the supply of drugs was sufficient. Refugees in need of 
advancee treatment were referred to modern hospitals in Riyadh or King Khalid military hospital in Hafer 

455 "Tli e women domain is the home"  is a common situation in Bedouin societies and rural areas where these women I interviewed come 
fiom.fiom. See Beck and Keddie, 1978; Hopkins and Ibrahim , 1985; Abu Lughod, 1984,1985 and 1993; Toubia, 1994; Sabbagh, 1996 
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al-Batin.. In fact, the medical assistance was unmatched by any other refugee situation in the world. The 
KSAA government spent millions of Rivals to establish and maintain the camp. The UNHCR considered 
thee Rafha refugee camp the best in any refugee situation in the world and deemed it the "Golden Camp". 

Internall  Leadership at Rafha: 

Ass the Camp developed from tents in sand to an actual settlement, the leadership of the compound 
evolvedd as well. As described in their accounts, the administration of the Camp entailed a division among 
threee groups: the Saudi authorities in the Camp; the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, and 
thee Camp leaders. There were seventeen camp leaders in the Arttawiyah Camp and Rafha Camp, each one 
headingg a separate block. This division was along tribal lines with each tribe living in one block. The 
appointmentt of camp leaders took place on the basis of a candidate's social status: whether he was a 
Sayedd (the Prophet Mohammed's descendant), an Alawi (Ali' s descendant), or whether he had some 
outstandingg achievements to his credit. The camp leaders were responsible for the distribution of rations 
withinn their respective blocks. They were also responsible for reporting to the Saudi authorities about any 
problemss within their blocks. 

Inn addition to the local leadership of the camps, the International Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO), a 
Saudii  non-governmental organization (NGO), had a close link with national government authorities in 
regardss to the Rafha Refugee Camp. IIRO was in charge of all aspects of the civilian administration of the 
Camp,, which included maintaining registration of all refugees on a computer database, running the post 
office,, administering social services, and providing sports facilities and equipment. IIRO maintained a 
strongg presence in the camp with a staff of approximately fifty  persons from various Arab countries. 

Lif ee inside the "Golden Camp": 

Ass stated before, Rafha refugee camp was called "the Golden Camp" of UNHCR due to their substantial 
materiall  support. The assistance allotted by the Saudi government was unmatched by any other refugee 
situationn in the world. The KSA government spent millions in the areas of Care and Maintenance, alone. 
Moreover,, all the women mentioned that the Camp allowed the refugees to carry out their own traditions. 
Thiss right to exercise their own culture was granted to the refugees as long as that the said cultural and 
religiouss practices were in conformity with Islamic rules of behavior. 

Manyy refugees, however, think of their experience in the camp as anything but golden. Despite the ample 
provisions,, Rafha was still a closed camp ringed with barbed wire. Cage-like in structure and atmosphere, 
thee compound's houses were lined like identical prison cells. With military-like security and strictly 
enforcedd isolation, there was absolutely no freedom of movement outside the walls of the compound. 

Thee Saudi forces, much to their credit, never showed any violence nor allowed for any violence toward 
thee refugees. Generous funds and resources were expended in securing a safe environment for the 
refugees.. On the other hand, many camp inhabitants felt as if the restrictions were too severe. Feeling like 
prisoners,, the women expressed frustration at their loss of liberty. A completely closed camp, the refugees 
weree not allowed to leave the compound except for final resettlement or for medical emergencies, at 
whichh time they were referred to advance medical centers for treatment. In both of these cases, the 
refugeess were transported and escorted by Saudi soldiers. 

Sociall  Change in the Camp: 

Onee major difficulty for the refugees was inter-family separation. The American forces had separated all 
thee single men from their families, moving them from the American camps in the Iraqi soil to the 
Arttawiyaa Camp, near Riyadh in Saudi Arabia. As described in their stories, the Arttawiya Camp, located 
threee miles away from Rafha Camp, had approximately 10.000 single male refugees and was named 'The 
Singlee Men Camp." After the Uprising, the male refugees were considered dangerous and unjustly treated 
ass prisoners of war at Arttawiya. This caused numerous hardships for the isolated young men as well as 
forr their families. 
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Afterr a year of separation, all the single men who lived in Arttawiya were mercifully reclassified as 
refugeesrefugees4646 and sent to Rafha Camp. Finally, the single men were able to re-join their families- All of the 
womenn interviewed expressed their happiness to be re-united with their young male relatives again. One 
womann Maha explained the joy of finally seeing her brother, Saleh. She had not expected to see him again 
afterr they were separated at the Salman refugee camp. She and the other families were given no 
informationn as to the whereabouts of their brothers and sons. Unable to access any news concerning Saleh, 
alll  Maha could do was expect the worst 

Thenn one day, he and the other young men arrived at RafhaCamp. It was an enormous relief for Maha to 
seee her brother after such a long year of pain and worry. Maha also told of Saleh's joy at meeting his 
familyy again. He had been without adequate food or shelter for nearly a year. The Arttawiya camp had 
beenn a brutal means of punishing those whom the American forces considered rogues. The relatively free 
movementt within the Rahfa Camp, its air-conditioning and ample provisions, and, of course, the 
reassuringg presence of family life were all a welcome relief for the young men after the severe restrictions 
andd hardships of camping out in the desert sand in Arttawiyya. 

Thee large, new presence of single males, however, brought social and demographical changes to the 
Camp.. The Rafha Camp had been named the "The Families Camp", but now there was another 
contingent.. After the transfer of the single men, the total number of the refugees was 35.000 persons. The 
campp reflected all economic, cultural, and social categories of Iraqi society. Accordingly, the population 
includedd university professors, artists, engineers, doctors, teachers, military officers, soldiers, lawyers, 
businessmen,, skilled and unskilled workers, farmers, and housewives as well as persons convicted of 
crimess who were liberated during the 1991 uprisings. Married, unmarried, young, old, the Camp 
inhabitantss represented all stages of life and society. 
Thee camp was divided into two distinct sections: one for families and one for single men. The purpose of 
thesee two zones was to prevent any sexual violence or harassment Though there were no reports of 
harassmentt sexual violence toward women, or sexual abuse of children, many felt this boundary infringed 
uponn individual freedom and family cohesion. Nevertheless, the Camp felt more complete. Despite the 
divisivee re-organization, the presence of the returned young men contributed significantly to the 
establishmentt of a new community within the Camp. 

AA New Community: 

Thee Shi'ite women in their narratives admitted that only after a full year in the Camp did people begin to 
trustt each other. Due to the pervasive, collective suspicion of the Iraqi government many refugees 
suspectedd any stranger to be a potential state agent. This collective distrust precluded any real rapport 
amongg the refugees. Severed from their native communities and wary of unknown people, the women in 
theirr interviews remember this period as deeply isolating. Families kept to themselves for many months. 

Thee women, especially, guarded themselves and their children against the possibility of any further 
betrayal.. Furthermore, in accordance with Saudi tradition, the women were given no voice in social 
matterss within the Camp. Feeling alone and powerless, the women were not even allowed to participate in 
anyy communal functions or meetings. So, instead, the women began to form their own community among 
otherr women. Branching out to each other, trust gradually returned to the women's social relationships. 
Thiss openness among females generated a general openness among families. Soon, people started talking 
freelyfreely to each other and expressing their political opinions openly. 

Thiss new trust was accompanied by a general freeing of creative spirit Many refugees in the camp started 
makingg surrealist paintings, and calligraphy, especially of the Khufi script They began to write poetry and 
makee lutes to sell in the market The UNHCR organized exhibitions in order to sell their handicrafts in 
Riyadh,, especially on International Refugees Day. Many refugees started trade and hand craft businesses. 
Manal,, one of the informants, told of how she made traditional Iraqi bread for her husband to sell in the 
Campp market She said their business was very successful and grew fast. Many widows began to bake the 
traditionall  breads of Iraq and sell their own goods in the market After a long, hard year, the women of the 

466 UNHCR Saudi Arabia Office annual report of 1992. 
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campp began to construct a community within which to heal. Each success encouraged other women to 
beginn a craft, express an opinion, and share in the new social fabric of the compound. As life slowly 
becamee more "normal", the women embarked upon the long process of rebuilding their lives and 
adjustingg to an indefinite life in the desert 

Marriag ee in Rafha: 

Althoughh the women and men in Rafha Camp were overjoyed to re-unite with their sons and brothers, 
manyy were worried about the sudden presence of 10.000 single men in the Camp. They feared that their 
daughterss would troubled, harassed, or even raped. The majority of the men were psychologically upset 
fromm the hardships of Arttawiya and had had no contact with any female for years. For this reason, 
marriagess were greatly encouraged in the Camp in order to stabalize the community. Another reason for 
thee spread of marriages at that time was the sheer uncertainty people felt about their futures. Parents 
worriedd that their daughters would be spoiled and taken advantage of if they moved to the West. In order 
too ensure them life-long protection, a large number of refugees were determined to marry off their young 
daughterss as soon as possible. 

Ass the women mentioned in their account, numerous marriages took place in a short period of time. 
Peoplee were highly supportive of the single men in helping them find wives. In preparing to get married, a 
mann would inform the bride's family, but he would never go to the family alone. Others would go and 
approachh the bride's parents for him as a way of easing the couple together. Also, many old women and 
menn acted as parents to the single men. 

Forr the women, this marriage movement meant both security and subjugation. Many women mentioned 
thatt the bride was often not informed of her coming betrothal or even whom she would be marrying. 
Theree was no period of engagement in which the woman could get to know her fiancee. As Zaynab, one 
off  the young informants, said, she had never even seen her groom until the wedding night 
Onn the other hand for other women this marriage movement gave them a new social status. Rihab, for 
instance,, was twenty years old in Rafha and she had to perform the role of the matriarch by asking and 
fixingg the dowry for the bride with the groom. She said this was traditionally the role of a grandmother in 
Iraq,, but in the Camp she found herself obliged to fulfi l it since she was the eldest in the house. "When my 
youngerr sister was to get married she asked for the engagement prerequisites, i.e. gold and clothes, and I 
boughtt them." She also complained that she had to play the mean part of the mother-in-law by being very 
demanding.. As if that were not enough for a twenty year old, Rihab also had to take on the role of the 
bride-mother,, preparing the make up, gold, and wedding dress, and furnishing the bride sleeping room. 

Thee room was built of mud and covered by white plastic. It was very hard to 
furnishh i t But I did my best to make my sister happy. I brought empty cartons, 
filledd them with sand and put a mattress on it as a sleeping bed. I brought her a 
plasticc cupboard with a zip fastener and arranged candles, perfumes and make up. I 
putt a stick in the wall to hang clothes on. It became a bridal room. It was really 
beautiful.. Then I prepared supper for the party. It was rice and meat On the 
weddingg day all the relatives showed their generosity and solidarity. They brought 
theirr rations to be cooked jointly and eaten at the party. It was distributed in large 
basins.. Then we danced in the tent just the women alone. We documented the 
partyy on video-tape. I did the same thing for my second sister Ghaher. I took a 
largee dowry as a guarantee for my sisters that their husbands would treat them 
nicely.. If he maltreated or divorced them then he would be expected to pay back 
somee of money. Since men did not have that much they would care for the ladies 
forr fear of payment I danced during their wedding in spite of the fact that we were 
mourningg the execution of my brother. I wanted to bring joy and happiness to the 
family. . 

Inn the account of one of the young informants Rihab's narrative is a telling documentation of the 
extraordinaryy adaptive and creative spirit among the women refugees. It also expresses the strong 
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protectivenesss these women felt for  each other, within and among the families. Marriage became an 
opportunityy to strengthen the entire community through collective celebration and ceremony. In spite of 
thee scanty resources, Rihab and her  younger  sisters carried out the intricat e nuptial tradition s and thus 
carriedd on the tradition itself. 

Forr  Soad the marriage movement meant the introduction of the Muta'a47 marriage or  the pleasure 
marriage.. This kind of marriage is widely spread among the Shi'ites of Iran and less practiced by the 
Shi'itess of Iraq. Many women in their  accounts mentioned the spread of the Muta'a marriage in Rafha 
refugeee camp. Fatima said that the majorit y of marriages in Rafha Camp were temporary sexual liaisons, 
whichh are permitted in Islam but not practiced in Iraq. She ascribed the phenomenon to the men's 
desperationn for  female companionship. These women also in their  narratives mentioned that although 
theree were some successful marriages in the Camp, thousands failed. The successful marriages were those 
inn which the bride's family knew the groom, his origin, and were certain of his dependability and 
trustworthiness.. Meanwhile, some gave their  daughters as brides to unknown men and thus, these 
marriages,, according to Soad, ended in failure. 

Manyy women, however, justified their  hastened matrimony at the Rafha Camp in light of the risky 
circumstances.. Solima, one of the key informants for  instance said: 

Onee night while we [she and her  four  daughters] were sleeping a man came 
tryin gg to get inside the tent. Nabila my daughter  woke up and screamed and he 
rann away. People pushed me to get married to protect my self and my children. 
Whenn Sayed came to help fix our  tent (he had noticed it was badly constructed), 
hee asked about the owner. We told him that it was just us, the women of the 
family.. As he was helping us with the tent, he decided to marry me. It was 
terribl ee in that desert for  a lonely woman so I accepted. Three months after  the 
marriagee I found out that he was already married and a father  of three children. It 
wass difficul t to get any information since no body knew anybody else. After  four 
monthss I was told that he was married to two wives who were left in Iraq and that 
hee had even more children. But by that time it was too late. He was really useful 
underr  the circumstances of the camp. Before marrying him I could not go in 
searchh for  food since it was generally cooked communally and then distributed. 
Menn who controlled the food created crowds and I was ashamed to interact with 
them.. I used to send my daughters and it was difficul t for  them as well. They 
stayedd there the whole day, but could get nothing in those conditions and my 
husband'ss heart was broken since he was a father. He brought us a mattress and 
utensilss for  cooking. That brought gossip and people became suspicious about his 
relationn to us. Those who had daughters had to get rid  of them by marriage. I did 
nott  want my daughter  to get married young, so that is why I got married to 
Sayed.. He stayed there not even going to the mosque to guard me and my 
daughters. . 

Somee women in their  narratives explained that in the Rafha Refugee Camp the age of marriage was not 
evenn an issue anymore. Old men married younger  women and old women married boys the age of their 
youngestt  sons. Many women in their  accounts explained that the huge age differences in marriage that 
happenedd in Rafha would never  have happened in Iraq, such as the twenty-two year  old man who wed a 
womann of fifty . But, in such hard circumstances, marriage became a haven of security and companionship 
forr  all ages. 

Onn the other  hand, the marriages were also used as tools of subjugation. In the women's narratives, one 
immediatelyy senses the strong sense of solidarity among the women in resisting forced marriages and 
supportingg divorced women. The divorced woman was accepted and treated respectfully at Rafha Camp. 
Thiss was a marked change from the previous attitude in Iraq, where a divorced woman became an outcast 

477 Muta'a marriage is a marriage contracted for a short time for pleasure only and conditioned to be ended without rights for the bride by 
thee end of defined period of time. 
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Resistingg forced marriages became a rallying emergency, when marriageable daughters and widows had 
too group together to repel unwanted suitors. One method was to raise the dowry to an unattainable level. 
Thee women also had to resist the power of the religious leaders who were advocating mass marriages after 
thee single men moved from Antawiya to Rafha. 

Women'ss feelings in Rafha Camp: 

Inn general life at the Rafha Refugee Camp was one struggle after another48. 
Halima,, one of the mid-aged informants, desrcibed details of the uphill battles of just building a normal 
life: : 

Lif ee was very difficult in the camp and the weather was severe but we managed 
too live though it. We [she, her parents and two brothers] did our best for starting a 
neww life in the desert. We built a house out of mud for our first winter since it 
wass very cold and the tents were not sufficient. We were happy to start a peaceful 
lif ee even in an isolated desert since it signaled a new life. Some people tried to 
discouragee us not to build the house but we insisted. Since we had left our well-
builtt and furnished homes in Iraq it would not be a great loss to leave these dirt 
housess when we do finally go!" 

Besidee the dark side of Rafha, the women talked about the bright side of their life there. On a favorable 
note,, they never felt lonely in Rafha Camp. As Rashidah, one of the middle-aged informants said: 

II  lived in Rafha with my brothers and sisters in the same house. I enjoyed it 
becausee that was the only time in years we were able to enjoy the unity of the 
familyy and the company of my brothers and father. In Iraq our men were away 
mostt of the time fighting in the front or otherwise they were in prison or dead. 
Althoughh we were unsure about our future in the desert, we enjoyed the unity and 
lovee of our family members. For me life in Rafha was far much better than in 
Iraqq or Holland We were together [silence] and now every one of us is in a 
differentt country. 

Najwa,, one of the middle-aged informants, however, felt differently about the idea of men around the 
housee all the time. She said: 

Inn Rafha Camp women stayed indoors all the time. Women were always under 
custodyy of their husbands or other guardians. They had no right to express 
themselvess in public and if they have any point of view about a public matter 
theyy have to inform their men about it so the men could express ther women's 
pointt of view to others, as their own. [laugh] Most of the time, men were walking 
aroundd discussing our ideas. 

Whilee the young women were excluded from public life in the Camp, the elder Shi'ite women (above 65 
yearss old), on the other hand, openly practiced an active role in the public sphere. Their age maintained 
thiss powerful status for them. Free to move and speak about opinions, they represented the mother and the 
grandmotherr to all, and so were greatly respected both by their own community and by the Saudis. Their 
rolee as elderly wise women was seen in their indispensable cooperation within the community. They 
supportedd young widows and any women not accompanied by male relatives. They cooked for the single 
menn who did not know how to cook, particularly during Ramadan. (Culturally, cooking is a female duty 
soo most of the Iraqi men do not know how to cook.) If a quarrel arose with the Saudis, all of the elderly 
womenn were involved in the discussion and problem solving process. Om Thwaini, one the elderly 
informants,, said: 

488 For  more information about refugeeism and life experience in refugee camps see Black and Robison, 1993; Moussa 1993; Malkki , 
1995;;  Lammer, 1999 
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Oncee there was an incident in which the Saudi guards and the Iraqi refugees 
foughtt  against each other. I heard people shouting and screaming. I went out to 
findd out what was happening. I was told that the Iraqi refugees did not obey the 
Saudii  guards. I saw many Iraqi refugees running out of their  houses carrying 
stickss and iron wires toward the Saudi guards. When I saw the Saudi guards with 
theirr  guns pointing towards the chests of the Iraqis' , I came between them- First I 
talkedd to people, I said "O children, you are guests here and must respect your 
hosts.""  Then I asked the Saudi's who their  leader  was. They said his name and 
pointedd towards him. I addressed him: 'These people are your  guests."  "O son of 
Hatim" ,, you have been very generous to us since we came and sought refuge in 
yourr  country. "O son of Hashim"  you have been good protectors and I would like 
too ask you to continue in your  role. O my son, give me a promise, give me your 
word.. "H e replied, "I  gave you my word."  I was so happy when I heard that and I 
kneww that no blood would be shed that day. I created a poem, for  him and to the 
guardss who surrounded him. 

youu are the people who 
givee strangers a home 
youu are generous and well mannered, 
yourr  character  is well-known 
yourr  are a man among men 
youu gave your  mother  a word 
andd I know you are truthfu l 
youu will not go back on your  word 
andd if you do, you are not a man. 

Al ll  those present laughed at this and went their  way. 

Otherr  Shi'ite women in their  narratives expressed a feeling of depression and loneliness in Rafha Refugee 
Camp.. Salwa, one of the middle-aged informants, said: 

Whenn I was in Rafha camp, I could not forget my father  who died in Iraq during 
thee Kuwait war. I used dream about him every night. I felt his presence 
everywheree in the house. There was something about that camp that made me 
rememberr  my father  a lot. I could not eat, I could not sleep, and I was crying all 
thee time.[long silence]....Whenever  we had a gathering in the camp for  any 
occasionn such as wedding or  the Eid celebration I used to remember him and my 
familyy back in Iraq, my relatives who died and I would start to cry. Many 
occasionss were spoiled that way. I used to dream a lot of death. I never  slept 
continuously.. I always woke up crying. So did my children, [long silence] We 
didd not know to how be happy. We lost the sense of joy. We were very sad. 

Thee phenomenon of depression was observed in thirty-fiv e of the fifty  Shi'ite women who were 
interviewed.. Many of them complained of restlessness, sleep disturbances, inertia and psychosomatic 
complaintss like headache, dyspepsia, heart-trouble etc.. 

Thee main reason for  these feelings was the fragmentation of families. The Iraqi refugees, as they 
submittedd to the American forces in 1991, were all of a sudden leaving their  families and children behind. 
Almostt  all of the refugees in Rafha Camp had left relatives back home. In Rumbaut's study, his analysis 
concludess that family loss was significant predictor  of distress in the resettlement environment 
(Rumbautt  ,1991) In 1993, after  two years of settling in Rafha Refugee Camp, there was still no sign of 
changee in the Iraqi government, of possible integration in to Saudi Arabian society, or  of resettlement in 
thee Arab region or  the West People considered bringing their  families to join them in the Refugee Camp. 
Thee feeling of guilt of leaving the loved ones behind made the refugees think of bringing them to Saudi 
Arabia.. The refugees contacted some of the Iraqi refugees who were experts about the desert These 
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refugeee experts worked as guides and for  money would bring families from Iraq to Saudi. Those experts 
weree able to smuggle some families, but after  a while the Saudis guards discovered the situation and 
prohibitedd the newcomers from entering the camp. Fikria , one of the mid-aged informants, recalled how 
thee refugees risked their  lives to help the smuggled families. She said: 

Onee man asked the desert experts to bring his family to the camp. They brought his daughter, father  and 
thee rest of the family from Iraq but the Saudi authorities refused to accept them in the Camp. That was 
duringg Ramadan of 1993 in March. People in the camp organized demonstrations against that decision. 
Thee Saudi soldiers shot two demonstrators and one of them died. People rushed to the mosque for  safety. 
Theree were guards in the gate who fired on the mobs and another  man died. People burnt the camp 
universityy buildings and the Saudi tanks invaded the camp. Fifty people were put in jail . The memory of 
similarr  violence in Iraq came back to me, although it had really never  left me. 

Inn their  accounts the Shi'ite women stated that that incident had severe impact on people's life at Rafha. 
Thee Saudi authorities changed many of their  policies in the camp. The monthly allowances were halted, 
generall  movement and meetings were restricted, food supplies were reduced and heavy guarding services 
weree employed. However, Soad admitted: "W e did not regret supporting the reunion of that family. We all 
experiencee the suffering of family separation." 

Accordingg to their  narratives because of that incident, known as The March Incident, the refugees in the 
campp became very isolated As Doriha, one of the middle-aged informants, said: 

Afterr  the incident we felt more isolated than before. At that time the feeling of 
beingg threatened came back again and few refugees went back to Iraq. Most of 
thee people felt homesick and the longing for  our  home-land and relatives reached 
itss summit."  She said she herself thought of going back to Iraq. "I  remembered I 
usedd to sing this song which I wrote in the Camp. At that time Iraq was my 
dream.. I felt that if my life were at risk, I would rather  die at home in Iraq not in 
aa foreign land. Then she recited this poetry 

Iraqq when will I  see your  land 
II  will never  forget you Iraq 
II  wil l always remember you, 
Neverr  forget you. 
II  pledge the rest of my life for  you 
II  will never  forget you! 
AA flower  flourishes from amidst the fir e 
Dawnn will be born out of fir e 
Gardenss and green branches 
Youu press on, never  fear  the flood! 
Cursee on all the seas of the world. 
Yourr  land is high on your  strong arms 
Thee trigger  of the machine gun is an identity 
Bloodd is the path to freedom 
Wee wait for  the news in hope 
Yourr  sword is there my cousin! 
Ourr  night slept and awoke 
Becamee Iraq, Iraq, Iraq, 
Thee land of palm trees. 

Throughh poetry, Doriha expressed her  intense feelings of nostalgia for  her  homeland. Iraq represents an 
ideall  world torn apart by violence. 
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Omm Ahmed, one of the elderly informants also described strong sentiments of longing and pain. When 
askedd about her lif e in Rafha Refugee Camp, she recalled the camp as a prison. In these poems she was 
callingg Imam Ali for help in Rafha 

Untill  when will we stay in this iniquity 
Imprisonedd and trapped twice 
Oncee by the oppressor and once by the desert 
Attendd us Imam Ali attend us 
Thee injustice of the heretic has crushed us 
Attendd us and see what condition this is 
Wee have remained in agony 
Wee have fallen into the hand of wicked people 
Butt no one has shown us mercy 
Behindd left children, houses 
Wee cried out from the cruelty, the tyranny 
Attendd us, oh Al i attend us! 

Thee Religious Life: 

Ass the Shi'ites clarified in their accounts, the religious parties were very politically active and, in fact, 
controlledd the refugee camp. The main party in the camp was al-Da'wa, the Iraqi Shi'ite Muslim 
oppositionn party based in Iran. Second in importance was Hezbollah49, better known as an Iranian party 
ratherr than an Iraqi one. Also found in the camp were followers of Islamic Jihad. Besides these religious 
parties,, the camp included Communists and leftist Ba'athists who did not support the Iraqi government 
andd were affiliated with al- Wiffaq party. These last associations were facing pressure from the religious 
groupss to conform. 

Accordingg to the Shi'ite women, when the UNHCR first asked people to register for resettlement, the 
religiouss leaders in the Camp resisted the idea of resettlement in a western country. They gave meetings 
andd speeches in the mosques. Messengers were sent to the houses in both Arttawiya Camp and Rafha 
Camp,, asking people not to register and to refuse resettlement in the West But Anwar said, nevertheless, 
"II  went with my family and registered for resettlement. Later on, all the messengers who prevented the 
refugeess from registering ended up leaving for the West, too". The religious leaders not only interfered in 
people'ss decisions, but also tried to control women's lives. Siham, one of the middle-aged informants, told 
off  the pressure she faced: 

Whenn the single men moved from Arttawiya to Rafha, the religious leaders 
encouragedd people to get married. A lot of marriages took place during that time. 
II  had two unmarried daughters but I refused to let them get married in the camp. 
Thatt made my situation difficult because I was ostracized from the community. 

Citingg central ideas, norms and propositions encoded in Iraqi tradition, religious leaders tried to dominate 
thee social, religious and political life within the Camp. They attempted to impose their versions of 
acceptablee behavior and custom onto the other refugees, in the name of religious tradition. Their plans, 
however,, met with littl e success as the following narratives show. Firstly, their efforts to force young or 
divorcedd women into unwanted marriages were firmly resisted by the women themselves. Secondly, their 

4949 Hezbollah, The Party of God, is a political and fundementalist Shi'ite Muslim opposition party based in Lebanon. The social uprising of 
thee Lebanese Shia community in the late 1960's and early 70's that took its inspiration from the charismatic Imam Musa Sadar  who 
disappearedd in Libya in 1978. The Party of God has matured to become an important and pivotal force in Middl e East politics in general 
andd Lebanese society in particular . Hezbollah has its immediate historic roots in The revolution against the Shah in Iran undoubtedly 
carriedd much inspiration for  the Shi community in Lebanon, but it' s modern historic roots go back to the Islamic revival at the centers of 
learningg in al-Najf, Iraq in the 1960's. Hezbollah's spiritual leader  is Sheikh Muhammad Husayn FaDlallah who remains somewhat distant 
fromm the running of the party whose general secretary is Sheikh Sa'id Hassan Nasrallah The Israeli invasion of 1982 provided the catalyst 
forr  Shiite radicalism. 
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effortss to prevent people, especially women, from being resetteling in the West failed as well. As Solima, 
onee of the mid-aged and key informants, recounted: 

We,, the women were not going out of the house when we were in Rafha camp. 
However,, we [women] tried to make ourselves busy indoors, particularly in the 
holyy month of Moharam, when we conducted all the religious rituals indoors. I 
wass obliged to go out since I was a "Mulla" [religious leader], and supposed to 
guidee people in their festivals for "Moharram". I met people from Najaf, 
Karbalaa,, Samawa, Basra and Naserya during their celebrations and hence got to 
knoww them. In these meeting we [women] talked about the problems that we 
facedd in Rafha Some families had their rights for food denied to them since they 
weree afraid to tell the Saudis the exact number of their daughters fearing that the 
Saudiss might [sexually] harass them. We talked about our needs and our rights as 
Shi'itess and women and about the burden of preventing the Saudis from entering 
ourr houses without permission. After one year of our stay in Rafha, at the 
beginningg of 1992, the Saudi authorities offered us facilities and opened schools. 
Thee clinics offered us money and later men were able to conduct their religious 
ritualss secretly in the mosques. Although Saudi guards were always armed and 
enteredd any house without permission, we felt that we did achieve something 
indoors. indoors. 

Duringg the long, difficult process of rebuilding their lives and adjusting to a new environment, many 
peoplee renewed their faith. Nora noticed that a number of people became more devout while in Rafha. 
Bluee jeans and long hair on men became special targets of criticism. Thus the refugees turned more and 
moree towards their traditional dress. All the women in the camp were veiled and the majority of the men 
woree the traditional "abaya" and "Cofiya" [gown and head-wrap]. A number of mosques were built in the 
campp and, increasingly, more people went to pray. Many refugees, who had not been especially religious 
inn Iraq, began to turn toward religion. The Majalis al-Husaynia, the observance of Muharram, and various 
otherr Shi'ite practices were observed with much fervor. However, all of these gatherings were conducted 
secretlyy in homes due to the Saudi presence. Privately, religious discourses increased in number, as did the 
teachingg of the Qur'an and Arabic Language. Among the occasions that were marked openly were the 
Prophet'ss birthday, the Islamic New Year, and the anniversary of the Uprising. The rest of the Shi'ite 
religiouss rituals were kept low profile and performed covertly in homes. 

Levelss of Betrayal: 

Afterr three years of living in Rafha it was clear to us that there was no chance of any political activity and 
wee completely lost hope in the Americans to help our straggle against Saddam's regime. We would remain 
andd perhaps die in the desert All the Arabs, Saudis, Syrians and Jordanians stood against us. We were lost 
inn that desert but we did not forget our cause. It stayed alive in our hearts and in our poetry. 

Ass Zahra, one of the middle-aged informants, said most of the Shiite women in their narratives expressed 
aa feeling of being betrayed by everyone, on all levels. Globally, they feel that the Americans had 
abandonedd them. Most of the refugees who were settled in Rafha Camp had decided to revolt against the 
government,, to risk the dangers of an Uprising, because they believed they had international support— 
particularlyy from the powerful United States. Inspired by the American President Bush's speech pledging 
fulll  American aid to any revolt against Saddam Hussain, Iraqi civilians took to the streets. The Shi'ite had 
theirr own reason to revolt against their government, but that speech encouraged them to count on foreign 
aid.. Yet, when they did revolt, the Iraqi goverment responded swiftly and violently. And no American aid 
came. . 

Contraryy to its promises, the U.S. did not help to overthrow Saddam's government; instead, it offered to 
helpp the Iraqis flee their country, temporarily to Saudi Arabia and then eventually to America for 
permanentt resttlement Suddenly, the Uprisers were alone, in danger, with only exile as an option. Feeling 
betrayedd and trapped, they complied to international refugee processes, because there was nothing else 
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theyy could do. Still another  betrayal was in store for  them, however. Promised a three month stay at Rafha 
beforee resttlement, the refugees actually spent over  three or  four  years in the Camps. As Habiba, one of 
thee elderly and key informants, said: 

Wee stayed in that desert for  three years, not three months as we were promised 
byy the Americans, after  our  flight of the first American delegation for 
resettlementt  arrived. It was the last and thee worst betrayal. 

Thee second level of betrayal was the fact that, for  the most part, the Arab world 
ignoredd the plight of the Iraqi refugees. 

Omm Hoda, one of the elderly and main informants, in her  narrative, said that "W e participated 
inn the 1948 war  against Israel and 1967 and 1973 and now when it happened that we needed 
helpp we were rejected and betrayed by the Arabs50*' 

Theirr  identity as Arab did not serve them well. They believe that their  Shi'ite identity was a major  factor 
inn their  rejection by other  Arab countries. The Iraqi government presents a prejudiced image of the 
Shi'itess as untrustworthy and accuses them of treacherous loyalty to Iran, which is a Shi'ite country. 
Whenn Saddam destroyed the holy Shi'ite shrines of Najaf and Karbala, the Arab population did not come 
too the Shi'he's defense. Believing pro-Sunni government propoganda, many Arabs did not identify with 
thee Shi'ites. For  the Iraqi Shi'ites, however, this was an especially painful blow against their  Arab 
identity.. Having lived and died in support of Arab nationalism and ideology, suddenly they were without 
thee aid or  support of the Arab world or  even Arabs in their  own country. Om Hoda said: 

Wee were unwanted in the Arab world despite the sacrifices we had offered. We 
foughtt  in Yeman, Palestine and Suez Canal and sadly we received no words of 
gratitudee from any Arab ruler. They would expell us from their  countries if the 
Americanss were not there. As a Shiite I recall that my government had humilated 
me,, denied me basic rights as a citizen. I was not accepted by the other  Arabs and 
hencee I feel devotion and loyalty to Holland which gave me security and the 
sensee of citizenship which I lacked in my home country. 

Thee women were shocked at the total lack of assistance or  refugee services from any of the 21 Arab 
countriess of the world. Not one came to their  aid or  give them refuge throughout the entire ordeal. This 
leftt  the women extremely bitter  towards the Arab countries51. 
Onn a religious and cultural level, this was a huge and painful betrayal. At the aforementioned destruction 
off  holy Shi'ite shrines, neither  the Iraqi s nor  the Iranians expressed outrage. Even Iran, the center  of 
Shi'ism,, did not so much as interfere with Saddam's five-day air  raid against the Shi'ites in south Iraq. 
Afterr  devoting their  lives to the wars and causes and plight of fellow Arab and Shi'ite countries, the Iraqi 
refugeess were ironically and shamefully forced to count on assistance from the West 

Inn addition to the regional and religious betrayals, the women encountered a brand new set of deceptive 
promisess when they arrived in Saudi Arabia. As described before, the location of the Camp was a constant 
sourcee of distress for  the inhabitants. Their  length of stay was unjust and without warning. Moreover, the 
Saudiss refused any integration within Saudi society, relegating the refugees to the desertous margin of 
theirr  country. Alone and trapped in a no-man's land, the refugees had no one to turn to. Iman, one of the 
middlee aged informants, recalled her  feeling that every aspect of her  life, religion, and identity were 
threatened. . 

500 The 1948 war  between Israel and Palastine, 1967 the Arab defeat by the Isreali, and in 1973 war  between Egypt and Israel. 
511 UNHCR's main focus in 1992 was to access the resettlement needs of refugees third countries. Resettlement efforts in 1992 have been 
bothh regional and extra-regional. On a regional level, both Iran and Syria have accepted significant number  of refugees from the camp. 
Syriaa has accepted approximately 200 refugees Iran received some 1600 refugees. UNHR was responsible for  providing registration and 
facilitationn air  transportation to Iran. In March and Apri l 1992, UNHCR organized an air  lif t (9 flight in all) between Rafha airport and 
Shiraz.. On an extra-regional level, Rafha camp has received selection delegation from Finland, United States, Norway, Sweden, 
Danmark,, and Holland. 
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Inn Rafha Camp we experienced hell. Those who were named Abdel Husien or  Abdel Hassan were laughed 
att  instead of called their  names. Ali would be named as "Elaiwy "  in spite. The Saudis remained suspicious 
aboutt  us. A Saudi boy was telling us that his mother  would slaughter  him if she knew that he brought 
waterr  to the Shiïtes. Another  one told me that the Shi'ites would be sent to hell straight forwards. If it 
weree not for  the presence of the UN we would not have stayed there for  a moment. Our  suffering was 
doubledd when we would recall that the Arab states supported the regime in denying us any privileges! 
Thesee feelings of betrayal and rejection left the women suspicious of authority. This was reflected in 
manyy of their  narratives in which there is often a deep distrust of "Officials" , including the Saudi guards, 
UNHCRR staff, the interpreters, the doctors and nurses in the camp. Feelings of betrayal were also very 
strongg towards fellow Shi'ites working as interpreters to the American or  the UNHCR. Any "official " 
mightt  be a spy who could possibly betray them The women refused to speak or  act freely around such 
uniformedd authorities, for  fear  that their  power  might somehow further  endanger  them or  their  relatives 
andd friends still in Iraq. Suspiciousness, many refugee studies have conluded, is a frequent trait that results 
fromm the hardships of the process. In the case of the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees, this suspiciousness is even more 
pronouncedd This acute distrust is highly understandable considering the tremendous, accumulated 
psychologicall  pressure of having gone through two wars, a failed uprising, life in exile, loss of home and 
family,, harsh desert climate and an unknown future. Livin g in a state of tramu of after  trauma will , of 
course,, cause people to lose faith in others. 

Mostt  of the women narrated that when they came to the camp, the officials of the IIRO asked the refugees 
too register  with them. Many refugees, however, did not trust these officials. Frightened by the foreign 
system,, they did not want disclose to their  real identities. Some gave false names for  fear  that their 
familiess would be harrassed by the government if their  real names were revealed or  documented. As 
Nawal,, one of the middle-aged informants, said: 

Wee felt there was nothing around us we trusted. We did not know who we were 
dealingg with. The Americans betrayed us during the Uprising. Instead of helping 
uss reach Baghdad to change the government, they brought us here to the desert. 
Thee Saudis rejected us by putting us up in this desert close to Saddam. The 
Unitedd Nations was a Western organization that supported Allied Forces in war 
againstt  Iraq. We did not trust any of them to help us and so we did not reveal to 
themm our  identities. We wanted to protect ourselves. We lost everything, 
therefore,, even our  identity. We were forced to register  with the IIRO only 
becausee we were told that anyone who did not register  would not be entitled to 
anyy facilities in the camp. That forced us to register. When the UNHCR asked 
peoplee to register, many people hesitated to do so. We were afraid that the list of 
ourr  names would either  be provided to Iraqi intelligence or  that they would attack 
thee UNCR office and take die list Now these things are a matter  of the past but at 
thatt  time they constituted a tangible fear  for  us. 

Thee last level of betrayal was the most difficul t one. This betrayal came from inside their  own community 
andd even from inside their  own homes. In their  narratives, the women recall how the Iraqi men in Rafha 
Camp,, their  husbands, brothers, and fathers, were telling them that women had had no role in the 
oppositionn nor  the Uprising, denying their  reasons for  choosing exile. For  the women, this was a searing 
transgressionn by the men towards them. All that they had sacrificed for  their  men, for  their  families, for 
theirr  countries was then systematically denied by the very partners they fought alongside, their  men. Most 
off  the women talk with great bitterness about their  forgotten, but critical role in the Uprising. Hanan said 
whilee they were in Rafha Camp the general opinion voiced by the Iraqi refugee men was that the Iraqi 
Shi'it ee had not joined the opposition forces and had not participate in the Uprising. Since the Shi'ite 
womenn had in fact played a huge role in all aspects of the Uprising, this false acount was especially 
frustratin gg for  the women. Hanan, one of the middle-aged informants, continued in sadness that not only 
adultt  women but young girl s also had role in the Uprising. But still, we were denied that role. The 
injusticee of this denial angered her  deeply. She recited a poem in response to the men's accusations. 
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Ourr women were crushed, 
Byy the rulers and our men 
Inn Iraq why women were taken hostages? 
Todayy women ask who looked after the 
Familyy and land when men in war 
Whyy do we live in a desert, you people 
Stilll  we struggle and wrestle with disasters 
Andd fate forces us to taste so many different dishes 
Butt your (men) dish is poison and we continue 
too be have sorrows forced down our throats 
Ourr [women] lives spent in sighs 
Inn the desert we spent years and 
despairr became Our [women]sole companion. 
Whatt will come next? 
Wee lost trust. God help us. 

Womenn talked in bitterness about the minimization of their public role in the opposition and in the 
Uprising.. Fatima, one of the middle-aged and key informants, said: 

Thee leaders in the opposition trivialized the role of their wives in the opposition. 
Womenn participated by carrying arms, conveying messages among the leaders, 
andd accompanying their husbands in their exile. Often, they were abused by men 
whilee in exile. In following their husbands abroad, the women left their own 
familiess behind, and were thus especially vulnerable. A woman who does all this 
shouldd be considered as a heroine. 

Thee Shi'ite told many stories about the women activities against the government They talked about 
femalee university students who marched in the rallies and were imprisoned. Far from the protection of 
theirr families, they were frequently exploited by men. Women had to be constantly on guard against the 
aggressionss and assertions of men. But the true slap in the face for most of the interviewed women was 
thee silence concerning their role before, during and after the Uprising. How could the men of the 
communityy wipe out the major critical involvement women had throughout the ordeal? Such disrespect 
destroyedd the entire cause for many women. Most of these Shi'ite women said that while abroad in 
Hollandd they began to develop awareness about their former status. Only after they left the situation could 
theyy start to understand the extent of betrayal they had endured. 

Yearningg for  the Homeland and Fear  of Return: 

Whilee in the Camp, however, the Shi'ite women had littl e to call their own. Increasingly, the repressive 
restrictionss took their toll. Stay inside fences. No job or occupation allowed. No participation in public 
dialogue.. Certainly no involvement with Saudi society. No public Shi'ite worship. No contact with Iraqi 
familyy members. No freedom of movement As far as the eye can see, nothing but endless barren sand. 
Livingg in complete isolation from the world, refugees became depressed to the point of being 
psychologicallyy disturbed. In desperation many of them simply wanted to go back home, regardless of the 
risk.risk. But the decision had been made and there was no turning back. Iraq became a mirage of nostalgic 
paradise,, albeit soaked in blood At one point Amani could not bear the hardships of the desert anymore: 

II  was desperate to return to Iraq. Life in the desert was so hard with blistering 
heatt severe sandstorms, the freezing cold of the winter, no greenery and no 
water.. There was just the vast expanse of the sky above and sand below. We 
livedd between them like specimen. The fences were frightening but I remembered 
thee guns of the enemy back home were waiting for me. Threat to my life is there 
andd here, [silence] I loved my country. I wanted to go back. I felt that one could 
bearr difficulties in its own country but in a foreign country it was hard to accept 
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Likee many women, Amani, one of the middle-aged informants, could only express her fierce sadness 
throughh verse. 

Precious,, never cheapened! 
Mayy it last for ever, good people! 
Come,, let us go back to ourr homeland! 
Thee voice of my mother cries in 
thee middle of the night, 
Andd the eyes of the orphans [asked] 
"Howw long have you been absent, 
whenn will you return?" 
Andd may you come back safely! 
Thee Day of Resurrection would come. 
00 my dear daughter, I have secrets 
forr you, and tales to tell, 
Andd true they are! 
Afterr you left, I did not sleep, 
Andd they sentenced me to execution. 
11 said, "Death is our desire and our honor!" 
Wee are dead here and there. 

Inn this poem, Amani, one of middle-aged informants, created an imaginative conversation with her 
mother.. They tell each other their stories, their fears, and their prayers as they prepare for the end of time. 
Thee protective devotion in this poem is a distinctly maternal love. In the face of terrors, it is the 
unconditionall  love of a mother that comforts Amani. 

Movingg to the West: 
TheThe Concept of the Family and the Cultural Differences 

Thee definition of "family" in the Shi'ite culture differs drastically from Western conceptions of nuclear 
familyy Like much of the Middle East and Africa, even a member of the clan is a member of the "family". 
Forr UNHCR, however, only the parents and their unmarried children are members of the "family". This 
limitedd definition forced the refugees to extend the nuclear family terms in order to protect the unity of the 
family.. Although, in traditional Islamic law, it is Haram (forbidden) to give an adopted child the new 
family'ss name, the Samawa family chose to break Muslim code to save a relative from abandonment. As 
thee case in any refugee situation, orphans and unaccompanied children are often deserted. In Rafah Camp, 
itt was custom to adopt any found children. Within a few days of establishing that refugee camp, in fact, 
theree was no single unaccompained child. 

Alongg with trials of climate, the female refugees often encountered trials of law and regulations. Fatima, 
anotherr female refugee remembers the love and unity she and her family felt in adopting an orphan 
refugee.. Hyder Radief was a small-framed 10 year-old child when he fled Iraq in the company of bis elder 
brother.. When he arrived at Rafha, he was in desparate need of a mother's care, so Fatima, one of the key 
informants,, took him in. He remained with them and was given the name of the father: Radief . They 
wantedd him to be resettled permanendy with them. 

Hee was part of our family according to the documents. We never viewed him as a stranger, but rather, as a 
brotherr since he grew up with us. He was a "Kikaby" from "Samawa", the same clan as ours. Those of the 
samee clans used to live with each other as families. We were very content together, but the Iraqi 
governmentt was not happy about our unity and so was the case did the UNHCR in Saudi Arabia. 

Thee definition of a nuclear family was problematic for many of the women at Rafha. In traditional Iraq, 
extendedd families share one house. There is a strong link between grandparents and grandchildren, among 
cousins,, throughout the entire extended family. Habiba, said: 
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Whenn the resettlement program began, it brought with it major problems within 
eachh family. Each family wanted to be resettled together. But the UN wanted to 
dividee us into nuclear families. They separated me from my married son on the 
groundss that he constituted another family. I protested, 'This is my son!' They 
toldd me that he now had another family. And so they divided us. He now lives in 
thee United States, while I live here with my unmarried children. 

Baidria,, one of the middle aged informants, also told of the problems she faced trying to keep her family 
together: : 

Whenn we registered with IIRO, they deemed extended families as one family. 
Whyy doesn't the UNHCR do the same? I am here while my eldest son is in 
Australia.. My elder daughter is in Sweden while the younger one is in Denmark. 
Myy heart is divided all over the world. I got married in Saudi Arabia. I was 17 
whenn the UNHCR announced that they were going to divide families, I wanted to 
bee with my parents. So I asked for divorce and came here with my parents. My 
husbandd wanted to be with his parents too. Subsequently we divorced 

Jalila,, one of the middle-aged informants, said, 

II  have a daughter who got married in the camp. When the time for resettlement 
camee she refused to get divorced and stayed in the camp with her husband. She 
remainss there even now. 

Att the beginning of registration for resettlement, the clergies advised against it in the mosques. Some 
peoplee considered resettlement to be a conspiracy against Shi'ites to disperse them all over the world and 
thuss weaken them. Others were scared to travel to the West for fear of corrupting their children. America, 
inn particular, represented the epitome of moral corruption. But, at the same time, America was stable 
enoughh to have employment and housing. Though many felt the U.S. was the cause of their suffering, they 
kneww they would not starve or be bombed there. 

Whilee some people preferred to stay in Saudi Arabia in case Iraq ever opened again, most refugees were 
resettledd in Western countries. Zahira, one of the mid-aged informants, explained in her narrative that the 
firstt wave of resettled refugees wrote back to Rafha advising them against a resettlement in the West 
Nevertheless,, she opted for the security of a European country. "As for myself I had no man and I was 
alonee with my four daughters so I decided to resettle without discussion." 

Secondd thoughts about Saudi Arabia: 

Thee women who did decide to resettle in the West continue to have mixed emotions concerning their 
refugeee experience. But, they say in their accounts that for the people who remained in the deadly desert 
hopingg that Saddam would fall, life at the Camp worsened. From the letters they received from Rafha, it 
wass clear that the suffering was increasing. Services in the camp deteriorated and potable water became 
scarcer.. Mineral water disappeared Families started to marry their daughters at the age of nine or ten 
years.. It was very difficult Some old men offered their daughters in exchange for women to marry 
themselves.. Women became a commodity of trade. 

Hoda,, one of the middle-aged informants, said; 

Thee Saudi were very generous to us but Rafha for me was a five star prison 
buriedd in a desert and surrounded by emptiness and fear. 

Zahra,, one of the middle-aged informants, agreed: 
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II  did not know what to do: whether to stay in the desert with my whole family or 
too leave for another country and get scattered. We are scattered now. Nothing is 
completee anymore. Our peace of mind has gone; so has the congenial atmosphere 
off  family life. 

Imtisal,, one of middle aged informants, also had mixed feelings concerning the Saudi refugee camp: 

Thee Saudis did so many things which were bad, but as well did very good things. 
Whatt would be our fate if they did not allow us to move from Safwan? We would 
havee been dead. They gave us money as well. During that period I started to 
acceptt the Irani Shi'ites. I feared the Saudis since they thought that such an Iraqi 
influxx into Iran would strengthen the Shi'ites in Iran. 

Nawal,, one of the middle-aged informants, like the other women, could not conceive of such extensive 
betrayal.. For her, the refusal of integration on the part of the Saudis was confounding: 

II  would have preferred to stay in Saudi Arabia but the Saudis did not want us. 
Theyy did not allow us to live in cities alongside with them. Why didn't the Saudis 
likee us? Why didn't the other Arab countries not want to have us? 

Identity: : 

Inn studying the women's stories, the issues of betrayal and the questioning of identity are the two central 
themes.. In both the content and the nature of the narratives, they arise continually. Upon a closer look, 
however,, the occurances of transgression and deception are often results of the problematic and precarious 
positionn of being a refugee. Inherent in the refugee status is a vulnerability. Moreover, the very term 
"refugee""  has been contested and is often prone to hazardous misconceptions. 

Itt is important to explore the notion of "refugee" as it is lived and imagined by the Shi'ite refugees 
themselvess and by all those involved in the process. There are three distinct facets of this identity in the 
casee of the Iraqi Shi'ites in Rafha. The first ascribed identity is from the UNHCR. In accordance with the 
Internationall  Organizations (IO), the UNHCR holds that refugees are defined and governed by the 
Conventionn of the United Nations of 1951, which was further developed by the ensuing Protocol of 1967 
andd for Africa, by the Convention of the Organization of African Unity of 1969. According to the 
Conventionn of 1951 and the Protocol of 1967, the refugee is a person who, "owing to well-founded fear of 
beingg persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or 
politicall  opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling 
too avail himself of the protection of that country..." (Article 1A). 

Inn the plentiful subsequent literature dedicated to the subject, one finds that the refugees are dealt with 
solelyy as problems. Each refugee situation is a case to be solved; the refugees themselves are viewed as 
poor,, helpless, usually uneducated victims of circumstance. Although refugees are, by definition, in a state 
off  need, this image is often counterproductive to effective long-term solutions. It is also, in most case, an 
unjustt misconception. 

Furthermore,, this limited definition does not take into account the actual situation of the Shi'ite Iraqi in 
Saudii  Arabia, because Saudi Arabia does not even recognize the concept of "refugee". The Islamic world 
hass no notion of political refuge. Saudi Arabia, in accordance with Muslim tradition, considers the 
refugeess as guests. They arrive as the beneficiaries of traditional hospitality offered by the Saudi 
governmentt to their religious 'brothers and sisters' across the border. This guest role comprises the second 
aspectt of the Iraqi Shi'ite's identity . The term muhajer/muhajirin is an Arab term which is translated as 
'refugee'' throughout the Islamic world. From the root hijra, refers to Prophet Muhammad's flight from 
Meccaa to Medina. Hijriya refers to an Islamic year. Al- muhaijer is one who opts for exile in order to take 
refugee in a land of Islam. The notion has profound religious significance and historical precedence. The 
inhabitantss of the destination of the muhaijer have a holy responsibility to host their journeying guests. 
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Nott a shameful, pitiable fugitive at all, the pilgrimaging guest deserves honor as one who has sacrificed all 
forr the sake of her faith. Accordingly, the Saudi King himself welcomed the Iraqi muhaijer and offered 
thee highest resources to ensure their security and health during their journey. This notion explains the 
markedd difference of the Saudi response to the situation from that of other nations. Rather than a poltical 
burden,, the refugees were fellow Muslims in need 
Forr the Iraqis at Rafha, both the UNHCR and the Saudi concepts of their status became difficult. The 
formerr was too political to be fully trusted and gave no consideration of personal, cultural, or religious 
needs.. However, the Saudi's formal hosting, while more respectful to their religion, was hypocritically 
closingg them off from any social integration. The Iraqi women did not fulfi l the international image of 
starving,, hopeless vistims, nor did they feel as if they were truly guests in a fellow Arab country. Caught 
inn a liminal space in the desert and trapped in a liminal period of transition, the women felt even their own 
identityy was liminal. 

Too add to this confusion of self, the Shi'ites continued to feel ostracized by the Sunni majority. The Iraqi 
governmentt had successfully propogandized them as Iranian loyalists, while the Iranians, in actuality, 
consideredd them as Iraqis and enemies. At Rafha, as a minority, the Shi'ites continued to fear persecution. 
Eventually,, they decided to call themselves "muhibbi alh al- bed", lovers of the family of the holy prophet 
Mohammed,, rather than "Shi'ites", which is used as a pejorative term in Saudi Arabia. Although this 
allowedd for a unity within the Camp, it also disposessed the Shi'ites from their own religious tradition. 
Theyy were free to worship alongside the other Muslims, but their specific heritage was compromised, and 
theirr identity was even further jeopardized. 

Ass their stories have shown, the refugee experience calls into question their identity on many levels. There 
iss the technical identification as a displaced person, which signifies a loss of physical homeland This 
displacement,, however, impacts the very consciousness of the refugees. As Iraqis, they must maintain 
loyaltyy to the identity of Iraqi yet protest the actuality of the Iraqi nation and government In Saudi Arabia, 
theirr identity as Iraqi along with their identity as Shi'ite presented numerous difficulties. Should they 
pledgee allegiance to Iraq? No, they were fleeing Iraq. Saudi Arabia? The Saudis wanted nothing to do 
withh the refugees on a level of social integration. The Arab world? Again, no other Arab country offered 
refuge.. Preparing for permanent resettlement further distanced the refugees from their own identity. 
Suddenlyy they were called upon to become blank slates to integrate into the brand new world of the West 
Thee women use the narrative as a means of understanding and explaining the psychological and spiritual 
difficultyy of self-perception and reconstruction of their pasts during the refugee process. 

Reflectionn on their  Stories: 

Thee Shi'ite women's accounts of Rafha relate drastic changes of place, family, lifestyle and identity. 
Nearlyy every aspect of their life in Iraq would be altered with their move to the refugee camp. And, yet 
lif ee somehow retains the essential qualities of community, struggle, hard work, and prayer. These 
narrativess reveal no hatred, no argumentation, no defensive justifications, nor hopelessness. At first sight 
theirr attitudes towards the experience at Rafha can be seen as purely negative. However, this requires a 
deeperr analysis. Only when we look at what the informants are establishing with these narratives we can 
gett a clearer vision of their meaning. The women tell their stories as a process of healing from the 
hardshipss of the refugee experience. As they describe the plight they are actually making peace with their 
ownn survival and perserverance. 

Thee Shi'ite women accounts in this phase showed changes of peoples, places circumstances and life 
essentiallyy retains the same quality. It is perceived as being made up of struggle and work. As life retains 
thiss same quality these stories end up with hardly any argumentation or justifications for the reproduction 
off  self-image. At first sight their attitudes towards her narration can be seen as negativity, i.e. a disruption 
orr rejection tell. However, this requires a deeper analysis. Only when we look at what the informants are 
establishingg with these narratives structure we can get a clearer vision of their meaning. 

AA simple content analysis might be a good way to start When we look at their stories, we see that they 
spendd most of their time telling us about the suffering that the differing "we" have gone through. There 
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aree stories of women at work and men who left the army. There are also statements not stories of her 
stayingg and undertaking a large portion of work and activities. All of the narrative is constituted of stories 
off  hard life. All of these are posted next to anecdotes of threats coming from the multipl e others like the 
governments,, the state authority cast at different levels in opposition to the collectivity. What this makes 
uss think is that, what matters for  her  is the continuity and survival of collectives that she feels constitute 
thee community. Therefore the story of work is the story of the self and the community. 

Inn their  accounts the Shiites women expressed a feeling of being betrayed by everyone, the Americans, the 
Saudis,, the Arabs, and the whole region during their  uprising Saddam took a five-day air  raid against our 
citiess and nobody tried to stop him. And when they arrived in Saudi Arabia they found that they had been 
betrayedd by the Arabs they had tried so hard to identify with. They stayed in the desert for  3 years before 
theyy were able to be resettled in the West None of the 21 Arab countries came to their  aid to help and the 
Shiitee waited for  the Western countries to intervene. In their  narratives they said "we participated in the 
'488 war  against Israel and in 67 and in 73 and now when it happened that we needed help we were 
rejectedd and betrayed by the Arabs."  This left them extremely bitter  towards the Arab countries. In 
additionn the Saudis did not allow them to integrate into Saudi society; they detained them in refugee 
campss 17 kilometers from Iraq in the middle of the desert. The sense of identification with Arabs and 
Shiitee had therefore been reduced while in Saudi. There, they called themselves "muhibbi  cdh al-baif— 
loverss of the family of the holy prophet Mohamed, rather  than Shiite which is used as a pejorative term in 
Saudii  Arabia. They were afraid to assert their  identity as Shiite from past experience. When relocated to 
Hollandd they were finally  able to reassert their  identity as Shiite openly thus experiencing a great relief 
andd freedom. 
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Chapterr  Five: 

AA New Lif e in Exile: 
Storiess of Resettling in the Netherlands 

Introduction : : 

Inn January 1993 the first wave of the Iraqi Shi'ite women and their families started to arrive in The 
Netherlands.. After a long and difficult process of leaving their homeland in Iraq and living in a transitory 
camp,, the Shi'ite refugees were finally in a position to re-establish themselves in a permanent location. 
Unfortunately,, however, this new country was vastly different than anything they had experienced Their 
movee to Holland was thus both extremely exciting and extremely daunting. The refugees did not come to 
Europee all at once, but rather in a series of resettlement waves organized by the United Nations High 
Commissionerr for Refugees (UNHCR) in Saudi Arabia and the Dutch Government Resettlement Program. 
Thee last wave of resettlement arrived in The Netherlands in 1997 and the number of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
refugeess reached 3.700 persons. Upon arriving, these women and their families stayed in Apeldoorn 
refugeee center52 for three months before they were distributed to the houses that were provided by the 
Dutchh government53. These houses are located in different cities, towns and villages54 throughout The 
Netherlands. . 

Ourr understanding of the experiences of the Iraqi Shi'ite Arab women in exile, their sense of social, 
politicall  and religious-cultural identity was developed in the previous chapters. (Chapter two" Life in 
Iraq",, Chapter three "The Shi'ite Uprising" and Chapter four "lif e in the Refugee Camp in Saudi 
Arabia")) in these chapters women's narratives were built upon a reconstruction of their past within certain 
narrativee genre. Memory served as a crucial tool in the process of identity formation at these stages of 
theirr lives. 

Thiss chapter focuses specifically upon the narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women as they began their new 
lif ee in The Netherlands, examining in particular the resettlement phase of their refugee experience. 
Lookingg at the narratives of these women as they develop a new sense of security even amidst foreign, 
alienatingg challenges, I will try to understand the construction of self and identities in the new society55. 
Eachh story that I have gathered for this section presents complex issues of cultural discontinuity and re-
continuity.. I will be examining the displacements in social relations as the women assimilate into foreign 
standardss as well as the renewed sense of agency, religion, and cultural pride many of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
expressed.. In addition, this chapter will be looking at the general effect of resettlement on the Shi'ite 
womenn refugees and their families and how this process has influenced their perception of themselves and 
theirr construction of their identities in the Dutch society. 

Refugeee situations, their causes and consequences, are complex and diverse. The impact on lives and 
identitiess occurs in the interplay between historical, political and socio-cultural factors as well as the 
settlementt context of each refugee population. One must look at the specific culture from which the 

522 Personal interview with Mr . Rob, the director  of Apeldoorn refugee center  in his office on 22-May 1999. 

33Seee Muus Philip work on Reception Policies for  Persons in Need of International Protection in Western European States. Also see information 
onn the United Nations High Commissioner  for  Refugee's Webside on country information section titled: The Netherlands: By the Government 
off  the Netherlands. July 1997. Also see the work of Doomerink, Penninx, and Amersfoort, 1997 on Migratio n policy in The Netherlands 
andd Vermeulen, 1997) Immigration Policy for  a Multicultura l Society. 

544 These refugees have been distributed in the villages and towns of Almere, Assen Breda, Amersfoort, Goes, Dordrecht, Eindhoven, Haarlem, 
Hengelo,, 's-Hertogenbosch, Hoogezand-Sappemeer, Houten, Leiden, Lelystad, Maarssen, Maastricht, Middelburg, Oss, Rijswijk , 
Smallingerland,, Tilburg , Utrecht,Velsen, Vlaardingen, Vlissingen, Voorburg, Woerden, Zoetermeer, and Zwolle. 

35Forr  construction of self and identities in the new society see Buijs, 1993; Seneviratne, 1997; Anwar, 1998 
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refugeess have come. By studying important social concepts of that culture, one may better understand how 
thee refugees reconstruct the past life while creating a present life. 

Similarly,, the refugee experience differs for every sector of the refugee population, as each brings specific 
histories,, perspectives and goals into a new situation, as, for instance, do men and women or members of 
differentt ages and social classes. Nevertheless, the commonality of the refugee experience arises from the 
collectivityy of the forced uprooting from familiar patterns of everyday life. (Eastmond: 1993: 36) 

Thiss study is going to focus on the lives of the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees once they have been accommodated 
inn the Netherlands. Moving from a basically rural Shi'ite peasant tribal culture to a desert refugee camp in 
aa Sunni Bedouin district of Saudi Arabia and then to a new life in an open society and culture like The 
Netherlandss represents a profound cultural shift. The defining characteristics of the refugee experience are 
culturall  uprooting and discontinuity. But resettlement involves more than the experience of discontinuity; 
itt also involves a search for continuity in the country of resettlement In considering the process of cultural 
adaptation,, we cannot assume that the refugees' personal and collective histories will be erased upon 
receivingg refugee status. 

Thee narratives come from women of wide variety of backgrounds, representing various ages, classes, 
educations,, as well as rural and urban areas. Each woman has a widely different experience of war, and 
thesee particularities shape her response uniquely to the process of resettlement. There are many issues to 
exploree in studying the new life the Iraqi Shi'ite women constructed for themselves. How do these women 
communicatee with Iraq? How do they view their new homeland? How do they present their Shi'ite 
identity?? To each other? To the outside world? To themselves? What does it mean to be an Iraqi woman 
Shi'itee in The Netherlands? 

Genderr provides an especially important lens through which to study the specific experience of 
resettlementt within the larger experience of refugees in general. The lives of the Iraqi women refugees are 
transformedd as drastically as were the lives of their male counterparts, but the problem of social 
integrationn was more demanding for the women. Continuity, then, does not mean not changing, but to be 
ablee to integrate change in a productive way. To understand the various implications of social and cultural 
changess in the new country for Iraqi men and women one must examine their social worlds and bases of 
identityy in Iraq. The process and experience of change must also be reviewed within what may be called 
thee "social construction of exile'- that is, the arrangement of what the exile process entails and how it 
formulatess a collective identity. This social construction must then be explored within the fabric of exile 
andd identity-building in general. (Eastmond, 1993: 37) 

Thee Iraq Shi'ites were bound together due to their shared experiences as survivors of an ordeal, as 
refugeess within the new land of the Netherlands. Even as schisms arose within the exile community, the 
women,, especially, as we shall explore, drew a strict boundary between themselves and the host society. 
Forr the Iraqi refugees, living in Saudi Arabia was a temporary state, a life of transition before being 
allowedd politically to return home. But this was not the case in the Netherlands where the concept of exile 
meanss a permanent state. 

Finallyy a Sense of Security and Freedom: 

Despitee the complications of living as a foreigner, life in the Netherlands ensured the refugees that, at the 
least,, they would enjoy a sense of security. Across every woman's narrative shines the utter relief of living 
inn a society at peace. Finally, mothers could sleep through the night without fearing bombs, troops, or 
Ba'athistt persecution. There was no need to guard their children's door at night or live in hiding. Their 
lives,, after decades and of constant anxiety, were not at risk anymore. Habiba, one of the elderly and key 
informants,, in her narratives described her feeling of safety and that she found Aman [security] in the 
Netherlands.. This sense of Aman for Habiba, was that she was able to close her door at night and sleep 
throughoutt the night without waking. 
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Alongg with this sense of Aman, the women I interviewed shared a strong appreciation for the religious 
freedomm granted in Holland. Finally, after years of persecution and endangerment, they had the liberty to 
proclaimm their identity as Iraqi, Shi'ite, Arab. As Habiba explained: 

Inn Iraq there was no religious freedom for the Shi'ites. It was however better in 
Saudii  Arabia- Here in Holland the religious freedoms are observed. We could 
celebratee our religious festival, and there are journals, newspapers and magazines 
forr the Shi'ites. 

Withh flashbacks of memories jumping continually among Saudi Arabia, Iraq and The Netherlands women 
expressedd and said emotional stories of their sense of political freedom and many of them had mentioned 
inn their narratives what Fatima, one of the key informants that "People here [Holland] had the right to 
speakk and work. This was different from what we experienced in Iraq." 
Ass this quote illustrates, the new life offered a sense of security and feedom of expression they lacked in 
theirr homeland. 

Thesee women and their families, upon establishing themselves with refugee status, were free to travel 
fromfrom any moment of their arrival or travel outside Holland after two years of their stay in Holland, pursue 
anyy education or profession, or even start their own business or their own NGOs. This were the rights of 
alll  refugees, citizens and immigrants in Holland. However, these women expressed joyful feelings of 
aquiringg the right to travel outside or inside the country wihout being stopped by numerous check points. 

Inn addition, the psychological freedom of escaping a totalitarian state was a cause for joy. Many of the 
womenn expressed relief at the possibility of sitting at home and watching a night of television without 
Saddam'ss political speeches every hour. Fatima said the biggest change for her in Holland was that the 
Queenn did not appear much on the TV. She said that she saw the Queen maybe only twice a year. In fact, 
thee Queen's taciturn peaceful image very much appealed to the Iraqi women, who nicknamed her Malika 
HabbabahHabbabah (Beloved Queen), unlike Saddam who, everytime he appeared on the screen, according to the 
women,, brought a new declaration of war and death. Eventually, the women watched Dutch TV while 
simultaneouslyy listening to Iraqi music. 

Losss of Family: 

Althoughh the new life in exile was a welcome relief for the Iraqi Shi'ites women and their families, the 
tragedyy of this resettlement was its inter-family distancing. Over the course of the two Gulf wars and 
Uprising,, the Iraqi Shi'ites families lost a significant portion of their men in the battlefield. Unfortunately, 
however,, the severance of family did not end there. Even if a family were separated during the refugee 
campp experience, many had hopes that the situation was only temporary. In the permanent resettlement, 
however,, suddenly people had to begin new lives without the presence and support of their community, 
friends,, or family members. 

Inn Iraq, and in the Middle East in general, family plays a central role in society. Extended families often 
livee in one location56. Decisions are made collectively within the family and for the collective benefit of 
thee family. The notion of the nuclear family does not register as strongly in the Middle East as it does in 
thee West Also, elders have an esteemed role as guides, teachers, and are respected for their knowledge, 
wisdom,, and experience. Often, grandparents will reside with their children and grandchildren in one 
house.. This is not seen as a burden, but rather, an honor and an important tradition. 

Manyy refugees fought for family reunification, but the system proved insurmountable, as Fatima, one of 
mid-agedd and key informants, described: 

Wee fought and migrated to be and live as families but the United Nations [resettlement program] was able 
too separate us all over the world and bringing a family member to Holland is difficult 

566 For  extended families and life style see Abu Lughod, 1985; Ibrahim and Hopkins, 1985; al-torir i and El-Solh, 1988 
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Inn the eyes of the Dutch law, individual security and stability was paramount. Nuclear families were 
importantt as well, particularly for the children. But due to the technical difficulties and resettlement 
priorities,, bringing every member of each family to the Netherlands was not feasible. Moreover, the 
notionn of extended family as it is known in Iraq is not recognized in The Netherlands. 

Suddenly,, the refugees went from a large and tightly knit community of relatives to just one or two family 
members.. (Joseph, 2000; Joseph, 1999) 
Thiss shift was especially difficult for the women, who served as heads of the family gatherings. The 
familyy support was a great pillar of society back home, and most of the women desperately missed their 
traditionall  family systems of support 

Azuumatt  Nisa: 
TheThe Women's Gathering 

Inn the face of loneliness and in the absence of familial support, the Shi'ite refugee women nevertheless 
perseveredd with their tradition of female gatherings, known in Iraq as azuumat nisa, literally "women's 
gathering".. Deeply embedded within the Iraqi tradition, these gatherings were created by women to 
providee an all-female space, within which to meet, share stories, and enjoy each other's company. Men are 
nott allowed to come near these gatherings, or even be in hearing distance. Because these women are 
scatteredd in distant towns and villages all across The Netherlands and transportation is difficult and 
expensive,, these gatherings were held rarely. When the women were able to gather, it was a great 
celebrationn for everyone involved, even though the length of the stay could not be as carefree and 
extendedd as it had been in Iraq. 

Inn Holland, the small size of houses did not allow women big gatherings as it used to be in Iraq. In 
addition,, many women in the Shi'ite refugee community were dispersed among villages and suburbs and 
differentt cities, making regular meetings difficult. They did not have the opportunity to have their women 
gatheringss as often as in Iraq. However, whenever a husband traveled, the wife would immediately 
telephonee her circle of women friends to invite them over for the duration of her husband's journey. The 
otherr women would arrive with their children, dishes of food, tea, and a suitcase of their finest clothing. 
Thee gathering would begin. Meals became feasts and each evening would involve an extended, enjoyable 
teaa and dinner as the women dressed in their most beautiful clothes. They would take turns in the [women 
talk]]  process telling long joyful stories about the past and the present, sitting comfortably on carpets and 
floorr pillows. Meanwhile, the children listened and played. Women danced, sang and told jokes. Back in 
Iraqq these gatherings were for women's talk only as was described before. However, some change took 
placee in these gatherings and experiences about their lives in Holland were shared, opinions and advice 
weree exchanged. These gatherings in Holland took another dimension of support in the place of a family 
structuree of relatives. These Shi'ite women I interviewed had not just preserved, but re-created an Iraqi 
traditionn to fit their new circumstances in exile. 

Itt was in a two day long azuumat nisa that I gathered the narrative of Fatima. Over long, delicious meals 
andd endless pots of Arab tea, the women and I listened to Fatima's story. Many parts of her narrative give 
aa telling overview as to the complicated nature of the resettlement experience. I have decided to present 
herr story in full, as she recounted it, partly to show the complexity of her obstacles and also to show their 
inter-relatedness.. Even as she discusses tense and painful subjects, the mood of the history is light and 
evenn amusing. The women hear aspects of their own stories within hers and their appreciation lives in 
theirr listening. 

Whenn I arrived in Holland [1993] I was lonely since I was a divorced woman and 
myy children [two sons and a daughter were in Iraq] were not in my company. My 
planss were to obtain the Dutch passport and then in live in Switzerland or 
Americaa [where her sister and brother with their families live]. During our stay in 
Appledoornn refugee center, Mohamed approached me for marriage but I refused. 
Thenn Rob [the camp supervisor] helped me to find a house in an area inhabited 
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byy families. One day at school [Dutch language school] he [Mohamed] approach 
mee again and told me that two women and their husbands would visit me at home 
forr that reason [asking her hand for Mohamed]. They came and I respected them 
alll  and I told them my conditions. I want my children first. One day at the school 
Mohamedd stood up and told the class that we would be married in a couple of 
days.. I was silent and when I asked for a three months period of waiting he told 
mee that people prepared everything for the party. My women friends brought the 
weddingg gown. We made our marriage in the Islamic way. When the Dutch 
askedd me I told them that it was only an engagement party. At the beginning I did 
nott want marriage and children again but Mohamed is a nice man and I was 
lonely.. I accepted For me my children were in my heart and I would not repeat 
thee same mistake since my first husband took the children from me. I call my 
childrenn in Iraq from time to time. My phone was put out of service for one and 
halff  year because I failed to pay the bill due to how much I talk. However, now it 
iss working and I learned not to speak so much on the phone. My children in Iraq 
weree helped by one of my brothers in America since I could not afford to help 
them.. Now my brother lives in USA, My sister lives in Switzerland and my kids 
aree in Iraq and me with the Dutch children [her two sons between her and 
Mohamed]]  in Holland. Before we were in unity, but now in dispersal. My 
childrenn in Iraq do not known their brothers in Holland. They did not see them 
exceptt in photos. 

Att this point in her story, I looked around and Fatima was surrounded by three women middle-aged 
informantss with their children: Zeynab with one, Om Hagir with two, and Sally with two. Meanwhile, 
Fatimaa sits surrounded by her own two children and us. We had all stayed with Fatima for two days. 
Amidstt much conversation and laughter, she continues to describe her plight, the women around her, 
thoughh they had doubtless heard these stories before, all nod and sigh in agreement They frequently asked 
whetherr I was married, whether I was living in a vill a and why did I not have children. They wonder if I 
couldd travel around after I had children. Then Fatima said: 

Thingss in Holland became different On arrival women were totally dependent on 
menn for shopping purposes and on the Dutch voluntary help for appointments 
withh doctors and dealing with the Dutch officials. Now many women became 
independentt and would do their own shopping themselves or even have their 
separatee account numbers and hence independents budgets within the family and 
thatt was new. In my case I am still dependent on the man since I have small kids 
andd nobody would take care of them in my absence. Men here have no work to 
doo so participation in these efforts like paying telephone bills, shopping and the 
likee would give them something to do and on the other hand the woman would 
havee some rest form their boring tasks. Now we scarcely visit others since cities 
aree far apart, transportation is expensive and we can not always know the way, 
hencee we use the telephone as opposed to visits. The other thing is that to visit 
anyy women I had to make sure that her husband was not around so as not to 
botherr him. If her husband was around I could not spend more than an hour with 
her—nott all like in Iraq. Now Mohamed is in Syria and the women come to 
spendd the night with me. Mohamed would stay for one month in Syria during 
whichh I would stay indoors and the women would visit me so often til l his return. 

Afterr two days of gathering and storytelling, the three women and their children return home, renewed, 
andd Fatima carried on with her life. 

Smalll  Houses: The Domestic Sphere Less Importan t in Holland than in Iraq : 

Onee critical difference in Dutch and Iraqi culture concerns the role of the household in society. 
Contributingg greatly to the refugee women's feeling of displacement and isolation, as described by 
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Fatima,, was the diminishment of the role of family and also of domesticity in general. Caring for the 
home,, a pivotal role in traditional Iraqi culture, had become looked down upon and regressive in this new, 
Europeann society. 

Thee physical difference in the size of rooms between Iraqi homes and Dutch homes reflects the conceptual 
differencee in the domestic role of the Iraqi Shi'ite women in these two cultures. In Iraq, the woman plays a 
cruciall  role as the head of the domestic realm. The diminishment of this sphere correlated to the 
diminishmentt many women felt in socio-cultural importance. Habiba, one of the key elderly informants, 
reflectedd upon the difference between the houses, and subsequently, between the cultures of her new and 
oldd homelands: 

Housess in Holland are very small unlike the case in Iraq where there was a 
speciall  compartment for men, women and children...Women had their own space 
andd had more freedom in their houses. Now men were around all the time. When 
menn had visitors we [the women] had to go upstairs. No chance singing and 
dancingg or talking to women while men were around at hearing distance down 
stairs.. In Iraq we used to gather on the courtyard of the house and bake Iraqi 
bread.. Women gathered around the "Tannur" [an oven made of clay] telling 
stories,, tasting the bread and laughing. Although it was hard work, it was nice 
withh relatives around Here in Holland hfe is very easy. For the Dutch women the 
Queenn made everything available and easy to get from these big super markets 
andd it is easy to make. I became like these Dutch women I got many stuff ready 
madee from the supper market. Back home we spent hours and hours cooking. 
Thenn if you cook something nice you send some of it to your neighbor to taste. 
Wee had people around to share with. I used to host many people particularly on 
Fridayss after the noon prayers. Now in Holland we baked the [Iraqi] bread but it 
wass not as tasty as that of Iraq. Here the bread is missing the taste of the stories 
toldd around the Tunnor [an oven made of clay] and the smell of the earth of the 
homeland. . 

Smalll  homes confined the women, and also prohibited the large gatherings and visitations that are so 
centrall  to Iraqi way of life. The baking of the bread in the Tunnor is a preparation of food, but also an 
instrumentall  element of Iraqi culture and community. The activities of the home give the flavor of Iraq to 
itss inhabitants and its traditions. The houses serve as grounds to meet with relatives and pass on the 
legaciess of the Iraqi heritage, particularly for the women. In the new, compact Dutch housing units, the 
womenn feel that much has been lost. 

Ass women were baking break in the Tannur children were playing or helping their mothers. Zaynab, one 
off  the middle-aged informants, recalled that 

Childrenn in Iraq were more calm, obedient, fear the police, help in household 
taskss and never imitate the elderly unlike those [Iraqi children]here in Holland. 
Thesee children in Holland were busy and not sociable enough. They hide in their 
roomss reading, watching TV or lisening to loud music. They got irritated by big 
gatherings.. One of my daughters had a calm Dutch girl friend for four years now. 
Shee socialized with her more than with us. I every now and then recall my family 
inn Iraq. I recall how I was living with my mother. I recall how close I was to her. 
II  used to accompany her to visit friends and families. Now in Iraq it is painful to 
bee away and to remember the condition of children in Iraq was a source of real 
painn too. Those children in Iraq they made no mistake other than being born in 
Iraq.. They were suffering for no good reason. Even the UN showed care to the 
Iraqii  children 

Zaynabb was talking about her childhood in Iraq and compared that with the situation of the Iraqi children 
inn Holland now. She felt sorry for the situation children in Iraq now. 
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Marriage::  Once A Liberation , Now Of Dependence: 

Anotherr theme that compromised the heart of the women's narratives was the ever-present issue of 
marriage.. Marriage plays an essential role in the traditional Iraqi culture. It has religious, social, economic, 
ass well as personal significance. It is not seen as simply a relationship between two individuals, but rather 
aa union of two families. All aspects of marriage reflect the importance of family, from the choosing of the 
pair,, to the permission given to the groom, to the whereabouts of the new couple, to the women's new 
sensee of freedom Contrary to Western conception, women have a large say at every stage of the process. 

Sendingg a letter was a tradition that started in Holland for the absence of the family traditional system of 
networkingg the marriage process. For the single Iraqi men who live abroad and wanted to marry a girl in 
anotherr country, letter writing became the means by which a man introduces himself to a girl and her 
family.. To illustrate, I will explain the story of Anwar, one of the young informants who lived in the 
Netherlands,, while her suitor lived in Germany. First, the suitor would send a letter and his photograph to 
thee family of young, marriageable women through a network of friends and family relations. In his letter 
hee would write brief information about himself and his wish to marry one of their daughters. According to 
hiss self-description and his picture, the girl would accept or reject his offer. The choice of a spouse is a 
woman'ss choice. The women ultimately decide this huge, life-encompassing decision. Although this 
decisionn involves the goals and desires of the woman's family, parents, siblings, and cousins, who all 
becomee involved in the process of marrying off the daughter or son, the choice still resides in the wishes 
off  the daughter. The son proposes, but the bride-to-be accepts or rejects. 

Inn light of the loss of family structure, however, the marriage process suffered greatly during Rafha Camp 
andd in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, however, the tradition of marriage lost its cultural context. 
Withoutt the stability of families, the partnerships made in Rafha and in the Netherlands were il l informed, 
hasty,, and often out of necessity. Under the extreme pressures of resettlement, these marriages often 
failed. . 
Naima,, one of the middle-aged informants, discussed the troubles with husbands here in the Netherlands. 
Inn her story she said she got married in Rafha, and had expectations of the marriage that it would ease her 
difficulties.. Marriage in exile became a source of insecurity. Whereas in Iraq, marriage ensured a position 
off  autonomy and respect for the women within society, suddenly in Rafha and Holland, marriage brought 
anxiety,, self-consciousness, and powerlessness. When Naima married she was counting on the former 
ideaa of marriage. Far from being a source of security, comfort, and companionship, Naima's husband 
causedd serious problems for her. Far from the homeland these women suffered from two sides: that of the 
husband'ss infidelities and the system's exclusion. The basic element of an Islamic marriage is the 
recognitionn of the marriage by the community and the authority. Though the Muslim community supports 
thee marriage, the fact that the authorities in the new land did not recognize it meant that traditional Iraqi 
marriagess were outside of the law. This jeopardizes the position of women in particular. 

Accordingg to many of the women's narratives, the marriages were filled with tension and distrust From 
myy research, thirty out of the fifty  women that I interviewed told of problems with their husbands. They 
talkedd about issues ranging from neglect, to financial splurges, to spending time inside the home. Naima 
andd others continued to discuss how and why the marriages have come to be so difficult The pressures of 
resettlementt as Naima describes, take their toll on the men as well as the women. Marriage was a difficult 
decisionn in the refugee camp as well as in Holland since people were coming from such different places 
andd it could hardly be possible to know anything about the man in such a short period of time. It might be 
possiblee to meet a man and discuss matters with him, but in fact all men show a good side. Only when she 
gott married to him could she anticipate problems later on. 

Thee system of knowing biographical information serves as a network operation of asking and finding out 
aboutt the manner of the groom in advance via the community. The men would ask about his male side of 
thee family and the women about his relations with sisters and his mother. They would ascertain how the 
suitorr behaved. This networking might take a month from the time of his proposal. Also the male figures 
inn the bride's family were the real source of security to the daughter. If they were strong and had a 
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recognizedd social status that made the groom fear and respect them, he would be sure to respect the bride 
andd treat her well. 

Naimaa said: 
II  could not tolerate the idea of deserting my husband. I have a kind heart. Now 
myy daughters are due to marry and my family is far away from me and my 
husbandd is the only one left for me. Since women had nothing new in their lives 
theyy tend to exchange stories and gossip regarding the problems of each other. 
Myy daughter Hanna is not happy about the way I handled the problem with my 
husband.. She could not accept him and I am aware of that However when he left 
mee for three days I was about to go mad. On the third day I went to him at his 
house!!  It was strange for a woman to behave so, but I did it. 

Hanna,, Naima's daughter, was a close observer of her mother's situation. When I interviewed her the next 
day,, she talked about how the role of men in marriage had changed in exile. 

Thee man, as a guardian for the women57, lost his protective role in this society 
sincee the members of both his and her families are far away in Iraq. Here, men 
aree surrounded not by relatives, but by friends who would not press them if his 
wifee were in trouble at home. In Iraq, the relatives of his woman were feared and 
sometimess respected hence a reconciliation could be worked out and conflicts 
managed.. Here, due to the environment of absolute freedom the man would feel 
himselff  at ease, whereas, before he would be the one who would go to the bank 
too tackle the problems of the family affairs. Women could not complain, nor 
leavee the houses for fear of social shame. Men travel to visit their families in 
Syriaa & Jordan, journeys that would subject them to debts that the woman would 
findd herself responsible for paying back. Here the law has a predilection for 
women'ss rights and in court one is trusted for whatever one tells. In spite of that 
thee Iraqi women avoid the courts for social reasons fearing gossip it would bring, 
andd hence they concede to the men! People need more time to understand the 
system. . 

Amongg those who came from Rafha, the women tended to be absolutely dependent on men due to the four 
yearss they spent in Saudi Arabia. Prior to that and while in Iraq, women could go out to do their business 
unlikee in Saudi Arabia. Although they were free in Holland, the cultural and language barriers made 
womenn continue to live the same restricted lifestyle of the Refugee Camp. 

Anotherr substantial difficulty for the Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women was the difference in legality between 
DutchDutch marriages and Islamic marriages. The marriage contracts of traditional Muslim society held no 
validityy in the Netherlands. Likewise, the Dutch system of nuptials was a legal nuisance and potential 
harm. . 

Khlood,, one of the middle-aged informants, showed another side of the story. 

II  am afraid of the gossip. I need my man in spite of his drawbacks which affected 
me.. I had to ignore his mistakes so as to keep my marriage intact I was obliged 
too tolerate him. I was like a recently weaned child. I could never image life 
withoutt a man! I need a man's passion and only he could satisfy all my needs. He 
couldd desert the house for a couple of days but never for good. My husband 
understoodd me. The society is difficult and the Iraqis here are petty minded. They 
gossipp about trivial things that I could not tolerate. I need my things to be safe 
behindd the closed door. That makes me psychologically at peace. My man was 

al-Rasheedd Madawi (1993) studied die experience of Iraqi women in London and explored the change of the meaning of marriage in 
exile. . 
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nicee and caring; I did not want to get rid  of him. I used to be a teacher  in Iraq and 
noww here I was obliged to work at home. 

Ass these narratives attest, the schism between the men and the women widened during the resettlement 
process.. In Iraq, the distance between the male and female realm was defined by a strong, mutual sense of 
respectt  between the men and the women. This began to change during the hardships of war, when the men 
were,, for  the most, part, absent In the Netherlands, however, there arose new circumstances that left both 
thee men and the women feeling displaced and distrustful . Economic and legal obstacles are particularl y 
soree points in many of the women's narratives concerning spousal dilemmas. They serve as the end result 
off  more complex psychological and cultural schisms. Polygamy, as mentioned in women's narratives, was 
aa subject that raised significant turmoil . Accepted throughout the history of Islam, polygamy, it is 
importantt  to note, has played an undeniable role in Iraqi tradition . Its manifestation, however, in such 
timess of cultural disparagement, impending economic woes, and lonely wives, proved devastating for 
manyy women. 

Ass Zahra, one of middle-aged informants, said that once the woman was married, her  family would 
encouragee her  to persevere in the marriage, despite its difficulties. For  them divorce was shameful and 
unacceptable.. Then she said: 

Husbandss here help in the house and take care of the children more than they 
usedd to back home. This is because they did not have jobs in Holland and so they 
stayy most of the time at home. Men are expected to do certain things as men and 
expectedd not to do certain other  things that do not suit their  position as men. But 
heree these rules have changed. Husbands and men in general stay home and they 
speakk to their  wives more than before. They socialize together  more than back 
homee because most of their  relatives and friends live far  away. This indicates 
changess in the family dynamic and the family responsibilities. 

Anotherr  consequential change in the men's sphere was the re-instatement of the Muta'a marriages. 
Knownn throughout Shi'ite tradition , these marriages are in the name of Muta'a, which means "pleasure 
andd enjoyment". Since Islam forbids sexual relation outside marriage. This why people practice the 
Muta'aMuta'a marriage. In this kind of marriage no declaration or  registration is involved. It is a secret marriage 
inn a legal form that justifies a man and a woman sleeping together  for  some time. The duration of the 
Muta'aMuta'a marriage was decided in advance and usually set for  a short time. For  example, a man might say to 
aa woman "I  will marry you for  three days and I will give you such money but no other  rights."  If she 
accepts,, then he would marry her  in front  of a witness or  two. After  the three days she was automatically 
divorcedd This kind of marriage was known among the Shi'ite of Iran, but not practiced among the Shi'ite 
off  Iraq. However, in Holland the Muta 'a marriages arose and spread among the Shi'ite of Iraq. 

Accordingg to Magda, one of the informants, in The Netherlands, men would marry women without even 
knowingg their  name. Without prospects for  a real marriage, the men sought Muta'a within religiously 
acceptablee traditions. The Dutch and Moroccans made fun of the practice, however, concluding that all 
Shi'it ee marriages were pleasure for  money. In addition, the practice harmed many of the Iraqi Shi'ite 
womenn themselves, who felt alienated from their  men and their  own tradition s of Iraqi Shi'ism, which has 
neverr  condoned Muta'a marriages. 

Krulfel dd argues that identities are cultural constructs that are neither  fixed nor  simplistically transferred to 
neww settings without renegotiations and modifications. (Krulfeld , 1999) In the case of the Iraqi refugee 
womenn in the Netherlands, the cultural institution of marriage is still viewed and sought by some older 
womenn as a source of autonomy and freedom. Yet the new conditions of displacement, the absence of the 
supportt  system of an extended family, the very changes in the physical settings of households in diaspora 
diminishh the support and the status that women normally found in marriages back at home. The process of 
negotiationn and reformulation of the cultural practice of marriage entails the contradictory combination of 
losss of power, the gain of agency, insecurity as well as flexibilit y for  both women and men. Hence, I 
wouldd argue in agreement with Krulfel d that the reconstruction of the selfhood and identities of refugees 
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inn exile (in this case the Iraqi women) involves both "opportunities and constraints." (Krulfeld, 1999: 71) 
Thatt is, it is a process in which cultural continuity and discontinuity are linked in a complex and dynamic 
manner. . 

Divorcedd in Exile: 

Eventuallyy the domestic schisms became insurmountable for many men and women. The rate of divorce 
increasedd dramatically within the Iraqi Shi'ites upon resettlement. As it was mentioned in these women 
narratives. . 

Withh the absence of family structure, the support of women in marriages disappeared. The tradition of 
referencess fell through because there were no male relatives to fulfil l the duties. Fathers in Iraqi tradition, 
protectt their daughters from unsavory suitors. Uncles and brothers assess the family of the potential 
grooms.. As emphasized before, the woman herself ultimately decides whom she will marry, but only after 
receivingg the consultation and blessings of her male and female relatives. This protection carries on 
throughoutt the marriage. Long after the wedding, a husband is accountable to his wife as well as to her 
family.. If he mistreats her, the entire extended family will object. All of this changes, however, during 
resettlementt Suddenly, the male relatives were absent, and the intricacies of the system of protection fell 
through. . 

Accordingg to their narratives, when these women approached their local Dutch social advisors, they were 
usuallyy advised to leave their husbands. Without hesitation, the advice was simply "Pack up and walk 
out!""  What the advisors did not realize was the complexity of the refugees' situations. Without an 
established,, extra-marital network of support and companionship, the Iraqi wives were not in a position 
justt to leave their male counterparts behind. These women would find it difficult to leave her household. 
Facingg a daunting foreign culture and society, the refugees felt the need to remain united, for 
companionshipp as well as solidarity. Besides, where would a wife go? Often her parents and siblings were 
nowheree near, and the prospect of living alone is unheard of in Iraqi culture. Where would she seek 
protection?? As the many women told in their accounts, there were in fact centers that offered a place to 
live,, and where a woman, upon joining could "better herself'. A radical break from their own culture, 
nevertheless,, such centers aided adjustment into a new society. 

Anotherr factor in the increase of divorces according to these women's narratives was that people of 
differentt social origins might not cope well together for long. Still another reason was that the marriage 
itselff  occurred on hurried basis since the bride's family would often accept the first Iraqi who proposed for 
fearr of having their daughters married to foreigners. 

Thiss narrative brings to light an important difference between the concept of women's rights in Iraq and 
thee concept of women's rights in Holland. The latter, according to the women I interviewed, exists within 
thee framework of Dutch culture. In Iraq, however, there are indeed freedoms and autonomies for women, 
butt they exist within the domestic realm and concern marriage, child rearing, and specific cultural 
traditions.. In many cases, the two versions of women's rights run counter to each other. In the case of 
marriage,, the laws and customs that Dutch value as fair are exactly the regulations that inhibit and 
endangerr the Iraqi women. 

Alongg these lines, according to the women's narratives, many of their husbands avoided marriages 
accordingg to the Dutch law because they did not want to commit themselves financially. The money 
grantedd by social institutions to a couple is lower than to two singles. The downside of this arrangement, 
however,, fell upon the women. If a problem occurred, the woman cannot go and file a claim against her 
husband.. Having a child, on the other hand, helps the woman and gives her more rights. This is why, the 
womenn complained, some men do not want to have children. These ideological changes happened, for the 
mostt part, however, only among men. Women still carried their old ideas about marriage, but they lost the 
Islamicc tradition that protected this marriage life—in a sense, they lost the context for the old beliefs. 

588 No statistics available but this could be an area for father studies. 
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Ass Huda, one of the young informants, explained to me, growing up in Iraq affected people deeper  than 
expected.. Years in Rafha deepened an already Islamic way of life. It was nearly impossible to override the 
deeplyy held beliefs of family, marriage, and commitment. The extreme freedom of The Netherlands is not 
consideredd freedom by traditional standards, but a danger  to order, security, and legacy. Nevertheless, 
manyy of the refugees recognized that there was good in both worlds and that Holland did offer 
possibilitiess as well as dangers. But, the enormity of the schism between the two cultures was too much 
forr  many refugees 

Ass might be expected, the marital difficultie s often resulted in divorces. Since the husband is not the main 
providerr  of the family in Holland and all refugees are given the same salary, the man loses the status of 
providerr  within the family. His loss of control is mirrored conversely by the woman's new empowerment 
off  autonomy. Husbands and wives consequently separated as the stigma against divorce is lifted from the 
women.. There is no longer  a family structure to encourage reconciliation nor  to discourage separation. 
Onee young wife said about the lack of family intervention in husband-wife crisis, "I f I  leave my husband 
afterr  a fight, he might not come looking for  me as he would have done back home". 

Iraqii  men are also leaving their  wives and potential wives for  Dutch women who are more independent 
andd settled than the Iraqi women. Some of the Iraqi women feared the loss of their  men and so would 
toleratee extreme hardship, even abuse, in order  to keep their  husband. Lack of literacy, driver' s license, 
Dutchh language, and other  basic skills a native Dutch person would take for  granted, make a woman's life 
veryy frightening without a man to help. Single Iraqi men in Holland have responded in 3 different ways, 
accordingg to the women I interviewed. One type responded to the sexual freedom of the West directly and 
reciprocally;;  others went in the opposite direction and retreated into religious dogmatism; and the third 
type,, meanwhile, looked for  an Iraqi wife immediately to prevent temptation. Nevertheless, despite their 
frustrationfrustration  with the system and with the male response, the women had a great deal of sympathy and 
understandingg for  the refugee men. 

Trappedd between two cultural systems, some women are forced to seek help. Naima in her  narrative 
discussedd the Dutch centers or  houses that offer  a haven for  women in case of serious domestic problems. 
Thee women who arrived from Rafha, she explained, found lif e to be comfortable here. They had the 
freedomfreedom to travel anywhere, wear  anything, etc, but still they still found themselves under  the domination 
off  men, but with no respect, no protection, and no support Due to problems with men, a woman could 
desertt  her  house and settle in the Dutch women's center. Mostly, the dwellers of this house were severely 
troubled. . 

Manyy refugee women realized the unfortunate marital possibilities in store for  their  daughters. Thus, to 
securee a sound future marriage they raised the Mahar  considerably. Many of them said that single men 
havee difficultie s finding a wife in Holland. The marriage expenses are high and the Dutch government 
cannott  give them money for  this purpose. When they start their  life in Holland the Dutch government 
givess them loans to set up their  house. Until the house is complete, the government will not confer  another 
loan.. This presents a frustratin g vicious circle for  the men, because they are usually unable or  unwillin g to 
establishh a proper  home without the help of a wife. Besides this tactic, many mothers will declare that 
theirr  daughter  must finish school and find employment before she even considers accepting a proposal. 

Rajaa,, one of the young informants, commented on this as one of many clever  preventative measures 
womenn should take. Even in a foreign land, a mother  can protect her  daughter  the best she can. 

Thee clever  woman should solve her  problems alone. An educated woman who 
knowss the language could approach the women societies for  help. For  the 
illiteratess the language is a real obstacle. For  them they should tolerate their  men 
andd be patient They have to bear  their  misconduct since they could not liberate 
themselvess from those men! When I feel myself in trouble and when I decide to 
approachh another  women for  help, I ask myself why does she have to help me! I 
re-gatherr  myself and refrain! Once I wrote to one of the organizations for  help 
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underr a nickname. However at the end I solved my problem on my own. It is so 
importantt to try to solve the problem on your own. 

Manyy women, relying upon survival resourcefulness, utilized the strength gained from their past to 
addresss and survive the complexities on a new society. After two wars, an Uprising, the isolation of a 
desertt refugee camp, these women had gained a perseverance that could allow them to work through and 
overcomee the numerous challenges of the new Dutch laws and freedoms. 

Inn short, the experiences of divorce that Iraqi female refugees go through, the attitudes of these women 
andd their other female companions and family members towards divorce present forms of cultural 
discontinuityy and change. Traditional and ideal notions of marriage and husband /wife relationships on the 
partt of refugees have often been transformed and redefined in diaspora. (Benson, 1999) More Iraqi 
womenn in the Netherlands do not see divorce as a stigma as was the case in the homeland. Instead, it is 
oftenn viewed as a way out of an abusive marriage. Both family members and female companions of the 
femalee divorcee do not look down on her. In fact, the female divorcees get support from their families and 
femalee friends. Also the Dutch system of welfare which provides housing and money for single mothers, 
makess divorce more attractive option for some women who may be having economic and marital 
problems.. For such women, divorce becomes a way to be in control of their lives and to have agency. 

Genderr  Differences in the Assimilating Process: 

Inn order to understand the prevalence of failed marriages, one must look closer at the schism that arose 
betweenn male and female refugees upon resettlement. The Shi'ite men and women had markedly 
contrastingg experiences assimilating into Dutch society. The drastic new freedom in The Netherlands 
meantt a specific set of new opportunities, new roles, and new burdens for the men, but entirely different 
setss for the women. 

Att the same time the Iraqi Shi'ite women experienced a crisis caused by what could be described from 
theirr perspective as a counter-productive adaptation by many of the Iraqi Shi'ite men to possibilities 
availablee in Dutch culture if not necessarily condoned by that culture. This issue arose specifically out of 
onee major difference between the way men and women assimilated: their attire outside the home. In 
accordancee to practices prevalent in the Middle East, men wear Western clothes outside the home while 
insidee they wear their native costumes except on Fridays and during the religious ceremonies. 

Women,, on the other hand, wear full traditional dresses outside the home. In Saudi Arabia, this entailed a 
fulll  black abaya that completely covered a woman's body, head, and face. In traditional Shi'ism, however, 
thiss black covering leaves the face uncovered. At home, however, across the Middle East, women often 
removee their scarves and coverings and veils. Among women, in the privacy of their own homes, they 
wearr informal attire, including pants, and do not cover their heads. This pertains to any public outing, 
thus,, men go to work in Iraq in western dress, while women in the Iraqi workforce wear traditional Shi'ite 
covering.. Upon arriving in Holland, the refugees kept their clothing customs more or less the same. This 
iss where the assimilation differentiation between men and women began. 

Thee men, due to their appearance in Western attire experienced an easier assimilation into Dutch society 
thann their female counterparts. The public realm has always been a particularly male territory in Islamic 
andd Arab culture, so the move into a society that valued public life meant necessarily a loss of command 
forr the Iraqi women. In the streets, the hijab and abaya (long dress code) did not signify piety, but rather 
oddnesss and pitiable subjugation. The quiet modesty of the Iraqi women's traditional dress outside the 
homee was translated in The Netherlands, unfortunately, as invisibility at best and backwardness at worst 

Thee difference in dress, as we shall discuss later, is a crucial issue for the Iraqi Shi'ite women in Holland, 
ass well as for Muslims all over the Western world. It echoes and foretells of other differences between 
malee and female assimilation, attesting the complex nature of the role of gender in any cross-cultural 
experience. . 
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Inn Iraq women help each other. One can watch the children and the other can cook or go out and socialize 
withh other women. But here, they lost that kind of freedom and the men do not help much in the house. 
Thee men take care of the mail and the finances. The [Iraqi] women see Dutch men cook, clean, and take 
caree of the children. The women like it, but men see it as strange. 

Alonee in a Foreign Land: Loneliness, Depression, and Illness Among the Shi'ite Women: 

Bothh men and women were marked by traumatic experiences. They had almost all been imprisoned and 
exposedd to torture and other forms of violence. The women, on the outside, had had to fend for themselves 
andd their families, assuming economic and other responsibilities, under extremely difficult conditions. 
Manyy of them had suffered long periods of uncertainty about the fate of their husbands or sons, and had 
beenn forced to confront the authoritiesin their search. As can be expected, the compiled hardships of the 
Shi'itee women, accumulated from the beginningof the Iran-Iraq war throughout their refugee process into 
resettlement,, took its toll. Their narratives tell of depression,anxiety, insomnia, loneliness and even 
physicall  illness. In addition to the psychological effect of such prolonged trauma, according to my 
interviews,, forty-five women out of fifty  suffer from at least one of the following psychical symptoms: 
headache,, stomachache, lack of sleep, nightmares, vomiting, and loss of appetite, stress-related diseases. 
Changess in the Iraqi refugees' life from no freedom at all in Iraq to limited freedom in Saudi Arabia to an 
extremee freedom in The Netherlands had a direct effect on their new life in Holland. More than ever 
before,, the women needed a social network upon arriving inHolland to begin the process of healing. 
Unfortunately,, the resettlement process hindered this exact companionship. 

Shoulderingg the Burden of Expenses: The Women's Financial Hardships: 

Inn addition to the financial demands of basic social adaptation, most women, like Solima, one of the key 
informants,, also had to send funds back to family members in Iraq, who continued to be in dire need. In 
fact,, most refugee families were responsible for sending large portions of their income back to relatives in 
Iraq.. Throughout all of the women's narratives runs the ever-present theme of economic strain. The 
refugeess who had resettled in The Netherlands encountered a new society that demanded unheard of 
expenses.. Many of the women expressed shock at the endless list of debts they, their husbands, and their 
familiess accrued immediately upon arriving. 

"Whenn I was in Iraq I was wealthy and was used to a certain standard of life. Here in the Netherlands, it is 
soo difficult to keep that standard. I have difficulties in managing my budget. I did not get used to living of 
aa limited budget. Plus my daughters are teenagers now, and their living expenses are getting higher and 
higherr every year. I try to meet some of their needs and send some money to their sister in Iraq. 

Becausee of the language barrier, inapplicable work experience, insufficient job training and the wrong 
typee of education, it is difficult for these women and men to get jobs in The Netherlands. But, there is an 
additionall  problem that faces only women: the dress code. Ass mentioned earlier in the chapter, hampering 
anyy education or employment opportunities for Iraqi refugee women, is the inescapable Western prejudice 
againstt the "Hijab"  head cover thus almost all private companies and governmental offices are not willing 
too hire "Muhajaba women with covered hair. 

Menn were able to find jobs but women could not because of the dress code. We thought when the Dutch 
decidedd to accept us; they would accept our culture too. I used to work as a teacher in Iraq and in the 
refugeee camp in Saudi Arabia. I had never dreamt of not being able to get a job in Holland. Now I depend 
financiallyfinancially on my husband, which I have never done in my life. 

Thee Iraqi men have more options than their female counterparts in that they are able to establish their own 
businesses.. Men have found a substantial market in such enterprises as bringing vegetables into town to 
selll  to the Iraqi people, slaughtering "HcdaT meat to distribute it among the Iraqi houses, and buying and 
sellingg fish to the Iraqi community. Also, the refugee men buy cars and use them as a means of 
communityy transportation so that Iraqi families may pay an affordable price to visit their relatives in 
Germany,, Sweden or France. They also use these vehicles to bring Muslim or Arab clothes from Syria and 
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Turkeyy to sell in Holland. Faith is the only woman out of the fifty  women interviewed who runs her own 
business.. Baking and selling Iraqi bread, she says that business is still quite limited because she has no car 
too distribute the breads to people in their houses. As Maha, one of the mid-aged informants, said 

AA man could find a job in the "black market" which the woman could not For 
womenn only in the government sector were there available jobs, and even this 
couldd hardly be accessible since it required education and mastery of the 
language.. Worst of all, the veil is not permitted in work. I finished my study and 
masteredd Dutch, but I am still not able to work. And even in the social welfare I 
amm registered as a sick person and hence could not find employment. 
Circumstancess are so difficult. Add to that the hardships we faced in "Rafha", 
whichh you can see we carry with us even now!! 

Sincee many of the women could not find work they spent much of their time indoors. Lonely and isolated, 
theyy accumulated enormous telephone bills calling friends and family in Iraq and in other resettlement 
locations.. In their narratives, they long to visit their relatives. 

Inn their refugee status, still caught in the system as the foreigner, most of the Shi'ite women missed the 
financialfinancial security they used to enjoy in Iraq before the war. At least in Iraq and in Saudi Arabia, though 
timess were economically difficult, many women were able to support themselves. In Holland, however, 
thee expenses increased drastically, the employment opportunities vanished, and the needs and expectations 
fromm Iraqi relatives increased. 

Stilll  a Foreigner: The Iraq i Women's Difficult y in Social Integration 

Ass described above, due to the language barrier and the hijab, despite their qualifications, many women 
weree unable to find employment in the Netherlands. Moreover, socially, women found it difficult to 
integratee into Dutch communities. Although The Netherlands is well known for its liberal openness, there 
stilll  remained a stigma around the hijab. 

II  have chosen to wear the Hijab by myself but I suffer tremendously from 
people'ss attitudes towards the head cover here. I am trying to get a job with sale 
companiess but it seems to be difficult with my head covered. I was told it is all 
rightright to cover my hair if I am doing training but for getting a real job I have to 
takee my head cover off. I would like to work and I am studying hard, but this is 
myy dress code and my religion and I cannot change it. My younger sister, who is 
fourteenn years old, wears the Hijab on the street on her way to and from school, 
butt she takes it off at school. She does not want her friends see her with Hijab. 
Shee is very confused. Our youngest sister, who is eleven years old, was only five 
whenn she came to Holland. She reached the age of wearing the Hijab [when she 
gott her first period], but she decided not to wear it because she saw how we are 
treatedd by the Dutch people and she does not want to be looked at strangely. She 
saidd she wanted to be seen as Dutch. 

Thee role of dress in identity-formation has been much discussed by scholars and teenagers alike. It holds 
notablee centrality to religious and ethnic identity marking and identity-building. The Muslim veil, in 
particular,, serves asone of the most controversial, contested, interpreted, and misinterpreted garment a 
womann can wear. (Knott and Khokher, 1993; Turner, 1990) It has often been interpreted as a symbol of 
Muslimm women's subjugation and domination. Other scholars have viewed it as a more complex practice 
andd symbol of identity formation that can have different meanings and significance. It can be used by 
womenn to gain respect and more freedom in public sphere as is the case with working Egyptian women of 
lowerr middle class. (MacLeod, 1991; Zuhur, 1992; Rujh, 1998) It can be a choice made by second 
generationn of Muslim women to assert their cultural and religious difference as a venue of empowerment 
inn racialized Western societies. 
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Thee veil is the foremost signifier  for  the Islam religion and the Islamic identity. As such, it presents and 
constructss such issues of sexuality, piety, pride, femininity , space, privacy, and power. Solima, one of the 
keyy informants, described the conflict of the hijab: 

Thee tragedy with the veil is that it is extremely difficul t to have any job! My 
eldestt  daughter  had so many diplomas but she could not fit  in any job because 
shee is wearing the veil! I could not understand why a government could spend so 
muchh of its money for  the education of a people that it could not make use of. 
Thee issue of the veil is considered differently by my daughters. The eldest is 
thinkin gg of returning to live in Iraq when the conditions change. The one in the 
middlee and the youngest were not thinkin g of going back to Iraq even if the 
regimee fell down. For  myself I might visit Iraq, but would never  plan to live there 
again. . 

Anotherr  Sanaa, one of the young informants also found the hijab to be a frustratin g dilemma. 

II  am studying computer. The veil is a problem I can get any post as a 
receptionistt  I have to modify my veil. I wear  the veiling differently from the way 
motherr  does but still veiled and is not acceptable for  the Dutch. I will not take it 
outt  It is part of my identity. 

Thee young girl s wear  the veiling differently from the way of their  mothers. Contrary to the perception of 
thee veil as a sign of weak feminine subjugation, many in the younger  generation have come to embrace 
thee veil as a form of identity building, a form of rebellion, a form of cultural pride, and a form of 
confrontationn with integration policies. According to the study by Claire Dwyer  on the subject of the 
meaningg of the hijab, the practice of veiling can be understood as the articulation of a specifically, 
consciouslyy Islamic identity. Particulary in the context of a European society, a young Muslim woman 
mayy opt for  the veil to stand up against the hegemony of the Western prejudice against Islam. (Dwyer, 
1999::  16) Sometimes, it is used to negotiate the boundaries of acceptibility in Islam as well as in the 
dominantt  Western cultural mentality. (Dwyer, 1999: 18) Embued with such potent and meaningful 
significance,, it serves a kind of moral celebration of cultural and religious independence. 

Too conclude, the meanings and significance of veiling becomes complex for  Iraqi women in the 
Netherlands.. For  those women who seek employment in the Dutch society, their  hijaab becomes a source 
off  conflict. On the one hand, the hijaab makes them stand out as the ultimate 'others' in the Dutch society 
andd compromises greatly their  opportunities of finding employment and integrating into the society. On 
thee other  hand, the hijaab remains for  some (old and young) women a symbol of their  religious and ethnic 
identity.. To overcome this dilemma, some Iraqi women become creative and resourceful about how they 
maintainn the religious and cultural practice of wearing the 'hijaab' while reducing its visibility . For 
example,, Hoda, a young Iraqi woman who veiled back at home, opted for  a new form of veiling (a head 
scarff  that only covers her  head) which is still modest yet less "odd-looking"  to the Dutch. 

Thee outlines of the different social positions in Iraq, which was explained in chapter  three and four, might 
givee us a wider  understanding to the different impact on women and men of the encounter  with the new 
society.. Women's lives became more dependant, and defensive, and disconnected than in Iraq and in 
Rafha-- Fearful of public scrutiny and discomfort, many Shi'ite women tended to keep to themselves. 
Unfortunately,, this only compounded the problem by further  alienating them from other  Dutch women. 
Somee women I interviewed spoke of wanting to go to Dutch clubs or  become involved in Dutch groups, 
butt  when they attend, they have difficult y communicating and feel conspicously foreign. Inter-gender 
relationss are even more daunting and difficul t for  the Shi'ite Iraqi refugees. Male-female friendships do 
nott  exist in traditional Iraqi , or  even Islamic, culture. In Holland, however, the schools, the parties, the 
extra-curricularr  activities, the workplaces are all co-educational. 
Onee young woman was telling that it was difficul t for  her  to attend sexual education in a co-education 
class.. In fact, she needed to leave the class during those lessons. In Iraq it was not permissible to leave the 
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class,, so the decision to exit the room had been a brave move. Speech about sex among girls was not a 
problemm but never in front of men, and of course, sexual liaisons are never to be had prior to marriage. 

Agee and gender continue to play large roles in the process of adapting. Everything from Dutch grammar to 
locall  transportation required a lot of energy and a lot of learning. 

Peoplee who have university education learn the language faster than the non-educated People who stayed 
longerr in Rafha camp have more difficulties learning and coping. Age is also a factor in language. Women 
aree willing to go to school but there are practical problems such as care of the children. Also, most of the 
womenn do not know how to ride a bicycle. Most of the men have cars, so the women need a way to 
transportt themselves. It is a challenge to live here, not bike and not have a car. 

Throughoutt the women's narratives, they shared countless small differences between the daily life in Iraq 
andd the daily life in Holland. For instance, the grandmothers often sit on the ground to eat, according to 
Islamicc custom, but the younger generation had trouble sitting comfortably on the floor and preferred to 
eatt around the table. These small differences make up the fabric of daily life. As an element changes, it 
affectss the entire daily routine. Littl e by little, it alters the customs of a family, and thus of the community 
att large. 

Womenn Compare Their  Rights in Different Societies: 

Ass the women shared their narratives, they talked often about the different rights they held in each of the 
threee societies in which they have lived. They lauded women who had become independent from their 
husbands.. Another form of independence the women learned to enjoy was the bicycle. As described 
earlier,, most refugee women did not have driver's license, but after a few years, many had adopted the 
bicyclee as a new mode of transportation. As Huda, one of the young informants, said that 70% of the 
youngg women from Rafha now ride bicycles. It has been a great change for them. 

Thee women valued female autonomy, but at the same time, this independence was not to break away from 
theirr children or male counterparts. They, nevertheless, held a deep commitment to their family and a 
sensee of solidarity with their husbands. Foremost, they felt a duty to utilize their independence to better 
caree for their traditions, family being central to the Shi'ite heritage. 

Unfortunately,, however, the new freedoms and demands took their toll on the most traditional elements of 
thee family. Suddenly, the youngest members of the family were in a position of command. Due to 
languagee barrier and cultural know-how, the ones closest to Dutch society were the youngest of the 
family,, thus toppling the entire, ancient tradition of age-determined authority. Within a few years, elder 
menn and women were dependent upon the translating ability of the pre-teen in the family. This shift in 
authorityy from grandmother to youngest daughter had a profound influence on the traditional hierarchy of 
womenn within the family. 

Thiss situation was as difficult for the young as it was for the elders. In addition to adult duties to their 
grandparents,, the young girls were faced with the complex predicament of traditional mores being directly 
att odds with their current assimilation. This is particularly the case in any inter-gender or inter-cultural 
friendship.friendship. One of the key informants named Nabila illustrated this dilemma: 

Inn Iraq we could not speak to the boys. If it happened that a girl spoke with a boy 
peoplee could think of her as "a bad girl". It is different here in Holland. When 
menn come as visitors they stay in the reception while women would stay in the 
rooms,, they never greet each other or speak to each other! Here we were faced by 
co-educationn and friendships are easy to make. In Iraq such friendship is 
consideredd as a love affair with all its consequences. In Iraq friendships are only 
amongg girls, but they are also more sincere. Here relations are shallow and 
limited.. We find it very difficult to make relations with Dutch since they hardly 
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everr approach anybody! We make our relations among the foreigners like 
Somalis,, Sudanese, etc. but not the European. 

Anotherr young woman Rajaa, one of the young informants, shared her own stories of negotiating a new 
identityy and her own autonomy while maintaining her own culture. 

II  arrived in Holland when I was fifteen years old. It was the sense of being a 
stranger!!  They enrolled us in a language school in "Apeldoorn" and our garments 
andd long shirts were our problem at school then. I was astonished at boys and 
girlss in co-education. We were a bit fanatic when we arrived from Saudi Arabia. 
However,, now we changed our dresses and started to wear pants and shirts. We 
aree following the mode now, but I never dress in short or tight clothes. Since I 
arrivedd here I was wearing the veil and I never removed it, but in fact I began to 
usee different color since we were used to black veils only while in Saudi Arabia. 
Lif ee is difficult with wearing the veil. I was studying administration and part of 
myy training was suppose to be with companies every two months. I was working 
withh the computer circuits. With the utmost difficulty I could find a company that 
wouldd accept me with my veil on. I might find myself obliged to take the veil off 
sincee I need to work and hence live. If it proves to be an obstacle [the veil] in my 
wayy of life I will simply remove it, though it would be painful to me. My life was 
betterr in Iraq, if not for the war! I left Iraq at the age of eleven. Life there was 
nicee amongst our people and our relatives. But, of course, the war and the 
situationn of the Uprising made it difficult for children, who practically awaited 
deathh if they stayed. 

Gossipp withi n the Shi'it e Community 
AA History of Distrust and Betrayal Engenders a New Internal 
Surveillance: Surveillance: 

Thee psychological trauma of the Ba'athist regime's policies had a deep effect upon the refugee 
communityy throughout their resettlement process. Their past experiences of terrifying espionage within 
Iraqq as well as Saudi Arabia had a lasting impression upon the refugees, to the extent that they often 
carriedd on the atmosphere of surveillance. 

Ass is often the case in these circumstances, the exile community is a crucial source of tension in the exiled 
individual'ss life. Informal peer pressure, such as gossip, acts as a sort of social control. With more free 
timee to talk and a closed group of people with whom to talk, refugees seek unity with each other. This 
engenders,, however, a level of gossip as the individuals reinforce traditional modes of behavior for 
themselves.. (Accad, 1991: 241) Particularly in the case of such traditional, religious communities, the 
groupp as a whole still endorses a traditional sexual morality where strict sexual honor and chastity are 
observed.. This close-knit surveillance, however, could lead to a type of espionage on one's neighbor. As 
Naimaa Solima said: 

Gossipp is the habit that has infiltrated to them [Iraqi refugees] by Saddam. This gossip and reporting 
remainn like a psychological disease. I have a daughter and if the visitors found a boy or man here during 
theirr visit they would speak about it to everyone! I am well reputed in both the Iraqi and Dutch societies— 
aa respect that I would not like to lose. Anyone should observe his religion being a foreigner. If anyone 
committedd a mistake and came out as an Iraqi, it would stigmatize all the Iraqis in the place. 

Manyy women expressed sorrow as they tried to come to terms with the irrevocable negative impact of a 
generationn that grew up with Saddam. The ingestion of the Ba'ath regime's tactics into the fabric of the 
Iraqii  Shi'ites, even those that fled and resettled, was devastating for many of the refugee women, 
particularlyy the elder women, who remember a code of honor that preceded Saddam and needed no gossip. 
Said,, Siham, one of the middle aged informants. 
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Thee effect of Rafha and Iraq in our lives is big. Saddam rules Iraq for many years 
andd he affected our psychology. The effect of his polices is great in people's live 
andd behavior. The neighbor reports on his neighbor to the government. The same 
behaviorr was transferred to Saudi Arabia and here, in The Netherlands. 

Assertionn of Continuity : Pride and Purpose in the Iraqi , Shi'ite, Arab Identity : 
TheThe Palm Trees of Iraq: Nostalgia for the Homeland and Lost Family 

Althoughh Iraq held the trauma of dictatorship and war, nevertheless, all of the women I interviewed 
expressedd a wrenching nostalgia for the land and traditions of Iraq. Yet, they were unable to return. 

Ass Sally one of the middle-aged informants, said: 

Inn Holland I miss something. I miss the crowded markets, especially in the early 
mornings.. In Iraq, we would go and find everything: fruits, vegetables, perfumes, 
spices,, sweets, ice, warm greetings. People would work all day in the fields and 
comee home to talk about the problems they had at work. They started their days 
inn the early mornings weeding and planting, and later taking care of the cows and 
sheep.. The women would gather at the banks of the river washing and talking in 
smalll  groups. They would help each other to balance the water jugs on their 
heads.. And when some water would spill over as they walked, their laughter 
wouldd spill over in equal amounts. When they reached the village the group 
wouldd melt among the trees, each woman silently settling into her home. 

Theirr  sweet memories of Iraq usually center  on the big houses, the land of fruits  and the good food, 
thee guests, and the warmth of the extended family. 

Anotherr image that arose throughout the women's stories was the splendor of the palm tree. It carries deep 
andd beautiful cultural and religious meanings. The palm tree serves as more than symbol, though. It also 
representss the perfection of the natural world, the sweet serenity of pre-war Iraq, and the bounty of 
nature'ss harvest. As was best expressed by Habiba, one the elderly and key informants said: 

Palmm trees (nakhla) for us mean protection, protection from the sun and from 
poverty.. I take care of palm trees above all other trees. We are the sons and 
daughterss of the palm trees. When a child is born we bury the umbilical cord 
underr a blessed palm tree. Male cords under the male tree, for it is stronger, and 
femalee cords under the female tree for it is more delicate and smooth. This way, 
thee child will grow up looking up to the palm tree. He will be connected to it like 
hiss mother. The palm tree is beautiful because it is tall and elegant It is strong 
andd does not bend in the wind. Time can't leave traces on it. The branches are 
likee fingers up in the sky protecting us from the bombs. Sometimes they stand 
alsoo like swords to protect us. We feel the love of the palm tree like a human 
being.. The palm trees carry many secrets from those who have sat underneath 
themm She listens to our secrets and then whispers stories to us. The palm trees 
aree very giving. From the trunk of the tree we make the pillars of our houses. The 
rooff  of the house is made with the leaves, which symbolize God's blessing and 
protection.. When we have a wedding we make the house from the branches of 
thee palm trees for good luck. We eat the dates and drink the milk. We make 
basketss and prayer mats to give us money. Even after death the palm tree prays 
forr you, so we plant a tree near the grave. In any event such as marriage or 
circumcisionn we carry the palm branch. We the Shi'ite fought three wars: one for 
ourr country, one for our religion, and one for our houses and palm trees. 

Thee poetry of this passage, as well as the profundity of its content, provides a pillar of strength for the 
menn and women in exile from their homeland. Its image directly symbolizes their love of their homeland. 
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Theyy express their  longing for  the palm tree's branches, especially in the ceremonies and important 
occasions.. Waving the palm branches symbolizes the holiness of an occasion itself. During a victory, 
beforee someone leaves for  the Haj pilgrimage to Mecca, or  during any sacred, joyous event, the palm 
branchh is waved. Women who come from Amarah, al-Bassra, and Abu Khasib, mentioned that during the 
war,, their  palm trees were actually shot down during warfare. They mourn these slain trees as one would a 
familyy member. During the war, women relied wholly upon the fruit 59 and milk of the palm trees, since 
anyy tri p to the market risked death. Literally , the trees fed the people throughout the terrors of war. The 
womenn beautifully conveyed to me that the nakhla was a Blessed Tree, a gift of God. Even the wallpapers 
off  the women's Dutch houses had images of palm trees dotting the patterns. 

Thee women also recounted the nostalgia of the smells of Iraq. Having lived near  the sea, they recalled the 
sweett  smell of barbecued fish and also of the freshly baked Iraqi bread. The elder  women had a relaxed 
securityy in their  memories of Iraq. In their  interviews, they were content to live from the nostalgia of their 
originall  homeland. Rather  than attempting to assimilate and adopt the new, European modes of life, the 
elderr  women were content to maintain a respectable status in their  new host society by maintaining the 
treasuress of their  own Iraqi culture. One example of this continuity was in the keeping of Iraqi cuisine. 
Utilizin gg their  nostalgia for  the benefit of the community—both among the refugees and for  the Dutch, the 
womenn dedicated their  exiled lives to continuing the tradition s of Iraqi , such as cooking and baking. 

Forr  elder  women such as Habiba, cooking had always been a labor  of love, pride, and power  within the 
family60.. Now it also became a means of identity. It is passed down from generation to generation of 
women,, from grandmother  to mother  to daughter, through an oral traditio n of shared time in the kitchen. 
Inn Holland, cooking served as a source of stability. Even the creativity needed to account for  missing 
ingredientss served as a cherished forum of connection among the women and between generations. 

Thee struggle of integration is seen more among the young, for  whom the process of assimilation is urgent 
Whil ee the grandmothers found security and joy within the traditions, the youth often felt inhibited by their 
Iraqii  culture. Solima, one of the key informants described the different ways in which her  daughters have 
balancedd this difficul t divide between modern and traditional . 

"Nabil aa was eleven when they went into exile out of Iraq. She is the most 
attachedd to her  roots unlike her  younger  sisters. The young sisters prefer  the 
Dutchh films and programs in TV, and they ask Nabila to interpret for  them when 
theyy come across an Arabic film.  They read much and when approached by 
[Iraqi ]]  visitors they keep silent and find difficult y in understanding their  way of 
salutingg and greeting. They listen to western music in their  rooms. They wear 
pantss and shirts in house adding the head cover  in the street and remove it at 
school.. If their  peers visit them, they close themselves off in the rooms. (I  could 
nott  understand their  language). The one in the middle is the one farthest from her 
languagee and culture. The youngest is more active in tryin g to understand her 
culturee and language. With the visitors come, she gets bothered with their  stories 
aboutt  Iraq. I discovered that they were keeping sand from Iraq. She says to me 
"Noww I feel as if my heart as if in fire when I remember Iraq. I asked every 
returneee to bring me some sand from Iraq. Since homeland is precious!" 

599 Dates represent a particular  importance in the religion of Islam. Mentioned throughout the Holy Qu'ran, the Prophet Muhammad said 
theyy were the most nourishing of foods, and could even constitue a meal in and of itself. Any sacred fast is to be broken with the date. 
Also,, any house mat has no dates will have inhabitants that are hungry. Moreover, die palm tree is connected with die birt h of Sayedna Isa 
[Jesus,, who is considered a holy prophet in Islam]. According to the Qu'ran, when Mary gave birt h to him, her  labor  pains were so great 
thatt  they drove her  to clutch the trunk of the palm tree. She received word from God: "Shake the trunk of the Palm Tree towards thee and 
thouu wilt cause ripe dates to fall upon mee". Verse 19:25 

600 Similarly , Donna Gabaccia, 1998 in her  book "W e are what we eat: From the other  side"  me theme of the book is migration reproduces 
regionalismm in US. From cookery you critiqu e new ethnicity. From focus on cookery you can critiqu e feminism to be too American in 
dieirr  focus on individualism and their  view of the family as the site of women's opposition. Family cookery can be a site of power. 
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Ass I ate breakfast with this family, I noticed that the breakfast was a traditional Iraqi meal of boiled eggs, 
cheese,, nuts, butter, jam, honey, yogurt, tea with milk, ground meat and Somiel (Iraqi bread). I sat for the 
meall  with Solima and Nabila. Rahiel and Montahata, the two youngest daughters, however, did not join us 
sincee they preferred coffee with toast, butter and cheese only. In Holland the question of integration often 
rann counter to the desire to reconnect with their Shi'ism. But, as Montana, the youngest daughter of 
Solima,, shows a new confidence in constructing her identity as Shi'ite. 

Thee women I interviewed had many mixed emotions concerning their relationship with Iraq. Many 
expressedd guilt of having left behind relatives in Iraq. Refugees often do not want to return to their 
homeland,, despite nostalgia, because they fear their relatives will not accept them due to their 
abandonmentt of them as they were exiled. Men especially felt that "A man should defend his land". 
Overall,, the refugees shared a continued anxiety over the loved ones they left behind Despite these 
feelingss of guilt, the strength of pride and loyalty shone through any discussion of the past life in Iraq. 
Habiba,, one of the mid-aged informants, recounted that 

Inn 1975, I used to go to a literacy school I used to be a very wealthy women, 
throwingg everything I didn't need away. My teacher once told me, 'Do not throw 
outt those old clothes! The day might come when you need them!' Well, the day 
came.. May God revenge us from Saddam! He drove us away from our houses, 
ourr relatives, our country, our wealth, and our palm trees. And we came here 
[Holland],, and we became beggars. 

Identities::  The Ultimate Outsiders: 

Thee independence of having survived the refugee experience along with the longing for the homeland 
createdd a fierce loyalty to Iraqi culture within the framework of Dutch culture. Recreation of Iraq in 
homes,, cuisine, and traditions allowed for a critical source of cultural and personal identity building. 

Habiba,, one of the elderly and key informants, told an especially moving story of the painful complexity 
off  declaring her identity as a refugee. 

Onee day, we went to buy goods from a Turkish shop. The owner, a Turk, asked 
us,, seeing our veils, 'Where are you from?' We told him that we are from Iraq, 
oncee a great nation, a great civilization. But we are here as refugees. Now we live 
offf  the charity of the Dutch, [long silence] 

Forr Habiba, the pride of her own nationality and religion are in direct contrast to the shame of what her 
countryy has become. The status of refugee is a painful one in that it does not do justice to her own identity. 
Moreover,, the position of imposing on a guest is an awkward one, particularly in Islamic culture. 
Althoughh the Queen of The Netherlands did, in fact, proclaim the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees as "guests of the 
Queen",, their identity on the street is one of pitiful, helpless refugees. Outwardly, to their Dutch hosts and 
neighbors,, the Iraqi Shi'ite women appeared littl e interested in assimilating to Dutch culture. Whatever 
adaptationss appear to have taken place were viewed as minimal and unavoidable adjustments to a new life 
inn the Netherlands. . 

Thee first change that is most apparent is ironically an assertion of a continuity, the insistence on living a 
full ,, visible and public life as Shi'ites. The continuity is found in their knowledge of a traditional religious 
culture,, inherited as a Shi'ite birthright, so-to-speak, in Iraq. The change in coming to the Netherlands is 
nott the change to Dutch culture but the change to religious and ethnic freedom. Only now can they fully 
practicee their traditional religious cultures, drawing upon this free practice as a source of personal pride 
andd self-confidence61. Precisely the Shi'ite practices that were forbidden or severely restricted in the 
repressivee atmosphere of post-1958 Ba'athist Iraq and precisely the self-assertion denied to them by the 

II  have noticed how the women spoke more freely about their  religious tradition s when I interviewed them in The Netherlands than in 
Saudii  Arabia. 
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politicall  circumstances of their  life in Iraq, could now be finally  overcome. This was the change the 
refugeess had come for. 

Continuit yy was thus a strong concern of the Shi'ites in exile, reflected in the intense activity with which 
theyy rebuilt the bases of their  social and cultural life. To reconstruct the familiar  is an important means of 
copingg with forced separation and loss. However, the formulation of their  cultural heritage necessarily 
involvedd a selection of elements from traditio n and history. An active process of choosing, they 
reconstructedd their  individual and collective pasts in new contexts. As Fatima one of the key informants 
said: : 

Wee came here because we had a problem. We worked to solve it by leaving the 
country,, because of our  religion. We left our  relatives, our  luxuries. We did not 
comee here because we are hungry or  because we are poor. We came here because 
Saddamm mistreated us because of our  religion. We lost our  dignity, our  children, 
andd our  relatives. 

Thee primary function in Iraq was that of political opposition to the Iraqi regime, to preserve the Shi'ite 
identity.. But in exile, these symbols also formed the basis for  the community, defining the collective 
identityy and the heritage. To establish themselves socially, politically , culturally , refugees often must 
choosee the tradition s that will survive and aid them, revitalizing or  "inventing"  traditions. (Hobsbawm, 
1983) ) 

Fatimaa said: 

Inn Holland we were not obliged to serve the ritual s through reading. I did it 
becausee I learnt it from my family. It was not taught in school, but I learnt it from 
myy ancestors. Now I used to take my children to show and observe and hence 
learnn how their  father  used to take them with him to the mosque. I used to do the 
readingg for  five days. I was sticking to my habits from Iraq. Until now I could not 
buyy any special food for  my children and they were acquainted to one ordinary 
food.. I learnt this from my mother  who learnt from her  grandmother! So many 
womenn changed and took the habits of the Dutch, but I will not To date I drink 
teaa in a glass as in Iraq and never  in a mug like the Dutch. Some of my friends 
weree telling that they enjoy visiting me since to them I was not living in Holland. 
II  do not care about changing to be Dutch; the Dutch can change to be like me. 
Ourr  habits are really nice! 

Inn a strong effort of cultural continuity, many women take pride in each of the Iraqi and Shi'ite customs. 
Often,, the domestic space reflects this continuity. For  instance, many women created a sense of "home"  in 
theirr  houses by decorating the interior s in an Iraqi style or  displaying many photos of their  family 
members. . 

Severall  studies of exile experience emphasize the importance of preserving, redefining, and re-
appropriatin gg cultural heritage as a mechanism for  enduring the trauma of uprootedness62. The Iraqi s 
foundd the preservation of Iraqi culture helpful in adjusting to the new exilic condition. As result, debates 
aboutt  what constitutes "Iraq i Shi'ite Arab identity"  or  what aspects of the Iraqi culture should be 
preservedd have come to dominate newspapers, bulletins, meetings and conversations among the refugee 
community. . 

Thee Shi'ite identity is not silenced as it was in Iraq but it is active and continually being developed In 
religiouss celebrations, processions, corteges, pageants, the refugees follow their  tradition s using whatever 
spacee is available, from homes to rented halls. Even those who in Iraq, did not appreciate the popular 
poetryy and popular  stories, have come to regret what they did not preserve. According to the women's 

622 For  more information on dealing with uprootness and trauma see Handlin, 1973; Chales, 1973; Keller, 1975; Summertield, 1993; 
AMulrahim ,, 1993; Malkki , 1997; Ferris, 1998 
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narratives,, back in Iraq, the educated often thought of these Shi'ite rites as backward, but in the new exilic 
communityy in Holland, these traditions have become treasures. 

Reflectionss on their  stories: 

Thiss section differs from the previous chapters in numerous respects. Foremost, it is a current 
predicament.. Unlike the stories of Iraq, the Uprising, and the Saudi refugee camps, the narratives of the 
Netherlandss were not told from memory, but from actual, daily life. Another reason, however, for the 
markedd fluency of these stories is the content, which is far less traumatic than that of other episodes of 
theirr lives. The new life in exile has numerous problems and pains, but the sheer terror of life in Iraq and 
uncertaintyy of lif e on Rafha has dissipated. Here, the situation is less political and more personal. But 
whilee there is no oppression from the state, there is, nevertheless, a great deal of prejudice, alienation, 
isolation,, and internal conflict Thus the narratives have less silences and gaps. They are more fluent in 
nature,, less inhibited than the previously discussed narratives, which deal with episodes of pure trauma. 

Resettlementt in a foreign country is always difficult, particularly when the culture is as vastly different 
fromfrom one's own as the Dutch is from the Iraqi. But, despite the difficulty, the women I interviewed balked 
att the prospect of returning home. Foremost, the psychological terror of their life in Iraq and the loved 
oness they had lost had scarred them irrevocably. Secondly, their homes, jobs, social structures and way of 
lif ee had been demolished during the wars, the Uprising, and the period since their flight Lastly, they 
fearedd resentment from those of the community that had remained in Iraq. 

Theree are many shared sentiments among the stories. These war experiences have affected their 
relationshipp with Iraq, the homeland. Most of the stories are extremely negative towards Saddam, whose 
regimee they consider despicable, a poison that ruined their lives. Another common theme was the pain of 
lostt family. The women were deeply affected by losing family members, but also the family support 
structure.. They complained of missing the presence and company of their social network, which, in Iraq, 
iss comprised mainly of relatives. Many women made many phone calls home to Iraq and amassed 
exorbitantt phone bills. This, as we shall explore later, affects their budget and their way of living. Some of 
themm shifted to writing letters instead. These daily issues comprise the larger themes of building a life in 
ann exiled state. 

Thee subject of Dutch culture arises regularly, but not in detail. It is a context, but not a source of content 
forr the majority of these women, especially the elder women. What does arise is the elements of Dutch 
societyy that come into conflict with the refugees. Foremost is the Dutch law. The legal context of the 
DutchDutch government has a continuous affect upon the refugees and their lives and rights. 

Conclusion: : 

Afterr studying the numerous narratives and accounts given to me by the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees, it has 
becomee clear that as a whole, the Shi'ite community in the Netherlands is more concerned with building 
theirr Shi'ite identity than they are of integrating in the Dutch society. After finding peace and freedom, 
peoplee turn to rediscovering themselves. In the face of the assimilating process, however, many Iraqi ways 
off  lif e suffered greatly. 

Foremostt among these were the family structure and the institute of marriage. The marital relationship, in 
particular,, came under severe pressure during exile. People who married in Saudi Arabia out of self-
protectionn have encountered numerous, insurmountable difficulties with their spouses. Without the family 
too encourage reconciliation or provide support to estranged wives, the rate of divorce has increased 
drasticallyy in Holland. 

Peoplee who experienced imprisonment, torture, or the loss of loved ones in Iraq have difficulty putting the 
pastt neatly behind them. The accumulation of trauma had deep psychological and physical effects on men 
andd women. Women, as we have seen in this chapter, suffer especially, since the system of family support 
andd domestic safety do not exist in Holland as they did in Iraqi society. Women have gone through an 
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evenn more complex transformation in exile. For  women who refused to surrender  to the pressures of brutal 
regime,, it becomes progressively difficul t to put up with male dominance in personal relationship. 
Anotherr  challenge that affected the women in particular  was the prejudice against the hijab and traditional 
Muslimm dress. Many women, especially younger  women, had to make the exhausting decision whether  or 
nott  they wanted to maintain their  own religious identity or  gain acceptance in Dutch culture. This 
presentedd economic as well as social difficulties; employers often refused to hire women who decided to 
veil. . 
Also,, mothers experienced many challenges in the day-to-day maintenance of family and household. 
Withoutt  the established respect of the culture, as they were accustomed to in Iraq, women still managed to 
incorporatee their  tradition s into their  cooking, child-rearing, and religious practices. Even with such 
troublesomee issues as Dutch law and finances, the women worked to achieve autonomy and 
independence.. Rob, director  of the Apeldoorn orientation center, commented about the extreme difference 
inn the two cultures of Holland and Iraq with regards to healing from the traumas. 

Whenn the children play with their  toys they often break the arms, take the eyes 
outt  or  throw the dolls away. Some of the children have psychological problems 
duee to the atrocities of war, especially the ones who were born in Iraq and came 
too Rafha and then came here. Some of them are late learners and confused. 
Childrenn are often left to play with themselves, because there is a different way 
off  raising the children in their  country of origin [Iraq ] than in Holland. 

Arrivin gg in Holland was a cause for  relief and thanksgiving among the refugees. Finally, they were able to 
livee without the terror  of war  and dictatorship. But, it was also a cause for  pain, alienation, and nostalgia. 
Unlikee Rafha, which was temporary, resettlement in Holland was a permanent move. Although the Iraqi 
Shi'itess faced numerous challenges building a new lif e in such a foreign culture, they have succeeded in 
establishingg themselves here. It is a long and complex process of reconstructing a lost identity, but 
accordingg to the narratives of the Iraq Shi'ite women, this identity is deeply rooted, even in the new 
homelandd of Holland. Salima, one of the key informants voiced this sentiment eloquently in a poem of her 
own. . 

Inn exile we have spent years 
Andd we have become as though we were pleading to God [for  even this]. 
Sendd us back to our  homeland the best of returns! 
Ourr  tears flow over  the borders -
Wheree are you, O people of Generosity and Liberalit y [Husayn and other  Imams]? 
Wee look to you, O Husayn, to protect us. 
Wheree are you, O Husayn, as Fate wrestles with us with its naked hands? 
Whyy is the world so out of joint? It betrays both the good and saints. 
Itt  makes our  tears copious. 
Whyy did you go, O saint, and leave us? 
Whatt  a cool breeze [you were] in the heat of the summer! 
Yourr  Shi'ite need you 

Theyy got opportunities, but as we shall explore later, it also brought forth many challenges. At the 
beginningg of their  arrival , these interviewees were faced by culture shocks that often presented 
uncomfortablee situations, contradicting entire aspects of their  traditional culture. 

Whenn we first arrived in our  room in the camp we were requested to go to the 
studioo to prepare photos. It was strange for  us to go in the street without the 
garmentt  [traditiona l Ibaya]. We spent four  years in Rafha wearing it! We found 
ourselvess face to face with the men taking our  pictures in the studio! Just walking 
inn the street was overwhelming! People were wearing such short dresses that I 
decidedd I would never  walk out again! I forbade my daughter  from walking out! 
Itt  was our  first time in public in a very long period and we were really affected. 
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Thee issue of dress may seem superficial, but in fact, it provides a clear  example of a cultural difference in 
thee notion of liberty. Western dress, in the eyes of Westerners, is a liberation from the confines of the 
abayaabaya covering. But for  women who have spent their  entire lives in a culture that values modesty and 
traditiona ll  gowns, veiling, if chosen by the women, is not an imprisonment at all. For  the most part, 
however,, the freedoms found in the Netherlands allowed the women to explore new options of self-
cultivationn in order  to provide for  their  families and themselves. 
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Chapterr  Six 
Sacredd Narratives as Trauma Healing Therapy: 

Lif ee Histories of Iraq i Shi'it e Women in the Netherlands 

Introduction : : 

Hee who remembers us (the family of the Prophet Muhammad) or he from whose 
eyess a tear as small as the wing of a gnat will fall at our mention, God will 
forgivee all his sins, be they endless as the foam of the sea. 
—Ja'fer—Ja'fer as-Sadiq (the sixth Imam in the Shi'ite Islam) 

Too fully understand the history-telling narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women who have settled in The 
Netherlands,, one must study their religious rituals of mourning and remembrance that influence these 
narratives.. These rituals, as we shall examine, have a context within the sacred histories and religious 
symbolss of Shi'ism and are employed as a means of connection, commemoration and, in particular as a 
healingg process. 

Thiss chapter explores the women ritual of majlis al qiraya (the gathering for remembrance and mourning) 
forr the ahl al-bait (the Prophet's Family, also referred to as The Holy Family.) The women rituals are 
privatee and culturally veiled rituals that usually take place in the home and involve primarily women and 
children63.. The majlis al qiraya is the setting for the recitation of laments; tragic life stories of the ahal al-
baitbait in the form of poetry, and for ritual acts of weeping and mourning. The main aim of the poetic stories 
andd laments is to describe and share the experience of the ahl al-bait's sufferings in defense of their faith 
andd for the sake of bringing justice to their Islamic nation64. Although the stories and poems are part of 
Shi'itee popular culture, their association and origin in the ritual of the majlis al qiraya is highly 
significantt Listening to the stories and the poetry as they are recited at majalis al qiraya provides an 
excellentt insight into the ways in which ordinary Shi'ite people establish and maintain links to their 
religion,, and utilize the religious symbols of these sacred and traditional narratives. 

Thiss chapter seeks to explain how Iraqi Shi'ite women in the Netherlands have used this contact with their 
religiouss symbols and sacred narratives to overcome their own suffering, their fear, their sense of loss and 
betrayall  and their emotional collapse in the face of violence and death. The main goal of this chapter is to 
arguee that that the use of religious knowledge serves as a healing process. To support this argument I shall 
exploree how the narratives function for these women, helping them to heal the psychological and 
emotionall  wounds of wars and deal with their refugee status and exile. I shall also show how they find 
comfortt in collective crying during the ritual narration of the betrayal and the death of ahal al-bait and 
howw they vent their own pain through oral traditions that focus on the sufferings of others. 

Shi'it ee Narratives and the Framework of Religion: 

Thee mainstream of rural Iraqi Shi'ite society, like most traditional societies in the Middle East, views life 
andd interprets it through the prism of religion66. This applies in particular to Arab-Islamic society which 
definess its own origins and raison d'etre within the context of a definitive religious vision. 

633 Shi'ite Women cann be religious leader  (Mulla) while Sunni women can not be an (Imam) or  a religious leader  but they can held private 
religiouss teachings for  women. 

***  About the suffering of the Holy Family see al-Amili , 1992; al- Aqaad, 1997; Arjomand, 1996 

655 For  maintaining links with the religious symbols see al-MuZafar , 1999; al-Wa'li , 1997; FaDlallah, 1997 

6666 About religion and Middl e East societies see Cooke, 2001; Joseph, 2000; Hoffman, 1992 
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Religionn in traditional societies is central in establishing the social and cultural structure of a community. 
Karra rr  Husayn has defined Islam's own cultural significance as a "a series of responses to both a man, the 
Prophet,, and to a book, the Holy Qur'an" . (Schubel, 1993: 15) Thus, one of the crucial differences 
betweenn the Shi'ite and the Sunni communities, the two most significant doctrinal-communal divisions in 
Islamm is reflected most clearly in their  respective attitudes toward the relationship between "th e man"  and 
'th ee book". For  the Shi'ite, according to Karrar  Husayn, the proof of the verity of the Qur'an hes with the 
Prophett  For  the Sunni, however, the argument is reversed. The Qur'an is its own proof by virtu e of its 
i'jazi'jaz (miraculous uniqueness). Thus, in Sunni Islam "th e book"  takes degree of primacy over  "th e man". 
(Schubel,, 1993:15) 
Thee central principles of Shi'ite Islam therefore, include the centrality of and devotion to ahal-al-baif1 

andd the remembrance of the personal histories of Prophet Mohammed's family. The emphasis on 
individuall  and communal allegiance to "th e man", the Prophet, himself, has important consequences in 
Shi'it ee thinkin g and practices, including Shi'ite rituals. As far  as the Shi'ism is concerned, to be a Muslim 
iss to offer  allegiance to a person (Mohammed) as well as to a Message (Qur'an). (Schubel, 1993: 16) This 
vieww of Islam as a personal allegiance facilitates the generation of sacred narratives about persons to 
whomm allegiance is due. The very name of their  religious sect emphasizes this fact Shi'ism takes its name 
fromfrom  the Arabic word shi'ia meaning "partisan of'  or  "supporter  of'  and refers specifically to the 
supporterr  of Ali 68 the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Mohammed. The Shi'ites believe that God and 
Mohammedd designated Ah as the rightfu l and legitimate successor  to the political as well as spiritual 
authorityy of the Prophet. The Sunni, on the other  hand, believe that Ali is the fourth Caliph69 in Islam and 
wass preceded by the three Caliphs (Abu Bakr, Omar and Othman) in a classical or  golden age of dejure 
legitimatee political authority characterized by these men who make up the epoch of the Four  Righteous 
Caliphs.. (Schubel, 1993: 16) 

Thee Shi'ite could not understand the Muslim community's betrayal and rejection of Ali' s right,  from the 
beginning,, to the Caliphate because for  them the Imamate is something much greater  than a mere political 
officee left to a consensus of some of the Companions of the Prophet But in the history of Islam, Ali was 
overlookedd when deciding who was to be the Caliphate. The Imamate, (in contrast to the Sunni 
understandingg of the same position but as Khalifa, or  Caliphate) is an office of miraculous power  and 
carriess with it both mystical and soteriological dimensions. It should be emphasized at this point that the 
Shi'it ee differ  from the Sunnis in that they view the Imamate as something inherently Islamic, and not an 
accretionn from a pre-Islamic influence, a view held by opponents of Shi'ism. The Shi'ites offer  evidence 
off  their  position from both the Qur'an and the Hadith70 literature. Part of their  argument is based on a 
quranicc Verse (2:124) in which God promises that he will make Ibrahim (Abraham of the Old Testament) 
andd his descendants Imams. The Prophet Muhammad and Ali , his cousin, according to religious history 
aree descendants of Prophet Ibrahim through his son Ismail. Muhammad as the Prophet of Islam is last in 
thee line of prophets, but Ah, as the verse says, was promised by God to be Imam71. 

lik ee the Prophets, Ali and the Imams are thought to be ma'sum (immune from error). Thus, they are 
capablee of guiding the community because they have extraordinary and esoteric knowledge (Urn) given to 
themm from the Prophet The Shi'ites claim it to be a necessity to follow the Imams because they have this 
holyy knowledge. (Hoffman-Ladd, 1992: 626) For  the Shi'ite, the Prophet and his family are more than 
simplyy human beings. They are a prophetic wisdom incarnate. Thus, the appropriation of Ali' s right  to the 
caliphatee is a sacrilegious betrayal and rejection of that wise light 

Seee the family tree drawing at the end. 

688 Ali is the first  Imam and the father  of the twelve Imams (mentioned above) of the Shi'ite tradition . 

699 Caliph literall y means successor  and was the titl e given to those who held power  over  the Islamic empire after  the Prophet 

700 Hadith sayings and acts of the Prophet. 

711 Imam. Imam in Arabic means "leader" . In Islamic terminology this refers to any person who leads others in prayers. However, in 
Shi'it ee theology the Imam also refers to one of the twelve successors of the Prophet 
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Thiss light imagery is an important part of Shiite narratives and is the source of their sacred narratives and 
miraculouss stories about ahl-al-bait. The idea that the Holy Family represents the prophetic light in the 
worldd explains the devotion and love of the Shi'ites for them. This devotion and love to ahl al-bait is 
centrall  to Shi'ite piety. Virtually all Shi'ite teachings, whether in oral form (with which this chapter deals) 
orr written form, are filled with quotations from the Qur'an and Hadith, and there is a clear awareness that 
theirr beliefs have firm textual authority. 

Thee Qur'anic verse commanding Muslims to love the Prophet's family is 42:23 "I do not ask this of you 
forr any reward other than the love of kinfolk", which the Shi'ites interpret to mean, the Prophet's kinfolk, 
thee ahl al-bait. Both Sunnis and Shi'ites around the world interpret this verse of the Qur'an as the Prophet 
askingg nothing for himself, but only for his relatives. In short, he is asking the Muslims to love his family 
(Hoffman-Ladd,, 1992: 622 and Schubel, 1993: 74). The love of ahl al-bait is accepted by both the Sunnis 
andd Shi'ites and unites them. Most Sunni communities as well as all the Shi'ites express their love for the 
Prophet'ss Family by visiting and taking care of their tombs, composing love poems for them, holding 
celebrationss and giving charity in their names. In addition to that, the Shi'ite community holds mourning 
rituals,, which serve as a platform for expressing their love to ahl al-bait. One form of expressing their 
lovee in this context can be found in the strong narrative dimension, which is inherent in the traditional 
Shi'itee community, whether as writers, poets or storytellers. This is where they seek the meaning of life in 
thee proper modes of behavior of a "man", exemplified in the Prophet and his family. 

Thee search for meaning in the life histories of the Holy Family, as history itself and in the remembrance of 
thiss history, are important elements of their culture72. The life histories of each Family member and the 
earlyy historical events that occurred during their lives became important sources for the Shi'ite narratives 
att  the majalis al qiraya. n 

Expressingg Adoration through Story: 

Att this point one should note the strong relationship between history and allegiance74. History is crucial 
forr the Shi'ite because those to whom allegiance is due acted out the drama, which is a guide to proper 
conductt in the crucible of history. The importance of history for Shi'ite piety is reflected in the ritual 
calendar,, which contains more than forty-eight important days of anniversaries of death and 
commemorationn and birthday celebrations. These include the deaths and births of the Prophet, the twelve 
Imams,, the women of ahal al-Bayt, in particular, Sayyida (Lady) Fatima75 and Sayyida Zaynab76. 

Thee importance of the history of ahal al-bayt is the essential element of all Shi'ite rites and ceremonies. 
Eachh historical anniversary gives Shi'ite Muslims the opportunity to reaffirm their allegiance through 
emotionall  acts of devotion. Their devotion and love for ahal al-bayt determine, according to the Shi'ite 
teachings,, the forgiveness of their sins. The very thing that allegedly distinguishes Shi'ism from Sunni 
Islamm at the level of popular piety, devotion to ahl al-bait,v& the focus of Shi'ite religious life. 
Additionally,, as Hoffman-Ladd observes, the hope of salvation through their love of the ahl al- bait is the 
definingg aspect among the Shi'ites. (Hoffman-Ladd, 1992: 628) 

Thiss devotion of the Shi'ite Muslim to the family of the Prophet is expressed by visiting their tombs and 
cultivatingg a personal relationship with them. Personal contact with ahal al-bait is maintained during the 
entiree religious rituals of mourning and remembrance. On the other hand, in the obligatory canonic prayer 

722 Taking ahl al-Bait as symbols and examples to follow see al-Mugarm, 1992; Shem al-Din, 1989; Husayn, 1995; al-Khlili , 1987 

733 The majalis al qiraya is the main ceremony whereby the stories discussed in this chapter  are held. 

744 The Muslim connect history with piety. Islamic history is considered by Sunni Muslim also as sacred and part of one's religious duty. 
Thee early Muslim historians were not paid for  writin g history because they wanted to show their  piety and serve their  religion. Writin g 
andd telling-history is considered the duty of a Muslim (Khider, 1995: 67-224; Fahmi, 1983:5-8). 

755 Fatima the daughter  of the Prophet and the source of the Imams. 

766 Zaynab the daughter  of Fatima and the granddaughter  of the Prophet and the sister  of al-Hassan and al-Husayn. 
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theyy share with the Sunnis, in which the centrality of the ahl aUbait is only hinted at in the prefacing al-
adhanadhan (the call to prayer), the Shi'ites make mention of Ali as well as of Mohammed whereas the Sunnis 
doo not. 

Thiss contact can be seen in its most strikin g and visible form during the public remembrance and 
mourningg of the martyrdom of the third Imam, al-Husayn77. The revival of his memory takes place in the 
monthh of Muharrm7*. The rites of remembrance and mourning of al-Husayn are intense and continue for 
tenn days. The grief begins slowly and reaches its climax on the 10th of Muharrm;  the day al-Husayn was 
martyredd in the battle of Karbala79 in 661 A.D. Karbala is a city in southern Iraq, and the original 
homelandd of some of the women interviewed in this study. 

Althoughh the battle of Karbala was only a small one in terms of the number  of troops and casualties, the 
impactt  it had historically on Shi'ism was and still is staggering. (Richard, 1995: 29) The battle of Karbala 
representss for  all Shi'ites the prototyped struggle between the persecutor  and the righteous under 
oppression.. The martyrdom of al-Husayn represents to them every struggle for  justice and the suffering 
thatt  is always implici t in such struggles. On each occasion there is a reinactment of a persecutor  and the 
righteousrighteous who are oppressed. This belief explains why many of the women who were interviewed for  this 
studyy would say: "Histor y is repeating itself. We are oppressed by Saddam as al-Husayn was oppressed by 
Yazid80" " 

Inn their  poetry, these women use al-Husayn and Yazid symbolically to refer  to their  own suffering and 
oppression.. To the Iraqi Shi'ites in particular , the noble self-sacrifice of al-Husayn will steer  their  hearts 
andd their  consciences, and it will ring out throughout their  history. In the year  661 Al-Husayn was asked 
byy the people of Iraq (from Kufa81, a city in the south of Iraq and also the original homeland of many 
womenn interviewed in this study) to come to Iraq and lead them in revolt against Yazid, who is perceived 
byy the Shi'ites as a persecutor  of his fellow Muslims. Al-Husayn answered their  call and moved from 
Medinaa to the south of Iraq. Before he reached Kufa, al-Husayn and his small entourage were surrounded 
byy Yazid and his army, and without any relief from Kufa, al Husayn was martyred in Karbala along with 
nearlyy all of his family. The people of Iraq were very scared of Yazid and in the end they have failed to 
riserise up and fight with him. In other  words, the very people al-Husayn had come to support and rescue in 
responsee to their  call betrayed him. 

Thiss historical accumulated feeling of guilt has given the memory of al-Husayn and the battle of Karbala 
speciall  meanings in the psychology of each individual Iraqi Shi'ite. The memory of al-Husayn and his 
betrayall  by Iraqi s is very vivid and alive and it has an impact on their  consciousness. As al-Haydari 
observes::  "For  the Iraqi Shi'ite, Karbala is connected with the history of martyrdom and continuous 
sadnesss and mourning. There is no land that has been bloodied as the land of Karbala and no nation that 
hass mourned its hero as the Iraqi Shi'ite have mourned al-Husayn. To some extent, that sadness and 
mourningg for  al-Husayn has become part of the character  of the Iraqi Shi'ite selfhood"(al-Haydari, 1999: 
35)) For  these reasons, the Iraqi Shi'ite women interviewed for  this study have kept the memory of Karbala 

777 Al-Husayn: Al-Husayn, the third Imam. The youngest son of Ali by Fatima. 

788 Muharr m is the first month in the Islamic calendar  and the month in which al-Husayn was martyred. 

799 Karbala is a city in south of Iraq. The historical significance of Karbala is traced to its being the site of the martyrdom of al Husayn in 
thee Islamic year  (61) and 661 A.D. Since the tenth century, Karbala has also become known, in addition to its prosperity as an 
agricultural ,, religious, and scholarly center, for  the shrine of al Husayn which is frequented by many Muslims who come to visit t al 
Husaynn and ask for  his blessings. The shrine of al Husayn is coveredd with ivory, gold, silver, and other  precious stones. In the same 
shrine,, al Husayn was buried with his two sons (Ali and the infant Abdullahi) . And close to al-Husayn's tomb, there is that of his brother 
al-Abbas.. To the east of al-Husayn tomb, there is that of al-Kassim, the son of Imam al-Hassan (the second Imam). Karbala is situated 
closee to al-Furat River. (al-Haydry, 1999:257-272) 

800 Yazid was Oomayat a usurping illegitimate dynasty from the Shiite perspective, that came to power  following the death of Imam Ali 
andd had already challenged his authority during his brief lifetime as Sunni Khalif a and first Shi'ite Imam. 

811 Kufa is a city in south of Iraq where the first Imam Ali carried out his duty as the forth Muslim Caliphe. 
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alivee in their  minds and have continued to practice their  religious rites of remembrance and mourning al 
Husayn'ss martyrdom. 

Althoughh a portion of the rites of majalis al-qiraya (those rites relating specifically to Al-Husayn) are an 
integrall  element of the complex ritual activities at the time of Muharram rites of mourning, the rites of 
majalismajalis al-qiraya have their  own momentum. Unlike the muharrm rites which are carried out only during 
thee first ten days of the month of muharrm and are known as majalis al-Azza al-Husayni, the majalis al-
qirayaqiraya is practiced throughout the year  and involves remembering and mourning all the members of the 
Prophet'ss family, not only al-Husayn. These rites are held at least forty-eight times a year. Although 
practicedd throughout the year, majalis al-qiraya and majalis al-Azza al-Husayni share similarities. Azza in 
Arabicc comes from the same root as a word meaning to console or  to under  take patience. It means a 
"ceremonyy of mourning" . In general, the actions of al-Azza include the mourning of congregations, 
lamentationn with the beating of the breast, and other  actions which seek to express the emotions of grief 
andd anguish to the dead. However, for  the Shi'ite the term al-Azza is used specifically with the memory of 
Imamm Al-Husayn. 

Thee ritual s of remembrance always involve weeping to show devotion and sympathy for  ahal al-bayt The 
phenomenonn of crying incites much criticism from the Sunnis. To the Shi'ite, weeping for  ahal-al- bayt 
andd in particular  for  al-Husayn is not only legitimate but redemptive. "Ther e have been very many texts 
fromfrom  the Imams of the Holy Family (ahl al-bait) from the time of Imam al-Husayn to the Awaited Imam, 
thee Mahdi82, which urge weeping for  the fate of Imam al-Husayn. He who is unable to weep should 
pretendd to weep". (Shems al Din, 1989: 217) 

Thee seventh Imam Musa al-Kazim83 describes ritual  weeping in still stronger  terms. If one wants to share 
inn the blessings of those who sacrificed their  lives at Karbala, then whenever  one remembers the 
calamitiess of Imam al- Husayn, one should cry and say: "Oh, I wish that on the day of Ashura (the day he 
wass martyred) I could have been a companion of the martyrs of Karbala" . 

Forr  the Shi'ite, weeping for  Al-Husayn and his family is a sign of true Islam. By weeping, each person 
showss his or  her  allegiance to the true designees of God and the Prophet (Shems al Din, 1989: 218) 
Unlesss one has a hard heart, one cannot help but cry and the inabilit y to weep over  such a heinous crime 
mayy be taken as evidence that one is spirituall y lost In addition, in his teachings, the sixth Imam, as-Sadiq 
askedd the Shi'ite to compose poetry about al-Husayn and his uprising and also called for  his memory and 
thee memory of ahl al-bait to be kept alive. He has also said: "Ther e is no servant (servant of God) whose 
eyess shed tears for  us, whom God will not grant the reward of countless ages in Paradise". (Shems al Din, 
1989::  218) 

Keepingg the memory of the Holy Family alive is attributed to Sayyida Zaynab when she said to Yazid (the 
rulerr  who killed al-Husayn): "By God, you will never  take from us our  memory". (Shems al Din, 1989: 
218)) During an interview one of the women said that without Zaynab everything about the history of ahl 
al-baital-bait would have been long forgotten in the annals of history. These legitimate teachings concerned with 
rememberingg the history of ahl al-bait, mourning and weeping for  them, composing poetry and keeping 
theirr  memory alive is a major  part of Shi'ite piety. 

Indeed,, the religious rites of mourning and remembering play an effective role in the lives of ordinary 
Shi'it ee people, allowing them to express their  allegiance, piety and devotion to ahl al-bait through 
narratives.. Weeping is powerful in its own right  and it facilitates an immediate encounter  with the 
characterss in Shi'ite narratives. 

Ass mentioned above, remembrance of ahl al-bait is central to Shiite religious belief. To be "a good 

822 The Mahdi is known as the waited and the hidden Imam who the Shi'ite believe would reappear  at the end of time "t o fil l the earth with 
equityy and justice as it was filled with oppression and tyranny" . (al-Haydry, 1999: 327) 

833 Mousa the son of Jafa'ar  who was called al- Kazim (the restrainer) since he was known for  his gentleness, forgiving nature, patience 
andd his ability to restrain his temper  and suppress his anger. al-Kazim was fatally poisoned in the Islamic year  183/791 A.D. (al-Haydry, 
1999:268-274) ) 
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Shi'ite""  is not only to attend the remembrance ceremonies but also to hold, organize and take an active 
partt  in them. The mourning and weeping are not separate elements of the rites of remembrance in terms of 
methodd and content: they interact with each other. The phenomenon of mourning and weeping together 
constitutess ritual grief in the rites of remembrance of ahl al-bait. 

Inn the eyes of the Shi'ite community, the nature and status of ahl al-bait have an effect on the power  of 
thee narratives produced in these religious rites. By virtu e of the exceptional character  of being ma'sum 
(protectedd from error) the participants in the prophetic light are considered to some extent to be capable of 
performingg miracles. "Th e ability to work miracles is taken as evidence of spiritual authority" . As Habiba, 
onee of the women I interviewed for  this study, mentioned in her  narrative "Ima m al-Kazim is the source of 
safetyy and comfort. He is the problem solver, and the giver  of wants and needs."  As many of the women 
mentionedd in their  narratives, they refer  to Imam al-Kazim as "Abu Tulbd* (the father  of requests), 
becausee he does not deny anyone his request or  need 

Itt  had quite noticeable during the interview and ritual  ceremonies an effect of the Imams and ahl al-bait in 
thee women's lives and narratives. Most of these women have mentioned or  sworn by the head of al-
Abbas,, the son of Ali and half brother  of al-Husayn. They invoked him in their  narratives and in their 
dailyy conversations as "Abu al-ra's al-han"  (the father  of the hot head) as they explained to me that al-
Abbass is known for  his fury and his powerful signs. From their  stories one could say al-Abbas has great 
influencee and impact on their  lives since his personality extends from that of the head of a trib e to that 
whichh stands for  more rooted and essential values. He is reknown for  his physical abilities, his 
horsemanship,, decency, and courage, all of which he exhibited in Karbala. It is notable that these women 
swearr  by his name and refer  in their  stories to the "sword of al-Abbas"  and the "fla g of al-Abbas"  or  the 
"breadd of al-Abbas."  The latter  is bread that is stuffed with cheese and mint and which is used as an 
offeringg in the south and central areas in Iraq. 

Inn their  narratives these women believed that every Muslim who is a true lover  ahl al-bait should visit 
thesee scared shrines especially those in al-Najaf84, Karbala al- Kazimeya85 and Samara86 at least once in 
hiss or  her  lifetime. And those who visit these scared shrines acquire special religious and social status 
sincee they are perceived as true lovers of the Prophet's family. If an individual from a distant rural area 
wantedd to visit these holy shrines, as these women said, he or  she must first raise enough money for 
provisionss to undertake such trip . And when such person comes back from his visit to these holy shrines, 
hee or  she is sometimes named the "Visitor "  which means spiritual pilgrim 87. Almost all the women who 
weree interviewed in this study had gained the titles of "Visitor. " 

Mostt  of these women were actually residents of these holy cities. The titl e of Visitor  pertained to those 
whoo lived afar  and had succeeded in making the Holy Visit to the sacred sites. It also, metaphorically 
appliedd to those who were actually from these sacred cities, in that the blessings or  grace of "visiting " 

Thee city of an-Najaf lies in the outskirts of the Western desert in Iraq to the west of the city of al-Kufa and to the West South of 
Baghdad.. An-Najaf, which is 160 km away from Baghdad, is considered one of the most well-known sacred cities in Iraq. In the center of 
an-Najaff  lie the Imam Ali mosque and shrine, both of which are majestically and beautifully built This famous mosque is one of the most 
importantt places of worship and shrines in Iraq. The dome of this mosque is covered with gold. Because of the shrine of Imam Ali , an-
Najaff  has become a very scared place and the object of desire and hope of every Shi'ite in the world whose ultimate wish is to be buried d 
inn this shrine so that she or he can claim the advocacy and protection of Imam Ali on the Day of Judgment. (al-Haydry, 1999: 240-256) 

855 Al-Kazimeya is geographically and historically connected to Baghdad. It is three miles north of Baghdad and it is affected by the 
developmentt of the latter. In the center of al Kazimeya lies the shrine of the two Jawad Imams. Imam al-Kazim who was metioned earlier 
andd the other shrine belongs to his grandsonn Imam Mohamed al-Jawad who died in the Islamic year 219/835 A.D. (al-Haydry, 1999:268-
274) ) 

866 Samara is 120 km. North of Baghdad and it is to the east of Degla River. Imam Ali al-Hadi was buried in Samara when he died in the 
Islamicc year 254 (868 A.D.) The Imam's son, al-Imam Hassan al Askari was also buried there, next to his father, in 260 (Islamic year) 
/8733 A.D. Samara also has the Ghaiba Tunnel, a beautiful wooden door that is still present until today and from which Imam al-Mahdi 
disappearedd according to the Shi'ites who expect his return to bring back justice to the earth after it has been filled with tyranny and 
injustice.. (al-Haydry, 1999:278) 

877 For more information about the Shi'ite pilgrimage see Sykes, 1910 and his book The Glory of the Shia World, the Tale of Pilgrimage. 
Alsoo see al-Haydry, 1999:240-286 
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suchh sites were theirs every time they went to the physical location of the shrines. They used to visit these 
scaredd shrines every day to do the regular  prayers or  for  visitation. The women who came from the rural 
areass or  lived far  away from these cities used to visit every Friday night in addition to the regular  annual 
visitss of muharrm, which is the most important visit to Karbala on the tenth of muharrm (Ashoura Day) 
andd the Fortieth Day of very year. These visits have their  norms, rules, and rituals. As it was explained in 
theirr  narratives the visitors are expected to do their  ablutions and to take off their  shoes and their  weapons 
priorr  to their  entrance to the holy shrines. In their  mind these visits to scared shrines are a way for  the 
Shi'it ee visitor  to connect with God through his supplications and prayers to the scared Imams. The 
prayers,, the visits, and the supplications that are carried out in these shrines have very special status and 
significancee because they serve as a means of asking for  the mediation and protection of the Imams and 
invokingg their  help in fulfillin g one's special need or  request These women mentioned that there are 
speciall  prayers that are said to get closer  to God and other  prayers to ask for  the advocacy and protection 
off  the Imams. There are also prayers to ask for  guidance and help in times of crises, need, or  despair  as 
welll  as those to ask for  subsistence and wealth or  for  health and a cure for  illnesses.88 

Anotherr  traditio n developed by the Shi'ites of Iraq centered upon their  Imams. As was described in these 
narrative,, Naher cd-Furat (the Euphrates River) and its water  are sacred to many Shi'ites. The water  from 
thiss river  is invoked in many of their  prayers and their  supplications that were made in holy visits and in 
ritualsrituals  ceremonies. The sacredness of the water  of this river  is traced to the battle of Karbala in which 
Imamm al-Husayn, his family, and followers were martyred close to Naher al-FuratP It is believed that al-
Husaynn and his followers died close to this river  while they were thirsty under  a scorching sun in the 
desert.. Yazaid, the enemy of al-Husayn, blocked al-Husayn's path to the river,  preventing him and his 
followerss from obtaining water  from the river.  The unjust thirst of al-Hasyan and his men as they sought 
thee river  in vain has been immortalized in song and poetry by the Shi'ite. Moreover, in yet another  story, 
Yazidd and his men killed al-Abbas, as he was tryin g to reach the river  to bring water  to the thirsty women 
andd children. Thus the water  from the Euphrates is filled with holy significance. 

Aroundd this story many rituals were developed that related to the sacredness of the Naher al-Furat. (al-
Haydry,, 1999) As Souad said, "i t is important for  us to wash in Naher al-Furat before visiting al-
Husayn'ss shrine because its water  cleanses us from our  sins". It is notable that during the months of 
muharrmmuharrm and Safar of every year, and especially in the hot summer months, "many people make offerings 
off  cold and iced water  in mosques and holy shrines as well as in the street and markets", as Nadiah 
recountedd to me. She also mentioned that "outside many households, coffee shops, restaurants, and stores 
theree are placed big pots full of cold water  with signs that read 'Drin k the water  and curse Yazid', 
meaningg Yazid the killer  of al-Husayn."  Also, as Fatima explains, many people wash their  dead in al-
FuratFurat  river  before burying them in Wadi al Salaam (the Peace Valley) in an-Najaf as a way of blessing 
theirr  deceased Moreover, because it is believed that al-Husayn was killed in Karbala while he was thirsty, 
hee is referred to, as Mona, another  woman in the study, explains, as "he who offers water  to the thirsty on 
Judgmentt  Day."  Mona, like countless of other  Shi'ite beleivers, added that she wishes to be among the 
peoplee who will be offered water  by him in that Day of Judgment. 

Traditiona ll  belief attests that Karbala acquired its sacredness because the tragedy of the martyrdom of 
Imamm al-Husayn occurred on its soil. (Ashur, 1994; al-Haydry, 1999; Mahfuz, 1950) 
Thus,, the soil of Karbala has become sacred too. It is a custom that many Shi'ite Muslims carry some of 
thee soil of Karbala with them, in that it once was covered with the blood of the martyr , al-Husayn and his 
family.. The word "turba "  and its plural "turab "  refer  to any pure clay that is taken from the holy Karbala 
soill  or  from the land around its holy shrines. Such pieces of clay are dried and burnished in square, 
rectangularr  or  oval shapes and placed on prayer  mats so that the person who is praying places his or  her 
foreheadd on them instead of the ground. 

888 Muslim oral and written culture is full of these kinds of prayers. These prayers could by created by the person her/him self asking God 
too filful l his needs or  it could be take from the Qura'an, Hadith, Imams teatchings, certain teachings of a sufi Shakh, certain books written 
byy religious people and from the prayers that were said after  each of the five prayers that performed everyday. These prayers are found in 
thee different Muslim communities Sunni, Shi'ite and Sufi teachings. The famous prayer  book in the Shi'ite traditio n is al-Saha'af al-
Sajadiahh of the fourth Imam Ali Zayn al-Abdeen the son of Imam al-Husayn. 

899 Naher  al-Furat literall y translates as "sacred waters", and Karbala translates as "sacred soil". 
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Too confirm their love and faith, all sectors of Shi'ism, from the wealthiest traders to the poorest farmers, 
havee collectively spent a great deal of money in building these scared shrines, covering the minarets with 
puree gold, as well as decorating the tombs with the most valuable and expensive of decorations and 
Arabicc writings. More than a century ago, there emerged and developed, in many cities and holy shrines, 
placess of worship and religious rituals, especially during the festivals of the months of muharm and Sqfar. 

Thesee places are called "a/ Husayniyaf*** after Imam Husayn. "a/ Husayniyaf' have religious, social, 
political,, and cultural significance. They have also turned into social clubs and cultural gatherings where 
knowledgee and scholarly opinions are exchanged. (Fadhallah Mohammed, 1997:46-49) 

Healingg at the Shrines: 

Itt is notable that from their narratives these women have visited these shrines more often during difficult 
times.. For example, all of them said that they have visited these shrines frequently during the first and 
secondd Gulf wars. As many women were interviewed for this study have observed that the number of 
visitss to al-Najaf, Karbala and al-Kazimeya increased considerably particularly among women who lost 
theirr husbands and brothers in the war. The phenomenon of women who could not afford to visit and thus 
sentt letters of complaints, requests, and supplications to the Imams also became very prevalent during that 
time.. Such letters included requests for peace, health, protection, and the safe return of the beloved ones 
whoo had been lost or imprisoned during the wars. Many women mentioned that the tomb of Imam Ali in 
al-Najaff  was filled with hundreds of such letters, that they were pasted in layers on the windows and the 
doorss of the tomb. This phenomenon reflected the suffering, fear, and pain that the Iraqi men and women 
weree experiencing at the time. In fact, the writing of such letters may have been the only means that was 
availablee to these people to express and to relieve their suffering. Only through written requests could the 
womenn seek support from the Imams, who are considered especially trustworthy and comforting since 
theyy are the only ones capable of keeping secrets and assisting those in need. 

Duringg these times of plight, it was the women who actually suffered the worst from anxiety and social 
andd psychological pressure since they were more repressed, oppressed, and thereby more marginalized 
thenn the men in their society. At the same time, it was the women who mostly sought peace and comfort 
Thus,, their visits and the prayers in these shrines had a psychological function in addition to their religious 
functionss because such visits helped them experience peace and comfort in order to cope with their 
anxiety.. (al-Haydry, 1999) 
Inn other words, these visits served as a temporary treatment, delaying or even preventing the possibility of 
aa nervous breakdown. In their narratives the women shared that they would present their requests and 
offeringss to the Imams when they wanted assistance. Amina, one of the mid-aged informants said she 
madee a vow to give a certain offering to the tomb if her request was fulfilled. In her narrative, she 
explainedd this process of supplication. To symbolize this pledge, she would tie a green thread in the 
tomb'ss window, as is the custom. When God answered her request and supplication, she would keep her 
voww and make the offering by throwing some money or gold through the window or by giving offerings to 
onee of the keepers of the shrines or distribute money for the poor in the name of the Imam. Jamilah, one of 
thee elderly informants mentioned in her story of how Imams can cure illness. In one of her visits she 
witnessedd visitors who had brought their sick son and tied him to the tomb's window until he was cured at 
whichh time they left the shrine rejoicing God. 

Habiba,, one of the elderly and key informants mentioned in her narrative that the Ba'ath regime forbade 
thee Shi'ite rituals of mourning and remembrance in 1977. She narrated that the police locked the big gate 
thatt lead to the shrines of al-Husayn and al-Abbas. Then the police stood by the locked gate, carried their 
gunss to prevent people from entering the shrine. People stood by the gate praying, chanting and suddenly, 
shee and the crowd saw the gate opening on its own. The police, frightened, ran away, and the Shi'ites 
enteredd the gates with joy to pay their respects. Another story narrated by Fatima recalled when the 
governmentt forbade the rituals of rememberance of the Prophet's family, ahal al-bayt. It also prohibited 

Speciall  places built for participating the mourning rituals. 
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thee pilgrimage to the holy shrines. But the Shi'ites would never  conform to such a banning, because, as 
shee describes: 

Itt  runs in their  blood to worship this Holy Family! I remember once after  this 
banningg decree in 1980 a rich man from our  neighborhood brought many buses at 
midnightt  and invited people to travel free of charge to Karbala. At 3 a.m. in the 
morningg we drove down to the area of the Ma'amil and from there were went on 
foott  to Karbala to reach the Holy Shrines and visit Imam al Husayn, al Abbas and 
Imamm al Kassim. After  this, we went back to spend the night in a tent! We were a 
groupp of girls and we were laughing, weeping, and talking! We stayed in the tent 
untill  12 noon the next day when we were told that there would be jogging 
[joggingg symblizes their  support to al-Huyan]. In this rite many people were 
joggingg together  in the memory of the murder  of al Husayn. Even kids of only 
fourss years were involved in this rite, all dressed in green. People were reciting 
forr  al Abbas during the jogging, but never  to Zaynab. We believe that al Abbas 
wouldd get nervous if she were mentioned It happened that during the "Harder " 
jogging,, some people mentioned her. I was washing my face when I saw smoke 
fromfrom  the top of al-Abbas tomb! We were amazed and people were scared. Then 
wee were ordered not to mention her  again! Where I started jogging I nearly 
faintedd and was about to fall down. A man met me and gives me a sweet, milk-
lik ee drink . When I drank it I felt myself refreshed again and jogged for  three 
hours—wass still ready for  more. However  they banned us from this jogging. 
Duringg jogging we recite: 
Thee Abbas where is the promise? 
Thee Abbas Zaynab was taken hostage by Ben Saad! 
Thee Abbas where is the promise? 

Ann old man ridin g a horse was leading the caravel and we repeat after  him. He 
wass reciting much poetry and we repeat in reply to him. In our  area the 
communistt  party was very active amongst the Shi'ites while the religious Islamic 
partiess were not Although the communists were heretic, they still observed the 
Shi'it ee rituals. They served the funerals and did the Husayn readings. They 
believedd in the story of El Hussein as guaranteed truth . That was the society they 
hadd entered and they could not change its practices! 

Thesee narratives attest to the centrality of remembrance in the Shi'ite culture, as well as to the particular 
centralityy of collective remembrances in honor  of the Holy Family. Believers are usually brought to tears 
ass a rule, and in another  level, physically exercise their  own bodies as they enjoin in commemoration 
process.. Such physical and emotional exertion serves to increase the spiritual connection participants have 
too each other, to the culture, and most importantly , to the holy stories themselves. As Habiba and Fatima 
describedd the bans and prohibition s on such rituals, it becomes evident that their  power  is recognizable 
evenn outside their  community. In Iraq, the government worked hard to limi t or  end such gatherings. But 
thee Shi'ite community persevered. 

Inn addition to the belief of the miraculous quality of the Imams, the Shi'ites also believe that, according to 
tradition ,, the 12th Imam had the power  of invisibility . He became known as "Th e Hidden"  (al-ghaiba) 
becausee he was able to hide from his enemies who wanted to assassinate him. This doctrine of the 
"Hiddenn Imam"  suggests that the 12th Imam (who was born in the 8th century) is not dead, but, rather, has 
withdrawnn from earthly life. Until the moment arrives when God requires his services on earth to preach 
Islam,, he will remain invisible. His return will bring justice to both the East and the West. 

Thee women I have interviewed constantly pray for  the Hidden Imam's return, saying: "Ma y God speed his 
return.""  According to their  explanations to me, they feel they need him to bring justice to the world and to 
theirr  own situation. The performance of miracles and the miracle of the "Hidden Imam"  brought to the 
Shi'it ee a high expectation that aM al-bait would help them cope with their  suffering and fulfi l their  needs. 
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Thee miraculous quality of ahl al-bait made the ordinary Shi'ite treasure narratives and stories of other 
Shi'itess being helped and contacted by ahl al-bait. 
Thee narratives produced in these majalis, from the retelling of personal life histories to the miraculous 
storiess of ahl-al bait, are all sacred narratives. The narratives are specifically retelling the stories of 
braveryy and sacrifice of the sacred heroes and heroines of Karbala are called the "narratives of 
Karbala"(Jüütafcc Karbala) or Karbala discourse. There are more than forty majalis a year. The majlis I 
havee chosen to describe in this chapter is the majlis of al Sayyida Zaynab the sister of al-Husayn. Her 
majlismajlis is a perfect example illustrating both narratives. She represents the Prophetic Light and she also 
tookk an active part in the battle of Karbala. She is known as "Zaynab the heroine of Karbala". The 
generatingg of these narratives is based on a common understanding that the Prophet and his family lived 
livess full of incidents, which are meaningful signs for those possessing the spiritual insight to read them 
Hence,, the importance of recounting history historical narratives is central to the Shi'ite piety. Connecting 
pietyy with narratives explains the number of narratives produced throughout the year in majalis al-qiraya. 

Inn a study of mourning rites and their narratives it is important to understand how the sacred narratives 
and,, in particular "the narratives of Karbala", have affected the lives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women in exile. I 
alsoo seek to explain how these women have used the ceremonies of mourning to mourn their own sorrow 
andd to heal their own suffering and trauma. One must bear in mind the fact that these women have 
experiencedd severe religious and political persecution under Saddam's Hussein, suffered the experience of 
twoo Gulf wars and a failed Uprising, and became refugees and exiles. Presently, their status as refugees in 
exilee drives them to seek release, hope and help through the power of miracles. As these women attempt 
too rebuild a life for themselves, they listen continuously to majalis al-qiraya narratives and make them a 
recurringg part of everyday conversation. The part that historical narratives play in their lives is very clear. 
Inn this chapter I wil l discuss how they have used the narratives of the rites of mourning and remembrance 
too serve their Shi'ite religion and in so doing, release their own personal pain and anxieties. 

Thee Setting of Remembrance: 

MajalisMajalis al-qiraya91 is held in private homes where an invited congregation may vary from a dozen to a 
hundredd women, but averages around fifty . The mullaya9*, an Iraqi colloquialism for a female mullah, 
servess as the leader of women's majlis. They are usually local women who have had traditional training. 
Onlyy women are allowed to attend these majalis and there must be no men within earshot. Women have 
thee opportunity to listen to both female and male mullas. The women's majlis has a longer and more 
complicatedd structure. The majlis hostess is very aware of the range of choices open to her in terms of the 
mullayamullaya she may choose, the types of performance she may sponsor, the hospitality she may offer, and the 
ambiencee of the gathering she may create. 

Thesee ceremonies of remembrance in majalis al-qiraya follow a procedure that builds up to an emotional 
climaxx and then falls into a period of calm reflection. Describing the activities of a typical majalis al 
qirayaqiraya in chronological order best shows this procedural nature. 

Thee first step in the process is the preparation of the location. The performance I will recount in detail 
tookk place at the home of one of the interviewees, who happened to be mullaya, herself. I arrived at the 

Myy position in this ritual was as an empathetic oral historian. I used the participatory-observation technique used by anthropologist to 
observee and understand, and lived with the Iraqi Shi'ite women in an attempt to snare a common ground and experience what they 
experienced.. This put me in a position of camaraderie and sympathy. To do justice to their stories, I needed to understand fully the 
expressionn of their poetic forms and their manner. Although they are serving their religion with the most pious of intentions, these women 
doo not realize that it is also part of a releasing and healing process. 

mullayaa is the religious specialists who recite the lamentation and the poetic stories in majalis al-Qiraya are called mullah for a male 
andd mullaya for a female. The task of the mullaya is to evoke the atmosphere for the Karbala in the context of an expository sermon 
designedd for the religious edification of the community. The mullaya doesn't read from scripture. She recites from memory in a poetic 
mannerr facts from religious history and often fictionalized religious tragedies. The mullaya herself might be not an educated woman but 
shee is always a woman with a great experience and talent The mullaya of this study achieved this position by attending the Majalis since 
shee was a child. Both her grandmother and mother were mullaya as well. Over the years, she memorized the poetry and trained herself by 
observingg the techniques of story-telling. 
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mullaya'smullaya's house at three o'clock in the afternoon on 17 September  1999 to attend a majlis al-qiraya for 
mourningg and remembering al-Sayyida Zaynab, who died on 11 Rajab 662. The majlis was to be held at 
sevenn in the evening, but I came early to observe and help preapre the house, as participation in 
preparationn is part of showing piety. Two other  women had already arrived to help in the preparation, 
whichh included cooking and moving furnitur e out of the sitting room. The room was then empty apart 
fromfrom  a big colorful Iranian (ajami) carpet and a few pictures on the wall. There were three pictures in the 
mullaya'smullaya's sitting room. One of them was a picture of the first Imam Ali , the second was of the third Imam 
al-Husayn,, and the third image was a nearly wall-size poster  of a field of palm trees'3. It is interesting to 
notee that most of the houses of the Iraqi women in the Netherlands have these exact pictures on the wall. 
Inn addition, some houses have verses of the Qur'an or  a saying of one of the Imams in calligraphic Arabic. 
Thee aim of this visual presentation is intentional, namely, to remind them of their  country, their  history 
andd their  religion. 

Thesee visual presentations also represent an entrance into understanding their  rituals. As Raddely 
explainedd this phenomenon, by saying that people who are forced to move homes establish a special form 
off  remembering, which he calls grieving. (Raddely, 1994: 50) Due to their  displacement, these people use 
thee concept of possession and thus loss of objects as a vehicle for  defining their  own stories, and thus, 
suchh remembering is part of a narrative. Its purpose may be to repair  a biographical disruption, which the 
individuall  has suffered. Objects are used and presented to evoke memories, but they also remain 
embeddedd in the material world, and so sustain certain myths and ideologies that relate to the individuals 
andd to the culture at large. (Raddely, 1994: 51) The shared memory of a collective past is recalled and 
commemoratedd within the framework of each individual' s own experience. The material artifact sustains 
thee remembrance and shapes the order  of the recounting of the history. (Radelly, 1990: 57) Relating these 
findingss back to the walls of the majlis, for  these Iraqi women, such pictures represent their  past, present, 
andd future, providing a setting within which to tell their  own stories. 

Thee preparation of food began at four  o'clock.94 Five women packed the kitchen chatting and cooking. 
Thee sound of their  voices mixed with the sound of washing dishes and glasses. In next to no time Iraqi 
ricerice with French beans and dill , a spicy Iraqi kebab, a vegetable sauce, and Iraqi bread and salad were 
ready.. By six thirty , most of the women had arrived and it was time for  the maghrib (sunset) prayer. 
Beforee the prayer, I was given a small, fine round stone to place under  my forehead whenever, in the 
formall  movements of the prayer, my forehead was to touch the ground. Each of the women had one. The 
womann sitting next to me told me: 'Thi s piece of a turba was made from the earth of Karbala and it is our 
traditio nn to use this earth, which was purified by the blood of al-Husayn, for  prayers, to represent the land 
wheree al-Husayn was martyred for  us." 

Thiss stone, representing the first  step in the ritual  of remembrance, serves as the gateway into the history 
off  Karbala and ahl-al-bait. At that moment I realized how a Shi'ite would be reminded of his/her  unique, 
Shi'ite-specificc history five times a day (the number  of Muslim prayers per  day) by the usage of this 
turba. turba. 

Thee picture of al-Husayn in the middle of the wall facing the women was further  physical evidence of 
Karbala.. The Karbala stone for  prayer  and the Imams' pictures are significant objects in remembering the 
historyy of aht-al-bait. As Radelly said, there are objects made especially to help us to remember. Since 
remembrancee is at the core of Shi'ite belief, the deployment of such objects is particularl y important. It is 
forr  this reason that the artifacts of place are as important to the Shi'ite rites as the sacred text they recite. . 
(Radelly,, 1990:48) 

Radellyy stated that our  culture allows us to recognize that the importance of an ordered material world 

933 The palm tree plays a central rol in Middl e Eastern culture and in the religion of Islam. It produces dates, coconuts, milk , as well as 
fiberr  and wood. It also has many cultural ructions. The palm tree leaves are used in different occasions such as weddings and for  blessing 
thee dead. In addition to that the trunk of me tree is used in building houses and in making furniture . Highly symbolic of Divine Grace, the 
palmm tree is also a large icon of nostalgia for  the homeland of Iraq, as discussed in Chapter  Five. 

944 Food constitutes a large part of establishing familiarit y and community for  the Iraqi culture, and arguably, for  all cultures across the 
world. . 
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alsoo pertains to the interior of people's houses. The space people create for themselves is designed with 
theirr remembrance priorities in mind. Visitors and guests recognize this and usually remember according 
too how the placed pictures and artifacts ordain. Objects are signiflers as to how people go about 
establishingg their individual and collective past They establish a connection with the past, which helps to 
sustainn identity. In this way, people can enjoy a sense of the past through the connection to a history that 
theyy have not themselves created or presented. (Radelly, 1990: 47-48) Artifacts and the ordered 
environmentt also serve as a tangible basis from which one recall the setting of a past event There is a 
sociall  psychology of remembering that extends beyond an individual cognitive faculty into a common 
recollection.. Though singular ways of remembering may be different, the collectivity of remembrance can 
bee evoked through one individual's presentation thereof, (ibid: 49). Thus, with the familiar images on the 
walll  and the nostalgic smells of Iraqi dinner in the air, we all began the maghrib prayer together. Upon its 
completion,, the mullaya left the living room, not to return until the actual rites began. . 

Thee Remembrance and Mournin g Rites of Zaynab: : 

Thee aim of the stories that unfolded in this majalis is to describe the pain suffered by the members of the 
ahlahl al-bait. In these remembrance and mourning rites the Shi'iic draw inspiration from the lives of the 
femalee members of ahl al-bait, who set examples of female heroism. They also gather strength from the 
livess of the twelve Imams, who suffered persecution and martyrdom, and from the committed Shi'ites 
who,, in the centuries of persecution that followed, met similar fates with apparent equanimity or even 
enthusiasm.. These stories blend the fantastic with the historic; the events recounted are not simply 
historical,, they are meta-historical. Their content and recitation are archetypal, and in some senses, 
outside,, yet paralleling real time and place. 

Heree I am going to concentrate on the "constructed" poetic stories that invoke memory of Sayyida 
Zaynab.Zaynab. In this ceremony, the retelling of the story only begins after the adequate establishment of the 
visuall  preparation (discussed above) and the spiritual preparation, the canonic prayer of Islam heightening 
Shi'itee consciousness by use of the Karbala stone. 

Noww the women are ready to enter into the emotional part of the rituals. The women, dressed in black, sit 
onn the floor in four lines in a square facing each other, with their backs against the walls. When the first 
squaree is completed, the latecomers start a new line inside the square, forming a second square. The small 
childrenn Mup to three years of age sat next to their mothers or on their laps. The older children, from age 
fourr upwards, sit together, forming another square. While seated the women converse quietly with each 
other.. But once the mullaya returns to the room and begins to recite, the women and children keep quiet. 

Thee ceremony begins the moment the mullaya re- enters the room. Her position in the group is the focal 
point,point, at the very center of the last square, so that all the women and childrencan clearly see what she is 
doingg and hear what she is saying. The majlis begins calmly with the first al-q'da (the sitting), as the 
womenn remain seated listening to the mullaya. In this majlis, the al-q'da lasted for approximately thirty 
minutess during which the Mullaya moved slowly but methodologically into the next section of the 
ceremony,, which would be far more emotional in nature. The mullaya begins the rites in the first al-q'da 
byy reciting verses of the Qur'an for blessings. Then she invoke this prayer on the Prophet and his family: 

Prayerss and peace upon our Prophet Mohammed and his family, the kind and 
purifiedd people. God's prayers and peace for our guide Imam al-Husayn and his 
sisterr Zaynab. Secure shall be whosoever follows your way and the one who 
holdss to you shall never be disappointed. We are with you, our lords. Being your 
supporterss would be our greatest reward. 

Thenn the women join the mullaya in reciting "Ameen" to close the prayer. What she has just recited is a 
commonn Shi'ite prayer for ahl al-bait. Then, the mullaya addresses Imam al-Husayn in her own words, 
andd this recitation is a free, improvised expression of the mullaya's personal feelings. 

Childrenn are brought to majlis for  the sake of experiening the ritual . The transformation of the ritual knowledge is done by experience 
onlyy not by verbal teachings. 
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Ohh my Imam Husayn, often I visited your tomb and touched the earth in which 
youu lay. Now I long to return to you. Years have passed in which I missed the joy 
off  being in your garden. I have tried to visit you, but the flashing sword of Yazid 
(Saddam)) prevented me. When it became so difficult to see you I visited al-Sham 
(Syria)) to taste and smell the earth of Sayyida Zaynab's tomb. Your presence in 
Sayyidaa Zaynab let me commune with you. Sayyida Zaynab and you are with us 
inn sprit although far away. 

Thee mullaya is apologizing for not being able to do her duty and visit Imam al Husayn's tomb in Karbala. 
Shee explained that Saddam, whom she called Yazid, would not allow her to visit Unable to resist her 
longingg for ahal-al-bayu however she travels to Syria, one of the places where Sayyida Zaynab is 
believedd to be buried. Sayyida Zaynab was very close to her brother, and thus through her, the Mullaya is 
stilll  able to regain the joy of al-Husayn's blessings. 

Thee mullaya continues, saying that she feels their presence (Al-Husayn and Zaynab) with her in The 
Netherlands.. Then she recites prayers and blessings specifically upon Sayyida Zaynab, in whose 
remembrancee this ceremony is being held. When the prayers and blessings end she tells a brief story that 
recountss Sayyida Zaynab's role in the historical events of Karbala. 

Husaynn knew that he was going to be martyred. This is why he took the women 
off  his family with him. He wanted Sayyida Zaynab to complete his message after 
hiss death. He knew that his sister was capable of doing that. Sayyida Zaynab was 
indeedd present at Karbala and she survived the battle with the female members of 
thee al-Husayn family and one male, Ali the son of al-Husayn. Sayyida Zaynab 
becamee the protector of the Prophet's family. When they were taken as captives 
too Kufa she spoke to the governor of Kufa in defense of her brother and his 
family.. Then they were taken to Yazid (the Sunni Caliph of the Muslims) at that 
time.time. At his court in al-Sham (Damascus) she spoke out in defense of her sisters 
andd saved her nephew from being killed. Sayyida Zaynab was brave and did not 
fearr Yazid and his army. She was in a weakened position before the Caliph, but 
herr strength carried the message through the most difficult of times. 

Thenn the mullayah addresses a special prayer to Sayyida Zaynab in the name of all those assembled at the 
majlis. . 

Ohh Sayyida Zaynab, woman of faith and light, granddaughter of our Prophet 
Mohammed,, we ask you to brighten our life with your wonderful light and to 
givee us the strength to face the difficulties of our time. May God help us to meet 
withh you in your high place in paradise. Oh, our great Sayyida Zaynab, bless our 
gatheringg in your name and thousands of prayers and peace be upon you. 

Afterr this brief story and commemorative prayer in honor of Sayyida Zaynab, the mullaya stands up and 
beginss to recite an elogy from the perspective of Sayyida Zaynab as she witnessed the martyring of her 
brotherr al-Husayn in Karbala. She starts the recitation in a peculiar, deliberately quivering voice, 
conjuringg images of a lute. Musical in quality, the strings of lament flow from one theme to another. The 
recitationn begins with the infamous battle, giving details of the martyring of al-Husayn. 

Thee poetry of the majlis: 

Repetitionn and simplicity of phrasing characterize this poetry. The laments vary considerably in length, 
structuree and content. Throughout, however, the style remains very simple. The first verse of the poem is 
ann invocation and hymn of God's Oneness and Power. The second verse is a brief introduction to 
Zaynab'ss story. It ends with the poet as Sayyida Zaynab, asking the listeners to say ai-Fatiha96 for her 

966 al -Fatiha is the first  verse (sura) of the Qur'an. Its brief duration, comprehensive nature, and frequent repetition approximates. The 
Lord' ss Prayer  in Christianity . Yet its centrality to the religion of Islam makes it a common invocation in any important moment 
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soul.. The laments rituaJly invoke a relationship of kinship, always beginning with phrases like "Oh my 
brother""  or "Oh my mother". In the first line of the First Lament, Sayyida Zaynab calls her brother "the 
sonn of my mother." In Arab culture when someone connects a relationship to the mother it indicates an 
extremelyy close connection. Thus, Sayyida Zaynab is expressing the kindest feelings possible toward him, 
too the extent that she wishes to die so that she could be with him. 

Ohh son of my mother, 
Myy soul has left me 
Butt what iss the use of my soul without you 
Yourr pain is my pain 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Afterr each episode in the Lament the women join with the mullaya in chanting the one line refrain: Ya 
Husaynnah,, Ya Husaynnah! (Oh my Husayn!). The second verse describes Zaynab's role in the battle and 
herr situation when she sees al-Husayn's corpse. 

Zaynabb moving in the thick of battle, 
Too provide succor to her brother 
Suddenlyy saw his mutilated body, 
Streamingg with blood, 
Herr breath taken away 
Byy the howling wind and sand 
Herr eyes seeing nothing 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Thee next verse shows that when she saw his body, she realized she was destined to continue his fight, 
albeitt alone. 

Shee saw his mutilated body, 
Streamingg with blood, 
Shee threw herself upon his lifeless body, 
Sayingg the arrows, which cut you down, set my heart ablaze, 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Thee second Lament differs from the first in that it does not speak only about Zaynab but about the people 
aroundd her during the battle. This also emphasizes her leadership role and that she became the main 
characterr after her brother died. 

Thee first part of this Lament alludes to how Sakina, her niece and the daughter of al-Husayn broods over 
thee death of al-Husayn's brother, her uncle Abbas. During the battle, Sakina became so thirsty, she asked 
herr uncle, Abbas, to bring her water. As described previously, al-Husayn's group was cut off by the 
enemyy from the naher (Euphrates River) al-furat, which was the only source of water in the area. When 
Abbass attempted to overcome his enemies and obtain water from the naher al-furat, the enemy killed him. 
Inn her guilt, the young Sakina called to her aunt Zaynab 

Ohh Aunt, he died because I asked for water 
Whatt use of my life without his, 
Waterr that I needed to quench the 
Flamess within my body 
Whatt am I to say a dropp of water for his life? 
Yaa Abbas, Ya Abbas! 
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Thee ensuing lament reminds us of yet another  event at the battle of Karbala. It is the story of al-Kassim, 
thee nephew of Zaynab who was killed in his youth. It is al-Kassim's grief-stricken mother  who 
"addressed""  this lament to Sayyida Zaynab, and it expresses the feelings of any mother  or  sister  whose 
sonn or  brother  (like al-Kassim) has died in war  before having the chance to marry. This lament of al-
Kassimm is very popular  among the women in The Netherlands, because many have lost young sons, and 
thuss identify with the mother  of al-Kassim. During its recitation, many of them break into tears. 

Ohh my son, Oh Zaynab 
AA young man ready to be wed, 
Neverr  to be a groom 
Hiss blood is his Henna and, 
Thee earth is his coffin 
Thee candle of his youth 
Hass been extinguished 

Ohh Zaynab, hear  what I say 
Hee will never  be a groom 
Hiss blood is his Henna, and, 
Thee earth is his coffin. 

Whenn this lament ends it is time for  the physically active part al-waaqfe (the standing). The women 
loosenn their  scarves, stand up and form one circle around the midlaya who recites an especially powerful 
lamentt  that she chants in a strong but grief-stricken voice. Its dirge-like rhythms evoke deep pain that 
echoess the anguished rhythms of Shi'ite funerals. The women's voices become stronger  and louder  as 
theyy join the mullaya, chanting in unison the refrain: "Y a Husaynnah, Ya Hussayna!"  or  a variant: "Ah a 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah!". Al-waaqfa is undoubtedly the emotional climax of the rites. Though the 
womenn and the mullaya have wept and cried during the previous laments, in this standing performance the 
cryingg is more intense and their  own sense of their  love and remembrance of ahal al-bayt is at its most 
passionate. . 

Whenn the mullaya observes that the women are at a height of emotion, she beats her  chest and her  face 
withh her  hands to make the women cry still more until they all achieve a state of unity in their  sorrow. 
Thatt  state of unity is maintained by the mullaya, who focuses her  gaze upon any individual woman who 
hass not reached the group's level of expression in order  to encourage her  to increased outward grief. The 
chantt  continues as the women start to rock back and forth in unison, following the rhythm with the beating 
off  their  chests. All are weeping97 by this point, and some are even crying out in sudden bursts, "Y a 
Husayn,, Ya MaZlum! "  (Oh Husayn, Oh Victim of Tyranny!) or  "Ya litana, kunna kunna ma'k Ya Husayn !" 
(Wee wish we were with you Husayn!) or  "Ya Husayn, Allah yal'nak ya Yazifd\Oh Husayn, God curse 
Yazid!). . 

Inn the lament chanted by the mullaya, Sayyida Zaynab calls upon her  walf%, who in this case is her 
deceasedd father, the first Imam and spiritual guide Imam Ali , for  help. 

Callingg on her  father  and his followers 
Too mount their  horses 
Too slay her  enemy with all speed 
Saying,, who will support me? 
Don'tt  desert me in my hour  of need 
Nott  for  me myself but for  the sake 
Off  the children left with me 

Ass every woman was weeping I found myself in tears too. 

9696 It is customary in Arab culture to appeal to one's spiritual wait, the "frien d of God"  or  Saint who has passed away. The wali serves as a 
kindd of spiritual intercessor. 
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Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Inn these lines it is Sayyida Zaynab who is speaking to her  father, asking him for  aid. The people wanted 
thee problem solved quickly, but the walVs patience knew no end. She waited endlessly for  her  father's 
help,, hi the next verse Sayyida Zaynab expresses her  grief and complains to her  martyred brother  that 
theree is no rescuer  or  protector  for  her  after  his death. Stories such as these work to reaffirm the bonds 
betweenn the dead and their  living relatives; the laments themselves reinforce the nature of the bond as one 
off  kinship, even through the grave. The women were to say later  that they were profoundly moved by the 
veryy way this relationship with the dead is invoked, as in "Oh my brother" , for  instance. 

Ohh son of my mother, 
Myy heart is breaking 
Myy eyes red from tears 
Wheree are the rescuers? 
Wheree are the protectors? 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Inn the next verse Sayyida Zaynab continues to complain about the lack of help. 

Zaynabb higher  on the hill , 
Callingg out to the world 
Noo one has come to put out the fires 
Thee fire in the tents 
Thee fire inside her  (from pain and suffering) 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Butt  in the next verse she has accepted her  fate. By accepting God's will Zaynab showed her  faith. Death is 
soo terrible; these verses attest that it can prevent people from maintaining their  own faith. 

II  accept what was written 
Yourr  passing on, and me, 
Capturedd by the enemy 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Butt  Zaynab is still not at ease as to who will carry on the message of al-Husayn. The notion of message is 
off  particular  significance to this study in that the recitations themselves serve as messages of the history. 
Byy singing about Zaynab's "passing on"  of what was written, the act of story-telling is presented as holy 
inn and of itself. The majlis itself is a passing on of history and of identity in the face of the enemy, which 
inn this case is the anti-Shi'it e forces in Iraq that forced their  exile. In yet another  verse, one sees again the 
parallell  between Zaybnab's heroic message and that of the Shi'ite women themselves. In this stanza, she 
doess not yet realize that she has been chosen by Heaven for  this task and, through implication, also by 
thosee present who are participatin g in this ritual. 

Zaynabb calling out, 
Whoo will carry my message? 
Whoo will preserve the legacy of my past? 
Yaa Husaynnah, Ya Husaynnah! 

Whenn the mullaya is satisfied that the women have reached the summit of pain and grief, she ends al-
wakefawakefa by leading all of the women in a recitation of al-Fatiha. Short al-g'da (sitting) then follows, where 
thee mullaya and the women first  sit for  a brief rest, drink water, and wipe away their  tears. Then the 
mullayamullaya again stands up and gives a brief lesson from the historical account of Zaynab's speech in al-
ShamSham (Syria) when she was brought as a prisoner  before Yazid and achieved a moral victory over  Yazid. 
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Sayyidaa Zaynab was a great, brave woman. She did not fear  the tyrant Yazid. She 
saidd to him, 'peace is upon you. Conspire as much as you will. '  Yes, his act was 
aa conspiracy against anal al-bayt But he did not succeed, because of Zaynab. He 
wantedd to kil l them and bury their  memories with their  bodies. But Zaynab did 
nott  allow him to do this. She said to him: 'Exhaust yourself with your  efforts, by 
God,, you will never  wipe out the memory of us.'  She was right,  the daughter  of 
thee prophets, the knowledgeable, the wise, and the woman of lights, the light of 
herr  ancestors and the light of her  own faith, and the sister  of al-Husayn. 
Greetingss from God to her. She is the truth that told Yazid that the memory of 
ahl-al-baitahl-al-bait was alive and will last forever  in our  hearts and the heart of their 
shi'it ee (partisans). Zaynab told Yazid: 'You will not die whilst we live. Disgrace 
wil ll  never  leave you. Is your  judgement anything except blunder? Are your  days 
anythingg but numbered? Is your  grouping together  anything but a scattering 
apart?' ' 

Thee mullaya moves from the lesson to the al-q'da poem and the women, still sitting, lightly beat their 
chestss to the rhythm of the poem and again join her  in reciting in unison the refrain. This poem is also 
aboutt  Karbala and the suffering of ahl-al-bait, but this elegy, like the lesson that has preceded it, is lighter, 
lesss painful. It contains a message of hope that the participants will take home with them. 

Afterr  twenty minutes of the al-q'da, the women stand up and listen as the mullaya recites a du'a (a 
personall  supplication). She asks, on behalf of all of the assembled women, Imam al-Husayn and Sayyida 
Zaynabb to mediate God's forgiveness for  all of them: 

Peacee upon her, the brave, the faithful . May God accept prayers for  her  and 
acceptt  us to be with her. Peace upon you the daughter  of the Khalif a (Deputy to 
thee Prophet). Peace upon you, the daughter  of Fatima. Oh God give her  my 
greetingss and salaams. Oh God does not make this my last gathering in her  name. 
Includee me in her  intercession (shafa.) Oh God the most Merciful and 
Compassionate.. This is our  sole petition: Oh Lady, grant us through God His 
blessingss and fil l our  being with glory. 

Thenn follows the prayer  that ends the majlis. It is a direct petition to God for  the forgiveness of sins and 
Hiss acceptance of the majlis, which the women all recite with her: 

Mayy God accept our  deeds in the best possible way. Oh God, do not take us from 
thiss world unless you are happy with our  deeds. Oh God, please fulfil s our  needs 
andd eases our  difficulties. Oh God, please cleanse the sins from our  hearts. Oh 
God,, speed the appearance of al-Mahdi, the awaited Imam. Oh God, please 
acceptt  us as his supporters and assistants. 

Butt  if the majlis has formally ended at this point, in another  sense it continues. While sandwiches, drinks 
andd Arabic coffee are served, the women can now talk to each other  about their  personal problems in the 
presencee of the mullaya. 

Duringg the majlis women talked about their  children's histories and problems at school. They also talked 
aboutt  their  observations about lif e in Holland and talked about their  personal emotions upon resettlement 
Fatrma'ss narrative during the majlis was a story that corresponded to and reflected the feelings of many 
womenn in the gathering. 

Too add anybody to your  company the Dutch need the official documentation 
.Noww I had nobody to rely on and even for  my close friends I could not tell them 
whatt  I felt. When I was ill I  could not blame anybody for  not visiting me since I 
kneww that everybody's circumstances were governed by family and household. I 
couldd not go to America and join my brothers since my husband and children 
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weree here. I have no plans to return to Iraq since my children [who were born in 
Holland]]  have grown up here. Ali could not understand Arabic but only Dutch 
andd I could not predict what type of government would follow Saddam if he were 
deadd I told the social worker  that I should obtain the Dutch citizenship since I 
couldd not return to Iraq and she promised to think about it. Whatever  the level of 
myy homesickness, here those people were merciful [the Dutch]. They always 
offerr  their  help to me. Somebody could come and take my children to the 
kindergartenn or  bring them from there or  even help in my household works when 
theyy felt I was lonely and ill.[prolonged silence].Then, (she continued) I would 
havee learnt the language if my mind were not so overloaded. I always think about 
thee future of my children in Holland. My other  kids in Iraq were another  source 
off  nightmares. I always dreamt of them and always I saw the police chasing me 
duringg my sleep. A couple of days ago I dreamt that my child in Iraq was in the 
holdd of a big snake and I was fighting to release him. I really do not know what 
wouldd happen to my children if I were dead! I could not explain all my fears and 
myy nightmares to my women friends since they might have their  own fears, even 
moree than mine! We gathered to have fun and nobody would be ready to deal 
withh those miserable stories of Iraq. In our  last gathering, while we were having 
fun,, a lady spoke about Iraq and all requested her  to stop it, since it would take us 
intoo pains and mourning. So, she changed the topic! (Prolonged silence). 

Fatima'ss story touched upon numerous issues that face Iraqi Shi'ite refugee women and their  families in 
thee Netherlands, including marital, economic, social, and psychological hardships. Throughout her 
narrativ ee is the constant worry about her  children's safety, both in Iraq and in Holland. Also present is the 
themee of alienation. Even when she describes the pleasure she has in the company of her  friends, she 
acknowledgess her  own hesitations in burdening the other  women with her  pains. 

Herr  stories wind colorfully from issue to issue in verbose and wordy language. Clearly the sheer  loquacity 
off  her  speech illustrates how important talking is to healing from the troubles she discusses. It is also of 
importance,, from an oral historian's perspective, that when Fatima does finally  bring her  narrative to a 
close,, it is with a prolonged silence that follows an anecdote about a woman chastised for  mentioning 
painfull  histories. When Fatima describes her  nightmare, it is as if the narrative has become too wrenching 
forr  the atmosphere of the gathering. Recognizing this, the practiced storyteller  that she is, Fatima closes 
herr  narrativ e on a light, amusing note that mirror s her  own situation. 

Fatima'ss story, to return to the content, serves as a valuable compilation of a series of recollections and 
autobiographicall  stories that most of the other  women present have undergone and thus can relate to. The 
expectationn that sooner  or  later  there will be a disaster  is so much a part of the Shi'ite collective 
consciousnesss and identity, as well as of the individual consciousness, that there are even those who, in 
culturall  terms, define peace as traumatic. Nevertheless, the women struggle to establish a sense of stability 
andd familiarit y within the labyrint h of new problems. 

Solimaa at another  point in the majlis, when the women are able to discuss their  own histories, does in fact 
sharee a traumatic moment with the group. Her  story concerns the act of gathering itself and how a majlis 
inn Iraq led her  to a terribl e experience of torture. 

Thee mourning ceremony was supposed to be secretly held, but a neighbor  of ours 
camee without an invitation. I did not know who opened the door  for  her. She 
attentedd the majlis with us in our  house in Iraq. Then the next morning at 8 am a 
policee officer  came to my house and took me to his office. They brought me back 
att  6p.m and dropped me at our  door  unconscious. I regained my consciousness at 
11p.m.. During the interrogation the man asked me about what we had been doing 
lastt  night. I told him that we had some guests and we were serving them with 
hospitality.. He turned on a recorder  and to my astonishment it was my voice 
talkingg during the mourning ceremony. All the stories I told and all the poems I 
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recitedd The man who was standing at my back during the interrogation, got very 
angryy when he heard the tape and pored a cold liquid on my foot. That liquid 
Medd my foot skin and flesh like eggs in boiling oil. I went into a coma and when 
II  awoke I found my father, mother, brothers and sisters all around my bed with 
palee faces. When I looked at my foot I saw my foot flesh was gone and only the 
boness were left hurting like hell. It was Sulphuric acid. During the interrogation 
theyy asked whether I was not afraid of them when I conducted the Ashura 
ceremony?? I said to him I fear only God and my Imams, but I was really afraid of 
them. . 

Thee sheer horror of Solima's story adds another dimension to the gathering. These women need the 
connectionn of fellow Shi'ites in the familiar setting of the majlis. Moreover, they derive healing and 
increasedd courage from the ceremonies themselves. These stories were told and many other stories were 
shared.. These women talked about their feelings, their unhappiness and about problems facing them and 
theirr families. At this point in the evening, the women are able to discuss the difficult times they may be 
havingg with their husbands and the difficulties of life in Holland in general. Some of the women had 
alreadyy contacted the mullaya, seeking her advice by phone prior to the majlis. The mullaya may now 
referr to those problems and provide her advice both for the benefit of the woman who has called her and 
forr the benefit of the other women who may also join in offering advice. After this session, the women 
gatherr their belongings, embrace each other in farewells of salaam, and return to their own homes. 

Reflectionss and analysis of the majlis: 

'Ritual'' was defined by Schubert as a performance involving an encounter with meaningful symbols. 
(Schubert,, 1999:74) As I have explained earlier the majalis al-qiraya ritual allows for reflection on the 
mostt powerful symbols of Shi'ite piety, through ahal al-bayt and the martyrs of Karbala. They evoke the 
rituall  characters of the sacred drama of Karbala and serve as metaphors for basic examples of Shi'ite 
piety.. Victor Turner observes that, like any really good secular drama, the metaphors in sacred dramas are 
alsoo "multivocaT, i.e. they signify numerous levels or voices of meaning simultaneously. (Turner, 1974: 
62-84)) This "multivocality" allows different interpretations and experiences during a ritual performance. 
Thee quality of the mullaya, along with the personal history of the listener, both have an impact on the 
experiencingg of the majlis. 

Symbols,, in and of themselves, are multivocal. In their elegies the women envisage Zaynab as the speaker 
andd the protector of ahl-al-bait. She is characterized simultaneously by defiance and helplessness. She 
symbolizess courage and resistance while in a position of pitiable defeat. Her plight is grim, yet, 
nevertheless,, Zaynab has rescued Islam, saved history, and kept alive the memory of ahl al-bait. Her role 
ass a symbol of defiance in defeat is her defining persona. Her prominence is also due to the fact that 
Shi'itee piety credits her with being the first to hold a majlis to mourn al-Husayn, which she accomplished 
whilee still in the hands of her captives in Damascus. Even more important is her rescue of Ali , the only 
sonn of Husayn to survive Karbala. She ensured the survival of her nephew and thus of the line of Imams 
throughoutt human history. Zaynab succeeded al-Husayn on his death, if not as a religious leader, at least 
ass an Imamic regent, protecting the life of the fourth Imam. 

Thee structure of ritual according to Turner allows the participant to delve into the subjective realm by 
establishingg a space separate from that of reality. (Turner, 1974: 62-84) He describes the liminality as 
meanss of exploring the symbolic "root paradigms" which transcend any particular moment of history and 
comee to convey the whole of history. The concept of root paradigms is a particularly appropriate tool for 
thee analysis of the Shi'ite rituals. Turner defines root paradigms as "certain consciously recognized 
culturall  models "which exist in the heads of the main actors" in social dramas, in this case in the 
consciousnesss of the mullaya and the women of committed rather than casual attendance. These 
paradigmss refer to current situations of the women in The Netherlands in that they refer to parallel 
situationss within a transcendant realm. In these ritual dramas, personal issues are framed "the cultural 
goals,, means, ideas, outlooks, trains of thought, patterns of belief and so on, which enter into these 
relationships,, interpret them and steer them towards alliance or divisiveness." 
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Forr Turner, these paradigms, like symbols, are "multivocal". They should not be regarded as mere ethical 
orr aesthetic guidelines. They "go beyond the cognitive and even the moral, to the existential domain and 
inn so doing become clothed in allusiveness, implicitness and metaphor." He argues that "paradigms of this 
fundamentall  sort reach down to the irreducible life stances of individuals, passing beneath conscious 
apprehensionn to a fiduciary hold on what they sense to be axiomatic values, matters literally of life and 
death.""  (Turner, 1984: 5-10) Turners comments on the nature of performance in rituals are especially 
illuminatingg in this analysis of the Iraqi Shi'ite women's ceremonies. The majlis preserves the memory of 
thee past through a transcendant invocation of the Holy Family. The symbols therein serve as the root 
paradigmm to their own pain, comprehension, and healing. In its function, the majlis represents an 
organizationall  framework for remembrance formed by individuals with not only common experiences but 
alsoo a shared sense of its relevant meaning. The similarities of suffering in these women's lives and in the 
lif ee stories of their religious symbols form an inviolable link that ties them with their past. 

Inn the majlis the Shi'ites are able to express their memories collectively, which in turn helps the collective 
formationn of the Shi'ite community in exile. This act of collective remembrance does not end with the 
linkingg of their own personal history with the history of their religious symbols, but in fact, goes beyond 
too affect the shaping and forming of their own collective history in exile. The Shi'ite worship together and 
rememberr together within the shared physical, cultural, emotional, and spiritual space of the majlis. This 
particularr ritual of the majlis of remembering while worshipping, has such a profound effect on people's 
livess and memories precisely because of the role of religion in providing the substance of the root 
paradigmss for traditional Muslims in general and the Shi'ite community in particular. As one woman 
mentionedd in her life history interview: 

Thee majlis became our secret place for sharing pain and suffering and discussing 
problemss we face in Iraq, and now in exile". For them the majlis became the 
safestt place for speaking of forbidden subjects particularly in Iraq where the 
governmentt policies severely restricted public discourse. 

Rememberingg one's own story within the majlis: 

Sincee the death of Imam al-Husayn in the sixth century the majlis has become and continues to be today 
ann active and continuous method of remembering. Its participants from generation to generation have 
formedd communities based on the shared process of memory. In the performance of the rituals of the 
majlismajlis each generation creates a strong relationship with previous generations. (al-Haydry, 1999) 
However,, the way of comprehending the past changes from generation to generation. In this study I will 
explainn how the Iraqi Shi'ite women in The Netherlands have privately constructed their life histories and 
howw their collective memory of the past has affected their private memories of their own self-history. 

Whenn these women come to the majlis to remember the pain and suffering of ahal al-bayt, they bring with 
themm their own experience of pain and suffering. These women have experienced both collective and 
individuall  traumas. They endured two wars and the harsh consequences of ongoing warfare and political 
oppression.. These traumatic events vary from the most personal torture, rape, and witnessing the torture or 
deathh of loved ones, to sharing in the collective trauma of a persecuted community. Some women narrated 
thatt they have witnessed all of this personally, while others narrated how they have shared in traumatic 
eventsevents by listening to stories told by others, frequently at the majlis in the gathering directly after the rites. 
Thiss is of particular therapeutic significance since it is well known that individuals who have survived 
concentrationn camps, bomb attacks, or who have suffered other violations or disasters frequently silence 
theirr own fears. It therefore takes a particular form of courage to overcome the pain of recalling those 
episodess of life in which excessive stress, shock, grief, and violence have been experienced. (Leydesdorff, 
1999:: 13) 

Thee Iraqi Shi'ite community has been the subject of varying degrees of persecution for much of the last 
thirteenn centuries, or since the death of al-Husayn. In the decades since the Ba'ath party seized power in 
Iraqq persecution and suffering has intensified in the form of deportation, torture, economic chaos, and, 
increasingly,, through the death or disappearance of family members, especially men, either through war or 
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throughh political repression. As discussed in previous chapters, as a result of this religious persecution, the 
Shi'it ee women became responsible for  the family, and this added still more burdens to their  shoulders. In 
additionn they were not allowed to publicly mourn the death of their  male relatives, thus their  pain often 
hadd no acceptable or  safe outlet 

Inn earlier  chapters devoted to the life histories of these women, first  as victims of persecution in Iraq 
(Chapterr  two), then as interim refuge seekers in Saudi Arabia (Chapter  Four), then as alienated resettled 
peoplee in The Netherlands (Chapter  Five). It is apparent that these women have suffered multipl e traumas 
duringg the last two decades. 
Thesee accumulated traumas were heightened by a sense of betrayal which has haunted these women from 
thee moment their  1991 Uprising was crushed by Saddam while the United States abandoned their  pledge 
too aid the Shi'ite's insurgence. More betrayals by the U.S. and its allies in the Gulf War  (Chapter  Five) 
followedd as the Iraqi refugees were promised immediate relocation in the United States when they crossed 
overr  into American-held Iraqi territory , but instead, were sent to the desertous Rafha refugee camp. This 
"temporar yy refuge"  unfolded into three years (1991-1993) of harsh isolation in the equivalent of a prison 
campp with a total deprivation of freedom. The sense of betrayal was intensified by the indifference and 
hostilityy of the neighboring Arab states (and in particular  Saudi Arabia), who played an instrumental role 
inn the American decision to betray the Uprising and who refused to accept any of the refugees for  re-
settlement t 

Thesee numerous traumas were reinforced by the women's acute sense of guilt about abandoning members 
off  their  families when they chose to flee Iraq and their  complicity (however  passive) in the break-up of 
whatt  remained of their  extended families at the time of re-settlement. The reflection of these traumatic 
experiencess can be observed in specific signals within their  narratives such as stories about nightmares 
andd fearful dreams. In addition to signals within the content of the narratives, often the presentations of 
thee narratives themselves would belie a sense of psychological anguish. Long silences, repetitive stories, 
andd losing oneself in the retelling of a traumatic event are all signs of repressed trauma. Gadi Benezer 
observedd similar  subconscious indications in his study of trauma signals in the lif e stories of the black 
Ethiopiann Jews who suffered multipl e traumas in their  passage to Israel through the Sudan. (Benezer, 
1999::  29-45) 

Al ll  of these personal experiences, due to their  profound effect on the women themselves, form a crucial 
andd undeniable layer  of the process of gathering together  to hold a majlis. Along with their  love and 
devotionn to ahl al-bait, their  allegiance to the religious symbols, and their  strong belief that in the 
sanctifyingg power  of this ritual,  the women also bring to the ceremony their  own specific needs and pains. 
Throughh this rite, the women believe their  own suffering can be utilized for  good. This belief, which 
manifestss as piety, constitutes the basis for  their  experience/expression of their  show of devotion within 
thee majlis. This entirety of the experience, the numerous levels it serves simultaneously, facilitates their 
involvementt  Grief is not self-serving in the context of this ceremony, but rather, serves as a rite of 
collective,, religious communing and remembering. 

Thee common skills shared by the women and their  mullaya are adaptability, the use of rhythm, the 
physicall  actions and the vocal use of call and response in chanting. The mullaya's role is to make women 
rememberr  the life histories of their  religious symbols and to emotionally involve the women in the stories. 
Forr  the rite to effectively serve its religious purpose, the women have to interact with this history, 
rememberr  and relive i t They must show their  piety and sympathy to their  religious symbols by weeping 
andd crying. The role of the mullaya is, thus, very important because she works dually as a facilitator  and 
ass a religious leader. The mullaya's primary role is as the leader  of prayers and symbolic rites; her 
subsequentt  role, however, is that of storyteller  and facilitator , wherein she uses her  communicative skills 
too involve all of the women in the ceremony. 

Bothh the leading and the facilitatin g are difficul t roles. Many outsiders, in tryin g to comprehend the 
complexitiess of the mullaya, often confuse the two. The mullaya, however, must have the ability to carry 
outt  both. The first capacity comes from a life-time of observing and memorizing the numerous elements 
off  the rites themselves, according to Shi'ite religious tradition . The second function, that of storytelling, 
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requiress a much more nuanced capability. Foremost, it is critical that the mullaya be able to listen to and 
follyfolly  comprehend the women's own stories and experiences as well as the telling of these life-stories (in 
thee sessions of dialogue that follow the rituals). Next, she must be able to recreate the essence of these 
storiess and their tellings so that she can invoke them in her talk that follows the majlis rituals. She absorbs 
thee nature and the rhythms of the women's own experiences and needs so as to pass them on in her own 
presentation.. It is a complete process. She commemorates the ordeals of the group by lamenting them in 
herr own adept, musical wording. Her recounts of their stories is a session of storytelling in its own right. 
Thiss storytelling is a part of keeping their history alive and passing it on to the next generation. It is also 
ann element of their religious obligation according to Hadith. The delivery of the narration has to be 
effectivee to make the audience listen. Hence the importance of the role of the mullaya as a storyteller. 

Thee mullaya opens the door back into history when she begins to recite the poetic stories of Zaynab. At 
thiss time, some of the women start to cry and repeat one line of the poem after three lines have been 
recitedd by the mullaya. This sequence continues until the women are crying real tears. Some of the women 
whoo could not bring tears to their eyes, nevertheless, had pronounced expressions of grief on their faces. 
However,, grief was not enough for the mullaya. Looking intently at the women's faces, she would 
continuee to recite in a form of weeping, eventually changing the poetic lament into a hymn or chant, 
which,, in turn, had a powerful effect on the women. At this point, I saw the tears flowing freely and 
unforcedd from their eyes. The chants the mullaya used to induce tears were meant to be narrated together 
withh the ritual actions of mourning. In Arabic, this is called ma'tarn. It is a term that signifies acts of 
lamentationn for the dead. In Shi'ite Islam it refers to gestures of mourning for the Karbala martyrs, most 
typicallyy in the form of repetitive, rhythmic and forceful breast-beating. The thudding sound of ma'tam, as 
aa group of participants slap themselves in unison, is a percussive accompaniment to the chanted laments. 
Thee human chest becomes a musical instrument. To appreciate this gesture fully, one must be aware of its 
performativee context. All those present, the young and the old, participate in the actions of ma'tam. Soon, 
thee room is filled with the steady, rhythmic beating of the breasts. This term, which is often used as a 
metaphor,, suddenly takes on a profound significance in its evocative actualization. As one can imagine, 
thee rhythm thus becomes an important dimension in the composition of the lamentations. 

Thee role of the mullaya: 

Thee mullaya " retells, reconstructs and relives history as sacred narrative. In retelling historical events, 
shee compels the Shi'ite to remember their history, connecting them with their past and allowing them to 
relivee their shared origins. In reconstructing historical events as poetry and reciting the sacred narrative in 
aa way that evokes emotion, she facilitates the women in achieving the desirable state of grief and act of 
weeping.. As storyteller, she works to draw the other participants into the stories by her skillful usage of 
symbolicc details and dramatic presentation. Solimia in her narrtive recalled how she became a Mullaya 

Sincee my childhood I used to gather my family and speak to them. I would only 
alloww them to go to the toilet after I had finished my speech. Later I began to 
observee my grandmother speaking in majalis and really dreamed of the day that I 
wouldd be like her. I imitated her hand movements and the expressions of her 
face.. I used to attend all of the ceremonies at the age of 15 years, although I was 
marriedd in a whole other city than mine! I used to leave my daughter with her 
grandmother.. My in-laws discouraged me, but I insisted. During my attendance I 
usedd to ask for the permission to speak in front of the "Grand Mulla". After a 
whilee people began to ask me to do the majalis for them. This happened as well 
inn Rafha and in Holland.The tradition of reciting and telling stories is an 
importantt part of our lives since it had connotations to our cause in Iraq. Now 
unfortunatelyy the youth are no longer interested in this type of art. Here my 
daughterss are no longer interested, and I am afraid that this sort of art and 
religiouss act will vanish from our house after my death! Now our children could 
nott feel our suffering and our cause in Iraq and they looked at it simply as 
backwardness.. Reciting needs interest and much training. Now I have received 

999 See FaDlallah, 1997:46-49; Addel Shafi'i, 1997:4-50; al-Haydry, 1997: 35-44 
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callss from women above fifty  years of age requesting me to train them in reciting 
inn spite of the fact that they were disinterested in this art while they were in Iraq! 
II  memorize many speeches, poetry and stories. I am a living book. For  women to 
learnn the art of reciting they have to train themselves by attending the different 
occasionss since any occasion has its own readings. The illiterat e women used to 
learnn the information and recitings by heart! The way one recited the story and 
toldd it might have been much more important than the story itself for  the 
audience!!  I became a mullaya at the age of 15 years. This titl e was not an easy 
taskk to attain. It requires the person to be courageous, able to speak clearly and 
loudlyy to audiences, and very knowledgable about history, especially the 
exciting,, important histories! During reciting one must be impressive and should 
takee people into tears while telling the story. Now people try to learn through the 
cassettee recordings. I used to do the memorization by myself alone. Some 
mullayatmullayat prefer  to do it in a group. But to serve the meanings of Imam al Husayn 
II  preferred to practice the majlis alone since sharing the recitations with others 
whenn they are not ready would give me the impression that my reward from God 
wouldd be less and decreased! 

Somee mullayat are more effective than others in this art of performance. In fact, many mullayat are able to 
makee a living from this ability . By providing a performance so intense that it unlocks repressed emotions 
andd enable these women to reconnect with the deepest levels of their  consciousness, the mullayat serve an 
importantt  therapeutic function that is often in high demand. 

Primarily ,, however, the role of the mullaya is that of religious leader, to provide meaning for  the death of 
thee Imams. She uses storytelling to unite her  audience on a common theme that is intensely experienced 
throughh the shared usage of what Tuner  referred to as root paradigms. The result is highly restorative. 
Seeminglyy meaningless traumatic events are given a deep and healing meaning that is shared collectively. 
Itt  is the meaning that is given to the event, rather  than the event itself, which then establishes a community 
off  communal memory and recovery. (Turner, 1994: 49) As such, the participants can also incorporate their 
presentt  sufferings into the greater  meaning that has been given the past events. For  instance, often, women 
includee their  private memories in this historical remembrance. Also, by discussing their  current problems 
andd sufferings, discourse about the present and future of the Shi'ite community is dealt with in these 
majalis.majalis. The majlis becomes a place where their  experiences, past and present, are articulated, and current 
challengess are maintained as part of the reality of the past. In the framework of historical remembrance, 
dayy to day plights are granted meaning by virtu e of their  context in these rites, and thus receive sacred 
statuss of Shi'ite survival in and of themselves. 

Inn Shi'ite Islam, as in the Jewish and the Christian traditions, as Zarecka mentioned in his book Frames of 
RemembranceRemembrance collective memory of the key 'events' of religious significance is built into the observance 
off  festivals, into the prayers, and into the calendar  itself. The Jews are indeed often referred to as a 'people 
off  memory' since virtuall y all of their  holidays are commemorative ones. The Jewish calendar  unifies an 
annuall  series of rituals and stories that each refer  to events throughout the history of the religion100. It was 
onlyy in the nineteenth century that 'Jewish history' as such shed its purely religious context to become an 
academicallyy legitimate subject of discourse for  Jews. (Zarecka, 1994: 57) 

Collectivee memory does not require a narrative of victimization of course. Memory can entail the recall of 
aa grand and glorious history of victories. Yet history supplies us with example upon example of the power 
inherentt  in a collective memory of oppression. Indeed Zarecka argues that for  remembrance of glory to be 
meaningfull  at all, it must also contain its own loss and agony. A mixed history, therefore, allows for  the 
bestt  shared memories of identity (Zarecka, 1994: 58). Framing an experience of persecution is, of course, 
enhancedd if there is already a shared sense of trauma or  pain, the combination of which defines 
'victimization' .. If suffering itself survives as a tangible memory, its rationalization often requires a 
cultivatedd consciousness (what Zarecka would call "ideology") . This entails framing the remembrance in 
categoriess of victim/oppressor. (Zarecka, 1994: 59-60) A community of memory necessarily centers upon 

Ass do other religious calendars, such as the Christian calendar being based on events in the life of Christ. 
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thatt very memory. When people feel a sense of connection with others solely based on shared experiences, 
thee experience itself is usually of extraordinary if not traumatic quality. The bond resulting from enduring 
trauma,, with time, serves as a key orienting force for the lives and public actions of the survivors. 
(Zarecka,, 1994: 47-48) 

Healingg trauma: 

Religionn shows most clearly its function of providing ultimate meaning for human life by integrating 
powerfull  and terrifying experiences, even death itself, into a comprehensive explanation of the reality of 
humann destiny. As we know, in Muslim societies, religion is central in the life of the individuals, and 
religiouss ideas are profoundly important in providing meaning for all the different sectors of society. From 
aa psychological perspective, these prayers and supplications, within religion in general and Islam in 
particular,, act like a mirror that reflects the inner core of the society. This mirror-like faith also serves to 
reflectt the people's experiences of repression, loneliness, and anxiety, thus facilitating their search for 
psychologicall  comfort, inner peace, and stability. 

Followingg Turner, I consider ail rituals in some sense or other, to be rites of passage because their purpose 
iss to produce change in the person or persons involved. This change could entail the social and public 
statuss of an individual or group or possibly the internal and invisible spiritual state of an individual or 
group.. It might serve as a reconfirmation of a condition that is expected but not fully experienced or 
articulated.. Even the notion that one becomes better informed about one's religion through participation in 
aa ritual can be seen as a belief about the efficacy of that ritual as a rite of passage, particularly if one 
believess that such knowledge is somehow transforming. 

Althoughh Turner originally developed this concept in explaining social dramas, root paradigms, as we 
observedd earlier, are also at the center of religious rituals. As Turner points out, these paradigms emerge 
duringg life crises, "...whether of groups or individuals, whether institutionalized or compelled by 
unforeseenn events." (Turner, 1984: 5-11) In one sense all rites-of-passage rituals are recreated life traumas 
inn which the participant is forced to re-encounter powerful symbols. This is particularly true in Shi'ite 
ritualss in which the participant is led to a point of intense suffering in order to re-connect with the 
individuals,, either symbolically or mystically, who embody the root paradigms of Shi'ite Islam. (Schubel, 
1993:: 5) 

Ass we have seen, the women participating in the majlis find comfort in the narration of the life stories of 
theirr religious leaders. The language used in describing the events in these life stories has a deep and 
specificc effect on them. Their belief in Shi'ism, their love for their Imams, and the connection that they 
receivee through remembering all have a powerful effect on the way they view their own suffering and 
theirr own traumatic experiences. The women remember their own history when listening to these stories 
becausee they have experienced similar events. During the ceremonies, the mullaya has opened the door for 
thee women to re-enter their own history. They are able to re-experience it as they start to recite with her, 
ass if they, too, have a part in the great lineage of Shi'ite history. The women are lifted from their own era 
andd their own sufferings. In this spiritual collectivity, they weep. After the weeping, the mullaya recites 
thee blessings of prayer and peace upon the Imam and ahal al- bayt, ending the ceremony and bringing the 
participantss back into the present reality. 

Theree are many Hadith (Traditions of the Prophet and the Imams) in Shi'ite Islam that state that weeping 
andd crying are good for reducing sadness and comforting the heart. Often quoted is the Hadith narrated by 
Abuu Mansur: "I was in a state of grieves for the death of my son and I complained to Imam al-Husayn 
aboutt my sadness." al-Husayn said "If you suffer from grief then weep. Weeping will comfort you."(al-
Amili ,, 1992: 55) Weeping rituals and collective mourning for al-Husayn play important roles in the 
mediationn and soul-saving process. Crying is an expression of sadness and pain for the loss of a loved one 
ass well as a source of comfort and relief for the weeper. According to common reports in their narratives, 
weepingg for al-Husayn is one of the main conditions for requesting his mediation. It is also an expression 
off  one's love and loyalty to al-Husayn. Moreover, tears are perceived as a method of expressing sympathy 
forr ahal al-bayt, for the tragedy and injustice that they suffered. Because weeping is the chief means of 
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sanctificationn and salvation on Judgment Day, you often find al-Husayniyat and majalis poets weep for  al-
Husayn.. Hence, in analyzing the religious significance of the expression of mourning, it becomes evident 
thatt  one of the objectives of majlis al-Azza al-Hussayni is the weeping itself. By achieving this state and 
encouragingg others to weep as well, one ensures one's own salvation and the salvation of others. 

Thee Shi'ite legacy of tragedy began with the martyrdom of al-Husayn in Karbala and continues with the 
failur ee of the Shi'ites over  the centuries in realizing their  principles and ambitions in the face of continued 
oppression.. The notion of the saving quality of pain, in keeping with the religious tradition , is translated 
intoo real life as continued sacrifice and martyrdom. Al-Husayn himself became the symbol of a rescue 
shipp because he sacrificed himself for  the sake of the Shi'ites. He chose the path of martyrdom due to his 
ownn patience, will , and sense of sacrifice on the part of himself, his family, and his fellow Muslims. 

Thee majlis provides a setting and a process for  relief. Sitting in a circle or  square and listening to the 
mullayamullaya provides a sense of structure, within which pain can safely be expressed. The ceremony affords a 
protectivee framework, enabling the women to unlock a part of themselves that has long been repressed for 
survival'ss sake. Withi n his protective framework, they have the permission to cry and to listen to other 
women'ss stories. Eventually women who would ordinaril y find it very difficul t to confide their  painful 
experiencess are transformed by the stories of the suffering of the ahl al- bait. Listening to the struggles of 
thee Holy Family, woman identify with a pain larger  man their  own, and are thus able to reveal their  own 
storiess as responses to the religious histories. The participants share their  pain together  within the utmost 
intimacy.. Sitting close together  in a square or  standing close together  in a circle also enables the women to 
respondd to each other's body language. A significant amount of the communication occurs non-verbally. 
Thee women participate in these chants of suffering, not only by chanting the retrains vocally, but also by 
rockingg back and forth to the rhythm of the chant and slapping their  chests and their  thighs in rhythm. The 
chants,, reinforced by body movement and gestures, enable the women to become one with the suffering of 
thee ahl al- bait. Physically, emotionally, spirituall y connected to these stories, the women's own histories 
naturallyy come to the surface. 

Thee traumatic experiences in the life stories of the Iraqi Shiite women in The Netherlands are complex 
andd numerous. In additional to interpersonal experiences of suffering, these women share the common 
traumaticc experiences of the two Gulf wars and the ongoing hardships of the refugee process. For  the most 
part,, these women do not reveal their  own pains, but, in these gatherings, following the intense relief of 
thee rites, the women are able to share with each other  their  nightmares, hallucinations and amnesia. 
"Thesee can be read as symbolic expressions of an experience which is difficul t or  impossible to make 
sensee of, assimilate, or  integrate with ordinary sense of oneself."  (Leydesdorff, 1999: 2) 

Inn the Shi'ite religious culture, the use of discussing terrifyin g events in one's life history in order  to 
overcomee the consequences of these traumatic events has its parallel in psychoanalytic theory and 
experience.. "Th e talking cure"(Breuer  and Freud, 1895:83), is based on the necessity of articulatin g the 
traumaticc experience to a listener  as a means of verifying the past and assimilating its significance into 
present-dayy life. (Leydesdorff, 1999: 3) For  the Iraqi Shi'ite women, this entails speaking out in order  to 
securee recognition of their  own suffering. To speak about trauma is to break through the silence that 
surroundss it The majlis provides these women with a historical explanation of their  trauma, victimization, 
helplessness,, and betrayals. They are able to construct, from the tellings of historical traumas (past) and of 
theirr  own traumas (present), connections and relationships between their  religious culture and their  own 
presentt  realities. 

Shi'it ee women have been talking in therapeutic poetic narrative about this historical past since the time of 
Zaynab.. What is symbolically significant, lending power  to the therapeutic effect, is that "th e talking"  is 
nott  in a form of testimony, it is a form of poetry that laments the suffering of the ahl al-bait with which 
thee participants can empathize. For  these women the majlis is an intensive group therapy which enables 
themm to escape their  own houses and realities and move into a protected framework or  environment of a 
carefullyy constructed shared commemoration. In this alternate space, they can listen and relate to their 
history;;  they can derive a positive sense of fulfillin g their  religious duty by their  very participation in this 
rite;;  and they can comfort each other  in the conversations that follow the intensive emotional release of 
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sustainedd weeping. 

Thee ceremony provides women who have accepted traditional definitions of gender roles a rare and 
valuedd opportunity for self-expression and leadership outside the household. For many women, the majlis 
providess one of the few occasions when they can exit their own houses, and meet and chat with other 
womenn in a communal space. The freedom this ceremony affords is a crucial gift of hope and healing for 
manyy of these women, who are otherwise isolated in the foreign society. Hope plays an essential role in 
thesee gatherings. The principle of hope as a savior in the act of waiting for Imam al-Mahdi is rooted in the 
memoryy and legacy of Shi'ism. It lives in the ordained passivity of the present and grows in an 
environmentt that is rich with anxiety and restless irritation for the coming of the savior. As long as this 
hopee lives in the consciousness of the people, it acts as an incentive to change the present. When Imam al-
Mahdii  appears, according to this belief, he will fil l the earth with justice, since it has seen nothing but 
injusticee and tyranny. There is even a common belief that the appearance of al-Mahdi is near since the 
worldd has been overtaken by tyranny and injustice in recent times. 

Howw recounting heals trauma: 

Psychologistss and historians have long analyzed the personal narrative of trauma survivors so as to 
comprehendd the ways in which meaning is conferred upon experiences of annihilation and destruction. 
(Herman,, 1992; Leydesdorff, 1992; Lifton, 1979) In my interviews with the Iraqi Shi'ite women, I found 
numerouss instances of traumatic survival methods. When women and men were talking about their life 
stories,, many remained very reserved in their feelings and expressions. Often, the interviewees were 
initiallyy hesitant as though in the absence of anything to tell. When probed, some women were unwilling 
too elaborate anything concerning the future. After discussing events she had made peace with, a woman 
mightt avoid topics she felt were insecure, shifting to other, safer, anecdotes. 

Itt is interesting to note, however, that the interviewees, even when describing the horrors or losses of their 
pastt never broke down in tears. This would be expected considering the extent of their pain, but crying 
wass not a reaction these men and women considered appropriate in this setting. (Abu Lughod, 1985:39; 
Abuu Lughod, 1993:38) 
Thiss attitude results from their Shi'ite teachings, as Abu Hamza al-Thumali has reported from Imam al-
Sadiq;; "Weeping and grief are reprehensible for man in all occasions for grief except weeping and 
showingg grief for al-Husayn ibn Ah. Only this is something which brings reward." It seems, then, that the 
underlyingg reason for the legitimacy of weeping for the ahl-al-bait, despite the reprehensible nature of any 
otherr grief, is that this outward emotion is not of a personal nature. Instead, it is connected with human 
emotionss in honor of a Divine Loss. It is rather, grief for a universal religious matter that includes Imam 
al-Husaynn and his revolution. This grief is not just a personal emotion; it is a holy sentiment based on 
principless by which the believer expresses her adhesion and adoption of the larger spirituality through an 
emotionall  expression. 

Cavareroo discusses the role of crying in the context of narrative experience. She frames her point with the 
storyy of The Odyssey. In this famous epic, Ulysses is seated as a guest in the Phaecian court, unnoticed by 
anyone.. The blind singer is singing a song of the Trojan War and explaining the valor and plight of 
Ulyssess himself. Ulysses, hiding among the audience, hears his own story being sung and 'weeps as he 
hadd never wept before.' Cavarero explains this interesting paradox as a classic case of the narration being 
ass strong or stronger than the actual event. The reason for this paradox is that only in the telling can a 
storyy achieve its full meaning. (Cavarero, 1997, 17) This describes the Iraqi Shi'ite refugees' situation 
eloquently.. During the actual period of warfare, including the Iran-Iraq War, the invasion of Kuwait, the 
subsequentt Gulf War, the Uprising, and the flee to the refugee camps, those involved had littl e time to 
process,, much less understand the significance of their hardships. Like Ulysses, it is not until after the 
eventsevents have taken place, and only in the voice of another narrator, can the tears begin to flow. 

Theree remains a difference, however, between Cavarero's point and the point I would like to make. 
Ulyssess is weeping over his own story, even though it is sung by someone else. The Iraqi women only 
weepp at the stories within their religion. The code of no emotion holds true when one woman is describing 
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thee plight of another  woman who happens to be in the room. Even then, I witnessed no crying. This makes 
thee women's stoic faith all the more impressive. Their  life-stories are not told in self-pity, despite their 
obviouss painfulness. The tears are saved for  the known, memorized, and collective stories of al-Husayn 
andd his family. They recognize the tragedy of their  own traumas only within the sacred tragedy of the 
traumass of the Holy Family. 

Traumaticc events frequently leave their  survivors with memories that seem frozen in time and "encoded in 
thee form of vivid sensations and images."  These characteristics predominate because, due to the stress of 
trauma,, "th e nervous system reverts to sensory and iconic forms of memory."(Herman, 1992: 38-39) 
Thesee trauma narratives are usually integrated into a larger  personal history through the redemption 
narrativess that frequently follow them. These narratives focus on either  physical rescue or  preservation 
fromfrom  evil, or  on the saving aspects of relationships that help the narrator  escape fear, alienation, or 
psychologicall  breakdown. Such stories focus on emotional bonds and on the processes of recovery that 
balancee the threats and tragedies. Often, redemption narratives include stories of victory and glory that 
servee to embolden the survivor' s sense of identity. (Rogers, 1994: 31). Redemption narratives can also be 
educationall  or  inspirational: the tellers uncover  the meaning of their  struggles within a social or  cultural 
contextt  Thus, the psychological and emotional wounds begin to be healed by the attentive love and 
connectionn that engender  through their  telling. (MacMahan and Rogers, 1994: 33) 

Thiss redemption is brought to a more profound level within the framework of the religious stories. A 
Shi'it ee woman does not need to shed tears for  the execution of her  son every time the memory arise in her 
heartt  Rather, she finds comfort in the history of the Holy Family. Upon finding a parallel story with Al-
Husayn'ss martyrdom and Zaneb's epic sadness at her  brother' s murder, the woman can find peace and 
solacee with the knowledge that she in not alone in her  pain. Her  mourning mirror s and thus finds solidarity 
withinn the historical mourning of Zaneb. The spiritual strength this gives to the Shi'ite community 
alleviatess a fundamental level of the personal as well as the collective feelings of loss and pain. 

Conclusion: : 

Onee of the main reasons for  the development prevalence, and the continuation of al- Husayn revival and 
commemorationn rituals is the existence of the tragedy of pain associated with the death of Imam Husayn, 
hiss martyrdom in Karbala, and his image as the savior  of the Shi'ites. The idea of saving and mediation 
(advocacy)) which is found in the sacrifice of Al-Husayn and his martyrdom is similar  to the Christian 
notionn of Jesus Christ the son of Mary, as the savior  of mankind. Historically , the Shi'ites were the first to 
introducee the notion of the divine savior  into Islam and connected it argumentatively to the tragedy of 
Karbala.. According to the Shi'ites' beliefs, the mediators between the divine and the lay believers are the 
Prophett  and the Imams, who are the descendents of the Prophet's line. 

MajalisMajalis al- qiraya occur  due to the belief that God has forgiven the participants' lapses or  transgressions. 
Forr  those involved, the esoteric elements of the rituals come to the forefront Others may feel that they are 
simplyy becoming better  Muslims by attending the majlis, where they will hear  lectures about Islamic 
historyy or  ethics, and thus become better  informed about the nature of their  faith. For  many participants 
thesee performances offer  an opportunity, through the sacramental rituals, to revisit and reconnect to the 
eventss of sacred history. This encounter  with sacred history, particularl y within the drama of Karbala, 
allowss participants to manifest solidarity with the Prophet and his family and thus with the Shi'ite 
communityy at large, for  them, the "tru e Islam."  The participants are thus, internally transformed and have 
alsoo reaffirmed their  loyalty to their  community. 

Althoughh these rituals of muharrm are shared in a communal atmosphere, the experience remains a 
personall  one for  each participant in that each confronts the symbols in a unique manner. The success of 
thee experience depends on how well participants are able to enter  into and relate to the Karbala narratives, 
butt  the nature of the experience is colored by the individual characters involved. Women bring a different 
sett  of experiences to the rituals than men, and the elders bring different sensibilities than the youth. In 
factt  each individual brings a unique personality to these events and thus, interprets and experiences the 
eventt  in a slightly different manner. The common response, however, is weeping. This invocation of one's 
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grieff  through its reenactment, in the company of those currently grieving, can ease one's own grief over 
thee death of a loved one. No one laments alone. The community that is lamenting, as a practice and a 
verball  genre, creates and affirm s a particular  relationships between pairs, pairs of mourners and pairs 
betweenn the living and the dead. Furthermore, these specific attachments may be seen as an attachment to 
God,, and to the wider  Shi'ite community. 

Ritualss engender  a feeling of group solidarity through communal acts of corporate devotion. The prime 
purposee of certain rituals may also be to focus people's attention on a "powerfu l other" . The participant 
mayy see the rituals as a "rit e of passage"  through which he or  she can be transformed and unproved, either 
throughh a change in social status or  through a transformation in spiritual station or  both. The Iraqi women 
makee sure that their  children attend this ritual.  They do this quite self-consciously, to preserve ritual 
traditio nn in a state of exile. Faith and love to ahal al-bait has to be seen and experienced. They practice the 
ritesrites in part to show and pass on their  faith to their  children. 
Althoughh I was an observer, it is important to note that I was in no way detached from the majlis 
experience.. I, in fact, wanted to and chose to engage in it. My mother  passed away in February 2000 and 
duringg the majlis of 2001, I felt a special interaction between the majlis participants and myself. I 
experiencedd the process of sharing my pain through remembering the pain of others. This experience of 
listeningg to the eloquent lamentations that describe the pain of a daughter  losing her  father  or  a sister 
losingg her  brother  led me relate to my own grief and led me to weep. And the experience was therapeutic. 
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Chapterr  seven 
Re-presentationss of the past: 

Thee work of Memory in the Shi'it e Women's Narratives 

Introduction : : 

Thiss chapter is devoted to exploring the explicit and implicit meanings woven into the narratives of the 
Iraqii  Shi'ite women and the veils that cover the connection between their life history in the Netherlands 
andd the life history of their religious symbolism. This chapter will also concentrate on the numerous 
genress utilized within these women's narratives. By exploring the notion of storytelling and narration in 
andd of itself, this chapter seeks to expose the discreet layers within the structure, the content, and the 
qualitiess of the women's stories. 

Foremost,, these life-stories share a fundamental parallel to the life stories of their religious symbols, ahl 
al-bait.al-bait. To understand this relationship, this chapter will give an answer to these questions: How, when, 
andd where did the Iraqi Shi'ite women I interviewed interact and connect with the life stories of ahl al-bait 
ass they narrated their personal life stories? How have these women personalized and connected the 
(official)) history of ahl al-bait with the (narrated oral history) of their own life stories? In another words 
howw have thesee women in their narratives connected the historical past of the Shi'ite with their present life 
historiess in The Netherlands? This chapter will also seek to explore how the Shi'ite women have 
reconstructedd their past as they settle into a new life in a new land. Their memories are precious in that 
theyy serve to connect them as a community as well as solidify their identities as individuals. Memories 
cann also be, however, a significant source of sadness. These emotions are all incorporated into the content 
andd the fabric of these stories. 

Forr instance, how do the stories of these women unfold? How does the narrator address her subjects? 
Whatt language does she use? Is the story linear or circular? What do the pauses signify? Each of these 
questionss is highly relevant in discovering implicit and explicit meanings given to the story by the 
narrator.. Moreover, these questions are central to the theoretical framework of oral history. 

Inn these narratives of events, I am not interested in the actuality of what happened. The objective veracity 
off  their stories is not important to this study. Instead, what I am focusing on is the meaning these women 
havee given to the events of their lives. What is the significance of each of these events? To the narrator 
herself,, to the Shi'ite culture, to the refugee community at large? I am most concerned with the meanings 
thee women gave to the happenings of their lives and the discourse they use to present their own stories. 
Whatt genre of narrating have they used? What is the origin of this genre? What does this genre signify? 

Thee theoretical framework: 

Thiss chapter will use literature of genre, collective memory and identity formation 
II  also make use of the work of Tonkin's Narrating our Past, Portelli, and other oral historians. Also 
throughh the women's narratives I would like to give attention to the question of the official history and the 
narratedd history. Contrary to the conventional notion that they two genres are at odds, I argue that in fact, 
thee latter is the foundation for history, because it is derived from actual lived experience. 

Orall  historians are occupied with the narrativity of the oral account, trying to use an analysis of the 
structuree of such narrative as a tool of interpretation. In this chapter I am attempting to arrive at another 
levell  of these women's stories, using the oral historians perspective of studying the actual narrativity of 

1011 For  more information see the work of Chamberlain and Thompson, 1998 about narrative and genre and the work of Bauman, 1986 on 
story,, performance and events. For  collective memory see the book of Connerton, 1989 titled How Societies Remember and the book of 
Middletonn and Edwards, 1990 tilled Collective Remembering. For  identity formation see the work of Heller, 1987 about the role of 
languagee in the formation of ethnic identity and the work of Kuipers, 1998 on language, identity, and marginality in Indonesia. 
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thee narratives. I will explore the genre of their stories, the language used, its effect, its source in Shi'ite 
religion,, and the inherent healing process of the heritage of narrating one's loss. 

Studyingg the life stories is an outstanding method through which to explore the interaction between 
political,, social, and personal structures of a specific history. The life stories of the Iraqi Shi'ite women 
showedd that peoples, places circumstances may change drastically, but life essentially retains the same 
quality.. It is perceived as being composed of struggle, faith and work. And, as life retains its quality of 
constancy,, the stories of these women thus never resort to argumentation, defensiveness, or self-
justifications.. At first sight their attitudes towards their own life-stories can be seen as negative, i.e. a tale 
off  sheer betrayal and pain. This is not the case, however. Although they are employing a historical genre 
off  lamentation as we have seen in chapter six, their sadness is specific, socially unifying, culturally 
commemorative,, religiously ordained, and psychologically healing. However, to see beyond the initial 
layerr requires a deeper analysis. Only when we look at what the informants are establishing with these 
narrativee structures we can get a clearer vision of their meaning. 

Thee narrator s and their  relation to the narratives: 

Thee Iraq Shi'ite women whom I interviewed gave eye-witness accounts of many historical events, such as 
thee Iran-Iraq War, the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising, refugee camps in a host 
country,, and permanent resettlement Each of these events was a turning point in their lives. These women 
recountt these events in the form of narratives. This paper seeks to understand the role of these events in 
theirr lives using the lens of their narratives and how these narratives are ordered and constructed. This 
chapter,, in particular, seeks to understand the role of narrating as an important event in and of itself in the 
coursee of these women's lives and identity-formations. 

Narrationn of events is culturally specific102. Every person narrates in accordance to his/her culture. This 
pertainss to the content of the story, i.e. the description of the actual events that constitute the story. But it 
alsoo pertains to the genre and form of the narration. For instance, how does the story unfold? How does 
thee narrator address her subjects? What language does she use? Is the story linear or circular? What do the 
pausess signify? Each of these questions is highly relevant in discovering implicit and explicit meanings 
givenn to the story by the narrator. Moreover, these questions are central to the theoretical framework of 
orall  history. 

Alongg these lines, I intend to show the weavings of these narratives in regards to their personal healing 
processes,, the continuity of their Shi'ite culture in the Netherlands, and the collective identity formation of 
beingg Iraqi Shi'ite Arab women in Iraq, Saudi Arabia and The Netherlands. How have they employed the 
narrativess to express their perspective of their Shi'ite religious, political and social history while 
simultaneouslyy braiding in their own personal histories? 

Thee narrative is a complex set of events, according to oral historian Elizabeth Tonkin. (Tonkin, 1992: 3) 
Thiss is especially the case with the Iraqi Shi'ite Arab women in question. As we shall explore later in this 
chapter,, a central and crucial theme within their cultural identity is the religious story that occurred 
fourteenn centuries ago. The women and men of Shi'ism speak of this history and weep over its tragedies 
ass if they knew the characters personally. They utilize these narratives rom the 7th century, with the 
familiarityy and closeness of a near relative. The layers of their own stories are woven with these ancient 
stories,, thus proving that their narratives are indeed a highly complex set of events. 

Withinn the stories that I collected, a seemingly simple story of a battle in the Iran-Iraq War could turn 
quitee suddenly into a narrative of the Prophet's grandson dying at the Battle of Karbala. While describing 

Narrationn of events is culturall y specific as was explored by Kopijn , 1998:142-159. There are a growing number  of Oral Historians 
whoo are looking for  new ways of interviewing, accessing, analyzing and then interpretin g material about women's lives. See Chanfrault-
Duchet,, 1991; Anderson and Jack, 1991; Chris Mann: 1997, Paul Thompson and Hugo Slim (1998) are among the few Oral Historians 
whoo have questioned the compatibility of Oral History methodology for  interviewing subjects from non-western culture. See also Sandra 
Hale,, 199S; Yvette J. Kopijn , 1998; Belinda Bozzoli: 1998. At the same time, Oral Historians have devoted littl e attention to finding 
alternativee methodologies for  interviewing women from non-western culture. 
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hardshipss leading up to the Uprising, a narrator will transform the story into a historical homage to a 
Shi'itee uprising in the 12th century. The women I interviewed were very knowledgeable about the history 
off  the Shi'ite religion. Although they were not well read, and in some cases they were illiterate, their 
religiouss history was well known among them. The major reason for this collective knowledge is the fact 
thatt the religious stories are passed down orally. They take the form of narrative, and in this genre, they 

 103 

aree handed from generation to generation. 

Havingg grown up listening to the oral history of their religion, these women are well acquainted with the 
successfull  genres of narration. Examples of these genres are vocal control, usage of pauses and silences, 
circularr chronology, inclusion of poetry, and poetic and expressive language. They use these genres to 
includee experiences of others into their own life-story. As discussed later in the chapter, these women tell 
theirr life histories only by braiding in the life histories of their families, their culture, their communities, 
andd their religion as well. 

Levell  of narrativ e agency: 

Manyy levels of agency were shown in their narratives. The first level of agency is the exercising of their 
subjectivityy in choosing which stories to relate in the course of the interviews. The second level of agency 
iss their selection of the events to tell. As I have observed, the women tended to stress events that 
concernedd their own suffering and the suffering of their religious symbols. Their ordering of these events 
showedd another level of agency in that it reflected the effect of this suffering on their lives. 

Ass I shall explore later this chapter, many women I interviewed spoke in the collective form of "we" when 
referringg to their own experience. Despite this phenomenon, the social personality of this collective 
referencee did not negate the individuality expressed with each narrative. They talked about their own part 
inn the two Gulf wars and in the March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising. Their war tales explored the hidden and the 
unknownn story of the Arab women in these times of wars. Their "history-telling" of war contradicts the 
stereotypee of the subordination of Arab women. These war tales differ from standard female war stories, 
which,, according to Cooke and Portelli, usually men story is about war and women story is about health 
andd hospitals. (Cooke, 1996: 15; Portelli, 1998: 27) The normative battleground scenario includes a man 
att the frontline, while a woman works in the medical unit. In the narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women, 
however,, this expected situation was replaced by another image, of women on the frontline. Their war 
taless showed the effect of these women on the public sphere, which also contradicts the predominant 
imagee of Arab women as subjected to the domestic sphere. 

Thee theme of these war stories is one of bravery and action104. While their husbands and brothers and sons 
fought,, the women would regularly travel long distances to the Iran border to provide food, hide soldiers, 
andd assure the safety of their loves ones. During the Uprising, as we have seen, the women held a central 
rolee in all aspects of the insurgence. Far from being meek reactors to the events at hand, these women 
playedd an active and courageous role in each of the events they discuss in their narratives. 

Thee levels of agency that characterized the history-telling of these women can be understood as a parallel 
too their levels of agency during the events themselves. Constantly taking initiative and surpassing the 
expectedd limitations, the Iraqi Shi'ite women held a commanding agency in the wars and Uprising as well 
ass in the history-telling of these events during their narratives. 

1033 See the work of Tonkin, 1992 on how African history is passed down orally from generation to generation 

1044 For gender and change on the theme of the war stories see the work of Cooke, 1988: War's other Voices which reflects the voices of 
Arabb women writers on war stories of the Lebanese Civil War. See also her book Cooke, 1996: Women and the War Story which 
discussess the Arab women writers and the Gulf War stories. 
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Thee origin of the mourning: telling the sacred story 

Ass I  have mentioned in Chapter Six, the mourning and remembrance of religious ceremonies and rites 
havee a certain genre of speech. This genre is a poetic genre. It contains reciting classical poetry of the 
sixthh and seventh centuries or more recently composed poetry by the women themselves concerning the 
lif ee stories of the family of the Prophet Muhammad, ahl-al-bait in a poetic form. The performance of this 
genree should be in a sad and effective tone so as to make participants weep to confirm their religious faith. 
mullayaatmullayaat and mullas (women and men) trained traditionally by observation and recently by special 
supervisionn how to perform, memorize the mourning poetry, and tell the life stories of ahl-al-bait in a 
poeticc form. For ordinary Shi'ite persons they get their knowledge while participating in these 
ceremonies. . 

Listeningg to this genre of mourning forty times a year or even more has allowed the Iraqi Shi'ite women I 
havee interviewed in the Netherlands to memorize the mourning poetry and the poetic life stories of ahl al-
bait.bait. Traditionally, women attend these gatherings, majalis, to listen to the mullaya recount the stories of 
ahlahl al-bait. The stories themselves become collective points of coming together, and thus are imprinted on 
ifl &&  i*jiiwcuv &  oo w t i i aa uiv*  pu.auijai Vruudciuuoutd d KJL w v i j  0111 XLW. 

Thiss chapter is devoted to discovering the hidden linkages and exposing the discreet layers of veils that 
coverr the connection between the life history of the Iraqi Shi'ite women in the Netherlands and the life 
historyy of their religious symbolism. To understand this relationship, this chapter will give an answer to 
thesee questions: 
How,, when and where the Iraqi Shi'ite women I have interviewed in the Netherlands interact/connect the 
lif ee stories of the members of ahal al-bayt in and with their narrating personal life stories? How have 
thesee women personalized and connected the (official) history of ahal al-bayt with the (narrated oral 
history)) of their own lif e stories? In another words how have these women in their narratives connected 
thee historical past of the Shi'ite with their present life histories in The Netherlands? 

Sacredd Sadness: Framing the Personal Stories within the Religious Stories 

Onee of the central characteristics of the Shi'ite style of storytelling is that of melancholy. (al-Haydry, 
1999:: 100). Pain is the essence of their religious rituals. Through pain, they prove their love to the 
Prophet'ss family, in particular, the beloved grandson of the Prophet, al-Husayn, who died as a martyr for 
thee religion. I have explained in the previous chapter, how the story of the al-Husayn was told in the 
mourningg ceremonies. Core to the very act of reciting, be it religious or personal, is this exact sense of 
mourningg the beloved. Listening to the mourning poetry of the Shi'ite ceremonies as many times as these 
womenn do over the year, it is no wonder that their own stories have a level of sacred loss and sadness to 
them. . 

Thiss sense of tragedy is found in the very language these women use. Their vocabulary is extreme and 
intense,, deeply expressive and poetical even when describing every day occurrences. Their narratives are 
fulll  of words such as "destruction", "persecution", "failure", "killing" , and "collapse". For instance, when 
describingg an especially bitter bite of food, a woman might exclaim that the food actually "harmed" her 
mouth.. There is also a particularly prevalent use of war terms. During an interview a four years old 
daughterr complained that her mother had left the room, she used the phrase "she fled!" which is the verb 
utilizedd to describe the forced exile of a refugee. Another example is the constant use of the word 
"tyranny""  to describe hardships or challenges. Everyone from young girls to elderly women, I found, 
madee regular usage of the words "justice" "injustice", "extortion," "unfairness", "iniquity", "oppression" 
"disaster""  and "pain". If a girl playfully hits the arm of her sister, the sister will say, "You killed me!" 
insteadd of the more expected "You hit my arm!" 

Thiss vocabulary has infiltrated the very consciousness of these women. This presents a problem for a 
translator.. In interviewing and documenting their stories, I have encountered this problem of vocabulary 
repeatedly.. When a woman accidentally spills tea onto her friend, and the friend instead of remarking that 
herr clothes are now dirty, states "You have destroyed this", I am presented with a dilemma as the 
translator.. Do I accurately describe the happening in its more minor "You dirtied my skirt" or do I literally 
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transcribee the actual declaration made, thus risking a significant misunderstanding on the part of the 
reader.. How does one effectively convey the expressiveness of the women's language while still keeping 
too the intended meaning? How much explanation is needed for the reader? 

Wovenn narratives: 

Thee stories of the Iraqi women are woven with memories from disparate parts of their life. In the middle 
off  a story of Holland, they will break away to tell a tale of pre-war Iraq. Then they will skip ahead to 
Rafhaa refugee camp, and then back to Holland. Also, these narratives will often incorporate tales of the 
religion.. The story of al-Husayn and his family is a personal story for many of these Shi'ite women. They 
havee adopted his pain and the pain of his family as theirs. When they begin story describing the horror of 
aa son executed by Saddam, they will end the story with the horror of Zaynab when al-Husayn was killed 
inn battle. 

Anotherr aspect of weaving involves braiding each other's stories together. It is always possible, in any 
orall  account of a shared experience, to incorporate other people's memories into one's own, but here the 
processs is encouraged in order to create narratives which make sense to the group. Oral memories have an 
advantagee over written history because the narrator retains control over its dissemination-the audience, 
site,, the particular version. A memory can be withheld or retold; it can be summarized or magnified; 
alteredd or uttered in disparate forms corresponding to the interests and fears of the speaker. (Tonkin, 1992: 
51) ) 

Alongg these lines, a story that has been told many times in Iraq, of religious or personal content, might be 
retoldd differently in Saudi Arabia and then, again, in Holland. The change might occur in the style of 
telling,, the context the language, the metaphors, or the pauses. Each of these alterations would express 
and/orr elicit a different feeling or meaning. As I have explained and noticed in chapters on Iraq, Saudi 
Arabiaa and Holland. 

Anotherr contributor to the woven fluidity of the tales is the trauma behind them. In the middle of a 
historicall  description, I noticed in my interviews that a particularly heart-wrenching tangent would arise at 
aa seemingly random point Traumatic experiences would come all of a sudden into the conversation. 
Nabila,, one of the informants, in describing scholastic obstacles, mentioned what for her, was a related 
subject t 

Duringg the Iraq-Iran war the school was closed for years. It was difficult for us. 
Ass well when our father was executed it was horrible for us. The schools were 
closedd again during the Uprising 

Thiss connection between school closing and her father's death may seem irrelevant but in the framework 
off  recollection, the two have been intertwined in her memory. This is a common occurrence among 
victimss of trauma. It is also a prevalent means of recounting history among the narratives I gathered. The 
periodd when Nabila had nothing to do in the day due to the school's closing coincided with the memory of 
thee vacuity after her father was executed. This correlation shows a deep connection on the narrator's part 
too her subject The story is not an objective account of when the schools closed, but also what affect this 
hadd on her emotions and what important moments in her life it parallels. 

Duall  Narratives: Two Levels of the Past: 

Thee women's stories often have a dual nature to their content. The notion of parallel is strong throughout 
alll  the narratives I gathered. On one hand they tell the story of the narrator herself. But there is also a 
distinctt mirroring of her own history with that of a religious icon. Another duality of narration is the plural 
firstfirst person pronouns that are used throughout many women's narratives. In explaining a personal 
accountt a woman will regularly utilize "we", "us", and "our". This gives the singularity of her story an 
overtonee of collectivity. The story itself is not just her own story. She will tell the stories of her parents, 
herr children, her husband, her friends, even her neighbors. As I have explained in chapter one the 
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methodology,, when I asked one woman to tell her own story, she responded by telling me about her 
daughterr and son. I asked again that she tell me her story. She replied simply that her family's story was 
herr story. 

II  feel it is important to clarify at this point that this sense of collectivity is not just a female trait among the 
Iraqii  refugees. I interviewed many men in the family interviews, which were mentioned in the 
methodologyy chapter, and their response was the same. A man would talk about his story in the first 
personn plural "we" "our" and "us" form, thus incorporating immediate family, a group of friends, distant 
relatives,, members of the Shi'ite community in Iraq, or even humankind in its broadest sense. 
Predominantly,, among the women I spoke with, this "we" expressed a familial inclusiveness. Through 
understandingg this linguistic usage, I began to understand why when a woman spoke of her life 
experiences;; she would simultaneously describe the experiences of her family members and those closest 
too her. 

Thee women, during their interviews, spoke of the political events of their collective past, but for the most 
part,, only as they related to their own families and community. They focused on personal accounts, 
affat^tcaffat^tc inA »o/>ti/-\n c WIUt*rt trtMrintr ohmi t tVt*»i r 1ifio> ctrtri*» c th*» v w*»rf » r n n c r i n i K f\f ffi* » ininctipf » n f thpi r 

politicall  and social reality as well as its root causes. Nevertheless, the personal effects of such injustices 
weree of primary importance. 

Chronologyy of the stories: 

Inn the women's narratives, I noticed a distinct lack of dates. The histories were marked by events. A 
womann would place a happening "during the first Gulf war", though that war lasted eight years. Overall, 
theree was not an importance given to years, months, or even chronology. Many women shared the time 
markerr "the year of the poisoned wheat crop". That year, I found through outside research was 1974. 
Nobody,, however, would use the date 1974. Another even more confounding marking of time was with 
personall  events. One woman told me her story and dated occurrences before or after "the year my father 
died".. The actual numbers of that year mattered not to her. The fact that she did not know the exact year 
thiss was had no impact upon her, her memory, or her story. 
Withoutt a chronology of dates, the stories themselves unfolded unchronologically. Only with the change 
inn place we can realize the passage of time. There does, however, exist a chronology of place, which is in 
factt of central importance in the telling of stories. Setting the landscape of a story is paramount in its 
recounting.. The setting itself often intertwines with the space it occupied. 

Onee of the informants, Om Ahmed, one of the mid-aged informants, provided us with an example of such 
narrativee style. The following passage is a description of how her house was destroyed during the crushing 
off  the March 1991 Shi'ite Uprising. 

Streetss were full of people, children were screaming we were running... airplanes 
filledfilled the sky and the sky rained red fire...the house fell off....-smoke-...very 
darkk smoke filled the air....We ran And here we came [Holland] we live 
here...thee airplane dig a big hole in the roof...We fled. We live here now...The 
housee is well furnished with big carpets that filled the rooms ...the big windows 
inn the guestroom bring the smell of fruit trees that surounded the room. 
OO al-Husayn I wil l tell you 
Ourr lost is big 

Omm Ahmed's memories of the fires weave into descriptions of her current Dutch home which in turn 
weavee back to her home in Iraq and then into an invocation of al-Husayn. As she talks, the fluidity of her 
remembrancess express a compelling landscape. Each flashback has a vivid life of its own in her memory. 
Withh an open generosity of spirit, Om Ahmed has shared the images themselves but also her own 
emotionall  reactions to them, all within the weavings of her narrative. 
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Religiouss symbolism: 

Inn many of the women's narratives, there is a steady flow of multi-leveled symbolism. There are many 
reasonss for such coding. One aspect of this is stylistic. In keeping with the poetic genre of narrating, the 
usagee of symbols adds levels of meanings. An even more pressing reason, however, is security. Many of 
thesee stories began during the plight of the Iran-Iraq War. Before, during and after this war, the Ba'athist 
partyy was using intensive surveillance upon its people. To protect themselves and yet continue to 
communicate,, the Shi'ite developed a language of codes and symbols. 

Onee example is that Saddam was referred to as Yazid, who was the killer of Al-Husayn, the Prophet's 
grandson.. The Ba'ath regime as the Oomiya dynasty and they refer to themselves as Zaynab or al-Husayn, 
whoo was the victim and martyr. They also utilize a series of proverbs and poetry, sayings of their Imams 
orr even a Qu'ranic verse in responding to a question. Rather than supplying a direct answer, they will 
speakk a verse, usually of holy origin. Anyone outside of their Iraqi Shi'ism will find such responses 
enigmatic.. This also required familiarity with the culture and the religion. 

Thee narratives of these women are also filled with non-verbal communication. For instance a woman 
wouldd be describing to me how she fled her homeland with nothing but the clothes on her back. She will 
beginn the sentence, "I fled...." The rest of the story is told through her emphatic shaking of her head 
(indicatingg 'not a thing...') then she pulls sharply on the front of her shirt (radicating '.. .but the clothes on 
myy body'). Or, if a woman is recounting how she did not sleep a wink during her three-month stay at 
Rafhaa Camp, she will simply say the words "At Rafha? Sleep?", then she will shake her head in an 
expressionn of 'absolutely not' and make a particularly popular gesture in all of the Middle East When 
someonee wipes their hands in strong swipes, it indicates the word "Khelas", or "that's it" "it's over". Such 
expressivee gestures added a rich element to the women's stories. In true storytelling fashion, they utilized 
theirr hands and heads to say what the words could not touch. 

Onee especially poignant non-verbal indication is the slight shaking of the head when someone brings up a 
particularlyy painful or unjust happening. Slowly the women will all move their heads from side to side in 
collective,, mourning unison. It is a noble head gesture that does not affect the rest of the body and is 
usuallyy accompanied by a deep, guttural sigh of sad solidarity. 

Portellii  comments upon the importance of non-verbal communication in his experience interviewing a 
mayorr of a small Italian village, who was also an "extraordinary history-teller." The same mayor was 
recordedd twenty years later giving the same narrative. The former was taped informally on audio, while 
thee latter was recorded formally on video. As Portelli observed that even after two decades, the story 
remainedd remarkably similar, including the usage of body language and facial expression. Although the 
latterr was flatter due to the television camera presence, the history-telling genre was very present in the 
actuall  conveyance of the story. The history was meant to be told, not read—its memorable qualities lived 
inn the live telling. (Portelli, 1998: 32). 

Thee Voice of Silences: 

Thee role of silence is a large part of the women's stories. There are three main levels of this usage of 
silence.. The first level and most deeply rooted is the religious significance of the unspoken. To protect 
themselvess and their religion in times of vulnerability, the religion advises al tabiah which means hiding. 
Ass Imam al Saddiq, the six Imams, said one embraces secrecy, not showing one's Shi'ism. Since they feel 
theyy are in danger, they follow the religious decree to keep silent They refrain from explanations to keep 
themselvess intact and to protect their vow of religious privacy. 

Anotherr aspect of the silence is its usage as a tool of resistance. Why should they share their stories when 
thee systems have done nothing but betray them from the beginning? In the face of journalist's questions, 
refugeee authority's questionnaires, outsider's curiosity, these Shi'ite women would often simply remain 
silentt thus empowering themselves with the autonomy of keeping their histories to themselves. The third 
elementt of silence is fear. Still under the psychological trauma of the Ba'athist totalitarian regime, the 
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Shi'itee refugees understandably distrusted any outside seeker of information. To protect themselves from 
moree betrayals, the women would cling to their silence for self-preservation. 

Silence,, for the above three reasons, served as a choice. Contrary to its preconception as being an absence, 
silencee is in fact a presence in this context It usually indicated a real presence of information, emotion, 
andd importance. These women always maintained many levels of awareness concerning what they 
consideredd sensitive issues. The notion of taboo runs deeply in Islamic culture such as sex and rape. In 
addition,, the level of persecution that these women have endured compounded their sense of secrecy and 
sensitivity. . 

Althoughh they were very proud of their histories, their names, their Shi'ism, even of their cause, these 
subjectss were considered extremely private. Their privacy was a direct result of their importance—often 
off  their sacred origin. In Islam, the sacred is protected through a conscious sense of privacy and 
protection.. It would be a great disrespect to share information carelessly. Thus, there are deep cultural and 
religiouss constrants that limits what to tell and what not to tell. 

Thee Poetry of the Narratives: 

Whenn these Iraqi Shi'ite women share their narratives, the language they use gives a compelling beauty to 
theirr accounts. I am forcibly struck by the kind of poetry that they use in their recitations to describe their 
feelingss and experiences. For instance, much of the poetry they recited during the interviews were verses 
off  lament for al-Husayn. Below I have included one particularly stirring example which was recited by 
Solima,, one of the key informants, in describing her feelings at Rafha Refugee Camp and her sorrow upon 
hearingg of the death of The Grand Sayyid Abu al-Qassim al-Kwi, the head of the entire, world-wide 
Shi'itee community. 

II  want to implore you O Najaf; 
Answerr my question 
Iss it true that the crescent of 
Knowledgee deserted our world? 
II  want to implore you O Najaf 
Pleasee hear me 
Iss it true that death had? 
Takenn the learned one? 
Itt is my wish to die before him 
Itt is was our wish that the soil; 
Off  his grave had buried us not him 
II  wish that my body had rested; 
Inn earth before him 
Andd my eyes had not seen that morning 
Myy heart was affected unbearably 
Myy loving heart was broken by his departure 
Everyonee would have sacrificed himself for him 
Hadd it been possible 
Hee was the cure for our souls 
Elderr and youth would have 
Scarifiedd their souls for him 
OO Najaf, tell us about the family 
Howw much suffered after his death 
OO Najaf, tell us what happened to our protector 
Andd the wound of Abu al-Kasim made my heart il l 

Ass I have explained in Chapter Six, one can understand why the women used such "lament poetry" more 
frequentlyy than other styles of Arabic poetry. The phenomenon of "lament poetry" in honor of al-Husayn 
didd not arise in Shi'ite literature as a direct result of the tragedy of al-Husayn. As a genre, it is not simply 
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ann emotional reaction, but in fact constitutes a specific religious duty. Doctrinally speaking, every faithful 
Shi'itee should work throughout their  life to preserve the poetry of piety and lament for  the memory of the 
Holyy Family. According to a Shi'ite Hadith, the members of the Holy Family (ahal al-bayt) and the Shi'ite 
Imamm Jafar  al-Saddiq said, "God has built a housee (bait) in Heaven for  whomever  recites a line (bait) of 
poetryy about us". In another  Hadith, Imam Jafar  al-Saddiq said, "Whoever  recites poetry about al-Husayn 
andd makes thirt y others weep, will have Heaven as the reward."  During the interviews these Hadiths were 
mentionedd many times. 

Poetryy played a large and compelling role throughout the stories I gathered in this study. The poetry 
includedd verses from religious sources, such as the Qur'an or  Hadith, from Shi'ite literar y culture, and 
evenn from the hearts of the women themselves. I was often taken aback by the spontaneous poems that 
arosee suddenly during a woman's pause in her  lif e story. 

Thee language of the stories themselves contained beautiful layers of poetry. Inherently, the Arabic 
languagee is rhythmical and lyrical . Throughout Arab history, poets and narrators have held a high position 
inn the esteem of all classes. The art of verse is a sacred art according to Islam. In describing a nostalgic or 
heart-breakingg moment of their  lives, often the language of the story will move into a poetic style of 
speaking.. This is not a conscious decision on the part of these women, but rather  a deeply embedded sense 
off  rhythm when speaking of affairs of the heart. 

Inn addition to poetry, the Iraqi Shi'ite, being of Arab and Bedouin origin, also value elaborate, proud 
usagee of the Arabic language in and of itself. This is because eloquence in Arabic solidifies their 
threatenedd identity as Arab by Saddam government. In contrast to the Shi'ites of Iran, whose culture is 
moree Persian than Arab and whose language is Farci, the Shi'ites of Iraq have deep roots in the Arab 
culturee and language. Although, there are cultural differences between the Shi'ite of Iraq and the Shi'ite of 
Iran,, the former, as we have seen in Chapter  Two "Lif e in Iraq" , were politically persecuted due to the 
accusationn of their  Iranian origin and alleged subsequent Iranian loyalty. To differentiate themselves from 
thee Shi'ite of Iran, many of these women emphatically repeated in their  accounts that they are deeply Arab 
andd not like the Shi'ite of Iran who are "a/amf meaning non-Arabic speakers. This linguistic difference 
remainedd very important to these women, because it was through their  language that they were able to 
fightfight  and resist their  political oppression. 

Thee other  function of poetry in storytelling is to ensure the preservation of the stories themselves. To keep 
theirr  identity and culture alive, it is critical , according to these women, to keep the stories themselves 
alive.. World-renown methods of mnemonics are rhyme and rhythm. These two devices are central devices 
off  all poetry, Arab included. Metaphor  also serves as means of memory aid. The stronger  the images of a 
storyy are, the longer  it will live in the personal, and thus the collective memory. 

Oftenn when I would ask a woman a question concerning her  history or  her  response to an event, she would 
answerr  my question with a poem. Without introduction or  explanation, the poem would be given as a 
directt  response to my question. Below, I have included some of the most poignant of these poems along 
withh the issue or  question that brought them forth. 

Whenn I asked Solima, one of the key informants, how she felt about the fact that the mourning ceremonies 
weree forbidden: 

Thee tyrant [Saddam] forbids us to walk in your  path 
Alas,, he accepts no mourning ceremonies! 
Hee [Saddam] says, "I  am the Ruler. 
II  want to destroy them and rest. 
Whyy do you not rise up, Ali 
Andd put an end to this? 

Whenn I asked Habiba, one of the key informants, why she came to Holland: 
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Wee will ask why Zaynab was taken hostage 
Thee people of Oomiya will be erased forever. 
Everyonee in the world must witness what we do. 

Shee referred to herself as Zaynab and the people of the Ba'ath regime as the people of Oomiya. 

Keyy and Genre: 

Ukee the poems above, often the narratives the Shi'ite women gave me were filled with complex levels of 
implicitt meanings. Within stories of explicit events and emotions would lie whole other narratives that were 
poeticallyy encoded. 

Inn analyzing the narratives of these women, I have found the concept of genre introduced by Tonkin and 
Chamberlainn and Thompson especially helpful. (Tonkin, 1992; Chamberlain and Thompson, 1998) 
Becausee these stories contain levels of implicit and explicit meanings, their construction contains many 
levelss of narrative genre. Elizabeth Tonkin, in her study Narrating Our Pasts, describes "genre" as a term 
signifyingg that various interpretations are called for. Different genres work to structure and express a 
story.. The genre of oraüty entails features of delivery such as vocal quality, chanting or singing, gestures, 
silences,, all of which are means by which the Iraqi Shi'ite women, as we have discussed previously, 
conveyy their stories. (Tonkin, 1992: 51) 

Anotherr genre that pertains to the Iraqi Shi'ite women's narratives is the genre of the use of religious 
practices.. They told tales of their religion and their practices of worship within Shi'ism. I have observed 
thee effect of these religious practices upon their narratives and the narrative genre they utilized. Through 
thiss correlation between their faith and their own life-stories, the women I interviewed developed a strong 
sensee of identity as Shi'ite individuals and as a Shi'ite community. Also their religious practices had a 
formm and model to the recitation of stories. The deep influence of this model upon their narratives parallels 
thee deep influence of their religion on their identity. 

Inn addition, the model of narration in the religious ceremony clearly has an effect upon the features of the 
deliveryy of the women's own Hfe-stories. An example of this phenomenon is the poetic expression of 
sadness.. The Shi'ite ceremonies involve many references to the Holy Family, all given with lyric 
lamentations.. This is mirrored in the narratives of the women's own stories which also involve layers of 
lyricismm and lamentation. These two qualities require familiarity with the culture and the religion. It 
requiress more interpretation than would a direct narrative. 

Anotherr genre that occurs during these interviews is the genre of interviewing, itself. Tonkin (1992) 
discussess how this genre serves as specific framework through which narratives were given, but it also 
impactedd the actual conveyance of the narration. I found this point particularly interesting due to my 
personall  experience as a transcriber. As an outsider asking questions, my role in the tellings cannot be 
ignored.. These narrations, as I hope to convey, are not for public consumption. Private to the point of 
beingg sacred, the stories of these women rarely, if ever, leave the circle of their own community. It was a 
deepp honor to be a part of their telling. The genre of interviewing may have served as an initial means of 
framingg the narratives, but the women themselves, through the depth and beauty of their narratives, 
elevatedd our interactions beyond the genre interview. 

Usingg proverbs, poems, verses from the Qur'an, and the Hadith, the women would express a situation 
insteadd of telling their own story. Similar to the above-mentioned examples, in the midst of an interview 
concerningg the day to day events of the refugee process, suddenly a poem would be woven into the 
narrative.. The daily events of life would then be lifted into a poetic realm. Or the interviewee would 
interruptt a description of some hardship she faced to recite a litany of Hadith or a Qu'ranic verse. Below I 
havee included many of the original verses that were integrated into the narratives I collected. 

Theirr history-telling were expressed in different form of genre As I explained below. 
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Genress of Feeling betrayed: 

Ass Habiba one of the key informants, said: 

Wee lived in a desert, you people 
Stilll  we struggle and wrestle with disasters 
Andd life is spent in sighs 
Thee enemies are joyous and in good cheer. 
Wee are in a desert 
Nobodyy came to help us 

Genress of complaint: 

Ass Solima, one of the key informants, said: 

00 my Imam, my loss was large 
Hee left no Imam for the Shi'ites 
Too demand our full revenge and settle 
Wee would hold the tyrants to account and settle score 
Itss people, the descendants of Ali were in agony 

Genress of yearning and longing for  the homeland: 

Ass Fatima, one of the key informants, said: 

11 want to go to your mosque [al-Husayn] 
Too see the site of your grave 
Andd bandage the wound of my heart, 
Whatt is the day and hour in which we will return? 

Qur'ani cc scripture: 

Ass she recalled the day the American struck Iraq [on January 17 1991] and how her bombarded city al-
Basraa was affected, Habiba described the terrible moment of explosion with a Qur'anic passage. "It felt," 
shee said, "like the day "when the earth was shaken to her utmost" ,05 

Remembrancee of the immortal : 

Ass the Shi'ite writer Mahdi Shems al-Din said in his book the raise of al-Husayn (Shems al-Din; 1989: 
59)) continually feel the need to return to the stories of ahl al-bait the immortal men and women, to read, 
listenn and see their histories so as to recall their lives. We go back to immortal events in history so that we 
cann make them live again in our minds and hearts. We enrich our lives through these memories; we 
ennoblee our existence through these stories. These immortal stories and the events of their tellings 
illuminatee our paths. We, as humans, we go back to the glories of the human genius so that, through their 
ideal,, we may quench our hearts' thirst for truth and beauty. 

Inn exploring this universal need to remember the immortal, it is important to ask how and why is 
immortalityy ordained for some humans, some events, and some great acts? 
Itt is because they encompass the eternity as a living reality, which is associated with the unceasing 
creativee activity of mind and heart. This is always immortal because it answers an increasing need in the 
mindd and heart of man and in his greatest aspirations and hopes. This is the factor that applies, with a 

1055 Qura'ni c verse Azilzala [the earthquake] number  99 verse number  1. See The Holy Qur-an: English Translation of the Meanings and 
Commentary.. Edited by the Presidency of Islamic Researchers, IFTA , Call and Guidance. 
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miraculouss exactitude, to al-Husayn and his revolution. These Shi'ite women go back to him in all the 
stagess of his life and we go back to him in the climax of that life: his revolution. They make it live again 
andd we try to understand i t They live with him in all its stages, from its beginning to its bloody but 
resplendentt ending. They were and still are affected ourselves in it they have discovered part of our heart, 
partt of our aspirations, part of our humanity in i t From it we have heard more than a call which summons 
thee noblest things which humann creativity encompasses. 

Thesee are the underlying reasons for the fact that his revolution has penetrated into the depths of the 
popularr consciousness of the Islamic community, in general, and of the Shi'ite Muslims, in particular. It 
hass become part of the general cultural environment of being a Shi'ite. It has shared, and continues to 
sharee even now, an important role in the formation of the Shi'ite cultural identity and social and political 
morality. . 

Wee should observe that the revolution of al-Husayn, among all the revolutions in the history of Islam, 
whichh itself abounds in revolutions, is the only revolution whose memory is still as alive and fresh to all 
Muslimss and in particular to the Shi'ite Muslim. In fact, it lives as vividly in the hearts of Muslims in the 
presentt time as it did to Muslims one thousand years ago. Of all the revolutions it is the only one that has 
enteredd into depths of popular consciousness, into the endeavors and aspirations throughout the history of 
Islam.. It is the Rising of al -Husayn: its social circumstances and its personal significance. It is the first 
revolutionn that mobilized the people and set them on the long bloody path, the path of struggle, after they 
hadd nearly lost their spirit for battling the Umayyads. 
Itt is the only one among the countless revolutions in Islamic history that has set in motion a torrent of 
poeticc and intellectual creativity, which began in the years 61 A.H. [the seventh century] and has not 
ceasedd to the present day. 

Connectingg present events with historical events: 

Solima,, one of the key informants, in expressing her feeling over the death of the Shi'ite Grand scholar 
Imamm Abu al-Qassim al-Khwi, sets an example for connecting the past with the present 

II  beseech you O Najaf what to do then? 
Whatt was the crime of those scholars? 
AHH how much injustice and ruthlessness 
Wee will take 
Wee want to know whether 
Hee died by poison or torture? 
OO Najaf tell us how did he die? 
Wass he like al-Husayn, 
Stabbedd to death? 

Placingg herself in History and the genre of Comfort: 

Thiss poem invokes the suffering of Fatima, one of the key informants, which parallels the pain of family 
separationn felt by many Iraq Shi'ite women. These women found comfort in her as a religious ideal and 
symbol: : 

Inn our hearts is the wound of separation 
Likee Zeynab after her brother died in Karbala 
Shee had no guardian and was taken by the worthless 
Againn and again Karbala is reversed on the good. 
Whatt does fate want from us? 

Thesee poems and scriptures serve to elevate the daily stories of the Shi'ite. They are used directly within 
thee narratives, braided into the life stories in the same way as the Shi'ite religion and the sense of Arab 
poetryy are braided into the lives of the Iraqi Shi'ite people. This usage brings a greater meaning to the 
ordinaryy events of daily existence. It recalls something larger within the retelling of individual lives. 
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Linguisti cc Structure: Speaking Style 

Ass I have discussed throughout this chapter, the structures of the women's narratives are anything but 
straightforward.. This in no way negates their veracity or their complexity, but in fact, as I hope to show, 
actuallyy attests to their veracity and complexity. 

Inn order to explain the nuances of the narratives' structures, it is important to review what the current 
expectationss are for an acceptable narrative form. According to most western conceptions of History in 
generall  and histories in particular, the structure should be chronological, linear, and explicit In her book 
EliteElite Oral History Discourse Eve McMahan, an American historian of narratives, embodies this view. As 
describedd in her studies of this genre, a history should follow these rules. 

Itt should: (1) tell a topically coherent story, (2) tell a narratable story, (3) tell a story that begins at the 
beginning,, (that is, one in which time moves ahead reasonably smoothly except for flashbacks that serve an 
obviouss purpose), and (4) evaluate states and events logically. This evaluation of states and events should be 
executedd in such a way that it is possible to retrieve the core of the story and thereby deduce the points being 
made.. This standard framework, McMahan explains, seems to be very clear as to how an oral narrative should 
bee told in order to be heard. (McMahan, 1989: 81) 

EliteElite Oral History Discourse describes the nature of what she defines as the standard oral history 
narrative.. The correctness of this approach, however, is challenged by Kopijn in Mary Chamberlain and 
Paull  Thompson in their book Narrative and Genre. Kopijn noted that reality proves that not all narratives 
fitfit  the framework for a "good" narrative. I agree with these challenges and moreover, would argue that in 
eachh culture and in each language, people have their own methods and customs of narrating and telling 
stories.. These non-conventional genres take different forms and cannot be generalized or imprisoned in one 
form. . 

Inn the Arab culture, in general, and in this Arab Shi'ite community, in particular, people are more implicit 
thann explicit in their narratives. The narratives of the Shi'ite women collected in this project were 
obviouslyy full of cryptic allusions to such genres as classical poetry, and sayings from their Imams. 
Narrativess were not straightforward and people used the above genres to express a situation instead of 
simplyy reporting a story. 
Theirr form of speech may be viewed as a folk art form. The judgment of what is a "good" narrative often 
restss within the community itself. A "good narrative", as defined by the Shi'ite refugees, would be one that 
wass effective in creating an emotional mood, communicating a moral insight, and moving the listeners to 
aa new level of understanding or action. In addition, in this community, the ability of the speaker in 
achievingg such result is as important as the actual narrative. 

Thee narratives of the women I interviewed, however, were practically in direct contrast to the western 
narrativee expectation, as delineated by McMahan. Far from negating them as legitimate oral histories, I 
wouldd argue that their existence calls into question the rules by which oral history is defined. 
Adrianaa Cavarero, in her book Relating Narratives: Storytelling and Selfhood, discusses a different type 
off  oral narrative106. Valuing personal experience and the narrativity of a story, she writes of the 
importancee of what she call "circular memory". According to her analysis, the autobiographical genre is 
pronee to speaking in reference to that which is familiar. In my own studies of the narratives of the Shi'ite 
women,, I have come to conclude a similar value of circular narrativity. I have found that this connotation 
off  familiarity manifests in a circular ordering of events. Flashbacks are not the exception but the rule. 
(Cavarero,, 1997: 73) 

1066 Adriana Cavarero discusses this inherent narrative and poetic quality of the Arab language and literar y traditio n in her  book Relating 
Narratives::  Storytelling and Selfhood. Focusing on the famous story The Arabian Nights, she presents the heroine Scheherazade as a 
primee example of the power  of narration, and whose stories ennoble die Arabic language, captivated the sultan, staved death, and 
generatedd new life. (Cavarero, 1997: 122) Cavarero also points to the particularl y feminine aspect of this art of narration. Scheherazade 
usess the womanly art of narration to weave numerous layers of verse and narration. 
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Thiss mode of historicizing gives veracity to the history at hand, because it provides a personal context. 
Thiss context of familiarity inherently presents the histories within a framework based in personal meaning 
andd cultural significance. In the case of the Shi'ite women, due to their deep religious faith, it also 
providess a framework based in the collective religious significance. This is crucial, in turn, in 
understandingg the history to begin with, particularly when, as in this case, the history revolves so much 
aroundd religious politics, culture and persecution. 

Storytellingg patterns: 

Inn this study, I am concerned with the patterns and functions of speaking that organize the use of language 
withinn the conduct of Shi'ite social life. As Bauman and Sherzer observed in their book The Ethnography 
ofof Speaking, "Speaking, like other systems of cultural behavior, kinship, politics, economics, religion or 
anyy other, is patterned within each society in culture." (Bauman, 1986: 25) 
Whenn a woman told me her life-story, I was struck by the fact that invariably her story would be framed 
withinn the context of her family and her Shi'ite community. As I have mentioned previously in this 
chapter,, I observed in these interviews, that the women never talked about themselves as individuals but 
onlyy in terms of their children, spouse, and parents. The personal narrative was in fact simultaneously a 
sociall  narrative. This was a recurring pattern in the 50 narratives I gathered. Rather than refer to herself as 
ann individual, each woman, nearly always utilized the first person plural "we" and "us" in telling what 
wouldd otherwise be considered a personal history. 

Nearlyy every woman, in telling her story, talked about her immediate family, extended family, the Shi'ite 
community,, and the Holy family of the Prophet. The Shi'ite women who were interviewed in this research 
havee a profound sense of belonging, as individuals and as a community, to the Holy Family of the 
Prophet.. This sense of belonging strengthened their sense of blood connection, to their own family and to 
thee Shi'ite faith, which connected them to the Holy Family. 

Thus,, in analyzing the storytelling patterns of these narratives, it is difficult to use the category 
'autobiography'.. Due to the collective standpoint and collective subject matter of each story, they are not 
classicallyy autobiographical in nature. Alessandro Portelli, in his work Oral History as Genre discusses 
thee difficulty in categorizing such oral accounts. Oral history, according to his studies combines the 
discipliness of anthropology, sociology, biography, history, and folklore. He describes this genre of 
discoursee as "history-telling". (Portelli, 1994: 25) I find this term especially astute in explaining the 
complexx nature of the narratives of the Iraqi Shi'ite women. The braiding of historical account, personal 
conveyance,, and poetical storytelling make for a genre that surpasses the traditional realm of narrative, as 
definedd by such thinkers as McMahan. 

Givingg meaning to the events: 

Whenn I asked Um Farris, an elderly informant, about her new life in Holland, she confided that she was 
relievedd and content to have finally found security. 

Inn Holland, I can practice my religious rituals freely, without the fear of someone breaking into my house 
orr the fear of being interrogated the next day. I only wish I could do this back home in Iraq, but like Imam 
Al ii  said 'You never attain a good thing without sacrificing another. When you live an extra day, you've 
onlyy come one day nearer to your death'." 

Withh the "good thing" she meant the religious freedom and the "sacrificing another" she meant the 
homeland.. For Um Farris, this saying provided a great deal of comfort for her in her struggles. Though far 
fromfrom her homeland, she had made peace with this distance through her newfound freedom to practice her 
religionn securely. 
Anotherr informant, Fawziah, one of the elderly informants, also expressed a contented relief with her new 
securityy and religious freedom. However, when I asked Fawziah, while she was talking about the 
difficultiess her son was facing in finding a job in Holland and the fact that it was not easy for her son who 
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wass trying to assimilate in to Dutch culture through education and job, she was sure he will make soon. 
Thiss was her exact wording which is a quote from Imam Ali . 

Youu are like travelers who have just begun their voyage and imagine that they have reached their 
destination,, or who have seen a mountain at a distance and think that they are already there. 

Yett another elderly informant, Habiba, in describing life in Iraq before Saddam came to power, as a good 
life. . 

Wee had a good life, but 'the world is like a snake, smooth and soft, but with a 
fatall  poison.' 

Oncee again, Imam Ali' s words arose in the conversation. For Habiba, this saying gave meaning to the fall 
off  what had once been, for her, a good life in a good land. Many of the Shi'ites derived such powerful 
meaningss from the teachings of their religion. Their recitations during the course of their life stories added 
aa collective wisdom, a layer of beauty and truth, to their accounts. 

Thee role of memory in the Shi'ite narratives: 
TheThe oral as opposed to the written history 

Thee role of memory plays a critical part in the understanding of the women's narratives. Although the 
majorityy of the women I interviewed were literate, they, as a whole, did not come from a tradition of 
readingg and writing. Thus the bulk of their knowledge had come from oral sources. In addition, they 
passedd on information in stories and in spoken lessons. 

Thiss orality has a direct impact on the notion of history. Histories are learnt by listening to an elder tell the 
story.. History books did not have a large influence on the knowledge of the women I interviewed. This is 
ann important explanation as to why dates were not important to them within their narratives. The linearity 
off  the stories was secondary. The stories were told and unfolded according to their significance to the 
speakerr and the audience. The circularity of the stories can be understood using this theoretical 
framework.framework. (Tonkin, 1992: 67) 

Thee discourse of orality is a crucial element in the work of memory within these women's lives. What is 
importantt is not what the history books objectively put forth as cause and effect, but rather what sticks in 
one'ss mind. What is remembered is what is included in the stories. The fact that an event is remembered 
repeatedly,, according to this theoretical framework, proves its significance to the narrator and to the 
audience.. Tonkin discusses the importance of the actual telling as well as the content of the telling. 
"Rememberingg and telling are themselves events, not only descriptions of the event" (Tonkin, 1992: 67) 

Unlikee the established definition of linear narrative, the memory-driven stories have their own line of 
thoughtt which, in accordance to how memory actually is utilized, is often not linear at all. This is 
particularlyy the case in such deeply traumatic psychological accounts as those of the Iraqi refugees. 
Circularityy is both a genre of narrating, but also a means of self-protection. 

Thee Role of the Mystical in Memory: 

Thiss redemptive quality of the refugee narratives is often presented in a mystical genre. The role of the 
spirituall  is paramount, as we have discussed, in the lives of the Shi'ite, and thus in their stories of 
themselves.. Each event carries its own hidden meanings, and often, these meanings have a dimension of 
thee unseen and super-natural. This is not a result of superstition, but a deeply held aspect of the Shi'ite 
religion. . 

Too give background information, both Shi'ism and Sunnism are legitimate strands of the Islamic religion. 
Unlikee Sunnism, however, Shi'ism concentrates on the family of the Prophet, attesting that the line of 
Caliphss comes from the progeny of Muhammad. This difference in historical interpretation has a huge 
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impactt on the nature of the spirituality of this sect. Shi'ism is characterized by a mystical reverence for the 
familyy of the Prophet and the symbolism in these regards. 

Thiss mystical quality influences much of the sentiment of remembrance within this religious tradition. The 
actionsactions and qualities of the religious heroes carry a weight far beyond their own context. The modern-day 
ritesrites of the Shi'ite are in honor of the remembrance of the holy family. In this framework of an oral 
tradition,tradition, these rites also are in honor of memory in general. The songs of praise of al-Husayn are 
memorizedd and their power comes exactly from this fact. Without history books or papers or notes, the 
mullayamullaya as well as those in the audience can join in telling the shared, beloved stories. This is homage to 
mysticc importance of memory in and of itself as well as to the mystical content of their remembrance. 

Inn the rites of remembrance for al-Husayn, we listen to a historical portrayal of a tragedy whose equal 
historyy has not witnessed, in which holy men were killed and raised to the highest ranks in dedication and 
selff  sacrifice as they made a pure gift of their lives. 

Thesee rites of remembrance, as this quote attests to, appreciate the holy histories we have discussed 
becausee they have risen auove tiicir own Historical context, mc inuiviuuais wituin tuc legends nave 
becomee legends in and of themselves. This, along the lines of oral history genre, is a critical component of 
aa memorable story one in which the hero surpasses his/her own context and becomes immortal. 

Memoryy serves to immortalize these heroes of Shi'ism. It disregards centuries and a millenium of 
chronologicall  distance so as to join their own stories with those of their inspiring heroes within the 
religion. . 

Changee in time and place and change in the genre: 

Anotherr important aspect of the complexity of the Iraqi Shi'ite narratives is the role of evolution in their 
stories.. In keeping with the fluidity of their "history-telling" genre, these narratives underwent a series of 
changess as the women themselves changed locations and circumstances. This is often the case with oral 
traditions.. As living accounts, it is only natural that they shift focus as the narrator moves from state to 
state—bothh physically and emotionally. Joel C. Kuipers in his book Language, Identity, Marginality in 
Indonesia:Indonesia: The Changing Nature of Ritual Speech on the Island ofSumba, makes a point I find relevant to 
thiss issue. According to his study, the movement of a community of speakers has a significant effect upon 
thee content and style of their speech. The social position of the speakers as they come to a new locale has 
aa large influence on the linguistics of their communications. He argues that identity serves as the link 
betweenn location and language. (Kuipers, 1998: 22) Kuipers argument is especially helpful as we look at 
thee three different locations of the women's narratives and the changes that took place as the narratives 
movedd from Iraq to Saudi Arabia to Holland. 

Thee stories that took place in Iraq are distinctly different than those of Rafha and Holland. Situated within 
thee complexity of the battleground-homeland, these narratives are marked by a pride and a sorrow. There 
iss a sense of loss that permeates any history that took place in Iraq. Those of Saudi Arabia, however, 
containn a deep feeling of betrayal. More angry than sad, the accounts of Rafha are told with language and 
tonee that conveys the women's sense of frustration. Also, when these women were in Saudi Arabia and 
weree relaying their stories to me, I documented a distinctly strong feeling of longing for the homeland. 
Duee to the familiarity in climate, Islamic culture, and Arabic language, as well as the nearness of the 
border,, Iraq still felt near to them in their hearts. Thus they spoke of home with an urgent yearning, many 
off  them believing they would soon return. 

Inn Holland, however, the tone and linguistics of the narratives change drastically. There is a deep sense of 
collectivee identity seeking. The theme of religious freedom arises again and again. The women are 
consciouslyy proud of their language, culture, and religion. Their view of Iraq, though, has altered. There is 
noo longer a passionate imminence to their Iraqi references. It is no longer just across the border. Now that 
thee women are resettled, their narratives of their homeland evolve into stories of nostalgia. Iraq continues 
too be their origin and their homeland, but, as their narratives express, it is no longer their home. 
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Conclusion: : 
TheThe art and function of narrative 

Whilstt working in the Rafha camp, I found that at first women were afraid to vocalize their personal 
histories.. They appeared to resort to Qura'nic modes of narrative, until they had established themselves in 
theirr new environment and had gained the confidence to use their traditional frames of narrative. 

Thee Iraqi Shi'ite women have lost many parts of their life, family, history and culture throughout the 
ordealss they have faced. But, nevertheless, one essential aspect of their identity has remained and in fact 
deepenedd during the refugee process. This is the art and tradition of narrating histories. As we have seen, 
theirr religious traditions inform their personal customs of finding healing, strength, and solidarity through 
narration. . 

Fromm the descriptions above, we can see how culturally specific history-telling, life-stories, or the 
presentationn of one's life can be. The genres used to tell one's story are a direct effect of one's religion, 
culture,, and experiences. The oral presentation of one's life shows how the individual portrays herself, as 
welll  as how self-aware she is about her own experiences and identity. Oral presentation reflects what is 
importantt for the narrators in this presentation of their life. At the same time, narrators are formed both by 
thee content and the genre of their own narration. In presenting themselves, they solidify their own sense of 
identity. . 

Ass implied above the Shi'ites definition of a good narrative is one that has an effectively delivered 
message.. This group of people speaks from a politically marginal position; their material is determined by 
necessityy and their aesthetic ideals are political as well as cultural and religious. Therefore the message of 
theirr narratives brings sympathy and pain, but also enlightenment and consciousness. If we do not 
recognizee this intention, we might fail to appreciate what is the inherent art of these narratives and thus 
misss their messages altogether. 

Givingg testimonies and denouncing oppression is therefore one way of being a "good Shi'ite". Speaking 
itselff  becomes one way to render their own sense of oppression as representative of the all too real 
historicall  suffering of the Shi'ites. Trained speaking, committed listening, and the act of denouncing the 
injusticee from which they fled are all seen by the Shi'ites as religious acts. In the religious gatherings for 
thee commemoration of al-Husayn and other members of the Holy Family, the Shi'ite individual develop a 
speakingg style that makes her/him a faithful and "good" Shi'ite. 

Inn addition to the religious function of testimonies, they are other functions involved in the testimonies 
thatt occupy important aspects of Shi'ite practice and tradition. Firstly, these testimonies create an intense 
solidarityy among the members of the Shi'ite community. Secondly, they have been, throughout history, 
andd continue to be today, a therapeutic function in exorcising a destructive, violent past Through these 
testimonies,, the Shi'ites overcome their role as victims to triumphantly turn painful pasts into a religiously 
legitimatee motivation for thriving and working in pursuit of social ideals even in exile. Thirdly, to give a 
testimonyy is to bear witness; it is to tell the unofficial story, to construct a history of a people whose 
historyy will not be told otherwise. Exiled as outsiders, they regain their identity. Theirs is a story not of 
thosee in power, but of those confronted by power, yet, which, nevertheless, are becoming empowered 
themselves. . 

Thee concept of testimony in the Shi'ite traditions is part of a broad historical concept, but the audiences of 
thesee testimonies are restricted to the Shi'ites themselves. I would often ask myself why these people did 
nott want to speak out to other audiences, to share their stories with other communities? Does the defacto 
practicee of keeping these testimonies within the Shi'ite community have a cultural, political, religious, or 
psychologicall  reasoning? Why don't the Shi'ites use these testimonies as a political act and let their voices 
bee heard outside their own community? These are some of the issues I have attempted to address in 
analyzingg my experience of interviewing the Shi'ite refugee women in the Netherlands. 
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AA simple content analysis might be a good way to start. When we look at their  stories, we see that they 
spendd most of their  time telling us about the suffering that the collective "we"  have gone through. There 
aree stories of women at work, of forced marriages, of men who died at war. There are also statements not 
storiess of women staying home and undertaking a large portion of work and domestic activities. All of the 
narrativess are comprised of stories of hard life. They are all posted next to anecdotes of threats coming 
fromm the multipl e antagonists, such as the governments, the global community, the state authorities, all of 
whomm are cast at different levels as opposition to the collectivity of the Iraqi Shi'ite. What this concludes 
iss that, what matters for  Iraqi Shi'ite woman in question is the continuity and survival of collectives that 
shee feels constitutes her  own community, and thus herself. Therefore the story of work and collectivity is 
thee story of giving voice to the self and to the community. 
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Conclusion n 

Negotiatingg Identities and the Sense of Belonging: Shi'ite Multipl e Identit y Claims: 

Althoughh they are the majority of the population in Iraq, the Shi'ite identity is constructed in the same 
wayy that minority peoples would be in most situations . As Tonkin observed, minorities are likely to 
havee a sharper sense of their special identity than would a majority sector of the same society. (Tonkin, 
1992:130)) Due to the brutal and prejudicial practices of the government, the Shi'ite, although they 
constitutee a larger percentage of the Iraqi population, are treated as a minority group in terms of infringed 
rights,rights, cultural disrespect, and even persecution. Because of this, the Shi'ite have had to re-construct their 
ownn identity in the face of the oppressive minority, in order to re-build cultural self-confidence. 

Throughoutt their entire refugee process, from the borders of warring Iraq to the exiled alienation in 
Holland,, the Iraqi Shi'ite women have had to negotiate and renegotiate their identities in order to survive, 
ass individuals and as a community. As refugees, they are defined by their displaced state; their identity-
seekingg is thus a critical response to their notion of themselves as uprooted peoples. As they lost the 
physicall  sense of home, they had to develop a sense of placement within themselves. Thus they found 
strengthh and solidarity not with actual land, but with the collective remembrance of their homeland and its 
religiouss significance. Yet, even before they took refuge in Saudi Arabia, the Iraqi Shi'ite community was 
beingg displaced from their own culture, religion and rights by the Ba'athist's regime. For over two 
decades,, this community has been working to establish a sense of belonging. As they moved from the 
Shi'itee holy towns of southern Iraq, to the Rafha Refugee Camp, to European resettlement, they have 
claimedd numerous aspects of their own identity in order to cope with challenges and hardships of each 
neww place. The women, in particular, have faced yet another obstacle to their survival in that the family 
structuree of their culture, which is the female realm, was lost along with their move from Iraq. 

Inn conclusion I would explore the narratives told by the Iraqi Shi'ite women as they reconstruct their 
identitiess as Iraqis, as Shi'ites, and as women, during their life in Iraq, the displacement of the refugee 
processs and in exile. This negotiation of identity requires a strong sense of self-awareness and agency. 
Thesee two aspects I found particularly distinct within the life stories the women shared throughout the 
dissertation'ss chapters. Through the content and the genre of these narratives, I was able to understand the 
variouss threats they encountered during their experiences as refugees. 

Onee of the most important challenges thee women faced was the threat of their own government in the war 
yearss leading up to the Uprising. As described in Chapters Three and Four, the Shi'ites maintained a 
peripherall  position in Iraq in relation to the national agenda of the Ba'athist regime. During the Iran-Iraq 
War,, however, the Shi'ites were conscripted to the frontlines en masse, and thus forced to defend 
themselvess in a war they did not believe in and for a state that oppressed them. The Shi'ite women I 
interviewedd spoke of their deep patriotic attachment to their country Iraq (see chapter four and five). 
Saddam,, however, using adept propaganda, disputed this patriotism and rendered it invalid. The Shi'ite 
claimm to a national identity was problematized by the divergent, state-regulated nationalist identity. As 
discussedd in Chapter Three, Saddam's nationalism was an implicitedly Sunni Arab Nationalist -defined 
Iraqii  nationalism that sought to persecute any dissenter. This official Iraqi national identity was defined in 
exclusionaryy narrow ways. The Shi'ite were excluded from this identity in that they were Shi'ite. Saddam 
positionedd the Iraqi Shi'ites within his propaganda, as Persian-Iranian influenced, and thus, not truly 
Arab-Iraqi. . 

Inn Iraq the women felt that they were not Iraqi but someone without a nationality. Therefore, they 
conceivedd of themselves as "Shi'ite" firstly and Iraqi secondly. However, because of the persecution by 
thee government against their religious beliefs, they tended to identify themselves as "Arab" to counter the 
government'ss assertion that they were in fact Persian. In underlining their Arab identity and language they 
defiedd the government's attempt to disinherit them from an Iraqi and thus Arab national identity. They 

Onn subject of Shi'ite identity see ai-Alawi, 1990: 39-78 
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emphasizedd their  Arab nature by way of their  Arab eloquence, their  use of poetic language, and the 
importancee they placed on their  discursive ability in Arabic in general. They called Iranians "sdjam"  which 
meanss in classical language an Arabic person who does not speak Arabic (as barbar, in Greek, came to 
signifyy a non-Greek speaker). The Shi'ite talked about the sdjam as people who do not keep their  word, 
whoo were sneaky and stingy. These are characteristics that Arab nationalism has come to convey as very 
succinctlyy anti-Arab. By denigrating the Persian character, the Iraqi Shi'ite attempted to construct a hyper-
Arabb self (more Arab than the average Arabs) to justify their  claim to Arab citizenship. They were very 
awaree that the government was tryin g to use the Persian connection to discredit them and accuse them of 
beingg spies and anti-patriotic . 

Ass the Iraqi Shi'ite contested this narrow definition of patriotism, reclaiming their  own Arab and Iraqi 
identity,, the state further  persecuted them for  not being Ba'athists. In other  words, the official sense of an 
Iraqii  national identity had littl e in fact to do with Iraqi or  Arab heritage; instead, it was reduced to mainly 
onee component: namely, belonging to the Ba'ath party. As the Iran-Ira q War unfolded, so to did the Iraqi 
Shi'itess defense of their  own Arab-ness. Marginalized as enemies to the state due to their  religion, then-
resistancee to the government, and their  alleged Iranian ancestry, the Shi'ites worked hard to negotiate their 
iUGiiiii.j rr  aa n i a u , « mi wunuim 

Whenn the Shi'ites rose up against their  government in 1991, they did so at the urging of the international 
community,, especially the United States, who pledged support if they would rebel against Saddam. When 
mee Uprising was crushed and no foreign power  came to their  aid, the Iraqi Shi'ite felt betrayed yet again. 
Thee Iraqi Shi'ite were isolated by their  dual identity, (see chapter  four) When deported to Iran, their 
felloww Shi'ites in Iran would have nothing to do with them. The wider  Muslim community did not support 
theirr  cause. Their  own government was waging a war  against them. And the international community, 
includingg the journalists ignored their  plight. The levels of betrayals only deepened. 

Thee Shi'ites were forced to negotiate their  identity even more upon fleeing their  homeland. In Rafha 
Refugeee Camp, they felt betrayed yet again by the Saudi Arabian government which provided adequate 
facilities,, but refused to allow them to integrate into Saudi society. The Shi'ites had been de-territorialized 
ass refugees, (see Chapter  Five) The Shi'ite Diaspora had begun to unfold; and thus, their  identity claims 
becamee more complicated. In Saudi Arabia, both their  Iraqi and Shi'ite identities were perceived 
unfavorablyy due to die political circumstances of the second Gulf War  and the particularl y virulent picture 
off  Shi'ism painted by the Saudi religious establishment. Therefore, the refugees presented themselves in 
moree acceptable identity terms i.e. the lovers of ahal al-bayt rather  than the Shi'ite of Iraq. 

Thee complexity of their  negotiated identities108 deepened upon resettling in The Netherlands. Displaced in 
termss of land and respect, die Shi'ite Diaspora becomes increasingly important in asserting Shi'ite 
identity.. Often, this struggle involved maintaining multipl e identities. According to the women's 
narratives,, to preserve their  families, their  religion, and their  culture within the uprooted Diaspora setting, 
theyy were continually making choices about which identity claims to highlight and which to down play. 

Inn Holland, die Shi'ite refugees had to overcome the dominant image of Muslim women as weak, 
submissive,, and backwards. They also had to resist the dominant image of helpless refugees. Through 
theirr  narratives to me, the Iraqi Shi'ite women explained how they worked diligently to maintain their 
culturee and religion through renegotiating an Iraqi Shi'ism far  away from its Iraqi roots (see chapter  six 
andd seven). Consequently, in Holland what becomes crucial for  these refugees was to enhance and 
highlightt  their  Shi'ite Muslim identity. The collective remembrance, as we explored in Chapters Six and 
Seven,, within the Rituals recreated in Holland served this purpose. Their  allegiance to their  own culture 
andd religion through die remembrances of the ahal -al Bait symbolize the re-establishment of their 
identity,, in the context of dieir  collective memory and personal lives as Shi'ites. This notion of re-rooting 
themselvess in Shi'ism pertained to their  individual sense of identity as well as the collective identity of 
beingg a community characterized by resistance, suffering, and remembrance. 

1088 For more information about the complexity of negotiating identities see Heller, 1987; Dancan, 1994; Hall, 1996; Shahidian, 1996; 
Stokes,, 1996; Preis, 1997; Jacobson, 1997; Kuiper, 1998 
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Communityy of resistance and opposition: 

Throughoutt their history and heritage and on through their refugee process, the Shi'ites have been defined 
byy their resistance and opposition to subjugation109. The historical marginalization of the Iraqi Shi'ites and 
thee subsequent persecution created different levels within the agency of their resistance. The Shi'ite 
communityy has experienced and witnessed traumas and torture, as these women expressed through the 
contentt and language of their verbal narration. Their resistance was shown most clearly in the narratives 
off  the majalis, which talk continually about the oppressor and the oppressed, the tyrant and the person 
whoo seeks justice. (al-Wa'li, 1997:48-50) This narrative could be disturbing to people in power. 

Anotherr level of agency and resistance is that the majalis help people to listen to their history and to talk 
aboutt it, in order to place themselves within their history. Every story is collected and thus is retold again 
andd again in this historical path. Another level of agency and resistance occurred in the Ashura discourse. 
Thee women I interviewed, throughout their histories, were explicitly and implicitly aware of the various 
politicall  and social forces mat threatened to repress them. Their narratives in and of themselves had a 
historyy of being silenced as dangerous. Thus, the heritage of history-telling itself has affected the political 
identityy of the Iraqi Shi'ite in Saudi Arabia and in The Netherlands, emphasizing their political-religious 
identification. . 

Thee Battle of Karbala represents for all Shi'ites the prototype struggle between the oppressor and the 
victim.. (al-Haydry, 1999: 307-364) The Shi'ite women, as we have seen in their narratives, utilized this 
historyy as a means of solidarity, resistance, and survival. Implicitly and explicitly they worked this story, 
whichh is an inseparable part of the story of the Holy Family, into their own lives and their own narratives, 
findingg a sense of place in this remembrance. 

Communityy of memories: 

Ass described throughout the study, the Shi'ite women have united within the activity and identity of 
remembrance.. Most particularly, the chief remembrance is that of the Holy Family of the Prophet, 
includingg the life and martyrdom of al-Husayn at Karbala. Though fourteen centuries have passed since 
thiss event, the Shi'ite are defined by their rituals of remembrance of this history. This notion of recalling 
iss also central to their personal narratives. The practices of recalling their religious history are important 
ceremoniess that remind them of their own origins in religion and in culture. Also, since the site of the 
Battlee of Karbala and the holiest shrines of Shi'ism are in southern Iraq, these ceremonies also serve to re-
connectt them to their homeland, from which they are exiled. In this way, the community of the Iraqi 
Shi'itee is structured and strengthened by their collective practices of memory. 

Byy contextualizing every struggle for justice or identity they experienced in their own lives within this 
holy,, historical struggle of the ahl-al bait, the Shi'ite are able to root themselves within their own 
communityy of remembrance. This also affected, as we discussed in Chapter Seven, their own telling of 
theirr life-stories. These narratives were filled with references and allusions to the history of the ahl-al bait. 
Thee roots of remembering uphold the nostalgia of the Shi'ite community, even in exile. Thus they are able 
too find strength in the histories and the re-telling of such histories. 

Communityy of suffering: 

Alongg with this notion of remembrance, the Iraqi Shi'ite community is also characterized by the degree to 
whichh suffering occurs in their sense of identity. The stories of the Holy Family are of course based in 
notionss of pain and tragedy. Each ceremony about the ahl-al bait must involve tears, the beating of the 
breast,, and general sadness. This has a deep impact upon the Shi'ites view of their own history. They 
considerr themselves a people who have endured so much persecution, that they are in fact defined by their 
subjugation. . 

Thee Shi'ite women I interviewed framed their life stories with the sad tales of their religious history. The 

Seee al-Husayni, 1988 and his book on Shi'ite Uprisings throughout the history. 
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dramaticc language and expressive gestures they used served to weave this sadness into the stories of their 
ownn experiences. Needless to say, the content of their narratives held a great deal of sadness as well. 
Horrificc stories of war, torture, execution, humiliation, isolation, and depression of course are histories of 
losss and plight What is interesting, however, is that in the telling of her own tale, as we have explored in 
Chapterr Seven, no woman broke down in tears. The pain of a personal history was expressed only later in 
thee collective ceremonies of remembrance. In this way, the Iraqi Shi'ite women constructed an identity of 
sufferingg heroically endured, through their communal outlet of expressing loss and pain. 

Practices::  How they confirm their  identities: 

Whenn these Iraqi Shi'ite women share their narratives, the language they use gives a compelling beauty to 
theirr accounts. This beauty is not considered an individual talent, but rather a service to their religion, (al-
Wa'li,, 1997:52) The phenomenon of "lament poetry" in honor of al-Husayn is a genre that characterizes 
thee Rites of Remembrance as well as the women's own accounts. It is important to note that this poetry 
hass a heritage that is Arab as well as Shi'ite. In fact, many aspects of the poetic genre are rooted in their 
confirmationn of their Arab identity. As discussed in Chapter Six, the art of narration is distinctly Arab and 
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orality.. The Iraqi Shi'ite women elaborated their own histories with eloquent quotation of beautiful 
passagess from the Qur'an and Hadith, as a means of showing respect to their culture, but also to identify 
themselvess as Arab peoples. 

Thiss negotiated sense of self was central to their religious and cultural practices in that it continued to 
differentiatee them from the Shi'ites of Iran. Many of these women emphatically repeated in their accounts 
thatt they were assuredly Arab and not "tnjamT', or non-Arab, Persian speakers. Even implicitly, the 
languagee and genre of their narration separated the women from what Saddam's regime had accused them 
of,, namely, Iranian loyalty. Thus the very practices of their religion and their own interaction were framed 
withinn a structuring of their identity as religiously Shi'ite and culturally and linguistically Arab. 

Rooting: : 

Inn a strong effort at cultural continuity, many women I interviewed in the Netherlands took pride in their 
Iraqii  and Shi'ite customs, reflecting this pride in their homes. Many women created a sense of the 
"homeland""  in their houses by decorating the interiors with images of Iraq that relate symbolically to 
Shi'ism.. Pictures of the sacred river Naher al-Furat (the Euphrates) (see chapter six for its significance) 
andd of the palm tree (see chapter five) were prevalent. 

Inn addition, many women used cooking as a means of recreating the particular smells and tastes of their 
homess in Iraq. Smell played a large role in the narratives of remembrance: the smells of freshly cooked 
fish,fish, of the clay earth after the rains, of the Arab bread baking in the oven. Each scent carried a piece of 
Iraqq to them, and led to a deep nostalgic yearning for their land. Nostalgia was central to all of the 
narratives.. Their identity as Iraqi is based on the culture, the land, and the actual country of Iraq. They are 
rootedd in their own Iraqi identity as much as they are in the soil of Iraq. . 

'Too be rooted is perhaps the most important and least recognized need of the human soul," stated Simone 
Weill  writing in England, about her exile from France during World War n. (Malkki, 1997: 52) Liisa 
Malkkii  utilizes this quote to make the argument that roots have an important relation to identity and to the 
formss and processes of the territorialization of identity. (Malkki, 1997: 52) Culturally people connect their 
identitiess with their homeland. This is particularly the case for the Iraqi Shi'ites and their deep sense of 
connectionn to the southern region of Iraq. Thus the importance of being buried in Najaf (see chapter six), 
evenn Iranian and Pakistani Shi'ites feel a deep religious connection to the holy shrines of southern Iraq, 
includingg Najaf, believing that as a devout Shi'ites, they should be buried there so to experience the Day 
off  Judgment with their holy ancestors. With this deep connection to the actual territory of Southern Iraq, 
thee Iraqi Shi'ites who actually came from this region, profess a profound nostalgia for its soil and its 
history,, even when they are as afar away as The Netherlands. 
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Malkkii  also discusses the complexx issues of what it means to be rooted in a place as well as what it means 
too be native to a place. Increasingly it is becoming difficult to understand the "notions of nativeness and 
nativee places more and more people identify themselves, or are categorized, in reference to 
deterritorializedd 'homelands', 'cultures', and 'origins'." (Preis, 1997: 86) 

Ann instance of this territorialized connection within this culture is the ritual burial of the umbilical cord 
underr a palm tree. This custom is deeply embedded in the tradition of the Iraqi Shi'ite, linking the child, 
fromm the moment she is born, to her homeland and its icon, the palm tree, (see chapter five.) A person 
shouldd protect the land, the custom states, where her umbilical cord is buried, maintaining this connection 
forr the rest of her life. Many of the women I interviewed told me in their narratives that the land does not 
forgivee those who leave it and do not protect it. They shared their feelings of guilt that they fled Iraq and 
didd not stay to defend their homeland. In fact, many said they did not feel comfortable returning to Iraq 
becausee the land, they believed, would never accept them again. This, of course, caused many women 
deepp pain and increased nostalgia for the land of their homeland. These elements of nostalgia play a 
cruciall  role in the genre of the women's narratives. Their significance translated into metaphors and 
allusionss that colored their stories, poetry, and histories. They became important icons of what they had 
left,, but what remained within them. 

Changee in time and place and change in the genre: Agencies to keep their  identities 

Anotherr important aspect of the complexity of the Iraqi Shi'ite narratives is how the change of time and 
placee affected the stories. In keeping with the fluidity of their "history-telling" genre, these stories evolved 
inn accordance to the location of their telling. I ascribe such changes in narration to the changes in identity 
thatt accompanied each move in location. 
Sincee the sense of identity was so instrumental to the formation and expression of the history-telling 
withinn the ceremonies of the Iraqi Shi'ite women, each of the various identities they claimed, played a role 
inn the content and genre of their narratives. 

Thiss argument implies that the notion of identity is fluid in that it can shift according to outside locations, 
situations,, and necessities. Stuart Hall, in the introduction of his book Questions of Cultural Identity, 
proposess that identity is not an essentially static reality, but in fact is a concept that is "strategic and 
positional.""  (Hall, 1996: 3) In seeking the irreducibility of this notion of identity, he points to the agency 
andd politics that usually are involved in its formation and presentation. His points are highly relevant to 
thiss study. In discussing the issue of forced migration, he makes yet another important argument: namely, 
thatt the narratization of the self that leads to "identity" might contain non-factual elements, but is 
necessaryy to awareness. I agree with this point. (Hall, 1996: 4) The narration a displaced people give of 
themselvess has political, and discursive value. 

Manyy writers have commented on the correlation place has to identity. Doreen Massey, in her book Places 
andand Identity argues that areas should be conceived of as "networks of social relations and understandings." 
(Massey,, 1994: 154) Since many people do not have a specific territory to call home, then increasingly, 
identityy toward a place is a fluid and internalized notion. The character of a place is, she argues, in today's 
age,, usually constructed in some sense, because, increasingly, the inhabitants of the place do not actually 
inhabitt i t This point is germane to our discussion of the Iraq Shi'ite refugees. 

Theirr nostalgia for Iraq is based on memories of life in Iraq before the Ba'ath regime as well as on 
historicall  legends of the region. But, their identity toward Iraq, upon resettling, is based on the community 
theyy have created as much as it is upon the actual reality of the land currently. "That place called home 
wass never an unmediated experience," Massey states. (Massey, 1994:164) Even when the Iraqi Shi'ite 
womenn lived in Iraq, they worked hard to perpetuate and express their own connection to Iraqi land and 
heritage.. The identity of place is closely bound with the identity of culture, and for these women, also the 
identityy of religion. 

Stilll  another writer who discusses the role of territory in the national identity of a displaced people is Liisa 
Malkkii  in her highly pertinent article "National Geographic: The Rooting of Peoples and the 
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Territoriazationn of National Identity among Scholars and Refugees". She too argues that the universal 
needd for roots often conflicts with the fact that more and more people do not live where they come from. 
Shee speaks of a new globalization where, "people are chronically mobile and routinely displaced." 
(Malkki,, 1997: 52) She makes a point concerning the importance, for some people of the latter category, 
inn possessing an actual handful of soil from the homeland. (Malkki, 1997: 55) This correlates to Solima's 
youngestt daughter, who, although the least connected chronologically to Iraq, would beg visitors to bring 
herr a handful of Iraqi clay. Thus, the physical sense of a territory, though she had no memory of 
inhabitingg it, was crucial to her sense of nostalgia and identity-formation. 

Identity : : 

Inherantt in the refugee status is the image of being helpless and vulnerable. Moreoever, the very term 
"refugee""  has been contested and is often prone to hazardous misconceptions. As we discussed in the 
introduction,, images of refugees used by humanitarian and political journalism usually show pictures of 
thee refugee populations. If there is a history to the story, it rarely is told from the actual standpoint of a 
refugeee in question. On the contrary, the exiled refugees are often depoliticized, erased of their history so 
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off  course is that the population in question have become refugees precisely due to their history and 
poltics.. This is particularly the case with the Iraqi Shi'ite women. 

Fromm their persection under Saddam to their Uprising against the Ba'athist regime in 1991 to their three 
yearss in the Saudi refugee camp to their resettlement in The Netherlands, this community has been 
profoundlyy political in their attempts to maintain their own idenity in the face of oppression and isolation. 
Theirr identity was called into question at every stage of the process of escaping the threats against them. 
Yet,, nevertheless, they rooted themselves within the territory of their own culture and religion. 

Solimaa cannot conceive of any alternative to her present life in exile, but her poem speaks of these Shi'ite 
womenn who have heroically endured, "who care not for the weather...neither the discomforting cold of 
thee (Iraqi) north, nor the heat of the (southern) marshes." 

Wee are those who rise up for religion, 
Challengerss of the wicked. 
Wee will never compromise, 
Thoughh all of us should perish, 
Untill  we return to our land! 

Throughoutt all of their ordeals, despite drastic changes of location and social relations, these women have 
nourishedd roots that sink deep into a vividly recalled religious culture of resistance and remembrance. 
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Dutchh Summary 
Verzett  en herinnering 

Hett historisch verhaal van Shi'itische Arabische vrouwen en hun gezinnen die naar Nederland gevlucht zijn. 

Dezee dissertatie behandelt vragen die rijzen ten aanzien van de constructie van een Shi'itische identiteit door 
dee verhalen die Shi'itische Arabische vrouwen en hun gezinnen vertellen in hun vaderland Irak, in een 
Saudischh vluchtelingenkamp en bij hun opname in de Nederlandse samenleving. Door hun verhalen te 
bestuderenn onderzoekt deze studie de uitdagingen waar elk van de landen waar ze heengingen hen gaven. 
Dezee dissertatie kijkt ook naar de 'agency' die zichtbaar werd in de verhalen over hun poging hun Shi'itische 
identiteitt over te dragen, te presenteren en te bevestigen. Daarbij wordt stilgestaan bij rol van de mondelinge 
overdrachtt en traditie als een genre die door vrouwen wordt ingezet Tot slot wordt hier bekeken hoe deze 
vrouwenn verschillende identiteiten aannemen en construeren als ze willen laten zien wie ze zijn, en hoe hun 
individuelee en collectieve zelf inzet is van onderhandeling. 

Mett alleen gaat het om hun Shi'itische identiteit maar ook om de constructie van wie ze zijn geweest als 
inwoonsterss van Irak en wie ze nu zijn als vrouwen die hebben moeten vluchten en in ballingschap zijn 
gegaan.. De daaruit voortkomende onderhandeling vereist een groot bewustzijn van wie ze zelf zijn. Door de 
inhoudd en het genre van hun verhalen was het mogelijk in te zien hoe bedreigd zij zich voelen en hoe weinig 
speelruimtee hun rol als vluchteling hen laat 

Dee belangrijkste bedreiging voor deze vrouwen was aanvankelijk afkomstig van hun eigen regering in de 
jarenn die voorafgingen aan de grote Opstand van 1991. Tot dan hadden de Shi'ieten een niet belangrijke 
positiee op de nationale agenda van Sadam Hoessein's regiem. Maar gedurende de Iraans-Iraakse oorlog 
werdenn de Shi'ieten massaal ingezet aan het front en dus moesten ze vechten in een oorlog waar ze niet in 
geloofdenn en voor een staat die hen onderdrukte. Toch spraken de Shi'itische vrouwen die ik interviewde over 
eenn grote verbondenheid met hun land: Irak. Sadam Hoessein maakte echter gebruik van handige propaganda 
omm deze patriottische houding ter discussie te stellen en uiteindelijk ongeldig te verklaren. Immers het 
impliceeidee tegelijkertijd een Shi'itische claim voor een eigen nationale identiteit Deze spoorde niet met de 
doorr de staat gepropageerde nationale identiteit Het staatsnationalisme was impliciet Sunnitisch hetgeen 
betekendee dat ieder die het met dit religieuze aspect niet eens was werd vervolgd. Zo werden de Shiieten door 
hunn andere religieuze oriëntatie van de nationale identiteit uitgesloten. Zij werden beschuldigd van Iraanse 
beïnvloeding,, en dus waren ze niet werkelijk Arabisch/Irakees. 

Dee vrouwen die hier vertellen voelden dat ze geen Irakezen waren maar iemand zonder nationaliteit 
Daardoorr werd het Shi'itische steeds belangrijker. Maar omdat dat zou leiden tot religieuze vervolging 
identificeerdenn ze zichzelf vooral als Arabisch, en niet zoals de regering wilde doen geloven als verbonden 
mett Iran. Door zelf hun taal en identiteit als Arabisch neer te zetten ondermijnden ze pogingen van de 
regeringg hen een Arabisch nationale en Irakese identiteit af te nemen. Ze deden dat door hun gebruik van de 
taal,, door welsprekendheid, door het gebruik van poëtische taal, en de betekenis die zij eraan gaven zo goed 
vann het Arabisch als taal gebruik te maken. 

Terwijll  zij zich verzetten tegen de gelijkstelling van patriottisme met het dominante geloof, begon de staat hen 
tete vervolgen omdat zij geen lid waren van de politieke partij Ba'ath. Daarmee werd duidelijk dat de officiële 
betekeniss van de Irakese nationale identiteit weinig te maken had met een Arabische of Irakese erfenis, maar 
eigenlijkk alleen maar met de Ba'ath-partij. Gemarginaliseerd als staatsvijand zogenaamd door hun religieuze 
oriëntatie,, hun verzet tegen de officiële politiek en een vermeende Iraanse afkomst probeerden Shiieten lange 
tijdd hun culturele en religieuze banden te bewaren. 

Toenn de Shi'ieten tegen hun regering in 1991 in opstand kwamen deden ze dat vooral op verzoek van de 
internationalee gemeenschap, met name van de Verenigde Staten die hen steun hadden toegezegd Toen de 
opstandd neergeslagen werd en geen enkele buitenlandse mogendheid hen te hulp kwam voelden zij zich 
verraden.. Wanneer ze in Iran belandden wilden de Shi'ieten daar niets met hen te maken hebben. En ook de 
verderee Islamitische wereld gaf geen steun. 
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Hunn identiteit werd definitief beschadigd toen zij  van hun huis en land moesten wegvluchten. In het 
opvangkampp Rafah Refugee Camp in Saoedie Arabia voelden zij  zich ook door  de regering van dat land 
verraden,, omdat ze weliswaar  correct werden opgevangen maar  iedere integratie in dat land hen ontzegd 
werd.. Als vluchtelingen waren ze totaal ontheemd. Het was het begin van een Diaspora, die de samenhang 
vann de gemeenschap steeds moeilijker  maakte. In Saoedie Arabië was hun Iraakse en Shi'itische identiteit niet 
welkomm door  de Iraakse invasie van Koeweit en de vijandigheid tegen het Shi'itisme. Daarom beriepen zij 
zichh op het feit dat ze ook Moslim waren, zonder  resultaat 

Gedurendee het hele proces van vluchteling worden sinds door  de oorlog frak  verlaten werd en ze over  de 
Nederlandsee grenzen kwamen hebben Irakese Shi'itische vrouwen moeten onderhandelen over wie ze waren 
alss individ u en collectief. Als vluchteling wordt hun identiteit vooral bepaald doordat ze geen land hebben, en 
zoo is de zoektocht naar  wat ze wel zijn een kritisch antwoord op het feit dat ze ondanks dat ze geen huis 
hebbenn toch iemand zijn. Toen ze hun huis fysiek verlieten moesten ze in ieder  geval in hun zelfbeeld een 
plaatss waar  ze wel hoorden vinden. De kracht daartoe vonden ze niet in een land, maar  in een collectieve 
herinneringg aan hun vaderland en de religieuze betekenis daarvan. Met de groeiende afstand van de 
Shi'itischee heilige steden in zuid Irak werd de band als vorm van identiteit sterker. Dit was voor  hen nodig om 
dee problemen van steeds een nieuwe plek aan te kunnen. Daarbij  kwam dat de vrouwen vooral leden onder 
hett  verdwijnen van de gezins- en familiestructuur  die door  hen gedragen werd. Volgens de verhalen van de 
vrouwenn moesten ze om hun gezinnen en families bij  elkaar  te houden, de religie te handhaven en hun cultuur 
inn stand te houden in de setting van de Diaspora voortdurend keuzes maken over  wie ze waren, wat hun 
identiteitt  was en wat voor  hen betekenis had. 

Hett  nieuwe aan deze dissertatie is dat ook beschreven wordt hoe de Shi'itische vrouwen in Nederland het 
beeldd van de zwakke, onderdanige en achtergebleven moslemvrouw moesten bestrijden. Tegelijkertij d 
moestenn ze laten zien dat het dominante beeld van de wanhopige vluchtelingen niet klopte. Daarvan doen ze 
inn deze dissertatie een moedig verslag. 
Wee zien hun ervaringen en krijgen een beeld van hoe zij  hun identiteit in stand houden. Het gaat om hun 
levenn onder  een de interne en externe politiek van een Irakees regiem en hun herinnering aan oorlogen, om 
verlies,, gedwongen verplaatsing en hun ervaring met het leven als vluchteling in een kamp en in ballingschap. 
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